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Abstract
The topic of this thesis is how we should treat tiny probabilities of vast value. This
thesis consists of six independent papers. Chapter 1 discusses the idea that utilities are bounded. It shows that bounded decision theories prescribe prospects that
are better for no one and worse for some if combined with an additive axiology.
Chapter 2, in turn, points out that standard axiomatizations of Expected Utility
Theory violate dominance in cases that involve possible states of zero probability.
Chapters 3–6 discuss the idea that we should ignore tiny probabilities in practical
decision-making. Chapter 3 argues that discounting small probabilities solves the
‘Intrapersonal Addition Paradox’ and thus helps avoid the Repugnant Conclusion.
Chapter 4 explores what the most plausible version of this view might look like
and what problems the different versions have. Chapter 5 focuses on one type of
problem, namely, money pumps. The Independence Money Pump, in particular,
presents a difficult challenge for those who wish to discount small probabilities.
Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the implications of discounting small probabilities for
the value of the far future.
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Introduction
Tiny Probabilities of Vast Value

abstract: This chapter explores different approaches to cases that involve
tiny probabilities of huge payoffs. The main approaches discussed are Probability Fanaticism, Boundedness and Probability Discounting. First, the chapter discusses two arguments for maximizing expected utility: the long-run
argument and representation theorems. Next, it investigates Probability Fanaticism, on which tiny probabilities of huge positive or negative payoffs can
have enormous positive or negative expected utility (respectively). Various
arguments for and against Probability Fanaticism are discussed. Then, the
chapter considers Boundedness, namely, the idea that utilities are bounded.
Finally, the chapter discusses Probability Discounting, on which tiny probabilities should be ignored in practical decision-making. Some other approaches are also discussed briefly. The chapter concludes that the paradoxes involving tiny probabilities of vast value show that some intuitively
compelling principles of rationality must be given up.

1

1

Pascal’s Hell

In the beginning, on a small planet in the Solar System, in the Milky Way galaxy…
Satan:

I have an offer for you, Pascal, as I have heard that you might be interested

in a small probability of a huge payoff.
Pascal:

Anything that maximizes expected utility!

Satan:

Great! And your utility function is unbounded, am I right?1

Pascal:

Yes, and additive in terms of people’s happy days of life.

Satan:

Excellent. So, the offer is this: I will flip a coin, and if it lands on heads, I

will help humanity settle on new planets in faraway galaxies and live in bliss until
the heat death of the Universe.2 Until the heat death happens, it will be like heaven.
But if the coin lands on tails, then everyone on Earth will suffer excruciating pain
for the next fifty years. That’s the offer. If you decide to accept it, I will return to
Earth every fifty years and give the same offer until either you (or your descendants)
refuse the offer, the coin lands on heads, or the Sun expands and makes life on
Earth impossible. If you decide not to accept the offer, humanity will live its earthly
existence as mere mortals until life on this planet is no longer possible (humanity
will not be able to expand out from Earth without my help!)
Pascal:

Your offer sounds great—even odds of Utopia! And if we don’t win this

time, we’ll almost certainly win eventually.
Satan:

Oh, pardon me, I forgot to say that my coin is somewhat biased. If you

1

The utility function does not necessarily have to be unbounded for this case to work—it is
enough that the upper bound is very high and the lower bound very low. Chapter 1 of this thesis
shows that standard axiomatization of Expected Utility Theory require a bounded utility function.
2
This is the fate of the Universe in which Pascal and Satan live.

2

accept all the (20 million) offers, the probability of heads happening at least once is
one-in-a-googolplex. I admit the odds aren’t great. But if the coin lands on heads,
I will create a thousand googolplex happy Earth-like planets.
Pascal:

Not to worry, the offer is still amazing. The expected value of taking those

gambles is clearly greater than the expected value of rejecting them. Actually, its
expected value might even be greater than the expected value of the offer I initially
thought you were making… So, I’m positively surprised.
Satan:

Oops, I made a mistake. I read the wrong page. The instruction manual

(Creating Hell) says that the probability of heads ever happening on Earth is onein-Graham’s-number. But it is in my power to create any finite number of happy
Earth-like planets, so I believe I can still give you a good offer. If the coin lands on
heads, I will create a million Graham’s number of happy Earth-like planets.3
Pascal:

Now your offer is even better! Although I dread the almost certain torture

for everyone on Earth for the next billion years, the expected value of your offer is
far greater than the expected value of not taking it. So, rationality compels me to
accept it.
Pascal and Satan then agree on the deal, and Satan flips the coin. Unsurprisingly,
it lands on tails.
Satan:

You and everyone on Earth will now suffer excruciating pain for the next

fifty years.
Pascal:

Oh well. I made the right choice, given the information I had. And the

future is still great in expectation. Thank you for your offer.
3

The Universe Pascal and Satan live in is much larger than our Universe.

3

Satan:

I’m always happy to help. See you again in fifty years!

Pascal:

See you in fifty (long) years! You are always welcome here.

Satan:

I never imagined persuading people to enter (finite) hell would be this

easy…
∗∗∗
So Satan traveled from one planet to another, and the inhabitants of those planets—
also expected utility maximizers with unbounded utilities—always accepted his offer. And they all lived happily ever after (in expectation). But according to Satan’s instruction manual, the probability of the coin ever landing on heads was
merely one-in-a-googolplex, so the Universe was almost certain to be void of joy
and laughter.4

2

Maximizing expected utility

The topic of this thesis is how we should treat tiny probabilities of vast value. This
chapter goes over different possible approaches. I will start by considering the idea
that rational agents maximize expected utility. Two arguments for maximizing expected utility will be discussed: the long-run argument and representation theorems. I will then present two puzzling cases that involve tiny probabilities of huge
4

This dialogue is based on Pascal’s Mugging by Bostrom (2009), which in turn is based on
informal discussions by various people, including Yudkowsky (2007b). Pascal’s Mugging is similar
to Pascal’s Wager, except that the former does not involve infinite utilities. Pascal (1958) famously
argued that one should believe in God because of the possibility of gaining an infinitely good payoff
in Heaven: “Let us weigh the gain and the loss in wagering that God is. Let us estimate these two
chances. If you gain, you gain all; if you lose, you lose nothing. Wager, then, without hesitation that
He is.”

4

payoffs. The subsequent sections explore expected-utility maximization with unbounded and bounded utility functions, as well as alternatives to expected-utility
maximization.

2.1

The long-run argument for maximizing expected utility

According to standard decision theory, a rational agent always maximizes expected
utility. An act’s expected utility is calculated by summing the utilities of its possible
outcomes weighted by their probabilities of occurring, where ‘utility’ measures how
preferable (or valuable) some outcome is compared to the alternatives. Let EU (𝑋)
denote the expected utility of prospect 𝑋, and let 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 mean that 𝑋 is at least
as good as 𝑌. Also, let 𝑂 be the set of possible outcomes, 𝑝𝑋 (𝑜) the probability of
outcome 𝑜 in prospect 𝑋 and 𝑢(𝑜) the utility of 𝑜. Then, more formally, Expected
Utility Theory states the following:
Expected Utility Theory:

For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and

only if EU(𝑋) ≥ EU(𝑌), where
EU(𝑋) = ∑ 𝑝𝑋 (𝑜)𝑢(𝑜).
𝑜∈𝑂

Why should one accept Expected Utility Theory? One argument for maximizing expected utility—the long-run argument—states that expected-utility maximization is the best policy in the long run. This is because, in the long run, the
average amount of utility gained per trial is overwhelmingly likely to be close to

5

the expected value of an individual trial.5 However, it is not certain that the average utility gain per trial would be close to the game’s expected utility—it is merely
highly likely.6 Thus, the argument must be that expected-utility maximization is
overwhelmingly likely to be the overall best policy. And, if something is overwhelmingly likely to be the overall best policy, then one should do that. So, one
should maximize expected utility.
The long-run argument only works under certain further assumptions about
what sorts of gambles will arise in the long run. For example, in Pascal’s Hell, not
maximizing expected utility is overwhelmingly likely to be the overall best policy.
So, by the same argument, one should not maximize expected utility in this case.
Thus, the principle from which the long-run argument gets its intuitive support recommends against expected-utility maximization in some cases. And, the true principles of rationality (if there are any) should apply even in hypothetical cases such
as Pascal’s Hell. Expected-utility maximization might be overwhelmingly likely to
be the overall best policy for us. But it is not so always and for everyone. If one
accepts the principle that one should choose whatever policy is overwhelmingly
likely to be best overall (either for oneself or the group of all agents), then, under
some circumstances, one should not maximize expected utility. So, some other
argument is needed to establish that one should always do so.7
5

Briggs (2019).
The Strong Law of Large Numbers implies that, for any arbitrarily small real umber 𝜖 > 0, the
probability that the average payoff of a prospect falls within 𝜖 of its expected utility converges to 1 as
the number of trials increases. In other words, as the sample size goes to infinity, the average gain
per trial will become arbitrarily close to the prospect’s expected utility with probability 1. So, in
the long run, the average utility associated with a prospect is virtually certain to equal its expected
utility. See Briggs (2019, §2.1).
7
See Briggs (2019, §2.1) for more discussion of the long-run argument for expected-utility
6

6

2.2

Representation theorems

Another argument for maximizing expected utility relies on representation theorems, such as the von Neumann-Morgenstern axiomatization of Expected Utility
Theory. This representation theorem shows that the following axioms together entail Expected Utility Theory: Completeness, Transitivity, Independence and Continuity.8 Let 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 mean that 𝑋 is strictly preferred (or simply ‘preferred’) to 𝑌.9
Also, let 𝑋𝑝𝑌 be a risky prospect with a 𝑝 chance of prospect 𝑋 obtaining and a
1 − 𝑝 chance of prospect 𝑌 obtaining. These axioms then state the following:
Completeness:

𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 or 𝑌 ≿ 𝑋.

Transitivity: If 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 ≿ 𝑍, then 𝑋 ≿ 𝑍.
Independence:

If 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌, then 𝑋𝑝𝑍 ≻ 𝑌 𝑝𝑍 for all probabilities

𝑝 ∈ (0, 1].
Continuity: If 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 ≻ 𝑍, then there are probabilities 𝑝 and 𝑞 ∈
(0, 1) such that 𝑋𝑝𝑍 ≻ 𝑌 ≻ 𝑋𝑞𝑍.
Agents who conform to said axioms can be represented as maximizing expected utility. The argument for expected-utility maximization from representation theorems states that these axioms are the axioms of rational preference.10
Thus, rational agents can be represented as maximizing expected utility. But why
maximization.
8
See von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947), Jensen (1967, pp. 172–182) and Hammond (1998,
pp. 152–164).
9
Some prospect 𝑋 is strictly preferred to another prospect 𝑌 when 𝑋 is weakly preferred to 𝑌,
but 𝑌 is not weakly preferred to 𝑋.
10
Briggs (2019) and Zynda (2000).
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should one think these are the axioms of rational preference? First, one might
consider them intuitively plausible, so it might seem intuitively right that rational
agents satisfy these axioms. Alternatively, they can be supported by money-pump
arguments. A money-pump argument intends to show that agents who violate
some alleged requirement of rationality are vulnerable to making a combination
of choices that leads to a sure loss. There are money-pump arguments for Completeness, Transitivity, Independence and Continuity.11 So, if vulnerability to this
sort of exploitation is a sign of irrationality, then one ought to satisfy the axioms
that together entail Expected Utility Theory. Thus, rational agents maximize expected utility.12

2.3

Tiny probabilities of vast utilities

However, maximizing expected utility seems to lead to counterintuitive choices
in cases that involve tiny probabilities of huge payoffs (at least if utilities are unbounded or if the upper bound is very high or the lower bound is very low). One
such case was presented earlier. It is based on the following case:13
Pascal’s Mugging: A stranger approaches you and promises to use
magic that will give you a thousand quadrillion happy days in the Seventh Dimension if you pay him a small amount of money.
Should you pay the stranger? There is a very small but non-zero probability that
11

See Gustafsson (forthcoming).
As discussed later, these axioms imply a bounded utility function.
13
Bostrom (2009). This case is based on informal discussions by various people, including
Eliezer Yudkowsky (2007b).
12

8

the stranger is telling the truth. And if he is telling the truth, then the payoff is
enormous. Provided the payoff is sufficiently great, the expected utility of paying
the stranger is greater than that of keeping the money. Also, if you have a nonzero credence in him being able and willing to deliver any finite amount of utility,
then he can always increase the payoff until the offer has positive expected utility,
at least if your utilities are unbounded.14 So, someone who maximizes expected
utility with an unbounded utility function (or with a high enough upper bound)
would pay the stranger—which seems counterintuitive.
Another case that involves tiny probabilities of huge payoffs is the St. Petersburg
paradox introduced by Nicolaus Bernoulli:15
St. Petersburg Game: A fair coin is flipped until it lands on heads.16
The prize is then $2𝑛 , where 𝑛 is the number of coin flips.
While Pascal’s Mugging involves large finite payoffs and a finite number of possi14

Contrary to this, Baumann (2009, p. 447) argues that the larger the payoff the mugger promises
to deliver, the lower the probability you should assign to the proposition that he will stick with his
promise. Moreover, Baumann (2009, p. 447) argues that your probabilities should go down faster
than the stranger’s offer’s utilities go up. Relatedly, Robin Hanson has suggested that in a scenario in
which many individuals exist, they cannot all have total control over each other’s existence. So, your
credence in being able to influence them all should be penalized in proportion to the number of
individuals that exist. Thus, credences in the mugger telling the truth should decrease in proportion
to the possible payoff. See Hanson (2007) and Yudkowsky (2007a). But, in the version of Pascal’s
Mugging presented in this chapter, the stranger promises to prolong your life rather than also help
very many orphans (as in Bostrom’s version). And, it is less surprising to be in a special position to
have so much control over one’s future self.
15
Nicolaus Bernoulli originally proposed a version of this game in 1713. The game was simplified by Gabriel Cramer in 1728 and published by Daniel Bernoulli in 1738. See Pulskamp (2013)
and Bernoulli (1954). There are variants of the St. Petersburg game that do not seem to make any
sense by the lights of Expected Utility Theory because they have no unique expected utility. See, for
example, Nover and Hájek (2004) on the Pasadena game.
16
What happens if the coin never lands on heads? We may suppose that, in that case, the player
wins nothing. As this is a zero-probability event, it does not affect the expected utility of the game.
See Chapter 2 of this thesis on Expected Utility Theory and possible states of zero probability.

9

ble outcomes, the St. Petersburg game involves arbitrarily large finite payoffs and
infinitely many possible outcomes. The St. Petersburg game has infinite expected
monetary value, so an agent who maximizes expected monetary value would pay
any finite amount to play it. But again, this seems counterintuitive. As Nicolaus
Bernoulli (agreeing with his friend Gabriel Cramer) writes: “[T]here is no person
of good sense who wished to give merely 20 coins.”17 Daniel Bernoulli (cousin of
Nicolaus Bernoulli) argues that the expected utility of the game is finite because of
the diminishing marginal utility of money.18 However, one can change the game
slightly to bypass this objection by changing the prize from money to something
with no diminishing marginal utility, such as (possibly) days of life.19
To summarize, Expected Utility Theory states that rational agents maximize
expected utility. Expected Utility Theory can be supported with the long-run argument, on which one should maximize expected utility because it is overwhelmingly
likely to be the best policy in the long run. Alternatively, Expected Utility Theory
can be supported by representation theorems. This argument states that the axioms of Expected Utility Theory are the axioms of rational preference. However,
maximizing expected utility seems to lead to counterintuitive choices in cases that
involve tiny probabilities of huge payoffs, such as Pascal’s Hell, Pascal’s Mugging
and the St. Petersburg paradox. Expected-utility maximization gives counterin17

Pulskamp (2013, p. 6).
Bernoulli (1954).
19
Monton (2019, p. 2). This is related to the Super St-Petersburg Paradox which Samuelson
(1977, p. 32) attributes to Menger (1934) (see Menger [1967] for an English translation). Menger
(1967, pp. 217–218) shows that if utilities are unbounded, one can always create a Super StPetersburg game, in which the payoffs grow sufficiently fast so that the expected utility of the game
is infinite.
18
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tuitive recommendations in such cases if utilities are unbounded or if the upper
bound is very high or the lower bound very low. The next section discusses an implication of expected-utility maximization with an unbounded utility function; the
subsequent section explores expected-utility maximization with a bounded utility
function. The idea that tiny probabilities should be ignored in practical decisionmaking is investigated in §5. Finally, §6 briefly discusses some other approaches.

3

Probability Fanaticism

This section discusses arguments for and against Probability Fanaticism, namely,
the idea that we should let tiny probabilities of vast utilities dominate the expected
utility calculations. As we will see, there are strong arguments for and against Probability Fanaticism, as some plausible principles support this idea while others undermine it.

3.1

The Continuum Argument for Probability Fanaticism

There seems to be something wrong with a theory that lets tiny probabilities of
huge payoffs dictate one’s course of action. It might even seem fanatical. Thus, we
may call this view Probability Fanaticism. Probability Fanaticism is the idea that
tiny probabilities of huge positive or negative payoffs can have enormous positive
or negative expected utility (respectively). Formally, it states the following:20
Probability Fanaticism:
20

Wilkinson (2022, p. 449). Beckstead and Thomas (2020) call this ‘Recklessness’.
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i Positive Probability Fanaticism For any probability 𝑝 > 0, and
for any finite utility 𝑢, there is some large enough utility 𝑈 such
that probability 𝑝 of 𝑈 (and otherwise nothing) is better than
certainty of 𝑢.21
ii Negative Probability Fanaticism For any probability 𝑝 > 0, and
for any finite negative utility −𝑢, there is some large enough negative utility −𝑈 such that probability 𝑝 of −𝑈 (and otherwise
nothing) is worse than certainty of −𝑢.
Probability Fanaticism is supported by a Continuum Argument.22 Consider for
example the following case:23
Devil at Your Deathbed:

You have one year of life left. But the devil

appears and offers you ten years of happy life instead, with probability
0.999. You accept the offer. But the devil then offers you 100 years
of happy life instead, with probability 0.9992 —just 0.1% lower. After
some 50,000 trades, you find yourself with a 0.99950,000 probability of
1050,000 years of happy life. Predictably, you die shortly thereafter.
In this case, each deal seems better than the one before. Accepting each deal massively increases the payoff while decreasing its probability by a tiny percentage.
However, accepting all trades means trading a certain good payoff (one year of
happy life) for an extremely tiny probability of a great payoff.
21

In this context, ‘otherwise nothing’ means retaining the status quo or baseline outcome.
This argument is from Beckstead (2013, §6) and Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §1).
23
Beckstead and Thomas (2020, pp. 4–5)
22
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If 𝑝 is a probability and 𝑛 is a number of happy lives, then let 𝑝 ⋅ 𝑛 be a prospect
that gives probability 𝑝 of 𝑛 happy lives (and otherwise nothing). Then, the following principle supports accepting all the trades:24
Anti-Timidity:

For any probabilities 𝑝 ≫ 𝑞 and numbers of happy

lives 𝑁 ≫ 𝑛, 𝑝 ⋅ (𝑛 + 𝑁 ) ≻ (𝑝 + 𝑞) ⋅ 𝑛.
Anti-Timidity says that one can always compensate for a tiny decrease in the probability of a good outcome by increasing the payoff sufficiently. Anti-Timidity is
plausible. However, it implies (Positive) Probability Fanaticism; repeated applications of Anti-Timidity (together with transitivity) tell us that a tiny probability of
a great payoff is better than certainty of a good payoff.25 Whichever payoff one
starts with, and for any tiny probability 𝑝 > 0, there is some great enough payoff
such that probability 𝑝 of the great payoff (and otherwise nothing) is better than
certainty of the original payoff. So, to deny Probability Fanaticism, one must reject
Anti-Timidity or transitivity—yet both seem intuitively compelling.
24

Russell (2021, p. 7) and Beckstead and Thomas (2020, p. 2).
A similar argument can be given to support Negative Probability Fanaticism. Instead of AntiTimidity, this argument uses the following principle:
25

Negative Anti-Timidity: For any probabilities 𝑝 ≫ 𝑞 and numbers of unhappy
lives 𝑁 ≫ 𝑛, (𝑝 + 𝑞) ⋅ 𝑛 ≻ 𝑝 ⋅ (𝑛 + 𝑁).
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3.2

More is Better and Simple Separability imply Probability Fanaticism

Another argument for Probability Fanaticism is that it follows from two plausible
principles, namely, More is Better and Simple Separability.26 More is Better states
the following:27
More is Better:

For probabilities 𝑝 ≫ 𝑞 and numbers 𝑁 ≫ 𝑛, 𝑝 ⋅

𝑁 ≻ 𝑞 ⋅ 𝑛.
More is Better states that it is better to have a much higher probability of many
more happy lives than a smaller probability of fewer happy lives.
Let 𝑋 be a prospect that concerns what is going on in the part of the world
we might make any difference to, and let 𝑌 be a prospect that concerns what happens somewhere far away, such as a distant galaxy. Also, let 𝑋 ⊕ 𝑌 be the combined prospect of the near prospect 𝑋 and the far prospect 𝑌. Finally, let a ‘simple
prospect’ be a prospect that has only a finite number of possible outcomes. Then,
Simple Separability states the following:28
Simple Separability:

For all simple near prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, and any

simple far prospect 𝑍, 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 if and only if 𝑋 ⊕ 𝑍 ≻ 𝑌 ⊕ 𝑍.
Denying Simple Separability means that uncertainty over what happens in distant
places can be relevant to what we ought to do, even when we cannot affect what
26

This argument is also from Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §3.2). The presentation follows
closely Russell (2021, §2).
27
Russell (2021, p. 6).
28
Russell (2021, p. 15).
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happens in those distant places.
To see how More is Better and Simple Separability imply Probability Fanaticism, consider the following prospects:
More vs. Less:

Let 𝑝 ≫ 𝑞 and 𝑁 ≫ 𝑛. Also, let the probabilities of

states 1, 2 and 3 be 𝑝, 𝑞 and 1 − 𝑝 − 𝑞 (respectively).
More
Less

Gives 𝑁 happy lives in state 1 and nothing in states 2 and 3.
Gives 𝑛 happy lives in state 2 and nothing in states 1 and 3.

Suppose you face a choice between More and Less, while the inhabitants of a distant
Earth-like planet face the following prospect:
Far

Gives 𝑛 happy lives in state 1 and nothing in states 2 and 3.

Given that the Earth-like planet faces prospect Far, the choice you face is between More ⊕ Far and Less ⊕ Far (see table 1). And, given that More is better
than Less (by More is Better), it follows by Simple Separability that More ⊕ Far is
better than Less ⊕ Far. However, as seen in table 1, More ⊕ Far gives a slightly
lower probability 𝑝 of a much large number of happy people 𝑛 + 𝑁. Thus, More is
Better and Simple Separability imply Anti-Timidity: A slightly smaller probability
of a much large number of happy lives is better than a slightly higher probability of
many fewer happy lives. And, as we saw in the previous section, Anti-Timidity (together with transitivity) implies Probability Fanaticism. Therefore, More is Better
and Simple Separability (together with transitivity) imply Probability Fanaticism.
To deny Probability Fanaticism, one must reject More is Better, Simple Separability
or transitivity—yet they all seem intuitively compelling.
15

Table 1

More ⊕ Far vs. Less ⊕ Far
Probability

More ⊕ Far
Less ⊕ Far

3.3

State 1

State 2

State 3

𝑝

𝑞

1−𝑝−𝑞

𝑛+𝑁
𝑛

0
𝑛

0
0

Stochastic Dominance and Simple Separability imply Probability Fanaticism

Another related argument for Probability Fanaticism is that it follows from Simple Separability and another very compelling principle, namely, Stochastic Dominance.29 Let 𝑋 = {𝑥1 , 𝑝1 ; 𝑥2 , 𝑝2 ; … } stand for prospect 𝑋 that gives non-zero
probabilities 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , and so on, of outcomes 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , and so on. Stochastic Dominance then states the following:30
Stochastic Dominance: For all prospects 𝑋 = {𝑥1 , 𝑝1 ; 𝑥2 , 𝑝2 ; … }
and 𝑌 = {𝑦1 , 𝑞1 ; 𝑦2 , 𝑞2 ; … }, 𝑋 is at least as good as 𝑌 if, for all out29

The presentation follows closely Russell (2021, pp. 30–33). See Wilkinson (2022, §VI A) for
a very similar argument. Also see Tarsney (2020), Beckstead and Thomas (2020) and Goodsell
(2021).
30
Buchak (2013, p. 42). More precisely, this is first-order stochastic dominance, an idea that was
introduced to statistics by Mann and Whitney (1947) and Lehmann (1955), and to economics by
Quirk and Saposnik (1962). The name ‘first-degree stochastic dominance’ is due to Hadar and
Russell (1969, p. 27).
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comes 𝑜,
∑
{𝑖 | 𝑥𝑖 ≿𝑜}

𝑝𝑖 ≥

∑
{𝑗 | 𝑦𝑗 ≿𝑜}

𝑞𝑗 .

If in addition, for some outcome 𝑢,
∑
{𝑖 | 𝑥𝑖 ≿𝑢}

𝑝𝑖 >

∑
{𝑗 | 𝑦𝑗 ≿𝑢}

𝑞𝑗 ,

then 𝑋 is better than 𝑌.
One violates Stochastic Dominance if, for all outcomes, some prospect 𝑋 gives an
at least as high probability of an at least as great outcome as some other prospect 𝑌
does, but 𝑋 is not judged at least as good as 𝑌. One also violates Stochastic Dominance if, in addition, 𝑋 gives a greater probability of an at least as great outcome
as 𝑌 does for some outcome—yet 𝑋 is not judged better than 𝑌.
To see how Simple Separability and Stochastic Dominance imply Probability
Fanaticism, consider the following prospects:
Safe vs. Risky:
Safe
Risky

Certainly gives one happy life.
Gives probability 𝑝 > 0 of 𝑛 + 1 happy lives (a great outcome)

and otherwise nothing.
Suppose 𝑝 is tiny. Then, the comparison between Risky and Safe can be considered at a more abstract level whereby it simply corresponds to Positive Probability
17

Fanaticism. So, Probability Fanaticism is true if Risky is better than Safe. Also, suppose you face the choice between Safe and Risky, while the inhabitants of a distant
Earth-like planet face the following prospect (see table 2):
Twin Earth Gives 𝑝 chance of nothing, 𝑞 chance of one happy life, 𝑞
chance of two happy lives, 𝑞 chance of three happy lives, … , 𝑞 chance
of 𝑛 happy lives, where 𝑞 < 𝑝.
Table 2

Twin Earth
Probability

𝑝

Safe
Risky
Twin Earth

1
𝑛+1
0

…

𝑞

1 1 1 …
0 0 0 …
1 2 3 …

1
0
𝑛

𝑞

𝑞

𝑞

When you take into account the prospect Twin Earth is facing, your options
are as follows (see table 3):
Mixed Prospects:
Safe ⊕ Twin Earth Gives 𝑝 chance of one happy life, 𝑞 chance of
two happy lives, 𝑞 chance of three happy lives, 𝑞 chance of four happy
lives, … , 𝑞 chance of 𝑛 + 1 happy lives.
Risky ⊕ Twin Earth Gives 𝑝 chance of 𝑛 + 1 happy lives, 𝑞 chance
of one happy life, 𝑞 chance of two happy lives, 𝑞 chance of three happy
lives, … , 𝑞 chance of 𝑛 happy lives.
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Table 3

Mixed Prospects
Probability

𝑝

𝑞

Safe ⊕ Twin Earth
1
Risky ⊕ Twin Earth 𝑛 + 1

…

𝑞

𝑞

2 3 …
1 2 …

𝑛+1
𝑛

Next, given that 𝑝 is greater than 𝑞, we may split the first column of table 3
into two columns that give probabilities 𝑝 − 𝑞 and 𝑞 (respectively), as shown in the
following table:
Table 4

Mixed Prospects: Split
Probability

𝑝−𝑞

Safe ⊕ Twin Earth
1
Risky ⊕ Twin Earth 𝑛 + 1

𝑞

𝑞

1
𝑛+1

…

𝑞

2 3 …
1 2 …

𝑞

𝑛+1
𝑛

Next, we may reorder the outcomes of Risky ⊕ Twin Earth that are associated
with probability 𝑞 by moving each of them to the column on their left (see table
5). The leftmost outcome associated with probability 𝑞 (i.e., 𝑛 + 1) is moved to the
rightmost column (where 𝑛 is in table 4).
Table 5

Mixed Prospects: Reorder
Probability

𝑝−𝑞

𝑞

Safe ⊕ Twin Earth
Risky ⊕ Twin Earth

1
𝑛+1

1 2 3 …
1 2 3 …
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𝑞

𝑞

…

𝑞

𝑛+1
𝑛+1

It is now evident from table 5 that the only difference between Safe ⊕ Twin
Earth and Risky ⊕ Twin Earth is that the former gives probability 𝑝 − 𝑞 of one
happy life, while the latter gives the same probability of 𝑛 + 1 happy lives. As it
is better to obtain 𝑛 + 1 happy lives than just one happy life, Risky ⊕ Twin Earth
stochastically dominates Safe ⊕ Twin Earth: For all outcomes, it gives an at least as
high probability of an at least as great outcome as Safe ⊕ Twin Earth does, and for
one outcome, Risky ⊕ Twin Earth gives a greater probability of an at least as great
outcome as Safe ⊕ Twin Earth does. So, by Stochastic Dominance, Risky ⊕ Twin
Earth is better than Safe ⊕ Twin Earth.
Finally, given that Risky ⊕ Twin Earth is better than Safe ⊕ Twin Earth, it follows by Simple Separability that Risky is better than Safe: Probability Fanaticism
is true. So, Probability Fanaticism follows from Simple Separability and Stochastic
Dominance.31 If one wishes to avoid Probability Fanaticism, one must reject Simple Separability or Stochastic Dominance, which are both intuitively compelling.
31

This argument assumes that the number and not the location of happy lives is all that matters.
More generally, Probability Fanaticism follows from Stochastic Dominance, Simple Separability and
the following principle:
Positive Compensation: For any near good 𝑥 and far good 𝑦, there is a far good
𝑧 such that 𝑥 ⊕ 𝑦 ∼ 0 ⊕ 𝑧, and there is a near good 𝑤 such that 𝑥 ⊕ 𝑦 ∼ 𝑤 ⊕ 0.
According to this principle, we can always compensate for making things worse nearby by making
things sufficiently better far away (and vice versa). See Russell (2021) for the full argument.
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3.4

Stochastic Dominance and Separability are jointly inconsistent

Above we saw how Probability Fanaticism follows from Simple Separability and
Stochastic Dominance. However, Stochastic Dominance and a generalization of
Simple Separability are jointly inconsistent.32 This undermines the argument for
Probability Fanaticism from Stochastic Dominance and Simple Separability.
Unlike Simple Separability, the generalization of Simple Separability applies to
prospects that have an infinite number of possible outcomes. It states the following:33
Separability:
i For all near prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, and any far prospect 𝑍, 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌
if and only if 𝑋 ⊕ 𝑍 ≻ 𝑌 ⊕ 𝑍.
ii For all far prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, and any near prospect 𝑍, 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌
if and only if 𝑍 ⊕ 𝑋 ≻ 𝑍 ⊕ 𝑌.
To see why Stochastic Dominance and Separability are jointly inconsistent,
consider the following versions of St. Petersburg games (see table 6):
St. Petersburg Games: A fair coin is flipped until it comes up heads.
St. Petersburg

Gives 2𝑛 happy lives, where 𝑛 is the number of coin

flips (and otherwise it gives nothing).
32
33

This argument is from Russell (2021).
Russell (2021, p. 15).
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St. Petersburg−

Gives 2𝑛 − 1 happy lives, where 𝑛 is the number of

coin flips (and otherwise it gives nothing).
St. Petersburg− gives the same probabilities as the St. Petersburg game but slightly
worse outcomes. It seems clear that St. Petersburg is better than St. Petersburg− ;
indeed, this is what Stochastic (and Statewise) Dominance tells us.34
Table 6

St. Petersburg Games
No. of flips

1

2

3

…

Probability

1/2

1/4

1/8

…

2
1

4
3

8
7

…
…

St. Petersburg
St. Petersburg−

Separability then tells us that two copies of St. Petersburg, one here and the
other in a distant galaxy, are better than two copies of St. Petersburg− , one here
and the other in a distant galaxy: As St. Petersburg is better than St. Petersburg− ,
by Separability, St. Petersburg ⊕ St. Petersburg is better than St. Petersburg− ⊕
St. Petersburg. Again, because St. Petersburg is better than St. Petersburg− , St.
Petersburg− ⊕ St. Petersburg is better than St. Petersburg− ⊕ St. Petersburg− .
Thus, by transitivity, St. Petersburg ⊕ St. Petersburg is better than St. Petersburg−
⊕ St. Petersburg− .
However, we can arrange the mechanisms of these games so that St. Petersburg−
⊕ St. Petersburg− stochastically dominates St. Petersburg ⊕ St. Petersburg. In this
34

According to Statewise Dominance, a prospect is better than another prospect if it gives a
better outcome in all states.
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case, the results of the two St. Petersburg games depend on the outcome of flipping
a dime. And, the results of the two St. Petersburg− games depend on the outcomes
of flipping the dime and a penny (see table 7):
Correlated St. Petersburg Games: A dime is flipped until it comes
up heads, and a penny is flipped once.
Near and Far St. Petersburg

Give 2𝑛 happy lives, where 𝑛 is the num-

ber of coin flips with the dime.
Near St. Petersburg−

Gives one happy life if the penny comes up

heads. Otherwise, it gives twice as much as St. Petersburg minus one.
Far St. Petersburg−

Gives one happy life if the penny comes up tails.

Otherwise, it gives twice as much as St. Petersburg minus one.
Table 7

Correlated St. Petersburg Games
Outcome

𝐻, 1

𝐻, 2

𝐻, 3

…

𝑇, 1

𝑇, 2

𝑇, 3

…

Probability

1/4

1/8

1/16

…

1/4

1/8

1/16

…

2
2
1
3

4
4
1
7

8
8
1
15

…
…
…
…

2
2
3
1

4
4
7
1

8
8
15
1

…
…
…
…

Near St. Petersburg
Far St. Petersburg
Near St. Petersburg−
Far St. Petersburg−

‘𝐻’ and ‘𝑇 ’ indicate the outcome of flipping the penny, and
‘1’, ‘2’, … indicate the number of coin flips with the dime.

Note that both the Near and the Far St. Petersburg games give the same probabilities of the same outcomes as the St. Petersburg game in table 6. Similarly, both
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the Near and the Far St. Petersburg− games give the same probabilities of the same
outcomes as the St. Petersburg− game in table 6. Thus, Near St. Petersburg ⊕ Far
St. Petersburg should be better than Near St. Petersburg− ⊕ Far St. Petersburg− .
However, as seen in table 8, Near St. Petersburg ⊕ Far St. Petersburg gives
the same probabilities of the same outcomes as Near St. Petersburg− ⊕ Far St.
Petersburg− . In every state, they result in the same number of happy lives. So,
Near St. Petersburg ⊕ Far St. Petersburg is stochastically equivalent to Near St.
Petersburg− ⊕ Far St. Petersburg− . By Stochastic Dominance, each prospect is at
least as good as the other. Therefore, they are equally good.
Table 8

Mixed St. Petersburg Games
Outcome

𝐻, 1

𝐻, 2

𝐻, 3

…

𝑇, 1

𝑇, 2

𝑇, 3

…

Probability

1/4

1/8

1/16

…

1/4

1/8

1/16

…

4
4

8
8

16
16

…
…

4
4

8
8

16
16

…
…

St. Petersburg ⊕ St. Petersburg
St.

Petersburg−

⊕ St.

Petersburg−

‘𝐻’ and ‘𝑇 ’ indicate the outcome of flipping the penny, and
‘1’, ‘2’, … indicate the number of coin flips with the dime.
‘Near’ and ‘Far’ have been omitted from the prospects’ names.

Here is a recap of the argument: Stochastic Dominance tells us that St. Petersburg is better than St. Petersburg− . Separability then tells us that Near St. Petersburg ⊕ Far St. Petersburg is better than Near St. Petersburg− ⊕ Far St. Petersburg− .
However, Near St. Petersburg ⊕ Far St. Petersburg is stochastically equivalent to
Near St. Petersburg− ⊕ Far St. Petersburg− . So, they must be equally good. But
Near St. Petersburg ⊕ Far St. Petersburg cannot both be better than and equally as
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good as Near St. Petersburg− ⊕ Far St. Petersburg− . Thus, Stochastic Dominance
and Separability are jointly inconsistent. Either St. Petersburg is not better than
St. Petersburg− , even though it stochastically dominates it. Alternatively, Near St.
Petersburg ⊕ Far St. Petersburg is not better than Near St. Petersburg− ⊕ Far St.
Petersburg− , even though Separability tells us so.
To summarize, Stochastic Dominance and Simple Separability imply Probability Fanaticism. However, Stochastic Dominance and a generalization of Simple
Separability are jointly inconsistent.35 Moreover, whatever the justification of Simple Separability is should also apply to Separability. As Russell (2021, pp. 14–15)
writes: “What would the motivation be for it [Simple Separability] that is not also
motivation for the unrestricted principle [Separability]? It can’t be simply the idea
that if what is going on in distant space and time is the same for both of two options,
then it is irrelevant to which is better. That idea supports full-fledged Separability.
So is there something special about simple prospects that makes their value insensitive to what is going on in distant space and time?” Unless there is some unique
justification for Simple Separability that does not also apply to the generalized version, one has no reason to accept Simple Separability if one rejects Separability.
And, Stochastic Dominance tells us that Separability is wrong. Thus, for a lack of
a unique justification for Simple Separability, the argument for Probability Fanaticism from Stochastic Dominance and Simple Separability does not go through.
35

As before, this argument assumes that the number, and not the location, of happy lives is all
that matters. More generally, Stochastic Dominance, Separability and Positive Compensation are
jointly inconsistent. See Russell (2021) for the full argument.
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3.5

Stochastic Dominance, Negative Reflection and Background
Independence imply Probability Fanaticism

We have seen that Simple Separability and Stochastic Dominance imply Probability Fanaticism, but Separability and Stochastic Dominance are jointly inconsistent.
This section shows that Stochastic Dominance, together with two other plausible
principles, implies Probability Fanaticism.36
Consider the following prospects:
Safe* vs. Risky*:
Safe*
Risky*

Certainly gives a good outcome (utility 𝑣).
Gives a tiny probability 𝑝 > 0 of a great outcome (utility 𝑉).

It can be shown that for some background prospect 𝐵, which is probabilistically
independent of both Safe* and Risky*, Risky* ⊕ 𝐵 stochastically dominates Safe*
⊕ 𝐵.37 For this to happen, we need Risky* ⊕ 𝐵 to have at least as high a probability
as Safe* ⊕ 𝐵 of resulting in at least utility 𝑢, for all possible utilities 𝑢. Choose any
utility 𝑢 < 𝑉. Safe* certainly gives utility 𝑣, so the probability that Safe* ⊕ 𝐵 gives
at least utility 𝑢 is the probability that 𝐵 gives at least utility 𝑢 − 𝑣 (area 𝑟 + 𝑠 in
36

This argument is from Wilkinson (2022), and the presentation follows closely Russell (2021).
Wilkinson (2022, §VI). See also Tarsney (2020). Tarsney (2020) explores the idea that Stochastic Dominance is a sufficient principle of rationality. Prospects that give a higher expected utility
but would not otherwise stochastically dominate their alternatives can become stochastically dominant given sufficient background uncertainty. However, background uncertainty generates stochastic dominance much less readily when the prospect involves tiny probabilities of huge payoffs. So,
Tarsney (2020) argues that Stochastic Dominance as a sufficient principle of rationality can vindicate the intuition that we are often permitted to decline gambles like Pascal’s Mugging or the St.
Petersburg game. However, as the following argument shows, Stochastic Dominance sometimes
demands that we make fanatical choices.
37
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the graph below). Risky* ⊕ 𝐵, in turn, gives at least utility 𝑢 if either Risky* gives a
great outcome (utility 𝑉 > 𝑢) or if 𝐵 gives at least utility 𝑢. Denote the probability
that 𝐵 gives at least utility 𝑢 by 𝑠 (see area 𝑠 in the graph below). So, the probability
that Risky* ⊕ 𝐵 gives at least 𝑢 is 𝑝 + (1 − 𝑝)𝑠.

Probability

Probability Distribution of 𝐵

𝑞

𝑟

𝑠

𝑢−𝑣 𝑢
Possible Outcomes of 𝐵
(ordered by utility)

It can be shown that this (the probability that Risky* ⊕ 𝐵 gives at least 𝑢) will
be greater than the probability that Safe* ⊕ 𝐵 gives at least 𝑢 if the area 𝑟 is less than
or equal to the area 𝑞 multiplied by 𝑝.38 So, if the area 𝑟 is small enough compared
to area 𝑞, then Risky* ⊕ 𝐵 gives an at least as high probability of 𝑢 as Safe* ⊕ 𝐵
does. For this to happen with all 𝑢, the interval between 𝑢 and 𝑢 − 𝑣 needs to be
tiny enough. And for that to happen, the probabilities in 𝐵 must go down slowly
38

𝑝 + 𝑠(1 − 𝑝) ≥ 𝑟 + 𝑠
⟺ 𝑠 + 𝑝(1 − 𝑠) ≥ 𝑟 + 𝑠
⟺ 𝑝(𝑞 + 𝑟) ≥ 𝑟
⟺ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑝𝑞 + 𝑝𝑟
⟺ 𝑟(1 − 𝑝) ≤ 𝑝𝑞
𝑝𝑞
⟺ 𝑟≤
, for which 𝑟 ≤ 𝑝𝑞 is a sufficient condition.
1−𝑝
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enough as we approach −∞ and rise and fall quickly enough as we pass the peak of
the curve. There are some probability distributions with this property.39 So, with
some background prospect 𝐵, Risky* ⊕ 𝐵 is better than Safe* ⊕ 𝐵 by Stochastic
Dominance.
Next, consider the following principle:40
Negative Reflection: For prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌 and a question 𝑄, if 𝑋
is not better than 𝑌 conditional on any possible answer to 𝑄, then 𝑋
is not better than 𝑌 unconditionally.
Given that Risky* ⊕ 𝐵 is better than Safe* ⊕ 𝐵 (by Stochastic Dominance), Negative Reflection tells that 𝐵 must have some possible outcome 𝑏 such that Risky* ⊕
𝑏 is better than Safe* ⊕ 𝑏.
Finally, consider the following principle:41
Background Independence:

For any near prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌 and

any far outcome 𝑎, 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 if and only if 𝑋 ⊕ 𝑎 ≻ 𝑌 ⊕ 𝑎.
39

Wilkinson (2022, §VI) and Tarsney (2020).
Russell (2021, p. 19). Compare Negative Reflection to the following related principle (Russell,
2021, p. 23):
40

Positive Reflection: For prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌 and a question 𝑄, if 𝑋 is at least as
good as 𝑌 conditional on any possible answer to 𝑄, then 𝑋 is at least as good as 𝑌
unconditionally.
Both reflection principles are related to the Sure Thing Principle due to Savage (1972, pp. 21–22):
The Sure Thing Principle: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, if an agent would not prefer
𝑋 over 𝑌 if they learnt that some event 𝐸 has happened, or if they learnt that 𝐸
has not happened, then the agent does not prefer 𝑋 over 𝑌. Moreover, if the agent
would prefer 𝑌 to 𝑋 if they learnt that 𝐸 has happened, and they would not prefer
𝑋 to 𝑌 if they learnt that 𝐸 has not happened, then the agent prefers 𝑌 to 𝑋.
41

Wilkinson (2022, p. 467) and Russell (2021, p. 28).
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Background Independence is similar to Separability. But unlike Separability, it requires that the ‘background prospect’ involves no uncertainty.42 Given that Risky*
⊕ 𝑏 is better than Safe* ⊕ 𝑏 (by Stochastic Dominance and Negative Reflection),
Background Independence implies that Risky* is better than Safe*. This means that
Probability Fanaticism is true.
To conclude, three plausible principles, Stochastic Dominance, Negative Reflection and Background Independence, imply Probability Fanaticism. Thus, to
deny Probability Fanaticism, one must reject Stochastic Dominance, Negative Reflection or Background Independence.

3.6

Stochastic Dominance and Negative Reflection imply Probability Fanaticism is false

We just saw how Stochastic Dominance, Negative Reflection and Background Independence imply Probability Fanaticism. However, if Probability Fanaticism is
true, then two of the premises of the previous argument—Stochastic Dominance
and Negative Reflection—are jointly inconsistent.43 Thus, the argument cannot be
sound.
To see why Stochastic Dominance and Negative Reflection are jointly inconsistent if Probability Fanaticism is true, consider the following versions of the St.
Petersburg game:
42

Background Independence is related to the Egyptology objection to the Average View in population ethics. See McMahan (1981, p. 115) and Parfit (1984, p. 420).
43
This argument is from Russell (2021, §3) and Russell and Isaacs (2021). Also see Chalmers
(2002) and Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §4).
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St. Petersburg Games: A fair coin is flipped until it comes up heads.
St. Petersburg

Gives 2𝑛 happy lives, where 𝑛 is the number of coin

flips.
St. Petersburg+

Gives 2𝑛 + 1 happy lives, where 𝑛 is the number of

coin flips.
The outcomes of St. Petersburg+ are better than the outcomes of St. Petersburg. So,
by Stochastic Dominance, St. Petersburg+ is better than St. Petersburg.
However, if Probability Fanaticism is true, then none of the outcomes of St.
Petersburg+ are as good as the prospect St. Petersburg. This is because St. Petersburg and St. Petersburg+ are better than any possible finite payoffs. So, any possible
payoff of St. Petersburg+ is worse than the prospect St. Petersburg. Negative Reflection, therefore, implies that St. Petersburg+ is not better than St. Petersburg. Conditional on any way St. Petersburg+ could turn out, St. Petersburg+ is not better
than St. Petersburg, so St. Petersburg+ cannot be better than St. Petersburg. However, St. Petersburg+ is better than St. Petersburg by Stochastic Dominance. So,
if Probability Fanaticism is true, either Stochastic Dominance or Negative Reflection needs to go. They are jointly inconsistent. Thus, Stochastic Dominance and
Negative Reflection imply that Probability Fanaticism is false.44
Suppose that Probability Fanaticism keeps Stochastic Dominance (and gives
up Negative Reflection). In that case, it is dynamically inconsistent and vulnera44

Stochastic Dominance and Negative Reflection imply that Probability Fanaticism is false. They
cannot, therefore, be used in an argument for Probability Fanaticism. However, a principle that is
related to Negative Reflection, together with Stochastic Dominance and Background Independence,
implies that Positive Fanaticism or Negative Fanaticism is true. See Russell (2021, pp. 37–38).
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ble to money pumps.45 Consider for example the following case: You start with
St. Petersburg+ . Once the result of St. Petersburg+ is known, you can pay $100 to
exchange the outcome St. Petersburg+ for the prospect St. Petersburg. Because any
possible finite payoff of St. Petersburg+ is worse than the prospect St. Petersburg,
you would accept this trade. But before finding out the result of St. Petersburg+ ,
you can pay $50 to simply keep the prospect St. Petersburg+ and receive no further
offers. You know that if you do not pay this $50, you will end up with prospect St.
Petersburg and with $100 less in your wallet. But if you do pay this $50, then you
will end up with prospect St. Petersburg+ , and you will only have paid $50. Therefore, by Stochastic Dominance, you should pay $50 to avoid any further offers. But
you have then been money pumped, as you have paid for something that you could
have kept for free had you refused all the offers.46 So, Probability Fanaticism combined with Stochastic Dominance is vulnerable to money pumps.
To conclude, this section has discussed arguments for and against Probability Fanaticism. §3.1 showed that Anti-Timidity and transitivity imply Probability
Fanaticism. Then, §3.2 showed that More is Better and Simple Separability imply Probability Fanaticism. §3.3 showed that Stochastic Dominance and Simple
Separability imply Probability Fanaticism. However, §3.4 showed that Stochastic
45

This argument is from Russell and Isaacs (2021, p. 4 n. 5). Russell and Isaacs (2021) show that
Probability Fanaticism violates Countable Independence, which is similar to Negative Reflection.
46
If Probability Fanaticism rejects both Stochastic Dominance and Negative Reflection, then
St. Petersburg+ is not better than St. Petersburg. However, you are still permitted to pay to keep
St. Petersburg+ and receive no further offers. In fact, you are permitted to pay any finite amount
to receive no further offers; whichever finite sum you pay, you will face a prospect with infinite
expected utility. Thus, Probability Fanaticism still permits you to make a series of trades that results
in a sure loss.
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Dominance and (generalized) Separability are jointly inconsistent. §3.5 showed
that Stochastic Dominance, Negative Reflection and Background Independence
imply Probability Fanaticism. But §3.6 showed that Stochastic Dominance and
Negative Reflection imply that Probability Fanaticism is false. §3.6 also showed
that Probability Fanaticism is vulnerable to exploitation by money pumps. The debate between proponents and opponents of Probability Fanaticism is inconclusive,
as there are strong arguments for and against it. However, as Russell (2021, p. 5)
writes, “Whatever the truth of the matter, the ethics of huge numbers is deeply
weird and full of surprises.”

4

Bounded utilities

The rest of the sections discuss alternatives to Probability Fanaticism. This section
explores the idea that utilities are bounded above and below.
Boundedness of utilities has been discussed as a possible alternative to Probability Fanaticism.47 If utilities are real valued, then Boundedness means the following:
Boundedness:

There is some 𝑀 ∈ ℝ such that for all outcomes 𝑥,

|𝑢(𝑥)| < 𝑀.
In other words, Boundedness rules out arbitrarily and infinitely good outcomes.
The following discussion focuses on Boundedness in the context of Expected
Utility Theory. As discussed in Chapter 1 of this thesis, standard axiomatizations
47

See Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §2.1) and Chapter 1 of this thesis.
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of expected-utility maximization require utilities to be bounded.48 Bounded utilities are, therefore, the standard in decision theory. However, bounded utilities
seem troubling from the point of view of ethics. It seems odd that, for example,
additional happy lives matter less the more happy lives there already are or that additional headaches matter less the more headaches (or other negative experiences)
there already are. Also, bounded utilities imply that it is better to save some (very
large) number 𝑛 of lives for sure than to save any number of lives with a probability of almost one.49 This happens when the value of 𝑛 happy lives is close to the
upper bound of utilities as then additional happy lives do not contribute much to
expected utility.
Boundedness gives ethically even more untenable prescriptions. Consider for
example the following prospects (see table 9):
Happy Lives vs. Headaches:
Prospect 𝐴

A fair coin is flipped.

Gives some large number 𝑚 of happy lives with heads,

and one person gets a headache with tails.
Prospect 𝐵

Gives some much larger number 𝑀 of happy lives with

heads, and two people get headaches with tails.
Suppose that the values of 𝑚 and 𝑀 happy lives are close to the upper bound of
utilities. In that case, the additional happy lives in 𝐵 may not contribute enough to
𝐵’s expected utility to outweigh the disvalue of the possible additional headache.
48

See Kreps (1988, pp. 63–64), Fishburn (1970, pp. 194, 206–207), Hammond (1998,
pp. 186–191) and Russell and Isaacs (2021).
49
More generally, Boundedness violates Anti-Timidity. See Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §2.1).
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Then, Boundedness (from above) implies that 𝐴 is better than 𝐵—which seems
wrong from an ethical point of view.50
Table 9

Happy Lives vs. Headaches
Heads

Tails

A
Many happy lives
B Very many happy lives

One headache
Two headaches

Next, consider the following prospects (see table 10):
Unhappy Lives vs. Lollipops:

A fair coin is flipped.

Prospect 𝐶 Gives some large number 𝑚 of unhappy lives with heads,
and one person gets a lollipop with tails.
Prospect 𝐷

Gives a much larger number 𝑀 of unhappy lives with

heads, and two people get lollipops with tails.
For similar reasons as explained above, 𝐷 may be better than 𝐶 if utilities are
bounded below.51 The implications of Boundedness is ethically untenable; the
possibility of one additional lollipop should not compensate for an equally likely
chance of many additional unhappy lives.
50
51

This argument is from Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §3.3).
See Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §3.4).
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Table 10

Unhappy Lives vs. Lollipops
C
D

Heads

Tails

Many unhappy lives
Very many unhappy lives

One lollipop
Two lollipops

Boundedness also implies that sometimes one should choose a small probability of a mediocre payoff instead of a high probability of a great payoff—which
violates More is Better. To see how this violation happens, consider the following
prospects (see table 11):52
Great vs. Mediocre Past:
Great

Gives some great payoff (such as very many happy lives) if hu-

manity’s past was great (high probability 𝑝); otherwise, nothing happens.
Mediocre

Gives some mediocre payoff (such as a few happy lives) if

humanity’s past was mediocre (small probability 1 − 𝑝); otherwise,
nothing happens.
In this case, Boundedness implies that Mediocre might be better than Great. If
humanity’s past was great (in which case the value of the world is near the upper bound of utilities), then the great payoff does not contribute much to utility.
However, if humanity’s past was mediocre, then the mediocre payoff makes a large
contribution to utility. Thus, Boundedness implies that one should choose a small
52

This argument is from Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §3.5).
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probability of a mediocre payoff (and otherwise nothing) instead of a high probability of a great payoff (and otherwise nothing). This is a violation of More is Better.
Table 11

Great vs. Mediocre
Probability
Great
Mediocre

Great past

Mediocre past

𝑝

1−𝑝 <𝑝

Many happy lives
Nothing
Nothing
A few happy lives

We have seen that Boundedness has ethically worrying implications. Chapter 1 of this thesis shows another troubling feature of Boundedness. It shows that
decision theories on which utilities are bounded, such as Expected Utility Theory,
violate Ex Ante Pareto if combined with an additive axiology, such as Total Utilitarianism. According to Total Utilitarianism, a population is better than another
just in case the total quantity of well-being it contains is greater. Ex Ante Pareto, in
turn, states the following:
Ex Ante Pareto: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, if 𝑋 is at least as good as
𝑌 for everyone, and 𝑋 is better than 𝑌 for some, then 𝑋 is better than
𝑌.
The combination of Expected Utility Theory and Total Utilitarianism violates Ex
Ante Pareto because the total quantity of well-being might be infinite or arbitrarily
large. Thus, there must be a non-linear transformation from the total quantity of
well-being into utilities used in decision-making. This non-linear transformation
36

is required if one has a non-zero credence in the possibility that an infinite or arbitrarily large number of individuals exist. But it is also required if one wishes to
avoid Probability Fanaticism. However, such a transformation leads to violations
of Ex Ante Pareto. So, the reconciliation of Expected Utility Theory and Total Utilitarianism prescribes prospects that are better for none and worse for some. Chapter 1 also discusses how this relates to a well-known result in this area, namely,
Harsanyi’s social aggregation theorem.
Chapter 2 of this thesis is somewhat related to the discussion of Boundedness. It points out that standard axiomatizations of Expected Utility Theory violate
Statewise Dominance with prospects that involve possible states of zero probability.
Statewise Dominance says the following:
Statewise Dominance:

If the outcome of prospect 𝑋 is at least as

good as the outcome of prospect 𝑌 in all states, and the outcome of 𝑋
is better than the outcome of 𝑌 in some possible state, then 𝑋 is better
than 𝑌.
At least at first glance, Expected Utility Theory tells us to be indifferent between two
prospects when they are otherwise the same, except that one gives a better outcome
than the other in a possible state of zero probability. But as some have suggested,
Expected Utility Theory might be supplemented with dominance reasoning to get
the verdict that the dominating prospect is better than the dominated one. However, Chapter 2 shows that if Expected Utility Theory is supplemented with dominance reasoning in this way, it will violate the Continuity axiom of Expected Utility
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Theory. So, if an expected-utility maximizer wishes to retain Statewise Dominance
even in cases that involve possible states of zero probability, they must adopt some
axiomatization of Expected Utility Theory that does not have Continuity as one of
the axioms.
To conclude, bounded utilities have been proposed as an alternative to Probability Fanaticism. Boundedness follows from standard axiomatizations of Expected
Utility Theory, so it is the orthodox view in decision theory. However, Boundedness is troubling from an ethical point of view. For example, if utilities are bounded,
it is better to save some (very large) number 𝑛 of lives for sure than to save any
number of lives with a probability of almost one. Also, it sometimes implies that
the possibility of a very large number of additional happy lives cannot compensate
for the disvalue of an equally likely additional headache. Similarly, it sometimes
implies that the possibility of a single additional lollipop can compensate for the
disvalue of an equally likely possibility of a very large number of unhappy lives.
Also, Boundedness sometimes implies that one should choose a small probability
of a mediocre outcome over a high probability of a great outcome. Furthermore,
Chapter 1 of this thesis shows that decision theories on which utilities are bounded
violate Ex Ante Pareto if combined with an additive axiology. Also, as shown in
Chapter 2, standard axiomatizations of Expected Utility Theory violate Statewise
Dominance in cases that involve possible states of zero probability.
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5

Probability Discounting

This section discusses another alternative to Probability Fanaticism: discounting
small probabilities.53

5.1

Discounting small probabilities

In response to cases that involve very small probabilities of huge payoffs, some
have argued that we should discount very small probabilities down to zero—let’s
call this Probability Discounting. For example, Monton (2019) argues that small
probabilities should be discounted down to zero, while Smith (2014b) argues that
one is rationally permitted, but not required, to do so.54 Probability Discounting
avoids the counterintuitive implication that you should pay the stranger in Pascal’s Mugging because it tells you to discount the tiny probability of the mugger
telling the truth. Similarly, Probability Discounting allows one to value the St. Petersburg game at a reasonable price. In fact, Probability Discounting was originally
proposed by Nicolaus Bernoulli as a solution to the St. Petersburg paradox.55 He
53

Note that, unlike here, ‘discounting’ typically does not mean ignoring altogether or bringing
all the way down to zero. For example, ‘temporal discounting’ does not typically mean disvaluing
positive outcomes in the future altogether, but instead, holding them less valuable than similar
outcomes in the present.
54
Smith argues that discounting small probabilities allows one to get a reasonable expected utility for the Pasadena game (see [Nover and Hájek 2004]). See Hájek (2014), Isaacs (2016) and Lundgren and Stefánsson (2020) for criticisms of discounting small probabilities. There is a related discussion on de minimis principles, on which a risk can be ignored or treated very differently from
other risks if the risk is sufficiently small. See for example Peterson (2002) and Lundgren and Stefánsson (2020).
55
Monton (2019) calls discounting small probabilities ‘Nicolausian discounting’ after Nicolaus
Bernoulli. Other proponents of Probability Discounting include, for example, Buffon and Condorcet. See Hey et al. (2010) and Monton (2019, pp. 16–17).
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writes: “[T]he cases which have a very small probability must be neglected and
counted for nulls, although they can give a very great expectation.”56
There are many ways of cashing out Probability Discounting. On one of the
simplest versions of this view (i.e., Naive Discounting), one should conditionalize
on very-small-probability outcomes not occurring and then maximize expected
utility. On this view, there is some threshold probability such that outcomes whose
probabilities are below this threshold are ignored. A slightly more complicated version (i.e., Lexical Discounting) uses very-small-probability outcomes as tiebreakers
in cases where the prospects would otherwise be equally good. Both of these versions ignore outcomes associated with tiny probabilities. Instead, one could ignore
states of the world that have tiny probabilities of occurring (as State Discounting
does). Chapter 4 of this thesis discusses these and other versions of Probability
Discounting in more detail. It explores what the most plausible version of Probability Discounting might look like and what are some problems such theories face.

5.2

Implications of Probability Discounting

Two chapters of this thesis examine the implications of Probability Discounting
for population ethics and the value of the far future. These implications are briefly
outlined below.
Population Ethics. The Repugnant Conclusion, introduced by Parfit, states:57
“For any possible population of at least ten billion people, all with a
56
57

Pulskamp (2013, p. 2).
Parfit (1984, p. 388).
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very high quality of life, there must be some much larger imaginable
population whose existence, if other things are equal, would be better
even though its members have lives that are barely worth living.”
The Repugnant Conclusion is a consequence of standard Total Utilitarianism. The
Repugnant Conclusion strikes many as an unacceptable consequence, and various
attempts at constructing an alternative population axiology to Total Utilitarianism
have been made.58 Nebel (2019) argues for the Repugnant Conclusion via the “Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion”, on which certainty of a mediocre life is better
for individuals than a sufficiently small chance of an excellent life. In Chapter 3
of this thesis, I deny that acceptance of the Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion
leads us to the Repugnant Conclusion. I point out that on many views which avoid
the Repugnant Conclusion, we should discount small probabilities down to zero to
avoid an implausibly reckless decision theory. If we do, then Nebel’s crucial premise
of Ex Ante Pareto fails because discounting at the individual level can fail to match
up with discounting at the population level. Thus, Probability Discounting helps
us avoid the Repugnant Conclusion.
Value of the Far Future. Chapter 6 of this thesis discusses the implication of
Probability Discounting for
Longtermism:

In the most important decision situations, our acts’

expected influence on the value of the world is mainly determined by
their possible consequences in the far future.59
58
59

For an overview, see Greaves (2017).
MacAskill (2019) and Greaves and MacAskill (2021).
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According to Longtermism, morally speaking what matters the most is the far future. The case for Longtermism is straightforward: Given the enormous number
of people who might exist in the far future, even a tiny probability of affecting how
the far future goes outweighs the importance of our acts’ consequences in the near
term. But if we discount very small probabilities down to zero, we may have an
objection to Longtermism provided that its truth depends on tiny probabilities of
vast value. Contrary to this, Chapter 6 argues that discounting small probabilities
does not undermine Longtermism. However, Probability Discounting might have
implications for what longtermists should focus on.60

5.3

Problems with Probability Discounting

Probability Discounting might allow us to reject Probability Fanaticism and escape
the Repugnant Conclusion. But it also faces some serious problems, as outlined
below.
Threshold. One obvious problem with Probability Discounting is where the ‘discounting threshold’ is located. When are probabilities small enough to be discounted? Some have proposed possible thresholds. For example, Buffon suggested
60

For example, Probability Fanaticism might imply that ‘effective altruists’ should accept Pascal’s
Wager. See footnote 4. They would have then made a full circle: Donate 10% of your income to
your local church, mosque or synagogue. Or Probability Fanaticism might imply something weirder
(see for example Wilkinson [2022, pp. 445–446]). In contrast, Probability Discounting allows one
to escape this implication, provided that one’s credence in heaven is low enough. Beckstead and
Thomas (2020, §5) show that Probability Fanaticism leads to Infinity Obsession:
Infinity Obsession: Any non-zero probability, no matter how small, of an infinite
payoff is better than any finite payoff for sure.
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that the threshold should be one-in-ten-thousand. And Condorcet gave an amusingly specific threshold: 1 in 144,768. Buffon chose his threshold because it was the
probability of a 56-year-old man dying in one day—an outcome reasonable people
usually ignore.61 Condorcet had a similar justification.62 More recently, Monton
(2019, p. 17) has suggested a threshold of 1 in 2 quadrillion—significantly lower
than the thresholds given by the historical thinkers. Monton (2019, §6.1) thinks
that the threshold is subjective within reason: There is no single objective threshold for everybody.
However, there seems to be no way of choosing the discounting threshold such
that Probability Discounting rules out all and only the objectionable choices.63 For
example, suppose the discounting threshold is just below 1 in 2 quadrillion. In
that case, a prospect that gives any finite payoff for sure, no matter how good, is
worse than a 1 in 2 quadrillion probability of some other finite payoff (assuming
unbounded utilities). But a prospect with a 1 in 2 quadrillion probability does
not seem less objectionable than a prospect with a slightly lower probability. So,
Probability Discounting does not solve the problem it was meant to solve, as it still
implies objectionably fanatical choices. However, this problem might be somewhat
mitigated by letting the discounting threshold be vague.64
Individuation Problem. Another problem with Probability Discounting comes
61

Hey et al. (2010, p. 257). See Monton (2019, pp. 8–9) for a discussion of Buffon’s view.
Condorcet’s justification for his threshold is that 1 in 144,768 was the difference between the
probability that a 47-year-old man would die within 24 hours and the probability that a 37-yearold man would, and that difference would not keep anyone awake at night. See Monton (2019,
pp. 16–17).
63
This point is raised by Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §3.5).
64
Beckstead and Thomas (2020, p. 20). See also Lundgren and Stefánsson (2020, p. 911).
62
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from individuating outcomes and states. The problem is that if we individuate outcomes/states very finely by giving a great deal of information about them, then all
outcomes/states will have probabilities below the threshold. As discussed later in
this thesis, one possible solution is to individuate outcomes by utilities. The idea
is that outcomes/states are considered the “same” outcome/state if their associated
utilities are the same.
Dominance Violations. One problem for some versions of Probability Discounting is that they violate dominance.65 Imagine a lottery that gives you a tiny probability of some prize (and otherwise nothing), and compare this to a lottery that
surely gives you nothing. The former lottery dominates the latter, but some versions
of Probability Discounting say they are equally good. One can solve this dominance
violation by considering very-small-probability outcomes/states as tiebreakers in
cases where the prospects are otherwise equally good. However, this is not enough
to avoid violating dominance because the resulting views still violate dominance
in more complicated cases (as discussed in Chapter 4).
Money Pumps. Some versions of Probability Discounting, such as Tail Discounting, avoid the above mentioned dominance violations. According to Tail Discounting, one should first order all the possible outcomes of a prospect in terms of betterness. Then one should ignore the ‘tails’, that is, the very best and the very worst
outcomes. Tail Discounting solves the problems with individuating outcomes and
dominance violations. But it also has one big problem: It can be money pumped
65

Isaacs (2016), Smith (2016), Monton (2019, pp. 20–21), Lundgren and Stefánsson (2020,
pp. 912–914) and Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §2.3) also discuss Probability Discounting and
dominance violations.
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(as discussed in Chapter 4). So, someone with this view would end up paying for
something they could have kept for free, which makes Tail Discounting less plausible as a theory of instrumental rationality.
In fact, vulnerability to exploitation by money pumps may be one of the most
challenging problem for all versions of Probability Discounting. One money pump,
in particular, presents a difficult challenge. Probability discounters are vulnerable
to this money pump as a result of violating the Independence axiom of Expected
Utility Theory. The basic problem for Probability Discounting is that by mixing
gambles, one can arbitrarily reduce the probabilities of different states or outcomes
within the compound lottery until these probabilities end up below the discounting threshold. Therefore, mixtures of gambles can end up being valued differently
than the gambles that are mixed together. How probability discounters can avoid
exploitation by money pumps is discussed in Chapter 4 and, in more detail, in
Chapter 5.
Ex Ante Pareto. As discussed in Chapter 3, accepting Ex Ante Pareto and engaging in Probability Discounting gets one in trouble. Consider, for example, the
following case:
Celebratory Gunfire: Someone shoots into the air in an area full of
people during a celebration, which causes people to feel excitement
for a few seconds. The probability of any particular individual being
hit by the bullet when it falls is negligibly small, but there is a high
probability that someone is hit by it.
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We may suppose that the value of everyone feeling excitement is not enough to
outweigh the badness of the likely injury. However, the prospect of shooting into
the air is ex ante better than not shooting for everyone; each individual feels excitement, and the probability of being hit by the bullet is rationally negligible. Thus, Ex
Ante Pareto tells us that shooting into the air is right, even though the bullet will almost certainly hit someone. So, if one accepts Probability Discounting, one should
reject Ex Ante Pareto, or one would permit the infliction of arbitrarily severe harms
for little or no benefits.
Each-We Dilemmas. Another problem Probability Discounting faces is Each-We
Dilemmas, which will be discussed in Chapter 6. According to Parfit (1984, p. 91), a
theory faces Each-We Dilemmas if “there might be cases where, if each does better
in this theory’s terms, we do worse, and vice versa.” Each-We Dilemmas arise for
Probability Discounting for the same reason as violations of Ex Ante Pareto arise:
Probabilities can accumulate. If many individuals discount a tiny probability of
some event happening, and the probabilities are sufficiently independent for the
different agents, then the total discounted probability can be high. This can result
in catastrophic outcomes. Consider, for example, the following case:
Asteroid:

An asteroid is heading toward the Earth and will almost

certainly hit unless stopped. There are multiple asteroid defense systems, and (unrealistically) each has a tiny probability of hitting the
asteroid and preventing a catastrophe. However, the probability that
one of them succeeds is high if enough of them try. Attempting to stop
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the asteroid involves some small cost 𝜖.
If agents discount the probability of them successfully stopping the asteroid and
consequently do nothing, then the asteroid will almost certainly hit the Earth. But
this outcome could be prevented almost certainly if enough agents attempt to do so.
To solve these kind of cases, probability-discounting agents would need to somehow take into account the choices other people face and consider whether the collective has a non-negligible chance of making a difference. However, this solution
leads us to another problem: violations of Separability.
Separability. Probability Discounting violates Separability if the choices other
people face can affect what you ought to do, even when the other agents are far
away and you cannot influence what goes on near them. The solution to Each-We
Dilemmas asks us to change our actions depending on what choices other agents
face. For example, if there was only a single asteroid defense system, then Probability Discounting would recommend that the agent operating it not attempt to stop
the asteroid. However, if there are multiple asteroid defense systems, then this approach would recommend attempting to stop the asteroid because the probability
that someone successfully stops it is non-negligible.
Earlier it was shown that Stochastic Dominance and Separability are jointly inconsistent. In Russell’s (2021, pp. 13–14) words: “This looks like very bad news
for Separability.” Since violating Separability is a problem for all theories (on pain
of violating Stochastic Dominance), violating Separability may not seem especially
worrying for Probability Discounting. However, it was only shown that Stochastic Dominance and Separability are inconsistent in a case where the outcomes (of
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the near and far prospects) are correlated. In contrast, Probability Discounting violates Separability even when the outcomes are probabilistically independent for the
different agents. We might think that probabilistic independence makes violating
Separability even worse.
To summarize, I have discussed some problems Probability Discounting faces.
These include choosing the discounting threshold, individuating outcomes/states,
violating dominance, vulnerability to money pumps, violating Ex Ante Pareto, facing Each-We Dilemmas and violating Separability. These problems will be discussed in more detail in the following chapters of this thesis. The next section
discusses some alternative approaches to tiny probabilities of vast value.

6

Alternatives

This section discusses other approaches suggested in response to cases that involve
tiny probabilities of huge payoffs.

6.1

Conditionalizing on knowledge

One possibility is to conditionalize on one’s knowledge before maximizing expected
utility—let’s call this Knowledge-Based Discounting.66 It might be argued that, in
Pascal’s Mugging, you know that the mugger will not deliver a thousand quadrillion
happy days in the Seventh Dimension. And, possibly, you also know that you will
66

See Hong (n.d.) and Francis and Kosonen (n.d.) on Knowledge-Based Discounting.
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not gain a great payoff with the St. Petersburg game.67 Thus, conditionalizing on
knowledge before maximizing expected utility could solve at least some cases with
tiny probabilities of huge payoffs.
But Knowledge-Based Discounting is vulnerable to some of the same problems
Probability Discounting faces, such as money pumps.68 Consider, for example, the
following lotteries:
Ticket 𝐴

Gives a great payoff if you guess all seven lottery numbers

correctly (and otherwise it gives nothing).
Ticket 𝐵 Gives a modest positive payoff if you guess at least five lottery numbers correctly (and otherwise it gives nothing).
Suppose you know that ticket 𝐴 wins nothing, but you do not know that ticket
𝐵 wins nothing. If it is possible to have knowledge in lottery cases, then there
must be some (possibly vague and context-dependent) threshold probability for
when a probability is high enough to count as knowledge. We may suppose that
the probability of not winning with 𝐴 is above this threshold, but the probability
of not winning with 𝐵 is below this threshold. Consequently, 𝐵 is worth some
positive amount, while 𝐴 is worthless (or at most better than nothing). The setup
is as follows: You currently have 𝐵. If you guess at least five lottery numbers right,
67

This claim is more contested. It is often argued that one cannot have knowledge in lottery
cases, as it seems that one does not know that one’s lottery ticket will not win, even though it is
very unlikely to win. For a discussion of lottery cases, see for example Smith (2014a). See Hong
(n.d.) for a defense of Knowledge-Based Discounting in the context of the St. Petersburg paradox.
If Knowledge-Based Discounting is to avoid Probability Fanaticism in all cases, then it must be
possible to have knowledge in lottery cases, such as the St. Petersburg paradox.
68
See Francis and Kosonen (n.d.).
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then you will be offered 𝐴 in exchange for 𝐵. But if you learn that you guessed five
lottery numbers right, you no longer know that you did not guess all seven numbers
right. In that case, you would only need to have guessed two more numbers right,
and for all you know, you might have. So, you then would prefer 𝐴 to 𝐵 and happily
accept the trade.
This is unfortunate. Right now, you know that you will not win anything with
𝐴. So it would be better to keep 𝐵. However, you also know that if you win anything
with 𝐵, you will accept the trade and end up with 𝐴. Luckily, you are offered a
chance to avoid this situation: If you pay some amount, you will not be offered 𝐴
in exchange for 𝐵 in case you guess at least five numbers right. And, given that 𝐵
is worth some positive amount while 𝐴 is worth nothing, you accept this offer. But
you have then paid for something you could have kept for free.
More generally, Knowledge-Based Discounting gets you in trouble if there can
be cases where you know that 𝑃, but some evidence would make you lose the
knowledge that 𝑃 and you do not know that such evidence will not arise.69 In
this case, although you know that 𝐴 wins nothing, this belief loses the status of
knowledge if you guess at least five lottery numbers right. And you do not know
that you will not guess at least five lottery numbers right.
To summarize, Knowledge-Based Discounting advises one to conditionalize
69

Knowledge-Based Discounting might escape this problem if one accepts the KK Principle: If
one knows that 𝑃, then one also knows that one knows it. If the KK principle is true, then either
you do not know that you will not guess seven numbers correctly (so 𝐴 is worth some positive
amount), or you know that you will not guess at least five numbers correctly (so neither 𝐴 nor 𝐵 is
worth any positive amount). But you cannot know that you will not guess seven numbers correctly
and be uncertain about whether you might lose this knowledge.
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on one’s knowledge before maximizing expected utility. Similarly to Probability Fanaticism and Probability Discounting, Knowledge-Based Discounting is diachronically inconsistent and thus vulnerable to money pumps.

6.2

Assigning zero probability

It seems that every approach to tiny probabilities of huge payoffs has serious shortcomings. In order to escape the paradoxes with non-simple lotteries, one might
be tempted to assign a zero probability to the possibility of the St. Petersburg game
(and its variants).70 The idea is that one can accept Expected Utility Theory and escape the paradoxical results discussed earlier in this chapter, such as money pumps.
However, this solution seems ad hoc. Assignments of probability should only
respond to epistemic reasons. They should not respond to instrumental reasons,
such as getting money pumped.71 Yet, arguments for Bayesianism often rely on
such instrumental reasons: Unless one uses conditionalization to update credences,
one will get Dutch Booked. However, something else might be going on in these arguments. Succumbing to a Dutch Book is an indication that one’s beliefs about the
world are inconsistent. So, the argument for conditionalization is not that failing
to conditionalize gets one Dutch Booked, and that is instrumentally bad. Instead,
70

Various people have suggested this (personal correspondence). Note that this proposal does
not avoid Probability Fanaticism—its only purpose is to make Expected Utility Theory behave well
with non-simple lotteries. But it says nothing about cases such as Pascal’s Mugging.
71
This is controversial. For example, in epistemology, there is a view that rejects the claim that
only epistemic reasons should influence beliefs:
Pragmatic Encroachment: A difference in pragmatic circumstances can constitute a difference in knowledge.
See Ichikawa and Steup (2018, §12).
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the argument is that getting Dutch Booked is a symptom of having inconsistent
beliefs.72 So, Dutch Book arguments need not rely on the idea that beliefs (or credence assignments) should respond to instrumental reasons. However, similarly,
one might insist that getting money pumped because one accepts Probability Fanaticism is a symptom of having inconsistent beliefs. The money pump shows that
there is something wrong with St. Petersburg-style probability and utility assignments. But it is hard to see why that would be the case.

7

Conclusion

Cases that involve tiny probabilities of vast value present a puzzle as it seems that
all approaches have implausible implications. The main approaches discussed were
Probability Fanaticism, Boundedness and Probability Discounting. First, the chapter discussed two arguments for maximizing expected utility: the long-run argument and representation theorems. Next, it explored Probability Fanaticism, on
which tiny probabilities of large positive or negative payoffs can have enormous
positive or negative expected utility (respectively). We saw that there are strong
arguments for and against Probability Fanaticism. Then, the chapter discussed the
possibility that utilities are bounded. Boundedness will be discussed in more de72

This is, in fact, what Lewis (1999, pp. 404–405) argues: “Note also that the point of any Dutch
book argument is not that it would be imprudent to run the risk that some sneaky Dutchman will
come and drain your pockets. After all, there aren’t so many sneaky Dutchmen around; and anyway, if ever you see one coming, you can refuse to do business with him. Rather, the point is that
if you are vulnerable to a Dutch book, whether synchronic or diachronic, that means that you have
two contradictory opinions about the expected value of the very same transaction. To hold contradictory opinions may or may not be risky, but it is in any case irrational.”
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tail in Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis. Finally, the chapter investigated Probability
Discounting, on which tiny probabilities should be ignored in practical decisionmaking. Probability Discounting will be the focus of Chapters 3–6. Some other
approaches were also discussed briefly. To conclude, paradoxes concerning tiny
probabilities of vast value show that some intuitively compelling principles of rationality must be given up.
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Chapter 1
Bounded Utilities and Ex Ante Pareto∗
abstract: This chapter shows that decision theories on which utilities are
bounded, such as standard axiomatizations of Expected Utility Theory, violate Ex Ante Pareto if combined with an additive axiology, such as Total
Utilitarianism. A series of impossibility theorems point toward Total Utilitarianism as the right account of axiology, while money-pump arguments
put Expected Utility Theory in a favorable light. However, it is not clear how
these two views can be reconciled. This question is particularly puzzling if
utilities are bounded (as standard axiomatizations of Expected Utility Theory imply) because the total quantity of well-being might be infinite or arbitrarily large. Thus, there must be a non-linear transformation from the total
quantity of well-being into utilities used in decision-making. This non-linear
transformation is also required if one wishes to avoid Probability Fanaticism.
However, such a transformation leads to violations of Ex Ante Pareto. So, the
reconciliation of Expected Utility Theory and Total Utilitarianism prescribes
prospects that are better for none and worse for some.

∗

I wish to thank Gustav Alexandrie, Tomi Francis, Andreas Mogensen and Teruji Thomas for
valuable feedback on this chapter.
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This chapter investigates the compatibility of two standard theories: Total Utilitarianism and Expected Utility Theory with a bounded utility function. Let’s call the
combination of these views Bounded Expected Totalism. Unfortunately, this chapter argues that Bounded Expected Totalism violates Ex Ante Pareto, the principle
that what is ex ante better for everyone is better overall.1,2 This principle is often
used by utilitarians to justify their theory in opposition to others, such as prioritarianism and egalitarianism.
Insofar as Expected Utility Theory is the dominant theory of choice under uncertainty, this argument could be seen as undermining Total Utilitarianism. However, I ultimately take the lesson to be different. As I explained in the introductory chapter, considerations of Probability Fanaticism motivate either the use of
a bounded utility function or some form of Probability Discounting (or perhaps
some third option). So, I take the arguments in this chapter to speak differentially in favor of Probability Discounting. Actually, as I will explain in Chapter 3,
Probability Discounting also leads to violations of Ex Ante Pareto. So, to put the
point more accurately, the plausibility of Ex Ante Pareto does not favor Bounded
Expected Utility Theory over Probability Discounting.
The chapter proceeds as follows. I will first define Bounded Expected Total1

There is no inconsistency with Harsanyi’s social aggregation theorem. As will be explained
later, a bounded expected totalist must reject Harsanyi’s conclusion, so they cannot accept all his
premises.
2
This chapter focuses on the compatibility of Expected Utility Theory and Total Utilitarianism,
but the problem with Ex Ante Pareto arises for, for example, Critical-Level Utilitarianism in exactly
the same way. The problem also arises for Average Utilitarianism and many other theories if individual utilities are unbounded. See for example the argument in Goodsell (2021), which applies to
any axiology that is utilitarian in same-number cases. This chapter shows that, even if utilities are
bounded, Total Utilitarianism combined with Expected Utility Theory violates Ex Ante Pareto.
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ism more formally and explain why this is a prima facie attractive view. I will then
proceed to illustrate why this view must violate Ex Ante Pareto. A background issue, which is laid out in §2.2, is how the well-being of a single individual can be
traded off between different states of nature. The question is essentially whether
the personal value of prospects is risk-averse with respect to well-being. I will give
separate examples of Ex Ante Pareto violations that involve risk-neutrality (§3) and
risk-aversion (§4). §5.2 gives a general argument for why Bounded Expected Totalism must violate Ex Ante Pareto. I conclude in §6 by sketching how my examples
relate to the classic result in this area, namely, Harsanyi’s social aggregation theorem.

1

Background

This section introduces some background. First, it explains Total Utilitarianism
and Expected Utility Theory. Then, it discusses the idea that utilities are bounded
and why this follows from standard axiomatizations of Expected Utility Theory.
Lastly, it discusses bounded utilities as a possible way of getting intuitively right
recommendations in cases that involve tiny probabilities of huge payoffs.

1.1

Total Utilitarianism and Expected Utility Theory

A series of impossibility theorems point toward Total Utilitarianism as the right
account of axiology, while money-pump arguments put Expected Utility Theory
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in a favorable light.3 The former view states that a population is better than another just in case the total quantity of well-being it contains is greater, while the
latter states that a prospect is better than another just in case its expected utility is
greater.4 Let 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 mean that 𝑋 is at least as good as 𝑌. Also, let W(𝐴) denote
the total quantity of well-being in the state of affairs 𝐴 and let w(𝑆𝑖 ) denote the
well-being of individual 𝑆𝑖 . Then, more formally, Total Utilitarianism states the
following:
Total Utilitarianism: For all states of affairs 𝐴 and 𝐵 (in which 𝑛
and 𝑚 individuals exist, respectively), 𝐴 ≿ 𝐵 if and only if W (𝐴) ≥
W (𝐵), where
𝑛

𝑚

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

W (𝐴) = ∑ 𝑤 (𝑆𝑖 ) and W (𝐵) = ∑ 𝑤 (𝑆𝑖 ) .5

Next, let EU (𝑋) denote the expected utility of prospect 𝑋, 𝑝 (𝐸𝑖 ) the probability of
event 𝐸𝑖 and 𝑢 (𝑥𝑖 ) the utility of outcome 𝑥𝑖 (which results from event 𝐸𝑖 ). Then,
Expected Utility Theory states the following:6
3

See for example Arrhenius (2000) and Gustafsson (forthcoming). The impossibility theorems
point toward Total Utilitarianism because they show that we cannot escape the Repugnant Conclusion without being forced to accept even more unpalatable conclusions. See also Zuber et al.
(2021).
4
In the case of Total Utilitarianism, ‘better’ is used in an axiological sense; in the case of Expected Utility Theory, ‘better’ is concerned with instrumental rationality.
5
To cover cases in which an infinite number of individuals exist in state of affairs 𝐴, we may
extend Total Utilitarianism as follows:
∞

W (𝐴) = ∑ 𝑤 (𝑆𝑖 ) .
𝑖=1

6

I am assuming that prospects can be countably infinite, that is, assign a non-zero probability
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Expected Utility Theory:

For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and

only if EU (𝑋) ≥ EU (𝑌 ), where
∞

EU (𝑋) = ∑ 𝑝 (𝐸𝑖 ) 𝑢 (𝑥𝑖 ) .
𝑖=1

Combining Total Utilitarianism and Expected Utility Theory with a bounded utility function, we get Bounded Expected Totalism:
Bounded Expected Totalism: Total Utilitarianism and Expected Utility Theory with a bounded utility function are both true.

1.2

Boundedness

What does it mean for utilities to be bounded? If utilities are real-valued, then
boundedness means the following:
Boundedness:

There is some 𝑀 ∈ ℝ such that for all outcomes 𝑥,

|𝑢(𝑥)| < 𝑀.
In other words, Boundedness rules out arbitrarily and infinitely good outcomes.
Standard axiomatizations of expected utility maximization require utilities to
be bounded.7 Consider, for example, the von Neumann-Morgenstern axiomatization of Expected Utility Theory.8 Let 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 mean that 𝑋 is better than 𝑌. Also, let
to countably infinite number of outcomes. This assumption is needed because some of the cases
discussed in this chapter involve such prospects.
7
See for example Kreps (1988, pp. 63–64), Fishburn (1970, pp. 194, 206–207), Hammond (1998,
pp. 186–191) and Russell & Isaacs (2021).
8
The following axioms together entail Expected Utility Theory: Completeness, Transitivity, In-
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𝑋𝑝𝑌 be a risky prospect with a 𝑝 chance of prospect 𝑋 obtaining and a 1−𝑝 chance
of prospect 𝑌 obtaining. Then, if prospects are compared by their expected utilities,
Boundedness follows from the following von Neumann-Morgenstern axiom:
Continuity: If 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 ≻ 𝑍, then there are probabilities 𝑝 and 𝑞 ∈
(0, 1) such that 𝑋𝑝𝑍 ≻ 𝑌 ≻ 𝑋𝑞𝑍.
To see why Continuity implies Boundedness (assuming that prospects are compared for their expected utilities), let’s consider the two ways in which Boundedness
might be false.9 First, Boundedness might be false because there is an infinite sequence of prospects 𝐴1 , 𝐴2 , 𝐴3 , … such that 𝐴2 is at least twice as good as 𝐴1 , 𝐴3
is at least twice as good as 𝐴2 , and so on, with respect to some baseline. Let 𝐴 be
a mixed prospect that assigns probability 1/2𝑘 to prospect 𝐴𝑘 . Then, we have that
∞

EU (𝐴) = ∑ 𝑝 (𝐴𝑖 ) 𝑢 (𝐴𝑖 ) = ∞.
𝑖=1

dependence and Continuity. See von Neumann & Morgenstern (1947), Jensen (1967, pp. 172–182)
and Hammond (1998, pp. 152–164).
9
Boundedness is false if Limitedness or Finiteness is false:
Limitedness: There is no infinite sequence of prospects 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , 𝑋3 , … such that
𝑋2 is at least twice as good (bad) as 𝑋1 , 𝑋3 is at least twice as good (bad) as 𝑋2 ,
and so on, with respect to some baseline 𝑍.
Finiteness: No prospect is infinitely better (worse) than another good (bad)
prospect.
Limitedness is from Russell & Isaacs (2021, p. 12). Limitedness, unlike Finiteness, allows infinite
utilities (as long as there are no series of at least twice as good prospects with infinite expected utility). Russell & Isaacs (2021) show that Countable Independence rules out violations of Limitedness
(via St. Petersburg-style cases). However, Countable Independence does not rule out unbounded
utilities, as some prospects might still be infinitely better than other prospects. Given St. Petersburgstyle cases, Finiteness implies Limitedness.
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Next, choose some prospects 𝐵 and 𝐶 such that ∞ > EU (𝐵) > EU (𝐶) > −∞.
Then, we have that 𝐴 is better than 𝐵, which is better than 𝐶. However, for all
probabilities 𝑞 ∈ (0, 1), EU (𝐴𝑞𝐶) = ∞. Therefore, 𝐴𝑞𝐶 is better than 𝐵 for all
probabilities 𝑞 ∈ (0, 1). This is a violation of Continuity.10
Secondly, and more generally, Boundedness is false if some prospect 𝐴 is infinitely better than another (good) prospect 𝐵. This leads to a violation of Continuity because the mixed prospect 𝐴𝑝𝐶 (where 𝐶 certainly gives nothing) is better
than 𝐵 for all probabilities 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1). So, the supposition that Boundedness is false
leads to violations of Continuity. Thus, it follows from Continuity that Boundedness is true.11

1.3

Probability Fanaticism

Boundedness has been discussed as a possible alternative to Probability Fanaticism.12 Probability Fanaticism is the idea that tiny probabilities of large positive or
negative payoffs can have enormous positive or negative expected utility (respectively):13
Probability Fanaticism:
i Positive Probability Fanaticism For any probability 𝑝 > 0, and
10

This is a modified argument from Kreps (1988, pp. 63–64).
These arguments show that Continuity implies an upper bound on utilities. One can give
similar arguments to show that Continuity implies a lower bound on utilities.
12
See for example Beckstead & Thomas (2020).
13
Wilkinson (2022, p. 449). For discussions related to Probability Fanaticism, see Beckstead
(2013, ch. 6), Beckstead & Thomas (2020), Goodsell (2021), Russell & Isaacs (2021), Russell (2021)
and Wilkinson (2022).
11
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for any finite utility 𝑢, there is some large enough utility 𝑈 such
that probability 𝑝 of 𝑈 (and otherwise nothing) is better than
certainty of 𝑢.14
ii Negative Probability Fanaticism For any probability 𝑝 > 0, and
for any finite negative utility −𝑢, there is some large enough negative utility −𝑈 such that probability 𝑝 of −𝑈 (and otherwise
nothing) is worse than certainty of −𝑢.
If utilities are bounded, then sufficiently small probabilities of even very good (or
very bad) outcomes do not contribute much to the expected utility of a prospect.
For a given probability, there is an upper/lower bound on the contribution to expected utility from outcomes associated with that probability. If the probability gets
smaller, this bound also shrinks proportionally so that small enough probabilities
cannot help but contribute only a small amount of expected (positive or negative)
utility.
For any tiny probability of a great outcome, there is still some certain modest
positive outcome that is worse. However, it is not the case that for any certain modest positive outcome, an arbitrarily small probability of a sufficiently great outcome
is better. If the probability of the great outcome is small enough, increases in the
payoff can no longer compensate for decreases in its probability. So, Boundedness
prevents such outcomes from dominating the expected utility calculations, and
thus, it escapes Probability Fanaticism (assuming fixed upper and lower bounds
14

In this context, ‘otherwise nothing’ means retaining the status quo or baseline outcome.
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on utilities).
Let’s call a case fanatical if tiny probabilities of enormous positive or negative
outcomes dominate the expected utility calculations in that case. One example of
a fanatical case is Pascal’s Mugging:15
Pascal’s Mugging: A stranger approaches Pascal and claims to be
an Operator from the Seventh Dimension. The stranger promises to
perform magic that will help quadrillions of orphans in the Seventh
Dimension if Pascal pays the mugger ten livres.
Pascal thinks that the mugger is almost certainly lying. However, if utilities are
unbounded, the mugger can always increase the payoff until the offer has positive
expected utility—at least if Pascal assigns some non-zero probability to the mugger being able and willing to deliver any finite quantity of utility for Pascal.16 Then,
with some number of orphans, the expected-utility-maximizing act is to pay the
mugger ten livres. Moreover, the mugger can also ask for more money and increase the payoff accordingly. So, someone who maximizes expected utility with
an unbounded utility function would be willing to pay any sum, provided that the
payoff is sufficiently large.
In contrast, Bounded Expected Totalism has upper and lower bounds on utilities. Consequently, there is an upper limit to how much a bounded expected to15

Bostrom (2009). The case presented here is a slightly modified version of Bostrom’s case. In
Bostrom’s case, the mugger promises to give Pascal an extra thousand quadrillion happy days and
help many orphans in the Seventh Dimension. The case is based on informal discussions by various
people, including Eliezer Yudkowsky (2007b).
16
Contrary to this, see Hanson (2007), Yudkowsky (2007a) and Baumann (2009).
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talist would be willing to pay the mugger (assuming fixed upper and lower bounds
on utilities). Bounded Expected Totalism does not escape the mugging entirely
because, for any payoff offered by the mugger, there is some amount a bounded expected totalist would pay. After all, a tiny chance of obtaining the upper or avoiding the lower limit of utilities is worth something. But at least a bounded expected
totalist would not lose all their money.17 So, Bounded Expected Totalism helps
avoid the worst instances of Probability Fanaticism (again assuming fixed upper
and lower bounds on utilities).
However, this chapter shows that, under some circumstances, Bounded Expected Totalism violates Ex Ante Pareto: It prescribes prospects that are better for
no one and worse for some.
Ex Ante Pareto: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, if 𝑋 is at least as good as
𝑌 for everyone, and 𝑋 is better than 𝑌 for some, then 𝑋 is better than
𝑌.
Bounded Expected Totalism violates Ex Ante Pareto if there is a non-zero probability that an infinite or arbitrarily large number of individuals exist. But it also
violates Ex Ante Pareto if it avoids Probability Fanaticism (as I will explain shortly).

2

Bounded Expected Totalism

This section presents Bounded Expected Totalism in more detail and discusses the
cardinal structure of well-being.
17

This may not be true if the mugger repeatedly returns with the same offer.
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2.1

The social transformation function

Let well-being refer to how good some outcome is for an individual. And, let social
utility refer to how good some outcome is overall, from an axiological point of
view. Also, let expected individual utility represent how good some prospect is for
an individual, and let expected social utility represent how good some prospect is
overall. In the context of Expected Utility Theory, I will denote these by EUInd and
EUSoc , respectively. In general, I will use individual betterness to refer to betterness
from an individual’s point of view. Similarly, I will use overall/impersonal betterness
to refer to betterness from a moral point of view.
To combine Total Utilitarianism and Expected Utility Theory, we need a social transformation function that takes the total quantity of well-being as input and
gives social utilities as output. This transformation function must be non-linear if
an infinite or arbitrarily large number of happy individuals might exist, as then the
total sum of individuals’ well-being might be infinite or arbitrarily large (and similarly for negative well-being).18 But Bounded Expected Totalism requires expected
social utilities to be bounded. So, the expected social utilities assigned to prospects
that might result in an infinite or arbitrarily large number of happy individuals
must be bounded.19
18

Note that the total quantity of well-being is not necessarily infinite if an infinite number of
individuals exist. For example, suppose that for each individual 𝑘 ∈ {1, 2, …}, 𝑘’s well-being
measure takes a value in the interval (0, 2−𝑘 ). Then, an infinite number of individuals exist but the
total quantity of well-being is bounded. However, this can be ruled out by requiring the individual
well-being measures to have the same range.
19
Beckstead & Thomas (2020, p. 9) write that Boundedness conflicts with the most natural understanding of utilitarianism as an evaluative theory on which improving 𝑛 lives by a given amount
improves the world by 𝑛 times as much as improving one life. Similarly, they point out that Total
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One might object that the total quantity of well-being cannot be infinite or arbitrarily large because there is an upper limit to how many individuals might exist.
This upper limit might be due to, for example, the Universe being finite. However, this may not be true, so we need a decision theory that can also handle these
possibilities.20 If there is even a tiny probability that an infinite or arbitrarily large
number of individuals exist, then the transformation function must be non-linear
for utilities to be bounded. Consider for example the following versions of Pascal’s
Mugging:
Pascal’s Mugging (infinite orphans): The mugger promises to perform magic that will help an infinite number of orphans in the Seventh
Dimension if Pascal pays the mugger ten livres.
Pascal’s Mugging (St. Petersburg case):

The mugger promises to

perform magic that gives a 1/2 probability of helping two orphans, a
1/4 probability of helping four orphans, a 1/8 probability of helping
eight orphans, and so on if Pascal pays the mugger ten livres.
Suppose Pascal has a non-zero credence in the mugger telling the truth. In that
case, he needs to assign some expected social utility to the possibility of helping
an infinite or arbitrarily large number of orphans. And, if utilities are bounded,
Utilitarianism and its variants put unbounded value on creating good lives.
20
As Branwen (2009) put it: “Scientists have suggested infinite universes on multiple occasions,
and we cannot rule the idea out on any logical ground. Should our theory of rationality stand
or fall on what the cosmologists currently think?” Also, Bostrom (2011, p. 10) writes that recent
cosmological evidence suggests that the world is probably infinite, which means that it contains an
infinite number of galaxies, stars and planets. And, Bostrom writes, if there are an infinite number
of planets, then there is, with probability one, an infinite number of people.
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then the utility assigned cannot be infinite. Thus, the social transformation function must be non-linear. Moreover, anyone could be confronted with these kind of
offers. So, we need a theory that can handle cases such as these.
In the previous two cases, the mugger promises to help an infinite number of
orphans in expectation, which forces the social transformation function to be nonlinear.21 However, even if the mugger does not promise to help an infinite number
of individuals in expectation, Bounded Expected Totalism does not avoid Probability Fanaticism if the social transformation function is linear and there is no
upper limit to how many individuals might exist. For example, the mugger can
always promise to help a greater number of orphans and thus increase the payoff
arbitrarily high:
Pascal’s Mugging (any number of orphans): The mugger promises
to perform magic that will help 𝑛 number of orphans, where 𝑛 is finite
but arbitrarily large.
If social utilities are linear with the total quantity of well-being, then Bounded
Expected Totalism recommends paying the mugger any sum of money, provided
that the number of orphans is sufficiently high. That is, for any tiny probability 𝑝
of the mugger telling the truth, and for any sum of money 𝑥, there is some finite
number of orphans 𝑛, such that Pascal ought to pay the mugger 𝑥 if the mugger
promises to help 𝑛 orphans. Thus, Bounded Expected Totalism does not avoid
21

We might object that Total Utilitarianism is not intended to apply in infinite cases. After all,
in infinite cases, the total quantity of well-being is not well-defined. So, we might think that Total
Utilitarianism does not make sense if there might be an infinite number of individuals.
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Probability Fanaticism if there is no upper limit to how many individuals might
exist and the social transformation function is linear.
Lastly, even if we were certain that there is an upper limit to how many individuals might exist, the total quantity of well-being might still be very large. In
that case, Bounded Expected Totalism could do with a linear social transformation
function, as the requirement for utilities to be bounded would already be satisfied.
However, if Bounded Expected Totalism is to avoid fanatical prescriptions in cases
that involve tiny probabilities of huge payoffs, then the upper and lower bounds
cannot be very high or very low (respectively). So, if a very large number of individuals exist, then the transformation function must be non-linear—or Bounded
Expected Totalism does not avoid Probability Fanaticism in an intuitively adequate
way.
Bounded Expected Totalism would, technically, avoid Probability Fanaticism
if there is an upper limit to how many individuals might exist (and individual utilities are bounded). This is because then it would not be true that, for any certain
modest outcome, an arbitrarily small probability of a sufficiently great outcome is
better (and similarly for negative outcomes). However, Bounded Expected Totalism would still prescribe what might be considered fanatical choices in cases that
involve tiny probabilities of huge outcomes, even if there is an upper limit to how
many individuals might exist. This happens because the values of those outcomes
can be very high (or very low) and, thus, dominate the expected utility calculations.
For example, Bounded Expected Totalism might advise Pascal to pay a too high a
price to the mugger.
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So, there are three reasons to adopt a non-linear social transformation function: First, in expectation, an infinite number of individuals might exist, and these
possibilities must be assigned a bounded expected social utility. Secondly, arbitrarily many individuals might still exist, in which case Bounded Expected Totalism does not avoid Probability Fanaticism if the social transformation function is
linear. Lastly, even if there is an upper limit to how many individuals might exist,
the number of possible individuals might still be very large. In that case, Bounded
Expected Totalism would prescribe fanatical choices in cases that involve tiny probabilities of huge outcomes.
Suppose that the social transformation function is non-linear. It will also have
the following qualities: First, more well-being is always better, so the social transformation function must be strictly increasing with the total quantity of well-being;
it must assign greater utilities to outcomes that contain more well-being. Secondly,
because utilities are bounded above, similar increases in well-being must (after
some point at least) matter less and less. Consequently, the social transformation function must be strictly concave on some subset of its domain. Furthermore,
because utilities are also bounded below, similar increases in negative well-being
must (after some point at least) matter less and less. Thus, the social transformation
function must be strictly convex on some subset of its domain. Lastly, for utilities to
be bounded, the social transformation function must be sufficiently concave with
positive total well-being and sufficiently convex with negative total well-being; the
contribution of additional (positive or negative) well-being to social utility must
tend to zero.
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Let 𝑓 be this transformation function. Also, let 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ) denote the probability
of event 𝐸𝑖 , W(𝐴𝑖 ) the total quantity of well-being in state of affairs 𝐴𝑖 (which
results from event 𝐸𝑖 ) and w(𝑆𝑖𝑗 ) the well-being of individual 𝑆𝑗 in state of affairs
𝐴𝑖 . Then, we can state Bounded Expected Totalism formally as follows:22
Bounded Expected Totalism: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if
and only if EUSoc (𝑋) ≥ EUSoc (𝑌), where
𝑛

𝑛

𝑚

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑗=1

EUSoc (𝑋) = ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 )𝑓 (W (𝐴𝑖 )) = ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 )𝑓 (∑ 𝑤(𝑆𝑖𝑗 )) .

Bounded Expected Totalism is the view that outcomes are ranked by their total
quantity of well-being, and prospects are ranked by expected social utility, where
social utility is some bounded function of the total quantity of well-being. On
Bounded Expected Totalism, when calculating the value of a prospect, one first
22

This chapter discusses what might be called Ex-Post Bounded Expected Totalism. However,
there is another way Bounded Expected Totalism can deal with risk. This view—let’s call it Ex-Ante
Bounded Expected Totalism—first calculates the total quantity of well-being in every possible state
of the world. Then, it multiplies the total quantity of well-being of each state with the probability
of that state and sums these up. Finally, it transforms the expected well-being of a prospect into its
expected social utility. Formally, Ex-Ante Bounded Expected Totalism states the following:
Ex-Ante Bounded Expected Totalism: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and
only if EUSoc (𝑋) ≥ EUSoc (𝑌), where
𝑛

𝑚

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

EUSoc (𝑋) = 𝑓 (∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 )W(𝐴𝑖 )) = 𝑓 (∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 )𝑤(𝑆𝑖 )) .
Ex-Ante Bounded Expected Totalism violates Continuity. For example, let 𝐴 be a St. Petersburgstyle lottery (with the outcomes being total quantities of well-being), 𝐵 a prospect that certainly
gives a modest good outcome and 𝐶 a prospect that certainly gives nothing. The expected total
well-being of the mixed prospect 𝐴𝑝𝐶 is infinite for all 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1). Thus, the expected social utility
of 𝐴𝑝𝐶 equals the upper bound of utilities, which is greater than the expected social utility of 𝐵.
So, 𝐴 is better than 𝐵, which is better than 𝐶, but 𝐴𝑝𝐶 is better than 𝐵 for all 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1)—which
is a violation of Continuity.
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calculates the total quantity of well-being in every possible state of the world. Then,
one transforms each state’s total quantity of well-being into social utilities. Finally,
to get the expected social utility of a prospect, one multiplies the social utility of
each state with that state’s probability and sums these up.

2.2

The cardinal structure of well-being

As mentioned above, the social transformation function takes the total quantity of
well-being as input. To make sense of ‘total quantity of well-being’, we need wellbeing to have a ‘cardinal structure’, which allows us to make statements about how
much more well-being an individual has in some outcome compared to another
outcome.23
Where does this structure come from? There are two ways of deriving the cardinal structure of well-being. First, the cardinal structure of well-being might be
understood in a ‘primitivist’ sense, according to which it can be defined independently of the individual betterness relation on gambles.24 Alternatively, the cardinal
structure of well-being might be understood in a technical sense as, for example,
von Neumann-Morgenstern utilities. On the technical understanding, if the individual betterness relation satisfies a set of axioms, it can be represented by an
expectational utility function.
Broome suggests that the meaning of our quantitative notion of good (i.e., well23

Note that in order to talk of ‘negative utilities’, a cardinal structure is not sufficient; for that,
well-being must have a ratio structure—which the von Neumann-Morgenstern axioms cannot deliver. Total Utilitarianism requires a meaningful zero level of well-being, which a merely interval/cardinal scale does not provide.
24
Greaves (2015).
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being) must be determined in this way. He proposes that ‘utility’ embodies the
results of weighing good across states of nature.25 Broome (1991, p. 147) writes:
“To say that two differences in good are the same may mean nothing more than that
they count the same when weighed against each other; they are evenly balanced in
determining overall good. This would mean that two differences in good are the
same whenever the corresponding differences in utility are the same. And that
would be enough to ensure that utility is an increasing linear transform of good.
Utility, then, would measure good cardinally. […] In brief, the suggestion is that
our metric of good may be determined by weighing across states of nature.”26
If von Neumann-Morgenstern utilities represent the cardinal structure of wellbeing, then individual betterness is, by definition, risk-neutral with respect to wellbeing. It might still be risk-averse with respect to money or happy years of life. But
it cannot be risk-averse with respect to well-being because well-being just is the
quantity whose expectation the betterness relation can be represented as maximizing. This view satisfies the following principle:27
Bernoulli’s hypothesis: One alternative is at least as good for a person as another if and only if it gives the person at least as great an
25

Broome (1991, p. 146). Note that we need not equate utility with how much the agent values
those gambles (i.e., their preferences). Utilities tell us which gambles are better and worse for a
person relative to a given probability assignment, and—especially since the probability assignment
at issue need not be the agent’s own—this need not coincide with what the agent prefers.
26
Broome (1991, p. 148) also concedes that we might find a metric of well-being in some other
way. For example, instead of weighing up across the dimension of states of nature, he writes that
this metric might be found by weighing up across a different dimension, such as the dimension of
time.
27
Broome (1991, p. 142). I have replaced ‘good’ with ‘well-being’.
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expectation of their well-being.
Bernoulli’s hypothesis implies risk-neutrality about well-being.28 It also tells us that
utility represents well-being cardinally.
This chapter focuses mostly on lifetime well-being. But many of the same issues
arise when we aggregate intrapersonal well-being over time.29 Let momentary wellbeing mean how good things are for a person at some time. At least in theory, an
agent can live infinitely or arbitrarily long at a given level of bliss. Therefore, for
well-being/utilities to be bounded, momentary well-being must have diminishing
marginal well-being/utility. Additional happy years of life must contribute less the
more happy years the agent already has (and similarly for unhappy years of life).
If Bernoulli’s hypothesis is false, then individual betterness might be risk-averse
with respect to well-being. For example, agents might be represented as maximizing risk-weighted expected utility.30 Alternatively, well-being could be understood
28
29

Broome (1991, pp. 124 and 203).
See Broome (1991, p. 226) on the Intertemporal Addition Theorem:
Intertemporal Addition Theorem: If a person’s overall betterness relation and
their momentary betterness relations obey the axioms of Expected Utility Theory,
and the overall betterness relation satisfies a temporal version of Pareto, then the
person’s overall betterness relation can be represented by an expectational utility
function that is the sum of expectational utility functions representing their momentary betterness relations.

The temporal version of Pareto says that if two alternatives are equally good for a person at every
time, they are equally good for them. And, if one alternative is at least as good as another for the
person at every time and definitely better for them at some time, it is better for them. See Broome
(1991, p. 225). The Intertemporal Addition Theorem is a variation of Harsanyi’s social aggregation
theorem discussed in §6 of this chapter.
30
See for example Quiggin (1982), Buchak (2013) and Buchak (2017). Risk-weighted expected
utility theory (a member of rank-dependent theories) does not avoid fanatical prescriptions in the
prudential case unless individual utilities are bounded. Similarly, (impersonal) risk-weighted expected utility theory does not avoid Probability Fanaticism unless social utilities are bounded. See
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in a primitivist sense. The primitivist view requires that quantities of well-being
have meaning independently of how much they count when evaluating uncertain
prospects.31 But if such a metric of well-being is available, then individual betterness might be risk-averse with respect to this (non-technical) well-being. Note
that this view is compatible with Expected Utility Theory (but not with Bernoulli’s
hypothesis).
Let an agent’s transformation function be a function that takes that person’s wellbeing levels as input and outputs their individual utilities (to be used in decisionmaking under risk). If individual betterness over prospects is sufficiently riskaverse with respect to well-being, such that the agent’s transformation function approaches asymptotically some upper bound with more well-being, then well-being
itself can be unbounded without leading to unbounded utilities.
Finally, individual betterness might be risk-neutral with respect to well-being.
And, happy days of life might not contribute less to well-being the more happy
days the agent already has (and similarly for unhappy days). Given that individuals might live arbitrarily long at a constant positive well-being level, this view implies that both well-being and utilities are unbounded. This leads to a prudential
analogue of Probability Fanaticism:
Prudential Fanaticism:
i Positive Prudential Fanaticism For any probability 𝑝 > 0, and
for any finite individual utility 𝑢, there is some large enough inMonton (2019, §5.7) and Beckstead & Thomas (2020, p. 12).
31
Broome (1991, p. 217).
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dividual utility 𝑈 such that probability 𝑝 of 𝑈 (and otherwise
nothing) is prudentially better than the certainty of 𝑢 for some
individual 𝑆.
ii Negative Prudential Fanaticism For any probability 𝑝 > 0, and
for any finite negative individual utility −𝑢, there is some large
enough negative individual utility −𝑈 such that probability 𝑝 of
−𝑈 (and otherwise nothing) is prudentially worse than the certainty of −𝑢 for some individual 𝑆.
To summarize, social utilities might be bounded if the total quantity of wellbeing is itself necessarily bounded. However, this is not true; therefore, Bounded
Expected Totalism requires a social transformation function that takes the total
quantity of well-being as input and outputs social utilities. To recap, this social
transformation function must be non-linear for three reasons: First, in expectation, an infinite number of individuals might exist, so the total quantity of wellbeing might be infinite in expectation. But Bounded Expected Totalism requires
expected social utilities to be bounded. Secondly, arbitrarily many individuals
might exist. In that case, the social transformation function must be non-linear
or Bounded Expected Totalism does not avoid Probability Fanaticism. Lastly, even
if there is an upper limit to how many individuals might exist, the number of individuals might still be very large. In that case, the social transformation function
must be non-linear or Bounded Expected Totalism prescribes fanatical choices in
cases that involve tiny probabilities of huge outcomes.
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The social transformation function uses the ‘total quantity of well-being’ as input. To make sense of this notion, well-being must have a cardinal structure. This
structure could be primitive, that is, given independently of individual betterness
relation on gambles. Alternatively, it could be defined using Bernoulli’s hypothesis. If the cardinal structure is defined using Bernoulli’s hypothesis, then individual
betterness is risk-neutral. But if it is primitive, or defined in some other way, then
it is at least initially an open question whether individual betterness is risk-neutral,
risk-averse, or what, with respect to well-being. Next, I will show that Bounded
Expected Totalism violates Ex Ante Pareto if individual betterness is risk-neutral
with respect to well-being. §4 shows that Bounded Expected Totalism violates Ex
Ante Pareto if individual betterness is risk-averse with respect to well-being.

3

The risk-neutral case

This section shows that Bounded Expected Totalism violates Ex Ante Pareto if individual betterness is risk-neutral with respect to well-being.
Let well-being levels be represented by real numbers. As argued above, the
social transformation function 𝑓 must be strictly concave on some subset of its
domain. For the sake of argument, let’s suppose it is strictly concave at 1. Then,
there must be some positive constants 𝛿 and 𝜖 such that 𝑓(1) − 𝑓(1 − 𝛿) > 𝑓(1 +
𝛿 + 𝜖) − 𝑓(1). This is because the smaller benefit (𝛿) contributes more when added
to a population at a lower well-being level than the greater benefit (𝛿 + 𝜖) when
added to a population at a higher well-being level.
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Next, consider the following prospects:
The Risk-Neutral Case:
Risky

Gives a 0.5 probability of a well-being level of 1 + 𝛿 + 𝜖; oth-

erwise, it gives a well-being level of 1 − 𝛿.
Safe

Surely gives a well-being level of 1.

Suppose that the betterness relation of some agent, Alice, is risk-neutral with respect to her well-being. Then, Risky is better than Safe for Alice, as Risky gives a
higher expectation of well-being than Safe does.
But is Risky also better than Safe impersonally? The answer is no. Given that
the constants 𝛿 and 𝜖 are such that 𝑓(1) − 𝑓(1 − 𝛿) > 𝑓(1 + 𝛿 + 𝜖) − 𝑓(1), Safe is
impersonally better than Risky (even though Risky is still better than Safe for Alice,
given that it gives a higher expectation of her well-being for all positive values of 𝛿
and 𝜖). The situation is illustrated by the following graph:32
32

Gustafsson (2022) presents this case to illustrate that Ex-Post Prioritarianism violates Ex Ante
Pareto, a fact that goes back at least to Rabinowicz (2002). For an overview of this topic, see for
example Fleurbaey (2018). See also Broome (1991, Ch. 9). Bounded Expected Totalism coincides
with Ex-Post Prioritarianism in one-person cases. So, we can appeal to the standard fact that ExPost Prioritarianism violates Ex Ante Pareto. Ex-Post Prioritarianism states the following:
Ex-Post Prioritarianism: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and only if
EUSoc (𝑋) ≥ EUSoc (𝑌), where
𝑛

𝑚

𝑖=1

𝑗=1

EUSoc (𝑋) = ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ) (∑ 𝑓 (𝑤(𝑆𝑖𝑗 ))) .
Ex-Post Bounded Expected Totalism differs from Ex-Post Prioritarianism because it first sums up
everyone’s well-being and then converts this sum into social utilities. In contrast, the latter view first
converts individuals’ well-being levels and then sums up the converted well-being levels. Ex-Post
Bounded Expected Totalism applies the transformation function to the total quantity of well-being;
Ex-Post Prioritarianism applies it to the well-being of individuals. On Ex-Post Prioritarianism, so-
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A Violation of Ex Ante Pareto:
Risk-Neutral Case

Alice
1

1/2

1+𝛿+𝜖

1/2

1−𝛿

Here, the square represents a choice node, while the circle represents a chance node.
Going up at the choice node means accepting Safe, and going down at the choice
node means accepting Risky. Thus, if we go up, Alice gets a well-being level of 1.
On the other hand, if we go down, there are two possible states of the world, each
with a 0.5 probability. In state 1, Alice gets a well-being level of 1 + 𝛿 + 𝜖. And, in
state 2, Alice gets a well-being level of 1 − 𝛿.
The expected social utility of going up is EUSoc (Safe) = 𝑓(1). And, the expected social utility of going down is EUSoc (Risky) = 12 ⋅𝑓(1 +𝛿 + 𝜖)+ 12 ⋅𝑓(1 −𝛿).
Given that 𝑓(1) − 𝑓(1 − 𝛿) > 𝑓(1 + 𝛿 + 𝜖) − 𝑓(1), EUSoc (Risky) is less than
EUSoc (Safe).33 Thus, going up is impersonally better than going down, according
to Bounded Expected Totalism. However, going down is better than going up for
Alice (and equally good for everybody else). Thus, we have a violation of Ex Ante
cial utilities are unbounded because the sum of converted well-being levels can be arbitrarily high,
given that arbitrarily many individuals might exist. On Ex-Post Bounded Expected Totalism, social
utilities are bounded because, although the sum of everyone’s well-being can be arbitrarily high,
the total quantity of well-being has diminishing marginal utility. Similarly, Ex-Ante Bounded Expected Totalism differs from Ex-Ante Prioritarianism because the former applies the transformation function to the total expected well-being of a prospect, while the latter applies it to the expected
well-being of individuals.
33
By rearranging 𝑓(1) − 𝑓(1 − 𝛿) > 𝑓(1 + 𝛿 + 𝜖) − 𝑓(1), we get 𝑓(1) + 𝑓(1) > 𝑓(1 + 𝛿 +
𝜖) + 𝑓(1 − 𝛿). Next, by dividing both sides by 2, we get 𝑓(1) > 12 ⋅ 𝑓(1 + 𝛿 + 𝜖) + 12 ⋅ 𝑓(1 − 𝛿).
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Pareto.34
To summarize, Bounded Expected Totalism violates Ex Ante Pareto if individual betterness is risk-neutral with respect to well-being. This happens because the
social transformation function is concave on some subset of its domain.35 Consequently, Bounded Expected Totalism is at least sometimes risk-averse with respect
to (positive) well-being.

4

The risk-averse case

This section shows that Bounded Expected Totalism violates Ex Ante Pareto even
if individual betterness is risk-averse with respect to well-being.36
34

If individual utilities are unbounded above while social utilities are bounded above, then
Bounded Expected Totalism violates Ex Ante Pareto in the following case as well:
Unbounded individual utilities:
Risky* Gives a tiny probability 𝑝 of a very high positive well-being level 𝑤1 (and
otherwise nothing).
Safe*

Surely gives a modest positive well-being level 𝑤2 .

Suppose individuals maximize unbounded expected utility, but social utilities are bounded. Then,
with some values of 𝑝, 𝑤1 and 𝑤2 , Risky* is better than Safe* for individuals, but Safe* is impersonally better than Risky*. This is a violation of Ex Ante Pareto. This happens because, in the
impersonal case, the additional well-being in 𝑤1 is insufficient to compensate for the tiny probability of obtaining it; however, for individual agents, it is sufficient. Bounded Expected Totalism
violates Ex Ante Pareto in a similar case (changing what needs to be changed) if individual utilities
are unbounded below while social utilities are bounded below.
35
The same argument can be applied, changing what needs to be changed, as long as the social
transformation function is concave on some subset of its domain—it need not be concave specifically at 1.
36
It is already known that individual risk attitudes incompatible with Expected Utility Theory
can cause tensions with Ex Ante Pareto. See for example Nebel (2020) and Mongin & Pivato (2015).
However, the violation of Ex Ante Pareto discussed in this section happens even if the risk aversion
is of the kind that is compatible with Expected Utility Theory.
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If individual betterness is risk-averse with respect to well-being, then it may
no longer be true that Risky is better than Safe for Alice. So, Bounded Expected
Totalism might not violate Ex Ante Pareto in the way discussed earlier. If Alice’s
transformation function corresponds to the social transformation function when
Alice is the only person who exists, then Risky is at least as good as Safe for Alice
if and only if Risky is at least as good as Safe impersonally (and vice versa). So,
Bounded Expected Totalism avoids violating Ex Ante Pareto in the earlier case.
However, how much Alice’s well-being contributes to social utility depends on
how many individuals exist and what their well-being levels are. The greater the
total quantity of well-being, the smaller the contribution of additional well-being
is. Suppose that, when Alice is the only person who exists, Alice’s loss of 𝛿 would
reduce social utility by 𝑥 units, and her gain of 𝛿 + 𝜖 would increase it by more than
𝑥 units. Then, in the one-person case, Risky is better than Safe (both impersonally
and, by Ex Ante Pareto, for Alice).37
Now change the case; suppose that, besides Alice, there is a large number 𝑁 of
other, unaffected people.
Alice and Others: A large number 𝑁 of other people have very good
lives in state 1 (𝑝 = 0.5) and neutral lives in state 2 (𝑝 = 0.5).
37

Note that this step requires the following version of Ex Ante Pareto:
Weak Ex Ante Pareto: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, if 𝑋 is at least as good as 𝑌 for
everyone, then 𝑋 is at least as good as 𝑌.

Also, this step assumes Completeness. Without Completeness, Weak Ex Ante Pareto does not entail
that Risky must be better than Safe for Alice if Risky is better than Safe impersonally—they could
be incomparable for her.
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Risky

Gives Alice a well-being level of 1 + 𝛿 + 𝜖 in state 1 and a

well-being level of 1 − 𝛿 in state 2.
Safe

Gives Alice a well-being level of 1 in states 1 and 2.

In the state where Alice would lose 𝛿 (state 2), the other people have neutral lives
(i.e., lives whose addition does not increase or decrease the total quantity of wellbeing). It follows that, no matter how large 𝑁 is, her loss of 𝛿 would still reduce
social utility in that state by 𝑥 units. On the other hand, in the state where Alice
would win 𝛿 + 𝜖 (state 1), the 𝑁 people have very good lives. Let 𝛼 denote the total
quantity of well-being of the 𝑁 people with very good lives. As we increase 𝑁, the
social utility in state 1 approaches the upper limit of utilities until it comes within
𝑥 units of the upper limit. Then, increasing Alice’s well-being by 𝛿 + 𝜖 contributes
less than 𝑥 to social utility in that state. So, the 𝛿 + 𝜖 increase in Alice’s well-being
in state 1 is no longer sufficient to compensate for the possible loss of 𝛿 well-being
(and 𝑥 units of utility) in state 2. It follows that, with a sufficiently large 𝑁, Safe
is impersonally better than Risky. This contradicts Ex Ante Pareto since Risky is
better than Safe for Alice, and Safe and Risky are equally good for each of the 𝑁
additional people.
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Table 1

Alice and Others
State 1
0.5

State 2
0.5

Risky

Alice: 1 + 𝛿 + 𝜖
Others: 𝛼

Alice: 1 − 𝛿
Others: 0

Safe

Alice: 1
Others: 𝛼

Alice: 1
Others: 0

𝑝

As can be seen from the graph below, Alice’s loss of 𝛿 (with Risky) reduces social
utility by 𝑥 units, from 𝑢(1) to 𝑢(1 − 𝛿). However, her gain of 𝛿 + 𝜖 (with Risky)
increases social utility by less than 𝑥 units, from 𝑢(1 + 𝛼) to 𝑢(1 + 𝛿 + 𝜖 + 𝛼).
Thus, Safe is impersonally better than Risky. But we have assumed that Alice’s gain
of 𝛿 + 𝜖 increases her own utility by more than 𝑥 units. So, Risky is better than Safe
for Alice, and we have a violation of Ex Ante Pareto.
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Alice and Others
Utility
Δ𝑢 < 𝑥

1+𝛼 •
•
1+𝛿+𝜖+𝛼

= Risky
= Safe
1
•
Δ𝑢 = 𝑥
• 1−𝛿

Well-Being

A Violation of Ex Ante Pareto:
Risk-Averse Case
1/2

Alice
1

Others
𝛼

1/2

1

0

1/2

1+𝛿+𝜖

𝛼

1/2

1−𝛿

0

To summarize, Bounded Expected Totalism violates Ex Ante Pareto even if individual betterness is risk-averse with respect to well-being.
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5

Bounded above and below

This section gives a general argument for why Bounded Expected Totalism must
violate Ex Ante Pareto if social utilities are bounded above and below. This argument shows that a violation of Ex Ante Pareto must happen regardless of whether
individual utilities are bounded or unbounded and whether individual betterness is
risk-neutral, risk-averse or risk-seeking. But first, to introduce some background,
I will discuss a case that shows how Bounded Expected Totalism violates Ex Ante
Pareto if individual well-being is unbounded and both individual and social utilities are bounded above and below.

5.1

Unbounded individual well-being

Assuming that overall betterness can be represented with an expectational utility function, social utilities must be bounded above and below in order to avoid
both Positive and Negative Probability Fanaticism. Similarly, to avoid Positive and
Negative Probability Fanaticism in the prudential case, individual utilities must be
bounded above and below. This will lead to a violation of Ex Ante Pareto if individual well-being is unbounded. Consider the following prospects:
Risky** vs. Safe**:
Risky**

Gives a 0.5 probability of 𝛿 additional well-being; otherwise,

it decreases well-being by −𝛿.
Safe**

Does not increase or decrease well-being.
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As explained before, if utilities are bounded above, then (at least at some point)
Alice’s transformation function is concave with positive well-being; additional wellbeing matters less the happier Alice already is. This means that, at least sometimes,
Alice’s betterness relation is risk-averse with respect to her well-being. On the other
hand, if utilities are bounded below, then (at least at some point) Alice’s transformation function is convex with negative well-being; additional unhappiness matters
less the unhappier Alice already is. This means that, at least sometimes, Alice’s
betterness relation is risk-seeking with respect to her ill-being.
In expectation, neither Risky** nor Safe** affects Alice’s well-being. So, which
of Risky** and Safe** is better for Alice can depend on whether Alice is overall
happy or unhappy (see the graph below). With some positive background wellbeing level 𝑤, Safe** is better than Risky** for Alice. In contrast, with some negative
background well-being level −𝑤, Risky** is better than Safe** for Alice.
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Risky** vs. Safe**
Utility
(Alice)

𝑤
•

EUInd (Risky) =
EUInd (Safe) =

•

𝑤+𝛿

• −𝑤 − 𝛿

−𝑤

𝑤

Well-Being
(Alice)

−𝑤 + 𝛿 •
−𝑤 − 𝛿 •

•
−𝑤

Next, to avoid Positive and Negative Probability Fanaticism, social utilities must
also be bounded above and below. If social utilities are bounded above, then (at
least at some point) the social transformation function is concave with a positive
total quantity of well-being. This means that, at least sometimes, the overall betterness relation is risk-averse with respect to well-being. On the other hand, if social
utilities are bounded below, then (at least at some point) the social transformation
function is convex with a negative total quantity of well-being. This means that,
at least sometimes, the overall betterness relation is risk-seeking with respect to
well-being. So, with some positive total quantity of well-being 𝑊, Safe** is impersonally better than Risky**. On the other hand, with some negative total quantity
of well-being −𝑊, Risky** is impersonally better than Safe**.
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But now consider the following cases:
Alice and Others*: Alice’s well-being will increase, decrease or stay
the same depending on the choice and result of Risky** and Safe**
(and nobody else is affected).
Sad Alice in a happy world: Alice has a baseline well-being level of
−𝑤. The total quantity of well-being in the world is 𝑊 (includes Alice’s
well-being).
Happy Alice in a sad world: Alice has a baseline well-being level of
𝑤. The total quantity of well-being in the world is −𝑊.

Risky** vs. Safe**:
Alice and Others
Utility
(social)
EUSoc (Risky) =
EUSoc (Safe) =

•

𝑊 +𝛿

• 𝑊 −𝛿

−𝑊

𝑊

−𝑊 + 𝛿 •
−𝑊 − 𝛿 •

𝑊
•

•
−𝑊
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Well-Being
(total)

When Alice’s baseline well-being level is −𝑤, but the total quantity of wellbeing in the world is 𝑊, Safe** is impersonally better than Risky**, but Risky** is
better than Safe** for Alice. On the other hand, when Alice’s baseline well-being
level is 𝑤 but the total quantity of well-being in the world is −𝑊, Risky** is impersonally better than Safe**, but the reverse is true for Alice. Consequently, Bounded
Expected Totalism violates Ex Ante Pareto if both individual and social utilities are
bounded above and below but individual well-being is unbounded.

A Violation of Ex Ante Pareto:
Sad Alice in a Happy World

Alice
−𝑤

Total
𝑊

1/2

−𝑤 + 𝛿

𝑊 +𝛿

1/2

−𝑤 − 𝛿

𝑊 −𝛿

A Violation of Ex Ante Pareto:
Happy Alice in a Sad World

5.2

Alice
𝑤

Total
−𝑊

1/2

𝑤+𝛿

−𝑊 + 𝛿

1/2

𝑤−𝛿

−𝑊 − 𝛿

The general argument

Next, I will give a general argument which shows that Bounded Expected Totalism
must violate Ex Ante Pareto, regardless of whether individual utilities are bounded
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or unbounded and whether individual betterness is risk-averse, risk-neutral or
risk-seeking. The general argument goes as follows: Fix any 𝛿 > 0. The following two claims are true:
(1) If Risky** is impersonally at least as good as Safe** no matter
how much total well-being there is in the background population, then social utility is unbounded above.
(2) If Safe** is impersonally at least as good as Risky** no matter
how much total well-being there is in the background population, then social utility is unbounded below.
If social utility is bounded above and below, there must be a counterexample to Ex
Ante Pareto. Suppose, for example, that Risky** is at least as good as Safe** for Alice. This could be because Alice’s betterness relation is risk-neutral with respect to
her well-being and Risky** is therefore equally as good as Safe** for Alice. Alternatively, Alice’s betterness relation might be risk-seeking. Either way, if social utilities
are bounded above, then (1) shows that Risky** cannot be impersonally at least as
good as Safe** no matter how much total well-being there is in the background
population. So, with some total quantity of well-being, Safe** is impersonally better than Risky**—which contradicts Ex Ante Pareto.
Similarly, suppose that Safe** is at least as good as Risky** for Alice. Again,
this might be because Alice’s betterness relation is risk-neutral with respect to her
well-being. Alternatively, it could be because her betterness relation is risk-averse.
However, given that social utilities are bounded below, (2) shows that Safe** cannot
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be impersonally at least as good as Risky** no matter how much total well-being
there is in the background population. So, with some total quantity of well-being,
Risky** is impersonally better than Safe**, contrary to Ex Ante Pareto.
Proof of (1) goes as follows: Consider background populations with total wellbeing levels of 0, 𝛿, 2𝛿, 3𝛿, and so on. Let 𝑥 = 𝑓 (𝛿) − 𝑓 (0). If Risky** is impersonally at least as good as Safe** with respect to all these background populations, then
the difference between 𝑓 (𝑛𝛿) and 𝑓 ((𝑛 − 1) 𝛿) is at least as great as the difference
between 𝑓 ((𝑛 − 1) 𝛿) and 𝑓 ((𝑛 − 2) 𝛿), for each 𝑛 > 2. It follows that 𝑓 (𝑛𝛿) is at
least as great as 𝑛𝑥. Thus, 𝑓 is unbounded above. One can give a similar proof for
(2). So, if social utilities are bounded above and below, there must be a counterexample to Ex Ante Pareto, regardless of whether individual utilities are bounded or
unbounded and whether individual betterness is risk-averse, risk-neutral or riskseeking.
To summarize, this section first showed that Bounded Expected Totalism violates Ex Ante Pareto if both individual and social utilities are bounded above and
below. Next, this section presented a general proof to the effect that Bounded Expected Totalism must violate Ex Ante Pareto regardless of whether individual betterness is risk-neutral, risk-averse or risk-seeking and whether individual utilities
are bounded or unbounded.
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6

Harsanyi’s social aggregation theorem

This section discusses how the earlier examples relate to a famous result in this area,
namely, Harsanyi’s social aggregation theorem.
Harsanyi’s social aggregation theorem shows that if both individual and social
betterness relations can be given an expected utility representation, and the overall
betterness relation satisfies Ex Ante Pareto, then social utilities are weighted sums
of individual utilities.38 Let me explain Harsanyi’s premises in more detail. The
first premise says that each individual’s betterness relation obeys the von NeumannMorgenstern axioms.39 So, the individual betterness relation can be represented by
an expectational utility function. The second premise says that the overall betterness relation obeys the von Neumann-Morgenstern axioms. So, overall betterness
can also be represented by an expectational utility function. The third premise is
Ex Ante Pareto.40 The conclusion of Harsanyi’s theorem is that social utilities are
38

Harsanyi (1955). Harsanyi (1955) uses individual utilities to describe individual preferences.
But we may reinterpret them as describing individual betterness instead of individual preferences.
See Broome (1991).
39
Harsanyi (1955) uses Marschak’s (1950) versions of the von Neumann & Morgenstern (1947)
axioms. Marschak’s (1950, p. 117) Postulate II states:
Postulate II (Continuity): If 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 ≻ 𝑍, then there is a probability 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1)
such that 𝑌 ∼ 𝑋𝑝𝑍.
This postulate implies, in a similar way as shown before, that utilities must be bounded.
40
Harsanyi (1955) uses Pareto Indifference in the original formulation of the theorem, while
Harsanyi (1977, p. 65) uses Weak Ex Ante Pareto:
Pareto Indifference: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, if 𝑋 and 𝑌 are equally good for
everyone, then 𝑋 and 𝑌 are overall equally good.
Weak Ex Ante Pareto: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, if 𝑋 is at least as good as 𝑌 for
everyone, then 𝑋 is overall at least as good as 𝑌.
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weighted sums of individual utilities. Thus, overall betterness can be represented
as maximizing the expectation of a weighted sum of individual utilities. If, in addition, we assume equal weighting for all individuals, then this theorem shows that
the social utility function must be a sum of individual utilities.41
Harsanyi’s theorem shows, in other words, that if individual and overall betterness relations are represented by expectational utility functions, then in order
to satisfy Ex Ante Pareto, the social utility function must be a linear combination
of individual utilities. Earlier in this chapter, I showed that Total Utilitarianism
combined with Bounded Expected Utility Theory violates Ex Ante Pareto.42 ThereUsing Weak Ex Ante Pareto instead of Pareto Indifference guarantees that positive individual wellbeing contributes non-negatively to social utilities. Using Ex Ante Pareto instead of Weak Ex Ante
Pareto guarantees that positive individual well-being contributes positively to social utilities. See
Weymark (1994) on Harsanyi’s theorem with different Pareto principles.
41
Broome (1991, §10) argues that Harsanyi’s social aggregation theorem, together with
Bernoulli’s hypothesis, leads to utilitarianism.
42
As mentioned in footnote 40, the original argument by Harsanyi (1955) uses Pareto Indifference instead of Ex Ante Pareto. Bounded Expected Totalism also violates this condition if individual
betterness satisfies the von Neumann-Morgenstern axioms. Consider the following prospects:
Alice and Bob:
Risky Gives Alice and Bob a well-being level of 1 in state 1 (𝑝 = 0.5) and a wellbeing level of 0 in state 2 (𝑝 = 0.5).
Safe In state 1 (𝑝 = 0.5), Alice gets a well-being level of 1 and Bob a well-being
level of 0. In state 2 (𝑝 = 0.5), Alice gets a well-being level of 0 and Bob a well-being
level of 1.
Risky and Safe are equally good for both Alice and Bob. So, by Pareto Indifference, Risky and
Safe are impersonally equally good. Next, recall that the social transformation function must be
strictly concave on some subset of its domain if social utilities are bounded above (for the reasons
discussed in §2.1). We may suppose it is strictly concave on the interval [0, 2]. Consequently,
Safe is impersonally better than Risky. This violation of Pareto Indifference happens because when
the social transformation function is strictly concave, it is impersonally better to spread the total
quantity of well-being across different states than to have it all in one state. But individual betterness
is indifferent to how the well-being of different individuals is spread across states.
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fore, if one accepts Bounded Expected Totalism, that premise of Harsanyi’s theorem
fails. The reason that led to its failure was that a non-linear social transformation
function is needed because the number of individuals might be infinite or arbitrarily large. In fact, it is unsurprising that one of Harsanyi’s premises must be
rejected; if the number of individuals might be infinite or arbitrarily large, then
social utilities cannot be weighted sums of individual utilities because this could
lead to unbounded social utilities.43,44 So, given that a bounded expected totalist
rejects Harsanyi’s conclusion, they cannot accept all his premises.
This is worrying because Harsanyi’s theorem is often considered one of the best
arguments for utilitarianism. The conclusion of Harsanyi’s theorem is that, for any
fixed and finite population, social utility is an affine (or linear) function of total
individual utility. However, once we consider the possibility of an infinite or arbitrarily large population, we find that social utility must be non-linear if social
utilities are bounded and additive with individual utilities.45 And this leads to violations of Ex Ante Pareto.
All this can be taken to support Average Utilitarianism, namely, the view that
one population is better than another if and only if the average well-being it contains is greater.46 Alternatively, these cases might be taken to undermine Bounded43
See Blackorby et al. (2007) for an extension of Harsanyi’s social aggregation theorem to variable populations.
44
As mentioned earlier, this need not be true. See footnote 18 on p. 70.
45
Harsanyi (1977, p. 60) himself discusses what he calls the ‘boundary problem for the society’,
namely, whose utility functions ought to be included in our social-welfare function. He considers
whether to include, for example, higher animals, distant future generations, robots or the inhabitants of other planets. However, he does not mention the possibility that doing so might lead to
infinite or arbitrarily large populations.
46
Average Utilitarianism does not require a non-linear social transformation function; if indi-
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ness (and Continuity). One might accept, for example, Unbounded Expected Totalism, namely, the view that combines Total Utilitarianism and Expected Utility Theory with an unbounded utility function. However, this view cannot be supported
by a version of Harsanyi’s theorem that relies on the von Neumann-Morgenstern
axiomatization of Expected Utility Theory, as this axiomatization has Continuity as
one of its axioms. But one might attempt to justify Unbounded Expected Totalism
with a Harsanyi-style argument that does not rely on Continuity.47 Finally, as mentioned earlier, the arguments in this chapter might be taken to support Probability
Discounting indirectly. As I will explain in Chapter 3 of this thesis, Probability Discounting also leads to violations of Ex Ante Pareto.48 But given that both theories
violate Ex Ante Pareto, the plausibility of Ex Ante Pareto does not favor Bounded
Expected Totalism over Probability Discounting.

7

Conclusion

This chapter has shown that Bounded Expected Totalism violates Ex Ante Pareto.
Separate examples of Ex Ante Pareto violations were given for risk-neutrality and
vidual utilities are bounded, then the average of those must also be bounded. So, Average Utilitarianism avoids violating Ex Ante Pareto. However, Average Utilitarianism has other implausible
implications, such as the Sadistic Conclusion (Arrhenius 2000, p. 251):
The Sadistic Conclusion: When adding people without affecting the original people’s welfare, it can be better to add people with negative well-being rather than positive well-being.
47

Fleurbaey (2009) gives such an argument using statewise dominance and anonymity instead
of the von Neumann-Morgenstern axioms. Relatedly, McCarthy et al. (2020) show that one can
argue for Expected Utility Theory with an unbounded utility function from Pareto and anonymity.
48
See also Kosonen (2021).
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risk-aversion. A general argument to the effect that Bounded Expected Totalism
must violate Ex Ante Pareto was also given. Lastly, the implications of these cases
for Harsanyi’s social aggregation theorem were discussed.
The violations of Ex Ante Pareto happen because there is a non-zero probability that an infinite or arbitrarily large number of individuals exist. These Ex Ante
Pareto violations also happen if one wishes to avoid Probability Fanaticism. Since
Bounded Expected Totalism cannot avoid Probability Fanaticism without violating Ex Ante Pareto, these violations of Ex Ante Pareto undermine the plausibility
of Bounded Expected Totalism as an alternative to Probability Fanaticism.
To conclude, combining Total Utilitarianism and Expected Utility Theory with
a bounded utility function results in violations of Ex Ante Pareto: The combination of these views implies that a prospect can be impersonally better than another
prospect even though it is worse for everyone who is affected by the choice.
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Chapter 2
Expected Utility Theory and
Possible States of Zero Probability∗
abstract: At least at first glance, Expected Utility Theory tells us to be
indifferent between two prospects when they are otherwise the same, except
that one gives a better outcome than the other in a possible state of zero probability. But as some have suggested, Expected Utility Theory might be supplemented with dominance to get the verdict that the dominating prospect
is better than the dominated one. However, I will show that if Expected Utility Theory is supplemented with dominance in this way, it will violate the
Continuity axiom of Expected Utility Theory.

Consider the following principle of rationality:
Statewise Dominance:

If the outcome of prospect 𝑋 is at least as

preferred as the outcome of prospect 𝑌 in all states, then 𝑋 is at least
as good as 𝑌. Furthermore, if in addition the outcome of 𝑋 is strictly
∗

I wish to thank Tomi Francis, Andreas Mogensen and Teruji Thomas for valuable feedback and
discussions.
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preferred to the outcome of 𝑌 in some possible state, then 𝑋 is strictly
better than 𝑌.
Hájek (2014, pp. 556–558) presents a case in which Expected Utility Theory violates
Statewise Dominance when the principle is formulated in this way.1 This dominance violation happens because, although we tend to think of probability zero as
meaning impossible, this is not strictly true. Consider the following prospects:
Prospect 𝐴

A fair coin is tossed an infinite number of times. If the

coin lands heads on every toss, then the agent goes to heaven; otherwise, nothing happens.
Prospect 𝐵 As above, but the agent goes to hell if the coin lands heads
on every toss; otherwise, nothing happens.
In this case, 𝐴 statewise dominates 𝐵. However, Expected Utility Theory assigns
the same expected utility to both prospects because the probability that the coin
lands heads on every toss is zero. Consequently, Expected Utility Theory permits
the choice of a statewise-dominated prospect.
To avoid violating Statewise Dominance in this way, Hájek (2014, p. 556) argues
that decision-makers should sometimes consider states of probability zero. He argues that there is more to the machinery of decision theory than just Expected
1

Let EU (𝑋) denote the expected utility of prospect 𝑋 and let 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 mean that 𝑋 is at least
as good as 𝑌. Also, let 𝑂 be the set of possible outcomes, 𝑝𝑋 (𝑜) the probability of outcome 𝑜 in
prospect 𝑋 and 𝑢(𝑜) the utility of 𝑜. Then, Expected Utility Theory states the following:
Expected Utility Theory:
EU(𝑋) ≥ EU(𝑌), where

For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and only if
EU(𝑋) = ∑ 𝑝𝑋 (𝑜)𝑢(𝑜).
𝑜∈𝑂
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Utility Theory, and he goes on to suggest that Expected Utility Theory can be supplemented with dominance.2 He argues, following Easwaran (2014), that there is
no conflict between dominance and Expected Utility Theory in this case because
Expected Utility Theory should not be interpreted as telling us that prospects with
tied expected utilities must be treated with indifference. Instead, he argues that it
should be interpreted as failing to tell us anything in such cases. So, without conflicting with what Expected Utility Theory tells us, we may choose on some other
basis. As Easwaran (2014, p. 14) writes, in cases where the expected utility of a bet
is the same as the status quo, some non-numerical feature may serve as a tiebreaker.
Hájek (2014, p. 557) suggests that dominance may serve as a tiebreaker between 𝐴
and 𝐵. However, I will show that expected utility theorists cannot use Statewise
Dominance to argue that 𝐴 is better than 𝐵, at least if they wish to keep standard
axiomatizations of Expected Utility Theory.

1

A violation of Continuity

Let 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 mean that 𝑋 is better than 𝑌. Also, let 𝑋𝑝𝑌 be a risky prospect with
a 𝑝 chance of prospect 𝑋 obtaining and a 1 − 𝑝 chance of prospect 𝑌 obtaining.
Then, using Statewise Dominance to argue that 𝐴 is better than 𝐵 would result in
2

Hájek (2014, p. 557). Russell (2021, p. 12–13 n. 9) also suggests that a prospect that spares a
child from malaria if an ideally sharp dart hits a particular point (and otherwise nothing happens)
may be better than the prospect of certainly getting nothing, even though it gives a probability
zero of a positive outcome. Russell suggests that what is best may depend on what features of its
outcomes are sure, which can come apart from what is almost sure.
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a violation of the following axiom of Expected Utility Theory:3
Continuity: If 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 ≻ 𝑍, then there are probabilities 𝑝 and
𝑞 ∈ (0, 1) such that 𝑋𝑝𝑍 ≻ 𝑌 ≻ 𝑋𝑞𝑍.
To see why using Statewise Dominance would result in a violation of Continuity, consider the following case (see table 1).
Prospect 𝐴∗

A fair coin is tossed an infinite number of times. The

agent gets $10 if the coin lands heads on every toss; otherwise, nothing
happens.
Prospect 𝐵∗

As above, but the agent gets $1 if the coin lands heads

on every toss; otherwise, nothing happens.
Prospect 𝐶 Certainly gives −$10 (the agent loses $10).
By Statewise Dominance, 𝐴∗ is better than 𝐵∗ , which is better than 𝐶.
Next, consider the following mixed prospect:
Prospect 𝐴∗ 𝑝𝐶

Gives 𝐴∗ with probability 𝑝 and 𝐶 with probability

1 − 𝑝.
In this case, 𝐴∗ 𝑝𝐶 is worse than 𝐵∗ for all probabilities 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1). This is so
because 𝐴∗ 𝑝𝐶 gives a probability 𝑝 of nothing and a (non-zero) probability 1 − 𝑝
of losing $10, while 𝐵∗ gives a probability one of nothing. Suppose the utility of
money equals the monetary amount. Consequently, the expected utility of 𝐴∗ 𝑝𝐶
3

Jensen (1967, p. 174). Note that strictly speaking Statewise Dominance is undefined in the
framework of decision theory under risk, as this notion pertains to decision theory under uncertainty, where there is an explicit underlying state space.
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is 𝐸𝑈 (𝐴∗ 𝑝𝐶) < 0, and the expected utility of 𝐵∗ is 𝐸𝑈 (𝐵∗ ) = 0.4 So, now we
have that 𝐴∗ is better than 𝐵∗ , which is better than 𝐶, but 𝐴∗ 𝑝𝐶 is worse than 𝐵∗
for all probabilities 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1)—which is a violation of Continuity.5
Table 1

A Violation of Continuity
Probability
𝐴∗ 𝑝𝐶
𝐵∗

2

0

𝑝

1−𝑝

$10
$1

$0
$0

−$10
$0

Conclusion

To conclude, standard axiomatizations of Expected Utility Theory are incompatible
with using Statewise Dominance in cases that involve possible states of probability
zero because doing so would result in a violation of the Continuity axiom.6
4

𝐸𝑈(𝐴∗ 𝑝𝐶) = (1 − 𝑝) × (−10) = −10 + 10𝑝 < 0 for all probabilities 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1).
Some might insist that the probability that the coin lands heads on every toss is not zero but
infinitesimal. See for example Lewis (1980, p. 270) and Hájek (2014, p. 556 n. 19). It is unclear how
infinitesimal probabilities figure in the decision-making process. If they can only serve as tiebreakers in cases where the prospects are otherwise equally preferable, then 𝐴∗ 𝑝𝐶 is still worse than 𝐵∗
for all probabilities 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1). So, using infinitesimal probabilities does not help avoid violating
Continuity. On the other hand, utilities associated with infinitesimal probabilities might do something more than merely serve as tiebreakers. But it is unclear what their role would be. Any positive
or negative contributions to utility would depart from Expected Utility Theory. Note that those who
appeal to infinitesimal probabilities might weaken Continuity to accommodate non-Archimedean
probabilities. See for example Hammond (1994). See Williamson (2007) for an argument against
the appeal to infinitesimals.
6
Note that if we define Statewise Dominance not in terms of possible states but in terms of
states that have non-zero and non-infinitesimal probabilities (as is typically done), then Expected
Utility Theory does not violate Statewise Dominance:
5

Statewise Dominance (Non-Zero and Non-Infinitesimal Probabilities:) If the
outcome of prospect 𝑋 is at least as preferred as the outcome of prospect 𝑌 in all
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Chapter 3
Probability Discounting Solves
the Intrapersonal Addition Paradox∗

abstract: Nebel (2019) argues for the Repugnant Conclusion via the “Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion”, on which certainty of a mediocre life is better for individuals than a sufficiently small chance of an excellent life. In this chapter, I deny that
accepting the Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion leads us to the Repugnant Conclusion. I point out that on many views which avoid the Repugnant Conclusion, we
should discount small probabilities down to zero to avoid an implausibly reckless decision theory. But if we do, then Nebel’s crucial premise of Ex Ante Pareto fails because
discounting at the individual level can fail to match up with discounting at the population level.
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The Repugnant Conclusion, introduced by Parfit, states:1
“For any possible population of at least ten billion people, all with a very high
quality of life, there must be some much larger imaginable population whose
existence, if other things are equal, would be better even though its members
have lives that are barely worth living.”
More generally, the Repugnant Conclusion is that for any population wherein each individual has very high positive welfare, there is some much larger population wherein each
individual has very low positive welfare, which is better.2 The Repugnant Conclusion is a
consequence of Total Utilitarianism, which states that one population is better than another
just in case the total quantity of welfare it contains is greater. The Repugnant Conclusion
strikes many as an unacceptable consequence, and various attempts at constructing an alternative population axiology to Total Utilitarianism have been made.3 However, a series
of impossibility theorems have shown that no axiology can satisfy simultaneously all intuitively compelling principles that have been identified.4
In An Intrapersonal Addition Paradox, Nebel argues for the Repugnant Conclusion via
an intrapersonal analogue of it.5 In this chapter, I deny that accepting the Intrapersonal
Repugnant Conclusion leads us to the Repugnant Conclusion. My argument is that on
many views which avoid the Repugnant Conclusion, we should discount small probabilities
down to zero to avoid an implausibly reckless decision theory. But if we do, then Nebel’s
1

Parfit (1984, p. 388).
Arrhenius (2000, p. 248).
3
For an overview, see Greaves (2017).
4
Arrhenius (2000).
5
Nebel (2019, pp. 309–343).
2
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crucial premise of Ex Ante Pareto fails because discounting at the individual level can fail
to match up with discounting at the population level. The structure of this chapter is as
follows: §1 presents Nebel’s argument. §2 explores the idea that we should discount small
probabilities down to zero. §3 responds to Nebel’s argument. §4 argues that those who
discount small probabilities must reject Ex Ante Pareto. §5 concludes.

1

Nebel’s argument

This section presents Nebel’s argument. His argument proceeds in two stages. The first
stage is an argument for the Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion, and the second stage is
an argument from the Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion to the Repugnant Conclusion.
I will begin by discussing the first stage of the argument.

1.1

The Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion

Nebel’s Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion states:6
Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion: For any person 𝑆, there exists some
probability 𝑝 such that any prospect in which 𝑆 would have a wonderful life
with probability 𝑝 or less, and would otherwise never exist, is worse for 𝑆 than
certainty of a life that is barely worth living.7
6

Nebel (2019, p. 314). There is another—distinct—claim that could also be naturally described as the
Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion: For any life lived by 𝑆 at a very high welfare level for 𝑛 years, there is
some much longer life that would be better for 𝑆 in which her welfare is barely above the zero level at each
point in time. Temkin (2012, p. 119) calls this the Single Life Repugnant Conclusion. See also McTaggart
(1927, pp. 452-453).
7
The sense of ‘worse’ at issue here is ‘ex ante worse’. And, the sense of ‘betterness’ that is now used belongs
to ex ante axiology, as opposed to ex post axiology, which is at issue in standard discussions of population
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When arguing for the Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion, Nebel considers a couple that
is planning to conceive a child by injecting a single sperm into a single egg.8 Suppose that
only one person could possibly originate from this pair of gametes—call her Sally. Sally’s
parents have three different ways they can do this injection: 𝒜, 𝒵 and 𝒜+ (see table 1).
𝒜 will give Sally a very happy life at welfare level 𝑎 if state 1 obtains, but she will not exist
if state 2 obtains. 𝒵 will give Sally a low positive life at welfare level 𝑧 in both outcomes.
Lastly, 𝒜+ will give Sally welfare level 𝑎+ (slightly above 𝑎) if state 1 obtains and welfare
level 𝑧− (slightly below 𝑧) if state 2 obtains.
Table 1

The Intrapersonal Argument
State 1 (𝑝)

State 2 (1 − 𝑝)

𝑎
𝑎+
𝑧

𝑧−
𝑧

𝒜
𝒜+
𝒵

Nebel argues that 𝒜+ is better than 𝒜 for Sally because Sally’s welfare is higher if state
1 obtains, and her life would be worth living if state 2 obtains. This is supported by the
following principle:9
Probable Addition Principle:

If, in every state of the world in which a per-

son 𝑆 would exist in 𝑌, 𝑆 would be better off in 𝑋, and if, in every other state,
𝑆’s life would be worth living in 𝑋, then 𝑋 is better than 𝑌 for 𝑆.10
axiology.
8
Nebel (2019, p. 313).
9
Nebel (2019, p. 315).
10
One could object that if 𝒜 is chosen and state 2 obtains, then Sally does not exist, and therefore there
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Next, Nebel argues that 𝒵 must be better than 𝒜+ when the probability of state 1 is
very small. Suppose that it is one-in-a-googolplex. Then, it would be irresponsible for
Sally’s parents to choose 𝒜+ instead of 𝒵, as 𝒜+ has such a small probability of resulting
in a better outcome (𝑎+ instead of 𝑧) and a very high probability of resulting in a worse
outcome (𝑧− instead of 𝑧). This is supported by the following principle:11
Minimal Prudence:

No matter how good some life would be12 , there is some

small probability and some pair of mediocre lives such that certainty of the better mediocre life would be better for some person 𝑆 than a gamble that might
yield the very good life but would almost certainly yield the worse mediocre
life.
Next, if 𝒜+ is better than 𝒜 (by the Probable Addition Principle), and 𝒵 is better than
𝒜+ (by Minimal Prudence), it follows by transitivity that 𝒵 must be better than 𝒜 for
Sally—which is the Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion.13 So, accepting the Probable Addition Principle, Minimal Prudence and the transitivity of better than leads to the Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion. This conclusion is not repugnant, but Nebel argues that
accepting it leads to the Repugnant Conclusion. Next, I will summarize the second stage of
his argument.
is no one for whom it would have been better had 𝒜+ been chosen instead. Thus, it is not the case that 𝒜+
must be better than 𝒜 for Sally. Nebel (2019, §V) discusses similar concerns, but I will not address them here
as my argument does not rely on them.
11
Nebel (2019, p. 316).
12
An exception here could be an infinitely good life. An agent who maximizes expected value would prefer
a gamble with any probability of an infinitely good outcome.
13
This argument is structurally analogous to Parfit’s Mere Addition Paradox and Huemer’s Benign Addition Paradox. See Parfit (1984, ch 19) and Huemer (2008, pp. 899–933).
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1.2

From intrapersonal to interpersonal Repugnant Conclusion

Nebel considers a simplified case to show the derivation of the Repugnant Conclusion from
its intrapersonal analogue. Consider these two outcomes (see table 2):
The Repugnant Conclusion:
A0 : Ann has a very happy life at welfare level 𝑎.
Z: Bob, Cat and Dan have mediocre lives at welfare level 𝑧.
Suppose that the Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion is true and that (unrealistically) a
1/3 chance of having a very happy life at welfare level 𝑎 is worse for a person than certainly
having a mediocre life at welfare level 𝑧.14 Nebel argues that this will lead to the conclusion
that Z is better than A0 (i.e., the Repugnant Conclusion).
Table 2

The Repugnant Conclusion
Ann
A0
Z

Bob

Cat

Dan

𝑧

𝑧

𝑧

𝑎

Nebel considers three prospects: 𝐴, 𝐴∗ and 𝑍 (see table 3). Prospect 𝐴 certainly results
in outcome A0 (Ann has a very happy life at welfare level 𝑎), while prospect 𝐴∗ results in
either Bob, Cat or Dan getting a very happy life at welfare level 𝑎, each with a 1/3 probability.
Nebel argues that 𝐴 and 𝐴∗ are equally good, given that they are egalitarian prospects that
guarantee equally good outcomes.15 Both prospects result in one person existing at welfare
14

Nebel’s argument can be generalized to more realistic instances of the Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion with probabilities smaller than 1/3. Nebel (2019, p. 323).
15
Nebel (2019, p. 319).
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level 𝑎, and the probabilities in 𝐴∗ do not favor anyone over the others.16 If the outcomes
are equally good, and no one is unfairly advantaged in either prospect, then the prospects
must be equally good.
Table 3

To the Repugnant Conclusion
State 1 (1/3)
Ann Bob
𝐴

Cat

State 2 (1/3)
Dan

𝑎

Ann

Bob Cat

State 3 (1/3)
Dan

𝑎

𝐴∗

𝑎

𝑍

𝑧

Ann

Bob Cat

𝑎
𝑎

𝑧

𝑧

Dan

𝑧

𝑧

𝑎
𝑧

𝑧

𝑧

𝑧

Nebel argues that 𝐴 and 𝐴∗ are equally good, and that 𝑍 is better than 𝐴∗.

Next, compare prospect 𝐴∗ to prospect 𝑍, which guarantees outcome Z (Bob, Cat and
Dan all have mediocre lives at welfare level 𝑧). As we have already assumed that a 1/3
chance of existing with a very happy life is worse for a person than certainly existing with a
mediocre life, it follows that 𝐴∗ is worse than 𝑍 for each Bob, Cat and Dan. Consequently,
it must be overall worse, Nebel argues. This is supported by the following principle:
Weak Pareto for Equal Risk: For any egalitarian prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, if 𝑋
is better than 𝑌 for each person who might exist in either prospect, then 𝑋 is
better than 𝑌.17
16

According to some person-affecting views, these options might be incomparable in value because different people exist in their outcomes. For a discussion of the narrow person-affecting principle, see Parfit (1984,
ch 16 and 18).
17
Fleurbaey (2010, p. 656) and Nebel (2019, p. 320). ‘Egalitarian’ here should be understood in either ex
ante or ex post sense amongst those who will exist—otherwise 𝐴∗ would not be egalitarian.
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This principle states that a prospect is overall better than another prospect if it is better for
everyone who might exist in either prospect—at least when there is no risk of unfairness.
Nebel offers an inductive argument in favor of this Pareto principle.18 First, he argues
that if only a single person might exist, and 𝑋 is better than 𝑌 for that person, then 𝑋 must
be overall better than 𝑌. Because 𝑋 is better than 𝑌 for that person, we ought to prefer 𝑋 for
the sake of that person. And because we ought to prefer 𝑋 for the sake of the only person
who might exist, from an impartial perspective, we ought to prefer 𝑋. Thus, the Pareto
principle is true for all prospects in which only a single person might exist.
Then Nebel considers egalitarian prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌 in which any number 𝑛 of people
might exist. He argues that if 𝑋 is better than 𝑌 for 𝑛 number of people, then 𝑋 must also
be better than 𝑌 for 𝑛 + 1 number of people. It cannot be the case that the addition of one
more person (for whom X is also better than 𝑌) suddenly reverses the betterness relation
between 𝑋 and 𝑌—if 𝑋 is better than 𝑌 for the additional person (and everyone else), then
𝑋 must remain better than 𝑌. Nebel argues that if this inductive step was unjustified, it
should be for some reason having to do with some relation between the (𝑛 + 1)th person
and the others. If there was any risk of inequality, then the relational fact that some might
be worse off than others could be blamed—but there is no such risk as the prospects are
egalitarian. Therefore, Nebel argues that it is hard to see why the principle should be true
for 𝑛 but not for 𝑛 + 1.19 So, Weak Pareto for Equal Risk is true when only a single person
might exist, and by the inductive step, it is also true when two people might exist, and again
by the inductive step, it is true when three people might exist, and so on. No matter how
many people might exist, if 𝑋 is better than 𝑌 for each of those people, then 𝑋 is better than
18
19

Nebel (2019, p. 321).
Nebel (2019, p. 322).
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𝑌.
Nebel’s inductive argument for Weak Pareto for Equal Risk requires us to think that the
principle fails even when only a single person might exist or that the difference between its
true and false instances lies in the addition of only a single possible person whose existence
will not generate a trade-off between different people’s interests.20 Nebel argues that neither
of these possibilities seems very plausible, and thus, he concludes that we ought to accept
Weak Pareto for Equal Risk.
The derivation of the Repugnant Conclusion from the Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion thus goes like this: Certainly existing with a mediocre life is better for a person
than a 1/3 chance of existing with a very happy life (by the Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion). Thus, 𝑍 is better than 𝐴∗ for each person who might exist in either prospect.
By Weak Pareto for Equal Risk, 𝑍 is therefore overall better than 𝐴∗. Furthermore, 𝐴∗ is
equally good as 𝐴 because they are egalitarian prospects that guarantee equally good outcomes. Consequently, as 𝐴 and 𝐴∗ are equally good, and 𝑍 is better than 𝐴∗, 𝑍 must be
better than 𝐴. Lastly, because 𝑍 guarantees outcome Z and 𝐴 guarantees outcome A0 , and
𝑍 is better than 𝐴, outcome Z must be better than outcome A0 —and we have arrived at the
Repugnant Conclusion.21
Nebel considers the second stage of his argument to be more compelling than the argument for the Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion, so he focuses on possible responses
to the latter.22 He discusses how Parfit’s Perfectionism could respond. Perfectionism states
that “even if some change brings a great net benefit to those who are affected, it is a change
20

Nebel (2019, p. 322).
Nebel (2019, p. 323).
22
Nebel (2019, p. 324).
21
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for the worse if it involves the loss of one of the best things in life.”23 Perfectionism could respond that, even if some prospect brought a great net benefit to a person, it is worse for her
if it lowers her probability of enjoying the best things in life. Perfectionism would therefore
deny that 𝒵 is better than 𝒜+ for Sally. However, Nebel argues that it is irrational to prefer
prospects that will almost certainly be worse for us in the pursuit of arbitrarily small chances
of enjoying the best things in life—this would be an absurdly reckless decision theory.24
In this chapter, I will argue that Perfectionism (and other population axiologies) can
respond to Nebel’s challenge without being absurdly reckless by discounting small probabilities.25,26 However, first I will discuss an independent motivation for this kind of discounting.

2

Discounting small probabilities

According to orthodox decision theory, a rational agent always maximizes expected utility.
However, doing this would lead one to make highly counter-intuitive choices when presented with options that have a small probability of a huge payoff. One such case is the St.
Petersburg paradox, a version of which was originally proposed by Nicolaus Bernoulli in
23

Parfit (2004, p. 19).
Nebel (2019, p. 324).
25
As noted by an anonymous reviewer, someone might argue that we should not draw axiological conclusions from normative arguments about how we should treat very small probabilities. However, if this is true,
then Nebel’s argument never gets off the ground because we should not draw axiological conclusions from
the value of prospects when such normative arguments are relevant to their value.
26
Parfit regarded ignoring tiny chances as one of the five mistakes in ‘moral mathematics’. He (1984, p. 75)
writes: “When the stakes are very high, no chance, however small, should be ignored. The same is true when
each chance will be taken very many times. In both these kinds of cases, each tiny chance should be taken to
be just what it is, and included in the calculation of the expected benefit. We can usually ignore a very small
chance. But we should not do so when we may affect a very large number of people, or when the chance will
be taken a very large number of times.” See Parfit (1984, pp. 73–75).
24
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1713.27,28 The modern version of the game is played by flipping a fair coin until it lands on
heads. The prize is then $2𝑛 , where 𝑛 is the number of coin flips. This game has infinite
expected monetary value, so an agent who maximizes expected monetary value would pay
any finite amount to play it. However, this seems counter-intuitive. As Nicolaus Bernoulli,
agreeing with his friend Gabriel Cramer, writes: “[T]here is no person of good sense who
wished to give merely 20 coins.”29
Daniel Bernoulli (cousin of Nicolaus Bernoulli) argues that we should not be willing
to pay any finite sum to play the St. Petersburg game because of the diminishing marginal
utility of money.30 He argues that the expected utility of the game is finite even though it
has infinite expected monetary value. However, one can change the game slightly to bypass
this objection by changing the prize from money to something that has no diminishing
marginal utility, such as (possibly) days of life.31,32 When the payoffs are utilities, the game
27

The game was then simplified by Gabriel Cramer in 1728 and published by Daniel Bernoulli in 1738.
See Pulskamp (2013) and Bernoulli (1954).
28
Bostrom (2009) presents another case that involves a very small probability of a huge payoff.
29
Pulskamp (2013, p. 6).
30
More specifically, he argues that the utility of money equals the logarithm of the monetary value. See
Bernoulli (1954). Cramer (Pulskamp, 2013, p. 4) also came close to suggesting that money has diminishing marginal utility: “One asks the reason for the difference between the mathematical calculation and the
common value. I believe that it comes from this that the mathematicians value money in proportion to its
quantity, and men of good sense in proportion to the usage that they may make of it.”
31
Monton (2019, p. 2). Relatedly, Menger (1967, pp. 217–218) shows that if utilities are unbounded, one
can always create a Super St-Petersburg game, in which the payoffs grow sufficiently fast so that the expected
utility of the game is infinite. See also Samuelson (1977, §2).
32
Although one could argue that the longer one has lived, the less valuable extra days of life are. Temkin
writes: “I believe that in many cases, though certainly not all, once people have experienced certain kinds of
events ‘enough’ times in their lives, there will be a diminishing marginal value to subsequent similar experiences.” See Temkin (2008, p. 208). One could also add that at some point, it is not even possible to have
new valuable experiences that are different enough from one’s past experiences such that this diminishing
marginal utility does not happen—at some point everything worth experiencing has been experienced.
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has infinite expected utility.33 Nevertheless, few would sacrifice the rest of one’s days as
a payment to play the game in the hopes of living longer (though almost certainly dying
soon), and this reluctance seems rational. Furthermore, if the game has infinite expected
utility and we value gambles at their expected utilities, then we value the St. Petersburg
game more than any of its possible (finite) payoffs—which seems clearly irrational.34
Nicolaus Bernoulli, in turn, argues that in order to solve this paradox, we ought to
discount very small probabilities down to zero—let’s call this Probability Discounting. He
writes: “[T]he cases which have a very small probability must be neglected and counted for
nulls, although they can give a very great expectation.”35 More recently, Smith and Monton
have argued for the same idea.36 Monton argues that in order to avoid the fate of the expected utility maximizers, we need to either limit the high utility numbers or discount the
small probability numbers in cases that involve very small probabilities of huge payoffs.37
However, he argues that introducing a utility cap would be ethically problematic because
one can always add more agents into the utility calculation and that the utilities of those
individuals matter regardless of how many agents already exist. Thus, bounding utility is
not viable38 , which leaves the only other option: discounting very small probabilities. Monton then argues that very small probabilities need to be discounted down to zero instead
33

Many decision theorists reject an unbounded utility function. However, even if utility is bounded, the
expected utility of the St. Petersburg game can still be very high if the upper bound of utility is very high.
34
Huemer (2016, pp. 34–35) and Russell and Isaacs (2021).
35
Pulskamp (2013, p. 2); the German original von Spieß (1975).
36
Smith (2014) considers it permissible to discount very small probabilities down to zero, while Monton
(2019) argues that one is rationally required to do so. Smith argues that Probability Discounting is a way of
getting a reasonable expected utility for the Pasadena game. See Nover and Hájek (2004).
37
Monton (2019, p. 5).
38
Standard axiomatizations of expected utility maximization, such as the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility theorem, require utility to be bounded—or else the continuity axiom is violated. See Kreps (1988, p. 63).
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of merely reducing those probabilities because one can always increase the payoffs of the
games by a sufficient amount to compensate for those reduced probabilities.39
To summarize, orthodox decision theory gives highly counter-intuitive recommendations in cases that involve very small probabilities of huge payoffs. In response to such cases,
some have argued that we ought to discount very small probabilities down to zero.40 Next, I
will argue that Probability Discounting can also solve the Intrapersonal Addition Paradox.

3

A response to Nebel’s inductive argument

In this section, I will argue that the inductive step of Nebel’s inductive argument for Weak
Pareto for Equal Risk is unjustified due to the cumulative nature of probabilities if one engages in Probability Discounting.
Recall that Sally’s parents need to make a choice between 𝒜, 𝒜+ and 𝒵. For the purposes of this chapter, let’s grant the Probable Addition Principle. Consequently, 𝒜+ is better
than 𝒜 for Sally. Also, I accept Minimal Prudence; 𝒵 is better than 𝒜+ for Sally when the
probability of state 1 is very small because very small probabilities should be discounted
down to zero. Sally’s parents should ignore the small possibility of Sally getting a life at welfare level 𝑎+ and compare the options for their remaining outcomes: a life at welfare level
39

Monton (2019, p. 5).
Although there may also be some more fundamental justification for Probability Discounting. According to Monton, maximizing expected utility is a mistake because “you only live once”, and the prescription
to maximize expected utility does not take seriously the importance of how one’s life actually goes. In contrast, Smith’s argument is that decision theory tells us to ignore outcomes with zero probability, and because
decision-making is a practical activity, infinite precision cannot be required. Smith also argues that Probability Discounting is a way of getting a unique expected value for the Pasadena game. See Nover and Hájek
(2004) on the Pasadena game. For a discussion of other possible justifications, see Monton (2019). For further
discussion of discounting small probabilities down to zero, see Smith (2014, 2016), Hájek (2014) and Isaacs
(2016).
40
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𝑧− in 𝒜+ and a life at welfare level 𝑧 in 𝒵. Because 𝑧 is greater than 𝑧−, 𝒵 is better than
𝒜+ for Sally. Consequently, the argument for the Intrapersonal Repugnant Conclusion
goes through.41 However, I will argue that this does not lead to the Repugnant Conclusion.
I will use the following principle in my argument:
Risky Non-Repugnance:

𝑞 chance (or greater) of obtaining at least one life

at a high welfare level 𝑎 is better than certainly obtaining any number of lives
at a low welfare level 𝑧, where 𝑞 is the smallest probability that should not be
discounted down to zero.42,43
Risky Non-Repugnance states that a non-negligible probability of at least one very good
life is better than certainty of any number of low positive lives. It can be supported with
Perfectionism and some other types of Value Superiority. Value Superiority avoids the Repugnant Conclusion because, according to it, no quantity of low positive lives could ever
be as good as some number of very good lives—very good lives are lexically superior to low
positive lives. Then, one can argue that whatever the smallest probability that should not
be discounted is, one should choose that probability of obtaining at least one very good life
41

Actually, it might not: If one discounts the probability of state 1 down to zero, then the only outcome left
in 𝒜 is non-existence. Thus, one cannot use the Probable Addition Principle when comparing 𝒜 and 𝒜+
because one is comparing existence with non-existence.
42
Alternatively, one could discount anything up to and including some small probability 𝑞.
43
A related principle could be called Reckless Risky Non-Repugnance: any non-zero probability of obtaining
one life at a high welfare level 𝑎 is better than certainly obtaining any number of lives at a low welfare level 𝑧.
Risky Non-Repugnance is also similar to what one might call Intrapersonal Risky Non-Repugnance: 𝑞 chance
of life at a high welfare level 𝑎 is better for some person 𝑆 than certainty of life at a low welfare level 𝑧.
Another related principle could be called Intrapersonal Risky Welfare-Level Superiority: 𝑞 chance of a life of
some length 𝑡 at a high momentary well-being level 𝑎 is better for a person 𝑆 than certainty of any length
of life at a low momentary well-being level 𝑧. While Risky Non-Repugnance (and its reckless version) are
about the contributive value of lives to the value of a population, the latter two principles are about what is
good for individuals. One can also make reckless versions of them by replacing ‘𝑞 chance’ with ‘any non-zero
probability’.
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instead of certainty of any number of low positive lives.44
However, one might think Risky Non-Repugnance is implausible because the smallest
probability that should not be discounted down to zero might be very small. Say it is onein-a-trillion. Then, according to Risky Non-Repugnance, a one-in-a-trillion chance of one
very good life is better than certainty of any number of low positive lives. A few things
can be said in favor of Risky Non-Repugnance. First, there are cases in which Risky NonRepugnance does not seem counter-intuitive: 𝑞 chance of one very good life is better than
certainty of any number of 10-second-lives consisting of a barely positive emotion. No
quantity of 10-second-lives could ever be as good as one very good life, and 𝑞 chance of
a very good life is still better than those 10-second-lives. Secondly, 𝑞 might actually be
higher than one-in-a-trillion. However, by definition, 𝑞 is a probability that should not be
discounted down to zero—it is a probability that we should pay attention to and consider
non-negligible.
Lastly, finding an intuitively acceptable population axiology is notoriously difficult, and
this task gets even harder when we take risk into account. Finding Risky Non-Repugnance
44

Some versions of Value Superiority might accept the following principle instead of Risky NonRepugnance:
Weak Risky Non-Repugnance: There is some probability 𝑝 (less than 1) and some number
𝑛 of very good lives such that 𝑝 chance of 𝑛 very good lives is better than certainty of any
number of low positive lives.
On these versions of Value Superiority, the value of additional positive lives at some welfare level w diminishes
the more such lives there already are, and their total contributive value approaches some upper bound. As
this bound is higher for very good lives than for low positive lives, some number of very good lives is better
than any number of low positive lives. However, the probability of obtaining very good lives might have to be
high for that prospect to be better than certainty of any number of low positive lives. Lazar and Lee-Stronach
(2019) defend this kind of approach in the context of limited aggregation and risk. They argue against an
infinitist approach (such as Risky Non-Repugnance), which posits an infinite value difference between higher
and lower considerations.
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counter-intuitive is not a decisive reason for rejecting it if one must bite the bullet anyway
and the alternatives are even worse. Consider, for example, this implication of Expected
Total Utilitarianism:
Risky Very Repugnant Conclusion: For any number of very good lives that
could be obtained for certain, there is a prospect that certainly gives many very
bad lives together with a small probability that in addition there will exist some
very large number of barely good lives, which is better, provided that the quantity of barely good lives is sufficient.
The quantity of barely good lives would, of course, have to be enormous for this to be true,
as the goodness of those mediocre lives must be enough to outweigh the badness of the
very bad lives and the risk introduced. Nevertheless, the world would almost certainly be
arbitrarily bad. And, in the best-case scenario, it would only contain very bad and barely
positive lives—yet Expected Total Utilitarianism would still recommend that option. In
comparison, Risky Non-Repugnance does not seem counter-intuitive.45
Now, recall that Weak Pareto for Equal Risk states that we ought to prefer prospects
that are better for everyone. Next, I will argue that—contrary to the inductive step—the
addition of only a single possible person can make the difference between the true and false
instances of Weak Pareto for Equal Risk. I will illustrate my argument using the choice
Sally’s parents have to make, and for simplicity, I will compare 𝒜 and 𝒵 (instead of 𝒜+ and
𝒵). Consider the following situation:
45

However, views that imply Risky Non-Repugnance might have other—even more counter-intuitive—
implications than Risky Non-Repugnance. Ultimately, we must compare complete theories against one another.
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Iterated Sally’s Parents’ Choice:

A great number of couples face the choice

between 𝒜 and 𝒵, and the probability of obtaining a very good life is independent every time if 𝒜 is chosen repeatedly.
If 𝒜 is chosen repeatedly, the probability of obtaining at least one very good life accumulates. Thus, with some 𝑘 number of choices of 𝒜, the probability of obtaining at least one
very good life is less than the threshold for Probability Discounting (and thus should be
discounted down to zero). But with 𝑘 + 1 number of choices, that probability is above or
equal to the threshold (and thus should not be discounted down to zero). If 𝒜 is chosen
enough times, the probability that at least one person gets a very good life is greater than
or equal to 𝑞—a prospect that is better than certainty of any number of low positive lives,
according to Risky Non-Repugnance.
The inductive step of the inductive argument for Weak Pareto for Equal Risk is unsound.
Certainty of 𝑘 individuals obtaining low positive lives is better than the prospect of them all
having 𝑝 chance of getting a very good life because the cumulative probability of obtaining
at least one very good life is still rationally negligible. The former prospect is also better for
each individual who might exist because the probability of them obtaining a very good life
is also rationally negligible. However, certainty of 𝑘 + 1 individuals obtaining low positive
lives is worse than them all having a 𝑝 chance of getting a very good life. This is because
the cumulative probability of obtaining at least one very good life is no longer rationally
negligible, and Risky Non-Repugnance judges that prospect to be better than 𝑘 + 1 individuals obtaining low positive lives for certain.46 So, Weak Pareto for Equal Risk is true for
46

A weaker principle than RNR would be sufficient here, as the principle only needs to state that a 𝑞 chance
of a very good life is better than certainty of 𝑘 + 1 low positive lives.
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𝑘 individuals, but it is not true for 𝑘 + 1 individuals. The accumulation of probabilities is
the relational fact that renders the inductive step false.47 Consequently, the value of a series
of choices is not just an aggregation of the value of each individual choice.48,49
It is worth pointing out that those who accept a probability-discounting version of Expected Total Utilitarianism must also reject the inductive step. Consider the case of Sally
again. Say that the very good 𝑎-life is sufficiently good such that the expected value of obtaining one such life with probability 𝑞 is higher than the value of certainly obtaining 𝑘 + 1
lives at welfare level 𝑧. As before, with up to 𝑘 number of choices, 𝒜 is judged overall worse
than 𝒵 because the possibility of getting at least one very good life is rationally negligible. However, with 𝑘 + 1 number of choices, 𝒜 is judged overall better than 𝒵 because 𝑞
chance of at least one very good 𝑎-life has a higher expected value than certainty of 𝑘 + 1
lives at welfare level 𝑧. Thus, the addition of a single possible person can make the difference between the true and false instances of Weak Pareto for Equal Risk if one accepts a
probability-discounting version of Expected Total Utilitarianism.
Lastly, the probabilities (of getting a very good life) are not independent in the second
stage of Nebel’s argument because either Bob, Cat or Dan would have a very good life for
47

One could object that it is implausible that a very small difference in probabilities (from just below 𝑞 to
just above it) can make all the difference. One possible response is that the threshold 𝑞 might be vague.
48
There is also the question of what decision-makers should do when they know they face a series of
choices involving a very small probability of a huge payoff. Should they refrain from discounting in the last
choice of the series, even if they would discount in a similar one-off choice? To deal with iterated choices,
probability discounters could accept Resolute Choice. A resolute agent chooses according to any plan they
have adopted earlier as long as nothing unexpected has happened since then. Probability discounters can
then form a plan to not discount in any of the choices in the series, even if they would discount in a similar
one-off choice. See McClennen (1990) on Resolute Choice. However, Probability Discounting in combination
with Resolute Choice leads to untenable results. See §3.2 in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
49
As noted by an anonymous reviewer, other views on which the value of conjunction of acts is different
from the sum of the value of the individual acts can also block Nebel’s argument. For a discussion of this
possibility in the context of limited aggregation and risk, see Tadros (2019).
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certain if 𝐴∗ were chosen. However, my argument provides a justification for rejecting
the inductive step of Nebel’s inductive argument. Next, I will argue that one should reject
Ex Ante Pareto principles such as Weak Pareto for Equal Risk if one discounts very small
probabilities down to zero.

4

An argument against Ex Ante Pareto from discounting
small probabilities

Contrary to Ex Ante Pareto, a prospect can be impersonally better, even if it is worse for everyone. This happens when the probability of an individual receiving some good (or harm)
is discounted down to zero, but—collectively—the probability that at least one person receives that good (or harm) is large enough to be taken into account. 𝒵 is better than 𝒜
for Sally, but it would be impersonally worse if the choice of 𝒵 over 𝒜 was repeated a great
number of times. Also, 𝑍 is better than 𝐴∗ for all Bob, Cat and Dan, but 𝐴∗ is impersonally better than 𝑍. In both cases, the probability of obtaining a very good life is rationally
negligible for the individual, but the probability of someone obtaining such a life is nonnegligible.
Accepting Ex Ante Pareto and engaging in Probability Discounting gets one in trouble.
Consider the following case:
Celebratory Gunfire: Someone shoots into the air in an area full of people
during a celebration, which causes people to feel excitement for a few seconds.
The probability of any particular individual being hit by the bullet when it falls
is negligibly small, but there is a high probability that someone is hit by it.
In this case, the prospect of shooting into the air is ex ante better than not shooting for
130

everyone; each individual feels excitement for a few seconds, and the probability of any
particular individual being hit by the bullet is rationally negligible. However, the goodness
of everyone feeling excitement is not enough to outweigh the badness of the likely injury.
Consequently, shooting into the air is ex ante impersonally worse than not shooting—which
contradicts Ex Ante Pareto. If one accepts Probability Discounting, one should also hold
that impersonally better prospects are possible, or one would permit the infliction of arbitrarily severe harms for little or no benefits.50
I have argued that sometimes we should not choose prospects that are better for everyone. However, it also seems that sometimes it is permissible to only care about what
is good for particular individuals instead of what would be impersonally best. This seems
appropriate when one attempts to benefit one’s family, friends or oneself. So, it would be
permissible for Sally’s parents to choose 𝒵 over 𝒜, even if a great number of parents faced
the same choice, because they are concerned with the welfare of their future child instead
of attempting to make the world better overall. This discrepancy between what is ex ante
good for individuals and what is impersonally ex ante good is a price to pay for Probability
Discounting.

5

Conclusion

I have argued that one can solve the Intrapersonal Addition Paradox if one discounts very
small probabilities down to zero. The Repugnant Conclusion does not follow from its intrapersonal analogue because we should reject one of the premises of the argument, namely,
Weak Pareto for Equal Risk. First, this principle is not supported by the inductive argument
50

Pareto principles have also been challenged before. See for example Sen (1970), Mongin (1995) and
Temkin (2000).
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if one engages in Probability Discounting. This is because the inductive step is unjustified
due to the cumulative nature of probabilities. Secondly, this principle licenses the infliction
of arbitrarily severe harms for little or no benefits if combined with Probability Discounting. This happens when the probability of harming each individual is small, but there is a
high probability that someone is harmed.
Furthermore, we have independent reasons for engaging in Probability Discounting
because it enables one to get intuitively right responses in decision-theoretic problems that
involve very small probabilities of huge payoffs. To conclude, in order to avoid ending
up like the expected utility maximizers in these situations, we must discount very small
probabilities down to zero. But then, we must give up Ex Ante Pareto. And then, we can
solve the Intrapersonal Addition Paradox. This argument has implications for other ethical
debates as well, as this solution is somewhat similar to the solution posed to the problem
of aggregation and risk.51 This chapter adds to the idea that this solution has a principled
foundation in a more general claim in decision theory: very small probabilities have no
prudential or moral significance.52
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Chapter 4
How to Discount Small Probabilities∗
abstract: Maximizing expected value leads to counterintuitive choices in
cases that involve tiny probabilities of huge payoffs. In response to such cases,
some have argued that we ought to discount very small probabilities down
to zero. In this chapter, I discuss how exactly this view can be formulated.
I begin by showing that less plausible versions of discounting small probabilities violate dominance. Then, I show that more plausible formulations of
this view avoid these dominance violations, but instead, they violate the axiom of Independence—and in a particularly counterintuitive way. As a result
of this violation, those who discount small probabilities can be exploited by
a money pump. Lastly, I discuss one possible way of avoiding exploitation by
this money pump.

Orthodox decision theory claims that a rational agent always maximizes expected
utility. However, this seems to imply counterintuitive choices in cases that involve
very small probabilities of huge payoffs. In these cases, an option can be great in
∗
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expectation, even if the probability of obtaining a valuable outcome is tiny, as long
as this valuable outcome is great enough. One example of such a case is Pascal’s
Mugging:1
Pascal’s Mugging: A stranger approaches Pascal and claims to be
an Operator from the Seventh Dimension. He promises to perform
magic that will give Pascal an extra thousand quadrillion happy days
in the Seventh Dimension if he pays the mugger ten livres—money
that the mugger will use for helping very many orphans in the Seventh
Dimension.
Pascal thinks that the probability of the mugger telling the truth is very low. However, the potential payoff is so high that Pascal is forced to conclude that the expected utility of paying the mugger is positive. Furthermore, if Pascal gives a nonzero probability to the proposition that the mugger can reward him with any finite
amount of utility, then the mugger can always increase the payoff until the offer
has positive expected utility.2 Consequently, maximizing expected utility (with unbounded utilities) requires paying the mugger—which seems counterintuitive.3
Another case that involves tiny probabilities of huge payoffs is the St. Petersburg game, a version of which was originally proposed by Nicolaus Bernoulli.4 This
1

Bostrom (2009). This case is based on informal discussions by various people, including
Eliezer Yudkowsky (2007b).
2
Contrary to this, see Hanson (2007), Yudkowsky (2007a) and Baumann (2009).
3
This may not hold if utilities are bounded as standard axiomatizations of expected utility maximization (such as the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility theorem) require. See Kreps (1988, p. 63).
4
The game was simplified by Gabriel Cramer in 1728 and published by Daniel Bernoulli in
1738. See Pulskamp (n.d.) and Bernoulli (1954).
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game is played by flipping a fair coin until it lands on heads. The prize of this game
is $2𝑛 , where 𝑛 is the number of coin flips. This game has infinite expected monetary value, so agents who maximize expected monetary value would pay any finite
amount to play the game. However, this seems counterintuitive.5 Furthermore, if
this game’s (monetary) value is infinite, one would value it higher than any of its
possible finite payoffs, which seems irrational.6
In response to cases like this, some have argued that we ought to discount very
small probabilities down to zero—let’s call this Probability Discounting. Nicolaus
Bernoulli first proposed this idea in response to the St. Petersburg game. He writes:
“[T]he cases which have a very small probability must be neglected and counted
for nulls, although they can give a very great expectation. […] This is a remark
which merits to be well examined.”7 Recently, Smith (2014) and Monton (2019)
have also defended the idea of Probability Discounting. Monton (2019) argues that
one ought to discount very small probabilities down to zero, while Smith (2014)
argues that it is rationally permissible—but not required—to do so.8 However, we
5

Pulskamp (n.d., p. 6). Daniel Bernoulli (cousin of Nicolaus Bernoulli) argues that, due to the
diminishing marginal utility of money, one should not pay any finite sum to play the St. Petersburg
game. See Bernoulli (1954). However, one can change the game slightly to bypass this objection by
changing the prize from money to something with no diminishing marginal utility, such as perhaps
days of life. See Monton (2019, p. 2). Relatedly, Menger (1967, pp. 217–218) shows that if utilities are
unbounded, one can always create a Super St-Petersburg game, in which the payoffs grow sufficiently
fast so that the expected utility of the game is infinite. See also Samuelson (1977, §2).
6
Huemer (2016, pp. 34–35) and Russell and Isaacs (2021).
7
Pulskamp (n.d., p. 2). Other proponents of Probability Discounting include, for example,
Buffon and Condorcet. See Hey et al. (2010) and Monton (2019, pp. 16–17).
8
Smith argues that discounting small probabilities down to zero is a way of getting a unique
expected value for the Pasadena game. See Nover and Hájek (2004). See Hájek (2014) and Isaacs
(2016) for criticism of discounting small probabilities. Also, see Beckstead (2013, ch. 6), Beckstead
and Thomas (2020), Goodsell (2021), Russell and Isaacs (2021) and Russell (2021) for discussions
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do not yet have a well-specified and plausible theory that tells us how to discount
small probabilities. As Monton writes: “I don’t have a perfectly rational, reasonable
decision theory to hand you just yet (sorry).”9
This chapter discusses how Probability Discounting can be formulated and what
the most plausible version of it might look like. §1 discusses a simple version of
Probability Discounting on which one should conditionalize on outcomes associated with tiny probabilities not occurring. I show that this view faces a problem
with individuating outcomes, and it also violates Statewise Dominance. §2 discusses a version of Probability Discounting that considers very-small-probability
outcomes as tiebreakers when prospects would otherwise be equally good. I show
that this view also violates Statewise Dominance. §3 discusses a version of Probability Discounting on which one should conditionalize on very-small-probability
states not occurring. I discuss three ways of specifying this view. I show that one
violates Stochastic Dominance and Acyclicity within choice sets, another violates
Pairwise Acyclicity, Contraction and Expansion Consistency and Stochastic Dominance, and the last violates Statewise Dominance. §4 discusses more plausible
versions of Probability Discounting that avoid the earlier violations of dominance
and Acyclicity. §5 shows that these views violate the axiom of Independence—and
of related issues, and see Wilkinson (2022) for a defense of Probability Fanaticism:
Probability Fanaticism: For any probability 𝑝 > 0 and any finite utility 𝑢, there
is some large enough utility 𝑈 such that probability 𝑝 of 𝑈 (and otherwise nothing)
is better than certainty of 𝑢.
In this context, ‘otherwise nothing’ means retaining the status quo or baseline outcome.
9
Monton (2019, p. 15).
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in a particularly counterintuitive way. As a result of this violation, those who discount small probabilities are vulnerable to exploitation by a money pump for Independence.10 Lastly, §6 discusses one possible way of avoiding exploitation by this
money pump. I conclude that Probability Discounting faces significant problems
that undermine its plausibility as a theory of instrumental rationality.

1

Naive Discounting

This section discusses a version of Probability Discounting on which one should
conditionalize on outcomes associated with tiny probabilities not occurring. However, I show that this view faces the Outcome Individuation Problem, and it also violates Statewise Dominance. Therefore, it is implausible as a theory of instrumental
rationality.
According to Probability Discounting, an agent is rationally required or permitted to discount very small probabilities down to zero. On this view, there is
some discounting threshold 𝑡 such that probabilities below this threshold are discounted down to zero, but probabilities at least as great as this threshold are not
discounted.11,12 But when are probabilities small enough to be discounted? Or, as
10

Isaacs (2016) also presents a problem for Probability Discounting in a dynamic context, to
which Smith (2016) and Monton (2019) respond by arguing that relevantly similar choices ought
to be evaluated collectively. This response is not available in the Independence Money Pump I will
discuss later.
11
Alternatively, this threshold probability 𝑡 and probabilities below it are discounted, while the
probabilities above 𝑡 are not discounted. Note that this threshold might also be vague.
12
Smith (2014) holds that the threshold might not apply to simple prospects, that is, prospects
that assign a non-zero probability to only finitely many outcomes. Also, Smith does not argue for
one universal threshold applicable in all situations. Instead, he maintains that this threshold may
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Buffon writes: “[O]ne can feel that it is a certain number of probabilities that equals
the moral certainty, but what number is it?”13 Some possible discounting thresholds have been suggested. For Buffon and Condorcet, the discounting thresholds
were 1/10,000 and 1/144,768 (respectively), while for Monton, this threshold is approximately 1 in 2 quadrillion.14 As Monton argues, the discounting threshold is
plausibly subjective. There is no objective answer to Buffon’s question. Instead, it
is up to each individual where the discounting threshold is.15
So, on this view, one should discount small probabilities—but small probabilities of what? This chapter discusses versions of Probability Discounting that
ignore very-small-probability outcomes or states.16 I will begin with the former
views. There are many ways of ignoring outcomes associated with small probabilities. One way to ignore the very-small-probability outcomes of some prospect
𝒫1 would be to treat 𝒫1 as interchangeable with a prospect 𝒫2 , which really does
be different in different situations.
13
Hey et al. (2010, p. 256).
14
Buffon’s discounting threshold was the probability of a 56-year-old man dying in 24 hours—an
outcome reasonable people typically ignore. See Monton (2019, pp. 8–9). Condorcet’s discounting
threshold was the difference between the probability that a 47-year-old man would die in one day
and the probability that a 37-year-old man would. See Monton (2019, pp. 16–17). Monton’s discounting threshold is between 1/250 and 1/251 , as he treats the probability of getting tails at least
50 times in a row (with a fair coin) as rationally negligible. Monton (2019, p. 17).
15
The subjectivity of the discounting threshold may be reasonable for individuals’ rational preferences. However, it seems less so in the context of ethics when we are asking which prospects are
better or worse.
16
Whether one ignores very-small-probability outcomes or states makes a difference in some
cases; a very-small-probability state might result in some outcome that overall has a non-negligible
probability (when one also considers the other states). If one ignores very-small-probability states,
one would discount down to zero (or at least decrease) the probability of this outcome. In contrast,
if one ignores very-small-probability outcomes, one would not discount down to zero nor decrease
the probability of this outcome.
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assign probability zero to these outcomes.17 However, 𝒫2 cannot assign the same
probabilities as 𝒫1 to the remaining outcomes. Otherwise, the sum of all the probabilities assigned to outcomes of 𝒫2 would be less than one.18 Instead, the probabilities assigned by 𝒫2 can be obtained from those assigned by 𝒫1 by conditionalizing on the supposition that some outcome of non-negligible probability occurs,
where ‘non-negligible’ means a probability that is at least as great as the discounting
threshold.19
Let 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 mean that 𝑋 is at least as preferred as 𝑌. Also, let 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 denote
the expected utility of prospect 𝑋 when tiny probabilities have been discounted
down to zero (read as ‘the probability-discounted expected utility of 𝑋’, where ‘pd’
stands for ‘probability-discounted’). A prospect is taken to be a situation that may
result in different outcomes with different probabilities. Then, one of the simplest
versions of Probability Discounting—let’s call it Naive Discounting—states:
Naive Discounting: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and only
if 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 ≥ 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 , where 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 are obtained by conditionalizing on the supposition that some outcome of
non-negligible probability occurs.20
On Naive Discounting, one should conditionalize on very-small-probability
outcomes not occurring—but what counts as an ‘outcome’? In particular, Naive
17

Smith (2014, p. 478).
Smith (2014, p. 478).
19
Smith (2014, p. 478).
20
Note that 𝐸𝑈(𝑋)𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈(𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 are obtained by conditionalizing, potentially, on different events not occurring.
18
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Discounting faces the following problem:21
Outcome Individuation Problem: If we individuate outcomes with
too much detail, all outcomes have negligible probabilities. Is there a
privileged way of individuating outcomes that avoids this?
The most obvious non-arbitrary way of individuating outcomes is by their utilities:22
Individuation by Preference:

Outcomes should be distinguished as

different if and only if one has a preference between them.
Following this principle, each final utility level that a prospect might result in is
considered a distinct outcome, and the possibilities of these outcomes are ignored
if their associated probabilities are below the discounting threshold. For example,
this view recommends against paying the mugger in Pascal’s Mugging because the
probability of obtaining an outcome as good as a thousand quadrillion happy days
is very unlikely.
However, individuating outcomes by their utilities might result in ignoring all
possible outcomes of some prospect if all its final utility levels are very unlikely.
21

See also Beckstead and Thomas (2020, p. 13).
If an agent is indifferent between winning $1 and eating an apple, on this view these would
be considered the same outcome. Suppose the total probability of winning $1 and eating an apple
is above the discounting threshold. In that case, these possibilities are not ignored, even if both
winning $1 and eating an apple have negligible probabilities. Contrast Individuation by Preference
with a similar principle presented by Broome (1991, p. 103):
22

Principle of Individuation by Justifiers: Outcomes should be distinguished as
different if and only if they differ in a way that makes it rational to have a preference
between them.
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In response to such cases, agents might lower their discounting thresholds until at
least some outcomes have non-negligible probabilities. However, in cases where all
outcomes have a zero probability, it is not possible to do so (except, of course, by
not discounting at all).23 Imagine, for example, an ideally shaped dart thrown on
a dartboard, where each point results in a different utility. The probability that the
dart hits a particular point may be zero. But one should not ignore every possible
outcome of throwing the dart. Nevertheless, one might argue that we need not
worry about cases where all outcomes have a zero probability because they are rare
in practice. In all (or near all) cases we care about, some outcomes have non-zero
probabilities.
Some might be satisfied with the above solution to the Outcome Individuation
Problem. However, besides this problem, Naive Discounting also violates dominance. Let 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 mean that 𝑋 is strictly preferred (or simply ‘preferred’) to 𝑌.
Then, Naive Discounting violates the following dominance principle:24
Statewise Dominance:

If the outcome of prospect 𝑋 is at least as

preferred as the outcome of prospect 𝑌 in all states, then 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌. Furthermore, if in addition the outcome of 𝑋 is strictly preferred to the
outcome of 𝑌 in some possible state, then 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌.
Statewise Dominance is very plausible.25 If some prospect is sure to turn out at
23

Beckstead and Thomas (2020, pp. 12–13).
Savage (1951, p. 58) and Luce and Raiffa (1957, p. 287).
25
Russell (2021, p. 13) writes on (strict) Statewise Dominance: “What if Statewise Dominance
fails? In that case, I’m not sure what we’re doing when we compare how good prospects are. […]
[W]hat we ultimately care about is how well things turn out; choosing better prospects is supposed
24
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least as well as another prospect, but it might turn out better, then that prospect
should be better.
To see why Naive Discounting violates Statewise Dominance, consider the following prospects (see table 1):26
Naive Statewise Dominance Violation:
Prospect 𝐴 Gives $1,000,000 in state 1 and nothing in state 2.
Prospect 𝐵 Gives nothing in both states.
Suppose the probability of state 1 is below the discounting threshold. After conditionalizing on the supposition that some outcome of non-negligible probability
occurs, 𝐴 is substituted by 𝐵. One would then be indifferent between 𝐴 and 𝐵,
even though the outcomes of 𝐴 and 𝐵 are equally good in state 2, but the outcome of 𝐴 is better than the outcome of 𝐵 in state 1. Therefore, Naive Discounting
violates Statewise Dominance.
Table 1
A Violation of Statewise Dominance

𝐴
𝐵

State 1

State 2

𝑝 < threshold

1−𝑝

$1,000,000
$0

$0
$0

to guide us toward achieving better outcomes. In light of this, if dominance reasoning is wrong,
then I don’t want to be right. If 𝐴 is sure to turn out better than 𝐵, then this tells us precisely the
thing that betterness-of-prospects is supposed to be a guide to.”
26
Monton (2019, pp. 20–21) discusses a similar dominance violation. He proposes that Probability Discounting be supplemented with dominance. On discounting small probabilities and dominance violations, also see Isaacs (2016), Smith (2016), Lundgren and Stefánsson (2020, pp. 912–914)
and Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §2.3).
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To summarize, Naive Discounting states that one should conditionalize on not
obtaining very-small-probability outcomes. This view faces the Outcome Individuation Problem, which can be solved by individuating outcomes by their utilities
(except in cases where all outcomes have a zero probability). However, Naive Discounting also faces another problem: It violates Statewise Dominance. This undermines its plausibility as a theory of instrumental rationality.27

2

Lexical Discounting

This section discusses a version of Probability Discounting that treats very-smallprobability outcomes as tiebreakers when prospects would otherwise be equally
good. This view avoids the previous violation of Statewise Dominance. However,
I show that it violates Statewise Dominance in another case.
There is a straightforward solution to the previous case. Probability Discounting can avoid the earlier violation of Statewise Dominance if outcomes whose probabilities are below the discounting threshold are treated as tiebreakers. Then, 𝐴 is
better than 𝐵 because 𝐴 and 𝐵 have equal probability-discounted expected utility
but, in addition, 𝐴 gives a negligible probability of a positive outcome (while 𝐵
does not). More generally, in tied cases, prospects can be compared by their ex27

As shown in Chapter 2 of this thesis, Expected Utility Theory also violates Statewise Dominance, on pain of violating Continuity. Monton (2019, §7) argues that violations of Statewise Dominance should not count against Probability Discounting, given that Expected Utility Theory violates
Statewise Dominance too. Later in §4, I discuss versions of Probability Discounting that do not violate Statewise Dominance.
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pected utilities without any discounting (like Expected Utility Theory would do).
On this proposal, prospects are first ranked by their probability-discounted expected utilities. Then, in cases of ties, these prospects are ranked by their expected
utilities without discounting small probabilities. Formally this view—let’s call it
Lexical Discounting—states the following:
Lexical Discounting: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and only
if
• 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 > 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 or
• 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 = 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋) ≥ 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 ),
where 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 are obtained by conditionalizing on
the supposition that some outcome of non-negligible probability occurs.28
It is slightly misleading to say that Lexical Discounting is a form of discounting
small probabilities down to zero because small probabilities and their associated
utilities are considered in cases of ties. The outcomes whose probabilities are (at
and) above the discounting threshold just take lexical priority over the very-smallprobability outcomes.29
28

As before, note that 𝐸𝑈(𝑋)𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈(𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 are obtained by conditionalizing, potentially,
on different events not occurring.
29
It might be argued that because some small probabilities are much smaller than others, one
should have multiple discounting thresholds that form probability ranges, where higher probability
ranges take lexical priority over the lower ones. Beckstead and Thomas (2020, p. 24 n. 19) point out
that Probability Discounting faces some of the same problems as Probability Fanaticism if it uses
very-small-probability outcomes as tiebreakers. Having multiple discounting thresholds may help
probability discounters avoid these problems. For brevity, I will only discuss views on which there
is just one discounting threshold.
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However, Lexical Discounting also violates Statewise Dominance. To see how
this violation happens, consider the following case (table 2):
Lexical Statewise Dominance Violation:
Prospect 𝐴 Gives $10 in states 1 and 2, $100 in state 3, and nothing
in state 4.
Prospect 𝐵 Gives $10 in state 1, $100 in states 2 and 3, and nothing
in state 4.
The only difference between these prospects is that 𝐴 gives $10 in state 2, while
𝐵 gives $100 in that same state. The probability of states 1 and 4 is 0.49, and the
probability of states 2 and 3 is 0.01. For simplicity, let the discounting threshold be
(implausibly) 0.03. Then, all probabilities below 0.03 should be discounted down
to zero, while probabilities at least as great as 0.03 should not be discounted down
to zero. Let’s also assume that the utility of money equals the monetary amount.
Table 2

A Violation of Statewise Dominance
State 1

State 2

State 3

State 4

𝑝

0.49

0.01

0.01

0.49

𝐴
𝐵

$10
$10

$10
$100

$100
$100

$0
$0

In this case, 𝐴 gives a 0.5 probability of $10 and a 0.01 probability of $100 (and
otherwise nothing). So, 𝐴’s probability-discounted expected utility is 𝐸𝑈 (𝐴)𝑝𝑑 ≈
5.05 after conditionalizing on not obtaining $100 (as its associated probability is
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below the discounting threshold).30 𝐵 in turn gives a 0.49 probability of $10 and
a 0.02 probability of $100 (and otherwise nothing). 𝐵’s probability-discounted expected utility is 𝐸𝑈 (𝐵)𝑝𝑑 = 5 after conditionalizing on not obtaining $100 with
it.31 Given that the former is greater than the latter, 𝐴 is better than 𝐵 according to
Lexical Discounting. However, as mentioned above, the only difference between 𝐴
and 𝐵 is that 𝐴 gives $10 in state 2, while 𝐵 gives $100 in that same state. Therefore,
Lexical Discounting—too—violates Statewise Dominance.
This violation of Statewise Dominance happens because when one conditionalizes on not obtaining $100 with 𝐴 (state 3), the probability of state 3 is divided
between states 1, 2 and 4. However, when one conditionalizes on not obtaining
$100 with 𝐵 (states 2 and 3), the probability of states 2 and 3 is divided between
states 1 and 4. Therefore, the probability of obtaining nothing is greater with 𝐵
than with 𝐴 after ignoring the possibility of obtaining $100.
To summarize, Lexical Discounting states that outcomes whose probabilities
are (at or) above the discounting threshold take lexical priority over very-smallprobability outcomes in determining prospects’ betterness ranking—very-smallprobability outcomes are only treated as tiebreakers. However, like Naive Discounting, Lexical Discounting also violates Statewise Dominance. This makes it
a less plausible candidate for a theory of instrumental rationality.
30
31

0.5/(1 − 0.01) ⋅ 10 ≈ 5.05.
0.49/(1 − 0.02) ⋅ 10 = 5.
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3

State Discounting

This section discusses a version of Probability Discounting on which one should
conditionalize on very-small-probability states not occurring. Three versions of
this view are presented. I show that one violates Stochastic Dominance and Acyclicity within choice sets, another violates Pairwise Acyclicity, Contraction and Expansion Consistency and Stochastic Dominance, and the last one violates Statewise
Dominance.

3.1

Pairwise and Set-Dependent State Discounting

Again, there is a straightforward solution to the previous violation of Statewise
Dominance. Earlier it was assumed that one should ignore (except in cases of ties)
the possibility of obtaining outcomes associated with tiny probabilities. However,
one might instead ignore very-small-probability states—call this view State Discounting.32 One can also make a lexical version of this view:
State Discounting For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and only if
• 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 > 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 or
• 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 = 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋) ≥ 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 ),
where 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 are obtained by conditionalizing on
the supposition that no state of negligible probability occurs.
32

This view naturally captures the idea that one should ignore very small changes in probabilities
instead of very small (absolute) probabilities. Thus, it allows one to ignore the possibility of making
a difference to some outcome if the probability of doing so is negligible. See §4 in Chapter 6 of this
thesis.
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State Discounting recommends against paying the mugger in Pascal’s Mugging
because the state in which the mugger delivers a thousand quadrillion happy days
is very unlikely to occur. In the previous violation of Statewise Dominance, State
Discounting tells one to ignore states 2 and 3 as their associated probabilities are
below the discounting threshold. Consequently, 𝐴 and 𝐵 have equal probabilitydiscounted expected utility (as they give the same outcomes in states 1 and 4).
However, 𝐵 has greater expected utility without discounting, so it is better than 𝐴
(assuming a lexical version of State Discounting). Thus, State Discounting avoids
the previous violation of Statewise Dominance.33
However, notice that State Discounting faces an analogous problem to the Outcome Individuation Problem, namely, the
State Individuation Problem: If one individuates states with too
much detail, all states have negligible probabilities. Is there a privileged way of individuating states that avoids this?
As before, a possible solution is to individuate states by the utilities of their outcomes.34
There are different views about how states should be partitioned. On another
version of State Discounting, prospects are always compared two at a time, and the
possible states of the world are partitioned for every pairwise comparison sepa33

However, as I will show later, one version of State Discounting violates Statewise Dominance
in this case.
34
As before, one problem with this is that, in some cases, all states might have probabilities
below the discounting threshold. One could lower the threshold in such cases. However, this will
not solve the problem in cases where all states have a zero probability.
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rately. Alternatively, one could compare all available options at once and partition
the states for every choice set separately. Let’s call these views Pairwise State Discounting and Set-Dependent State Discounting, respectively (the difference between
these views is illustrated with an example later).
Pairwise State Discounting: States are partitioned by comparing
two prospects at a time.
Set-Dependent State Discounting:

States are partitioned by com-

paring all available prospects at once.
Although these views avoid the earlier violations of Statewise Dominance, they
violate the following principle instead:
Acyclicity:

If 𝑋1 ≻ 𝑋2 ≻ ⋯ ≻ 𝑋𝑛 , then it is not the case that

𝑋𝑛 ≻ 𝑋 1 .
To see why these views violate Acyclicity, consider the following case:
Acyclicity Violation: A random number generator returns a number between 1 and 100.
Prospect 𝐴

Gives $1000 with numbers 1 and 2 (probability 0.02);

otherwise, it gives nothing.
Prospect 𝐵 Certainly gives $10 no matter what number comes up.
Prospect 𝐶 Gives $1000 with number 1 (probability 0.01) and otherwise it gives $1.
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Let the discounting threshold be 0.02. First, compare 𝐴 and 𝐵. Individuating states
by the utilities of their outcomes results in two states as shown in table 3. 𝐴 is better than 𝐵 because neither state has a non-negligible probability, and 𝐴’s expected
utility is greater than that of 𝐵.35 Next, compare 𝐵 and 𝐶. In this case, individuating states by the utilities of their outcomes results in states shown in table 4. As
the probability of state 1* is below the discounting threshold, one should ignore the
possibility of state 1* occurring. Once one does that, 𝐵 is better than 𝐶, as it gives
a better outcome in state 2* ($10 vs. $1).
Table 3

Table 4

𝐴 is better than 𝐵
Output

𝐴
𝐵

𝐵 is better than 𝐶

State 1

State 2

1 or 2 (𝑝=0.02)

3 to 100 (𝑝=0.98)

$1000
$10

$0
$10

Output

𝐵
𝐶

State 1*

State 2*

1 (𝑝=0.01)

2 to 100 (𝑝=0.99)

$10
$1000

$10
$1

Now we have that 𝐴 is better than 𝐵, which is better than 𝐶. It follows by
Acyclicity that 𝐶 is not better than 𝐴. However, when we compare 𝐴 and 𝐶 pairwise, we notice that 𝐶 is better than 𝐴. In this case, individuating states by the
utilities of their outcomes results in states shown in table 5. As states 1** and 2**
have probabilities below the discounting threshold, the agent should ignore the
possibilities of these states. Moreover, when the agent does that, 𝐶 is better than 𝐴
because it gives a better outcome in state 3**. So, we have a violation of Acyclicity:
𝐴 is better than 𝐵, which is better than 𝐶, which is better than 𝐴.
35

𝐸𝑈(𝐴)𝑝𝑑 = 0.02 ⋅ 1000 = 20 and 𝐸𝑈(𝐵)𝑝𝑑 = 10.
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Table 5

𝐶 is better than 𝐴
Output

𝐴
𝐶

State 1**

State 2**

State 3**

1 (𝑝=0.01)

2 (𝑝=0.01)

3 to 100 (𝑝=0.98)

$1000
$1000

$1000
$1

$0
$1

Let’s now go back to Pairwise and Baseline State Discounting. If we partition
states for each pair of options in a way that depends on the particular two options
being compared (in line with Pairwise State Discounting), then State Discounting
violates Acyclicity within choice sets. Consequently, it is not clear what one ought
to choose when all 𝐴, 𝐵 and 𝐶 are available, as there is no most-preferred alternative.36 However, if we partition states in a way that depends on the overall choice
set (in line with Set-Dependent State Discounting), then there is no violation of
Acyclicity within choice sets (see table 6). In this case, states 1*** and 2*** have
probabilities below the discounting threshold, so one should ignore the possibilities of these states. And when one does that, 𝐵 is the best prospect as it gives the
best outcome in state 3***, and 𝐶 is the second-best prospect as it gives a better
outcome than 𝐴 in that state.
However, Set-Dependent State Discounting violates Acyclicity across choice
sets (as shown in tables 3, 4 and 5). In particular, it was shown that Set-Dependent
State Discounting violates Pairwise Acyclicity, that is, it violates Acyclicity when we
compare two options at a time (when each choice set only includes two options).
36

Fishburn (1991, p. 116).
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Table 6

No violation of Acyclicity
Output

𝐴
𝐵
𝐶

State 1***

State 2***

State 3***

1 (𝑝=0.01)

2 (𝑝=0.01)

3 to 100 (𝑝=0.98)

$1000
$10
$1000

$1000
$10
$1

$0
$10
$1

It is odd that adding or removing options can influence which events one ignores. For example, when comparing 𝐴 and 𝐵, Set-Dependent State Discounting
does not ignore the possibility of the random number generator outputting number
1 or 2. However, when 𝐶 is also available, Set-Dependent State Discounting ignores
these possibilities. Consequently, the value of 𝐴 decreases significantly when 𝐶 is
also available, as one then ignores the possibility of obtaining $1000 with 𝐴.
This case shows that Set-Dependent State Discounting violates the following
principles that many find plausible:37
Contraction Consistency:

For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, if it is per-

missible to choose 𝑋 from the set {𝑋, … , 𝑌 }, then it is permissible to
choose 𝑋 from any subset of the set {𝑋, … , 𝑌 }.
37

Sen (1977, pp. 63–66). More generally, Contraction Consistency implies Acyclicity. Suppose that one violates Acyclicity. Then, there is a sequence of prospects such that 𝑋1 ≻ 𝑋2 ≻
⋯ ≻ 𝑋𝑛 ≻ 𝑋1 . Suppose that some prospect 𝑋𝑖 is chosen from the choice set that includes all
these prospects. Next, consider the choice set that includes only 𝑋𝑖 and 𝑋𝑖−1 (if 𝑋𝑖 = 𝑋1 , then
this choice set includes 𝑋1 and 𝑋𝑛 ). Given that 𝑋𝑖−1 ≻ 𝑋𝑖 , one would now choose 𝑋𝑖−1 (or
𝑋𝑛 if 𝑋𝑖 = 𝑋1 ). This is a violation of Contraction Consistency. Thus, if a view does not violate
Contraction Consistency, then it does not violate Acyclicity. See Sen (1977, p. 67).
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Strong Expansion Consistency: For all prospects 𝑋, 𝑌 and 𝑍, if it
is permissible to choose 𝑋 from the set {𝑋, … , 𝑌 }, then if it is permissible to choose 𝑌 from the set {𝑋, … , 𝑌 , … , 𝑍}, it is permissible
to choose 𝑋 from the set {𝑋, … , 𝑌 , … , 𝑍}.
Set-Dependent State Discounting violates Contraction Consistency as it is permissible (indeed rationally required) to choose 𝐵 when all 𝐴, 𝐵 and 𝐶 are options.
However, when only 𝐴 and 𝐵 are options, it is no longer permissible to choose 𝐵
(because then one is rationally required to choose 𝐴 as one no longer ignores the
possibility of obtaining $1000 with 𝐴). On the other hand, Set-Dependent State
Discounting violates Strong Expansion Consistency because it is permissible (indeed rationally required) to choose 𝐴 when only 𝐴 and 𝐵 are options. But when
𝐴, 𝐵 and 𝐶 are options, it is permissible to choose 𝐵 but not permissible to choose
𝐴.
Next, let 𝑋 = {𝑥1 , 𝑝1 ; … ; 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑝𝑛 } stand for prospect 𝑋 that gives non-zero
probabilities 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , …, 𝑝𝑛 of outcomes 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , …, 𝑥𝑛 . Then, both versions of State
Discounting violate the following principle:38
Stochastic Dominance:

Prospect 𝑋 = {𝑥1 , 𝑝1 ; … ; 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑝𝑛 } is pre-

38

Buchak (2013, p. 42). More precisely, the definition given here is for first-order stochastic dominance, an idea that was introduced to statistics by Mann and Whitney (1947) and Lehmann (1955),
and to economics by Quirk and Saposnik (1962). The name ‘first-degree stochastic dominance’ is
due to Hadar and Russell (1969, p. 27).
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ferred to prospect 𝑌 = {𝑦1 , 𝑞1 ; … ; 𝑦𝑛 , 𝑞𝑛 } if, for all outcomes 𝑜,
∑
{𝑖 | 𝑥𝑖 ≿𝑜}

𝑝𝑖 ≥

∑
{𝑗 | 𝑦𝑗 ≿𝑜}

𝑞𝑗 ,

and for some outcome 𝑢,
∑
{𝑖 | 𝑥𝑖 ≿𝑢}

𝑝𝑖 >

∑
{𝑗 | 𝑦𝑗 ≿𝑢}

𝑞𝑗 .

A violation of Stochastic Dominance happens if, for all outcomes, some prospect
𝑋 gives an at least as high probability of an at least as great outcome as some other
prospect 𝑌 does, and for some outcome, 𝑋 gives a greater probability of an at least
as great outcome as 𝑌 does—yet 𝑌 is judged better than or equally as good as 𝑋.
To see why both versions of State Discounting violate Stochastic Dominance,
consider the following case:
Two Coins:
Prospect 𝐴

Gives $10 if a coin lands on heads (probability 0.5), noth-

ing if it lands on tails (probability 0.49), and $100 if it lands on the edge
(probability 0.01).
Prospect 𝐵 Gives $10 if another coin lands on heads (probability
0.49), nothing if it lands on tails (probability 0.49), and $100 if it lands
on the edge (probability 0.02).
Let the discounting threshold be 0.03. These prospects give the same probabilities
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of the same outcomes as the prospects in Lexical Statewise Dominance Violation
(table 2), but instead of four states, we now have nine different states due to having
two coins. Let ‘H’ stand for ‘heads’, ‘T’ for ‘tails’ and ‘E’ for ‘edge’. Also, let ‘(X, Y)’
stand for the first coin landing on ‘X’ and the second one on ‘Y’. All states in which
either coin lands on the edge have probabilities below the discounting threshold
(given that the probabilities of either coin landing on the edge are alone already
below the discounting threshold). Only four states have probabilities above the
discounting threshold: (H, H), (H, T), (T, H) and (T, T) (see table 7).
Table 7

A Violation of Stochastic Dominance
State 1

State 2

State 3

State 4

𝑝*

H, H
0.253

H, T
0.253

T, H
0.247

T, T
0.247

𝐴
𝐵

$10
$10

$10
$0

$0
$10

$0
$0

𝑝*=probability conditional on one of states 1, 2, 3 or 4 occurring.

After conditionalizing on one of these four states occurring, the probabilitydiscounted expected utility of 𝐴 is greater than that of 𝐵: Now the only difference
between these prospects is that 𝐴 gives $10 in state 2 (and nothing in state 3), while
𝐵 gives $10 in state 3 (and nothing in state 2), and state 2 has a greater probability than state 3.39 Thus, 𝐴 is better than 𝐵 according to both versions of State
Discounting. However, this is a violation of Stochastic Dominance. Before dis39
𝐴’s probability-discounted expected utility is 𝐸𝑈(𝐴)𝑝𝑑 ≈ 5.05. 𝐵’s probability-discounted
expected utility, in turn, is 𝐸𝑈(𝐵)𝑝𝑑 = 5.
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counting, both 𝐴 and 𝐵 give a 0.51 probability of at least $10, but 𝐵 gives a greater
probability of at least $100 (0.02 vs. 0.01). So, for all outcomes, 𝐵 gives an at least
as high probability of an at least as great outcome as 𝐴 does, and for some outcome, 𝐵 gives a greater probability of an at least as great outcome as 𝐴 does. Thus,
𝐵 stochastically dominates 𝐴, and Pairwise and Set-Dependent State Discounting
violate Stochastic Dominance as they claim that 𝐴 is better than 𝐵.40

3.2

Baseline State Discounting

According to the previous versions of State Discounting, states might be partitioned differently depending on what other options are available. This leads to
a violation of Acyclicity. However, states might also be partitioned in a way that
does not depend on the other available options. This can be done by comparing
each prospect to some baseline or status quo prospect—let’s call this Baseline State
Discounting.
Baseline State Discounting: States are partitioned by comparing every prospect to a status quo prospect (each separately).41
40

Note that the prospects in Two Coins are stochastically equivalent with the earlier prospects
in Lexical Statewise Dominance Violation; both prospects give the same probabilities of the same
outcomes. However, both Pairwise and Set-Dependent State Discounting judged 𝐵 as better than
𝐴 in the earlier case, but 𝐴 as better than 𝐵 in this case. Thus, on these views, the probabilities
and the utilities associated with them are not the only determinants of the value of prospects. It
also matters which states result in the different outcomes and what the probabilities of those states
are. In general, Stochastic Equivalence and Statewise Dominance imply Stochastic Dominance. See
Russell (2021, §2).
41
On Baseline State Discounting, one might sometimes ignore some events 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 when
comparing some prospect 𝑋 to the status quo prospect, but not ignore them when comparing
another prospect 𝑌 to the status quo prospect. This can happen if both the status quo prospect
and prospect 𝑌 result in the same outcome with 𝑒1 as with 𝑒2 , but prospect 𝑋 results in a different
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According to this view, one should ignore the very-small-probability states of some
prospect 𝑋 when states are partitioned by comparing 𝑋 to a baseline or status quo
prospect, which corresponds to doing nothing.
However, Baseline State Discounting violates Statewise Dominance in the same
way as Lexical Discounting does. Consider again Lexical Statewise Dominance Violation (table 2). This time, let’s specify the events that result in each outcome:
Random Number:

A random number generator returns a number

between 1 and 100.
Prospect 𝐴 Gives $10 if a number between 1 and 50 is returned, $100
if number 51 is returned, and nothing if a number between 52 and 100
is returned.
Prospect 𝐵 Gives $10 if a number between 1 and 49 is returned, $100
if 50 or 51 is returned, and nothing if a number between 52 and 100 is
returned.
In this case, the baseline prospect is (presumably) certainly getting nothing. When
𝐴 is compared to this baseline prospect, state individuation by utilities results in
three states as shown in table 8. As the probability of state 2 is below the discounting threshold of 0.03, the possibility of this state is ignored. Consequently, the
outcome with 𝑒1 than with 𝑒2 . Consequently, 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 result in two different states when prospect
𝑋 is compared to the status quo, but only one state when 𝑌 is compared to the status quo. If the
combined probability of these states is above the discounting threshold, but the probabilities of
these states taken individually are below the discounting threshold, then 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 will get ignored
with prospect 𝑋 but not with prospect 𝑌.
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probability-discounted expected utility of 𝐴 is 𝐸𝑈 (𝐴)𝑝𝑑 ≈ 5.05.42
Table 8

𝐴 vs. the Baseline
Output

𝐴
Baseline

State 1

State 2

State 3

1–50 (𝑝=0.5)

51 (𝑝=0.01)

52–100 (𝑝=0.49)

$10
$0

$100
$0

$0
$0

Next, compare 𝐵 to the baseline prospect. This time state individuation by
utilities results in the three states shown in table 9. Again, the probability of state
2* is below the discounting threshold, so the possibility of this state is ignored.
Then, the probability-discounted expected utility of 𝐵 is 𝐸𝑈 (𝐵)𝑝𝑑 = 5.43
Table 9

𝐵 vs. the Baseline
Output

𝐵
Baseline

State 1*

State 2*

State 3*

1–49 (𝑝=0.49)

50 or 51 (p=0.02)

52–100 (𝑝=0.49)

$10
$0

$100
$0

$0
$0

𝐴’s probability-discounted expected utility is greater than that of 𝐵 (5.05 vs.
5), so 𝐴 is better than 𝐵. However, 𝐵 statewise dominates 𝐴 because the only
difference between these prospects is that 𝐴 gives $10 if the random number generator returns the number 50, while 𝐵 gives $100 in that case. Consequently, Base42
43

𝐸𝑈(𝐴)𝑝𝑑 = 0.5/0.99 ⋅ 10 ≈ 5.05.
𝐸𝑈(𝐵)𝑝𝑑 = 0.49/0.98 ⋅ 10 = 5.
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line State Discounting violates Statewise Dominance when states are partitioned in
the usual way corresponding to possible states of the world (such as ‘number 50
is returned’). This violation of Statewise Dominance happens because the possible states of the world that Baseline State Discounting ignores are not the same for
every prospect. For example, when comparing 𝐴 to the baseline prospect, the possibility of the random number generator returning the number 50 is not ignored,
but when 𝐵 is compared to the baseline prospect, this possibility is ignored (tables
8 and 9).
To summarize, instead of ignoring very-small-probability outcomes, Probability Discounting might ignore very-small-probability states. State Discounting faces
the State Individuation Problem, which can be solved by individuating states by the
utilities of their outcomes. I have discussed three ways of formulating State Discounting. Pairwise State Discounting always compares two options at a time, even
if the choice set includes other options as well. It ignores very-small-probability
states in every pairwise comparison. However, Pairwise State Discounting violates
Stochastic Dominance and Acyclicity within choice sets. Set-Dependent State Discounting compares all available options simultaneously and ignores very-smallprobability states in every choice set. This view violates Pairwise Acyclicity, Contraction and Expansion Consistency and Stochastic Dominance. Finally, Baseline
State Discounting ignores very-small-probability states of some prospect 𝑋, when
states are partitioned by comparing 𝑋 to a baseline prospect. This view violates
Statewise (and hence also Stochastic) Dominance. To conclude, all three versions
of State Discounting violate plausible principles of rationality, which undermines
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their plausibility as theories of instrumental rationality.44

4

Stochastic and Tail Discounting

This section discusses more plausible versions of Probability Discounting that avoid
the earlier violations of dominance (and Acyclicity). However, §5 shows that these
views violate the axiom of Independence and are therefore vulnerable to exploitation by a money pump.

4.1

Stochastic Discounting

One version of Probability Discounting—let’s call it Absolutist Stochastic Discounting—works like this: To obtain the probability-discounted expected utility of a
prospect, first add the lowest possible positive utility, weighted by the probability
of getting at least that much utility.45 Next, add the difference between the lowest
utility and the next lowest utility, weighted by the probability of getting at least the
higher amount of utility. Then, add the difference between this utility and the next
lowest utility, weighted by the probability of getting at least that much utility, and so
on until the next probability is below the discounting threshold.46 Then, ignore the
44

Someone might adopt a view on which one should first filter one’s options by Statewise and
Stochastic Dominance and then choose following some version of Probability Discounting from
amongst the remaining options. This view avoids the dominance violations, but it also seems ad
hoc. However, some may find the benefit of a greater fit with our intuitions worth the cost in terms
of simplicity.
45
Note that this view requires an objective zero point on the utility-scale.
46
This is similar to an alternative way of calculating the expected utility of a prospect discussed
by Buchak (2014, p. 1100).
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rest of the utility levels (whose probabilities are below the discounting threshold).
Negative utilities are then treated similarly, and their expectation is summed with
the expectation of positive utilities to obtain the value of a prospect. (This is equivalent to calculating the probability-discounted expected utility of a prospect in the
same way as Expected Utility Theory would calculate expected utilities with the following exception: The greatest positive and negative utilities [whose utility levels
have negligible cumulative probability] have been replaced by the greatest positive
or negative utility whose utility level has a non-negligible cumulative probability
[respectively for positive and negative utilities]).47
According to Absolutist Stochastic Discounting, there is an objective neutral
level. On this view, one should ignore the possibility of very high or very low utility
levels when the cumulative probability of ending up with at least or at most that
much utility (respectively for positive and negative utilities) is negligible. This view
recommends against paying the mugger in Pascal’s Mugging if there is only a tiny
probability that one will get an outcome at least as good as a thousand quadrillion
happy days. However, it does not recommend against paying the mugger if there
is a non-negligible probability of obtaining an outcome that is at least as great as a
47

That is, the following formula for calculating the probability-discounted expected utility of
positive outcomes of prospect 𝑋 is equivalent to the formulation given later (see Positive outcomes):
𝑚

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑖=𝑚+1

𝐸𝑈(𝑋)𝑝𝑑, 𝑝𝑜𝑠 = ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 )𝑢(𝑥𝑖 ) + ( ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ))𝑢(𝑥𝑚 ),
where 𝑥𝑚 is the greatest positive utility that has a non-negligible cumulative probability, and 𝑥𝑛
is the greatest positive utility possible with prospect 𝑋. (Negative utilities are treated similarly.)
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thousand quadrillion happy days for some reason unrelated to the mugger’s offer.48
Suppose that some prospect 𝑋 has possible outcomes whose values are normally distributed with a mean of zero (when the outcomes are ordered in terms of
betterness). Absolutist Stochastic Discounting tells one to ignore the highest positive and the lowest negative utility levels of 𝑋. This is equivalent to substituting
the values of the outcomes in the grey areas (see the graph below) with the values
of 𝑢 and −𝑢 (respectively for positive and negative outcomes), where 𝑢 and −𝑢
are the best positive and the worst negative utility levels that have non-negligible
cumulative probabilities.49 For example, suppose 𝑋 gives a negligible probability 𝑝
of 𝑢 + 𝜖 utility. Then, when calculating the probability-discounted expected utility
of 𝑋, 𝑢 + 𝜖 is substituted with 𝑢 (that is, the contribution of a 𝑝 chance of 𝑢 + 𝜖
utility to the probability-discounted expected utility of 𝑋 is 𝑝 ⋅ 𝑢.).

Probability

Probabilities of Payoffs of 𝑋

Negative −𝑢

Neutral

𝑢

Positive

Possible Payoffs
48
For example, an agent who thinks there is a non-negligible probability of going to Heaven
would not ignore the possibility of a great payoff in Pascal’s Mugging. More generally, such an
agent would not discount small probabilities very often (if ever); the non-negligible probability of
going to Heaven makes it the case that there is a non-negligible probability of ending up with at
least 𝑢 amount of utility for all positive values of 𝑢.
49
One is not simply ignoring the possibilities of the outcomes in the grey areas because their
probabilities contribute to the cumulative probabilities of the utility levels with lower magnitudes.
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The following prospects 𝑌 and 𝑍 can only result in positive or negative outcomes, respectively. Consequently, Absolutist Stochastic Discounting tells one to
ignore 𝑌’s highest positive utility levels and 𝑍’s lowest negative utility levels. This
is equivalent to substituting the values of the best positive outcomes of 𝑌 (the grey
area in the left image below) with 𝑢 and the values of the worst negative outcomes
of 𝑍 (the grey area in the right image below) with −𝑢 where 𝑢 and −𝑢 are the best
positive and the worst negative utility levels of 𝑌 and 𝑍 (respectively) that have
non-negligible cumulative probabilities.

Probabilities of Payoffs of 𝑌
Probability

(Certain positive outcome)

𝑢

Neutral

Positive

Possible Payoffs
Probabilities of Payoffs of 𝑍
Probability

(Certain negative outcome)

Negative −𝑢

Neutral

Possible Payoffs
Call the versions of Probability Discounting that have the same structure as Absolutist Stochastic Discounting Stochastic Discounting. Besides Absolutist Stochastic Discounting, there is another way of understanding Stochastic Discounting.
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This view is similar to Baseline State Discounting because it compares each prospect
to a baseline prospect—so it might be called Baseline Stochastic Discounting. On
this view, one calculates the amount by which the baseline/status quo utility level
is increased or decreased by the different possible outcomes of a prospect. Then, to
obtain the probability-discounted expected utility of a prospect, one first adds the
lowest possible gain (i.e., positive change to the baseline), weighted by the probability of gaining at least that much. Next, one adds the difference between the
lowest gain and the next lowest gain, weighted by the probability of gaining at least
the higher amount. Then, one adds the difference between this gain and the next
lowest gain, weighted by the probability of gaining at least that much, and so on,
until the next probability is below the discounting threshold. Then, one ignores
the rest of the possible gains (whose probabilities are below the discounting threshold). Losses (i.e., negative changes to the baseline) are then treated similarly, and
their expectation is summed with the expectation of gains to obtain the value of a
prospect.50
Unlike the previous version of Stochastic Discounting, this view recommends
against paying the mugger in Pascal’s Mugging, even if there is a non-negligible
probability of gaining an equally great payoff for some reason unrelated to the mugger’s offer. This is so because once one has ‘subtracted’ the baseline prospect from
50

One can also make a version of Stochastic Discounting that is analogous to Pairwise State
Discounting in that it compares prospects to other available prospects pairwise—call this Pairwise
Stochastic Discounting. On this view, one considers the utility difference in each state between two
prospects and ignores the largest differences when the cumulative probability of states with differences at least that large is negligible. (Again, one does not entirely ignore these differences because
the probabilities of these differences contribute to the cumulative probability of lesser differences.)
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the mugger’s offer, gains at least as great as a thousand quadrillion happy days have
a negligible cumulative probability.
On both versions of Stochastic Discounting, the probability-discounted expected utility of positive outcomes is calculated as follows (here ‘positive outcomes’
are either gains if one accepts Baseline Stochastic Discounting or final utilities if one
accepts Absolutist Stochastic Discounting):51
Positive outcomes: For all prospects 𝑋, such that 𝑋 gives non-zero
probabilities of positive outcomes
𝑋𝑝𝑜𝑠 = {𝐸1 , 𝑥1 ; 𝐸2 , 𝑥2 ; … ; 𝐸𝑚 , 𝑥𝑚 ; … ; 𝐸𝑛 , 𝑥𝑛 }, and
0 < 𝑢(𝑥1 ) ≤ … ≤ 𝑢(𝑥𝑚 ) ≤ … ≤ 𝑢(𝑥𝑛 ), the probability-discounted
expected utility of positive outcomes of 𝑋 is
𝑛

𝑛

𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑, 𝑝𝑜𝑠 =( ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ))𝑢(𝑥1 ) + ( ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ))(𝑢(𝑥2 ) − 𝑢(𝑥1 ))
𝑖=1

𝑖=2

𝑛

+ ( ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ))(𝑢(𝑥3 ) − 𝑢(𝑥2 ))
𝑖=3

𝑛

+ ⋯ + ( ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ))(𝑢(𝑥𝑚 ) − 𝑢(𝑥𝑚−1 )),
𝑖=𝑚

51

Technically, this formulation requires the following qualifications: If all probabilities of positive utility levels are non-negligible, then in order to obtain 𝐸𝑈(𝑋)𝑝𝑑, 𝑝𝑜𝑠 , one simply sums up
the positive utilities weighted by their probabilities (without discounting). And if all probabilities
of positive utility levels are negligible, then 𝐸𝑈(𝑋)𝑝𝑑, 𝑝𝑜𝑠 = 0 (on Baseline Stochastic Discounting) or the value of the baseline (on Absolutist Stochastic Discounting). Furthermore, this formula
assumes that, amongst the possible positive utility levels, there is one that is the lowest. But this may
not always be true. Consider for example a St. Petersburg-style prospect in which the possible payoff halves with each additional coin flip (i.e., it gives probability 1/2 of 2 utilities, probability 1/4 of
one utility, probability 1/8 of 0.5 utilities and so on.) One can calculate the probability-discounted
expected utility of such prospects as discussed on p. 159, that is, the same way as Expected Utility
Theory would do with the following exception: The greatest positive utilities (whose utility levels
have negligible cumulative probability) are replaced by the greatest positive utility whose utility
level has a non-negligible cumulative probability.
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where
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=𝑚

𝑖=𝑚+1

∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ) ≥ 𝑡 > ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ),

where 𝑡 is the discounting threshold.
The probability-discounted expected utility of prospect 𝑋 is then obtained by summing the probability-discounted expected utilities of its positive and negative outcomes:52
𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 = 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑, 𝑝𝑜𝑠 + 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑, 𝑛𝑒𝑔 .
Stochastic Discounting can use very-small-probability utility levels as tiebreak52

The probability-discounted expected utility of negative outcomes is calculated as follows:
Negative outcomes: For all prospects 𝑋, such that 𝑋 gives non-zero probabilities
of negative outcomes
𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑔 = {𝐸−1 , 𝑥−1 ; 𝐸−2 , 𝑥−2 ; … ; 𝐸−𝑚 , 𝑥−𝑚 ; … ; 𝐸−𝑛 , 𝑥−𝑛 }, and 0 >
𝑢(𝑥−1 ) ≥ … ≥ 𝑢(𝑥−𝑚 ) ≥ … ≥ 𝑢(𝑥−𝑛 ), the probability-discounted expected
utility of negative outcomes of 𝑋 is
−𝑛

−𝑛

𝐸𝑈(𝑋)𝑝𝑑, 𝑛𝑒𝑔 =( ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ))𝑢(𝑥−1 ) + ( ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ))(𝑢(𝑥−2 ) − 𝑢(𝑥−1 ))
𝑖=−1
−𝑛

𝑖=−2

+ ( ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ))(𝑢(𝑥−3 ) − 𝑢(𝑥−2 ))
𝑖=−3

−𝑛

+ ⋯ + ( ∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ))(𝑢(𝑥−𝑚 ) − 𝑢(𝑥−𝑚+1 )),
𝑖=−𝑚

where
−𝑛

∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ) ≥ 𝑡 >

𝑖=−𝑚

where 𝑡 is the discounting threshold.
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−𝑛

∑
𝑖=−𝑚−1

𝑝(𝐸𝑖 ),

ers to rank prospects with equal probability-discounted expected utility. It can then
be stated as follows:
Stochastic Discounting: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and
only if
• 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 > 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 or
• 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 = 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋) ≥ 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 ),
where, for all prospects 𝑋, it holds that
𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 = 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑, 𝑝𝑜𝑠 + 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑, 𝑛𝑒𝑔 .
The following case illustrates the difference between these versions of Stochastic
Discounting:53
Absolutist vs. Baseline Stochastic Discounting:
Prospect 𝐴

Gives a 0.01 probability of −$1000 (the agent loses $1000)

and otherwise $10.
Prospect 𝐵 Certainly gives $1.
Let the discounting threshold be 0.02. Absolutist and Baseline Stochastic Discounting treat this case similarly if the agent does not have any money when facing this
choice. Both versions imply that the agent should ignore the possibility of losing
53

Note that in this example prospects are defined in terms of monetary gains and losses rather
than final consequences, such as wealth levels.
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$1000 with 𝐴. Consequently, 𝐴 is better than 𝐵 because its probability-discounted
expected utility is greater.54
Next, suppose the agent already possesses $2000. Then, 𝐴 gives a 0.01 probability of ending up with $1000 and a 0.99 probability of ending up with $2010.
With 𝐵, the agent certainly ends up with $2001. Baseline Stochastic Discounting
treats this case similarly as the case where the agent does not have any money on
their bank account. In contrast, Absolutist Stochastic Discounting calculates the
values of these prospects using the amounts of money the agent could end up with.
So, on this view, the agent ought not ignore the possibility of losing $1000 with 𝐴;
if they lose $1000, then they will end up with $1000 overall, and the probability
of ending up with $1000 or more is 1. So, according to Absolutist Stochastic Discounting, 𝐵 is better than 𝐴 because because its probability-discounted expected
utility is 𝐸𝑈 (𝐵)𝑝𝑑 = 2001, while 𝐴’s probability-discounted expected utility is
𝐸𝑈 (𝐴)𝑝𝑑 ≈ 2000.55
Absolutist Stochastic Discounting has the (possible) disadvantage of requiring
an objective neutral utility level. Baseline Stochastic Discounting does not require
one because it ignores very large changes to the baseline—the baseline serves the
same purpose as the objective neutral level on the absolutist view. Also, Absolutist
Stochastic Discounting entails that sometimes one might not ignore the possibility
of a huge loss even if there is only a tiny probability of it occurring. This can happen when the agent ends up with a positive outcome regardless of the loss and the
54
55

𝐸𝑈(𝐴)𝑝𝑑 = 0.99 ⋅ 10 = 9.9 and 𝐸𝑈(𝐵)𝑝𝑑 = 1.
𝐸𝑈(𝐴)𝑝𝑑 = 1000 + 0.99(2010 − 1000) ≈ 2000.
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probability of obtaining an outcome that is at least as good as that is non-negligible.
Similarly, it can also happen if the probability of ending up with a worse utility
level is non-negligible for some reason not related to the prospect in question. So,
Absolutist Stochastic Discounting sometimes lets tiny probabilities of huge losses
dictate one’s course of action (and similarly for payoffs). Therefore, it does not capture the motivation behind Probability Discounting as well as Baseline Stochastic
Discounting does.56
Now, recall the earlier violations of Statewise and Stochastic Dominance (Lexical Statewise Dominance Violation, Random Number and Two Coins):
Prospect 𝐴 Gives a 0.5 probability of $10 and a 0.01 probability of
$100 (and otherwise nothing).
Prospect 𝐵 Gives a 0.49 probability of $10 and a 0.02 probability of
$100 (and otherwise nothing).
56

It is also worth pointing out the following features of Absolutist Stochastic Discounting: First,
egoistic agents who are offered the “same” prospects (when one ignores the baseline utility levels)
and have the same discounting threshold can reach different conclusions about which option is
best. This can happen when they have different baseline utility levels, because one of these agents
might end up with an overall positive utility level in a state where the other agent ends up with
a negative one. Secondly, if Absolutist Stochastic Discounting takes into account past value, then
what happened in the past can influence what altruistic agents now ought to do. For example, if one
learns that the past was much better than one thought, then the overall moral value of the world
would be much higher. Consequently, one might no longer ignore some tiny probability of a large
loss because even if the loss occurred, the value of the world would still be positive (and there is a
non-negligible probability of obtaining an outcome that is at least as good as that). This is similar
to the Egyptology objection to the Average View in population ethics. See McMahan (1981, p. 115)
and Parfit (1984, p. 420). Also, even if one only takes into account future value (or value in one’s
future light cone), what happens in distant places can affect what altruistic agents here ought to do.
Wilkinson (2022, §6) shows that views that reject Probability Fanaticism must violate separability or
Stochastic Dominance. Absolutist Stochastic Discounting violates the former. Given that Baseline
Stochastic Discounting ignores background uncertainty (and thus satisfies separability), it must
sometimes violate Stochastic Dominance.
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Again, let the discounting threshold be 0.03. Unlike the earlier versions of Probability Discounting, both versions of Stochastic Discounting imply that 𝐵 is better
than 𝐴. 𝐵 gives a 0.51 probability of at least $10 and a 0.02 probability of at least
$100, so its probability-discounted expected utility is 𝐸𝑈 (𝐵)𝑝𝑑 = 5.1.57 𝐴 in turn
gives a 0.51 probability of at least $10 and a 0.01 probability of at least $100, so its
probability-discounted expected utility is also 𝐸𝑈 (𝐴)𝑝𝑑 = 5.1.58 As 𝐴 and 𝐵
have equal probability-discounted expected utility, these prospects are then compared by their expected utilities without discounting. Consequently, 𝐵 is better
than 𝐴, and both versions of Stochastic Discounting avoid the earlier violations of
Statewise and Stochastic Dominance.

4.2

Tail Discounting

There is a similar view to Absolutist Stochastic Discounting called Tail Discounting.59 According to Tail Discounting, one should ignore both the left and the right
‘tails’ of the distribution of possible outcomes of some prospect 𝑋 when these outcomes are ordered by one’s preference. Suppose the possible outcomes of some
prospect are normally distributed when they are ordered from the least to the most
preferred. Then, Tail Discounting advises one to ignore the grey areas under the
curve:
57
58
59

𝐸𝑈(𝐵)𝑝𝑑 = 0.51 ⋅ 10 = 5.1.
𝐸𝑈(𝐴)𝑝𝑑 = 0.51 ⋅ 10 = 5.1.
Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §2.3).
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Probability

Tail Discounting

Worst

𝑡

𝑡
Possible Outcomes

Best

(ordered by preference)

Call the outcomes that fall in the middle of the distribution of possible outcomes
‘normal outcomes’. An outcome is normal if and only if there is a non-negligible
probability of getting at least and at most as good an outcome.60 Tail Discounting
then states the following:
Tail Discounting: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and only if
• 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 > 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 or
• 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 = 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋) ≥ 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 ),
where 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 are obtained by conditionalizing on
the supposition that some normal outcome occurs.61
60

For example, in the St. Petersburg game, all payoffs up to some large payoff 𝑜 are normal,
where 𝑜 depends on one’s discounting threshold.
61
Formally this view states the following:
Tail Discounting (formal): In order to determine 𝐸𝑈(𝑋)𝑝𝑑 , first order the possible outcomes of some prospect 𝑋 from the least to the most preferred. Then, conditionalize on obtaining some outcome in the middle part of the distribution such
that the following necessary conditions hold for all outcomes 𝑜 that are not ignored:
i The probability of obtaining an outcome that is at least as good as 𝑜 is above
the discounting threshold and
ii the probability of obtaining an outcome that is at most as good as 𝑜 is above
the discounting threshold.
If some outcome 𝑜 fulfills the above necessary conditions, and
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Tail Discounting has the advantage over Absolutist Stochastic Discounting that
it does not require an objective neutral level. However, similarly to Absolutist
Stochastic Discounting, Tail Discounting recommends paying the mugger in Pascal’s Mugging if there is a non-negligible probability of obtaining an outcome at
least as great as a thousand quadrillion happy days. This is because then a thousand quadrillion happy days falls in the middle part of the distribution of possible
outcomes, which is not ignored.62
Again, recall the earlier violations of Statewise and Stochastic Dominance (Lexical Statewise Dominance Violation, Random Number and Two Coins). Tail Discounting also implies that 𝐵 is better than 𝐴. 𝐵 gives nothing with a 0.49 probability, $10 with a 0.49 probability and $100 with a 0.02 probability. Consequently,
its probability-discounted expected utility is 𝐸𝑈 (𝐵)𝑝𝑑 ≈ 5.1.63 𝐴 in turn gives
• the probability of obtaining an outcome that is better than 𝑜 is below the discounting threshold, then decrease the probability of obtaining 𝑜 until the total
discounted probability of outcomes that are at least as good as 𝑜 equals the
discounting threshold (and conditionalize to make sure the remaining probabilities add up to 1), and
• if the probability of obtaining an outcome that is worse than 𝑜 is below the discounting threshold, then decrease the probability of obtaining 𝑜 until the total
discounted probability of outcomes that are at most as good as 𝑜 equals the
discounting threshold (and conditionalize to make sure the remaining probabilities add up to 1).
62
One might also make a version of Tail Discounting similar to Baseline Stochastic Discounting.
On this view—let’s call it Baseline Tail Discounting—one compares every prospect to a baseline
prospect as follows: First, calculate the difference in utilities a prospect makes in each state of the
world (compared to the baseline prospect). Then, order these differences from the greatest loss
to the greatest gain. Then, ignore the right and left tails of this distribution by conditionalization.
Also, one can make a version of Tail Discounting similar to Pairwise Stochastic Discounting (i.e.,
Pairwise Tail Discounting). On this view, one compares prospects pairwise instead of comparing
every prospect to a baseline prospect.
63
𝐸𝑈(𝐵)𝑝𝑑 = (0.49−0.01)/0.94⋅10 ≈ 5.1. The divisor ‘0.94’ comes from subtracting the
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nothing with probability 0.49, $10 with probability 0.5 and $100 with probability
0.01. So, its probability-discounted expected utility is also 𝐸𝑈 (𝐴)𝑝𝑑 ≈ 5.1.64 As 𝐴
and 𝐵 have equal probability-discounted expected utility, these prospects are then
compared by their expected utilities without discounting. 𝐵 has greater expected
utility than 𝐴 without discounting, so 𝐵 is better than 𝐴—and Tail Discounting
avoids the earlier violations of Statewise and Stochastic Dominance.
To summarize, I have discussed three versions of Probability Discounting in
this section. Absolutist Stochastic Discounting states that one should ignore the
possibility of a very high (or a very low) utility level in cases where the cumulative probability of such utility levels is below the discounting threshold. Baseline
Stochastic Discounting works similarly, but it operates on gains and losses instead
of final utilities. Finally, Tail Discounting states that one should ignore the ‘tails’ of
the distribution of possible outcomes of some prospect when these outcomes are
ordered from the least to the most preferred. All these views avoid the earlier violations of Statewise and Stochastic Dominance (and Acyclicity). However, next, I
will raise a diachronic problem for these views.
discounting threshold of 0.03 from both tails of the distribution. ‘0.01’ is subtracted from 0.49 to
make sure that the discounting threshold of 0.03 is ignored in the right tail as well; the probability
of obtaining $100 is 0.02, so merely ignoring the possibility of $100 would mean one ignores the
‘0.02 part’ of the right tail. More generally, on Tail Discounting, one discounts a little bit of each
‘tail’ with every prospect (until the discounting threshold is ignored from both tails). See footnote
61.
64
𝐸𝑈(𝐴)𝑝𝑑 = (0.5 − 0.02)/0.94 ⋅ 10 ≈ 5.1.
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5

Independence

This section shows that Stochastic and Tail Discounting violate the axiom of Independence.65 As a result of this violation, these views are vulnerable to exploitation
by a money pump. In the next section, I discuss one possible way of avoiding exploitation by this money pump.

5.1

A violation of Independence

Both Stochastic and Tail Discounting violate the axiom of Independence. Let 𝑋𝑝𝑌
be a risky prospect with a 𝑝 chance of prospect 𝑋 obtaining and a 1 − 𝑝 chance of
prospect 𝑌 obtaining. Then, Independence states that
Independence:

If 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌, then 𝑋𝑝𝑍 ≻ 𝑌 𝑝𝑍 for all probabilities

𝑝 ∈ (0, 1].66
Informally, Independence is the idea that every outcome contributes to the value
of a prospect in a way that does not depend on the alternative outcomes.
The basic problem for Probability Discounting is that by mixing gambles, one
can arbitrarily reduce the probabilities of different states or outcomes within the
compound lottery until these probabilities end up below the discounting threshold. Therefore, mixtures of gambles can end up being valued differently than the
gambles that are mixed together. For example, consider the following case:
65

As these views differ from Expected Utility Theory, they must violate at least one of its axioms.
In addition to violating Independence, they also violate Continuity. See §1 in Chapter 5 of this
thesis.
66
Jensen (1967, p. 173).
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A Violation of Independence:
Prospect 𝐴 Certainly gives nothing.
Prospect 𝐵 Gives a 0.5 probability of $1 and otherwise −$1,000,000.
Prospect 𝐶 Certainly gives $1.
Next, let 𝑝 = 0.02. Then, we have the following mixed prospects (see table 10):
Prospect 𝐴𝑝𝐶 Gives a 0.98 probability of $1 and otherwise nothing.
Prospect 𝐵𝑝𝐶 Gives a 0.99 probability of $1 and a 0.01 probability
of −$1,000,000.
Table 10
A Violation of Independence
𝑝

𝐴𝑝𝐶
𝐵𝑝𝐶

0.01

0.01

0.98

$0
−$1,000,000

$0
$1

$1
$1

First, consider what Stochastic Discounting says about these prospects (Baseline and Absolutist Stochastic Discounting treat this case similarly if the agent possesses nothing when making this choice). Let the discounting threshold be 0.02.
𝐴𝑝𝐶 gives a 0.98 probability of gaining at least $1 (and otherwise nothing), so its
probability-discounted expected utility is 𝐸𝑈 (𝐴𝑝𝐶)𝑝𝑑 = 0.98. 𝐵𝑝𝐶, in turn,
gives a 0.99 probability of gaining at least $1 and a 0.01 probability of losing at least
$1,000,000. The probability of losing at least $1,000,000 is below the discounting
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threshold, so this possibility is ignored. Thus, 𝐵𝑝𝐶’s probability-discounted expected utility is 𝐸𝑈 (𝐵𝑝𝐶)𝑝𝑑 = 0.99. So, according to Stochastic Discounting,
𝐵𝑝𝐶 is better than 𝐴𝑝𝐶, given that its probability-discounted expected utility is
greater than 𝐴𝑝𝐶’s.
However, the difference between them is that 𝐴𝑝𝐶 gives a 0.02 probability of
nothing, while 𝐵𝑝𝐶 gives a 0.01 probability of gaining $1 and a 0.01 probability of
losing $1,000,000 instead (columns 1 and 2 in table 10). Note that 𝐵𝑝𝐶 is better
than 𝐴𝑝𝐶 no matter how bad the negative outcome is (in column 1) as long as the
good outcome (in column 2) is at least slightly positive.
Next, consider what Tail Discounting says about these prospects. Now let the
discounting threshold be 0.01. Then, Tail Discounting also implies that 𝐵𝑝𝐶 is
better than 𝐴𝑝𝐶. After ignoring both tails of the distribution of possible outcomes of 𝐴𝑝𝐶, it probability-discounted expected utility is 𝐸𝑈 (𝐴𝑝𝐶)𝑝𝑑 ≈ 0.99.67
And after ignoring the tails of the distribution of possible outcomes of 𝐵𝑝𝐶, its
probability-discounted expected utility is 𝐸𝑈 (𝐵𝑝𝐶)𝑝𝑑 = 1.68 Thus, we have that
𝐵𝑝𝐶 is better than 𝐴𝑝𝐶.
Some might consider this implication already worrisome on its own, but it is
also a violation of Independence—and there is a money pump against theories that
violate Independence.69 Both Stochastic and Tail Discounting consider 𝐴 better
than 𝐵. It is better to get nothing certainly than to take a 50–50 gamble between
gaining $1 and losing $1,000,000. Thus, we have the following violation of Inde67

(0.98 − 0.01)/0.98 ⋅ 1 ≈ 0.99.
(0.99 − 0.01)/0.98 ⋅ 1 = 1.
69
See Gustafsson (forthcoming, §5).
68
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pendence:
𝐴 ≻ 𝐵, and 𝐵𝑝𝐶 ≻ 𝐴𝑝𝐶 for some probability 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1].
This renders Stochastic and Tail Discounting vulnerable to exploitation by a money
pump for Independence.

5.2

The Independence Money Pump

A money-pump argument intends to show that agents who violate some alleged
requirement of rationality are vulnerable to making a combination of choices that
leads to a sure loss. If vulnerability to this kind of exploitation is a sign of irrationality, then Stochastic and Tail Discounting are untenable as theories of instrumental
rationality.
Consider the following decision problem:70

The Independence Money Pump
e
−

𝐵 𝑝𝐶

𝑝

𝐵−

1−𝑝

𝐶−

𝐴

𝐴

𝐵

𝐵

−

1
𝐵𝑝𝐶

e

𝑝

2

1−𝑝
−

−

𝐴 ≻ 𝐵, and 𝐵𝑝𝐶 ≻ 𝐵 𝑝𝐶 ≻ 𝐴𝑝𝐶.
70

𝐶

This money pump is from Gustafsson (2021, p. 31 n21). Also see Gustafsson (forthcoming,
§5), Hammond (1988b, pp. 292–293) and Hammond (1988a, pp. 43–45).
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In this decision tree, the squares represent choice nodes, and the circles represent
chance nodes. Going up at a choice node means accepting a trade, and going down
means refusing a trade.71 The agent starts with prospect 𝐵𝑝𝐶: a 0.99 probability of
$1 and a 0.01 probability of −$1,000,000. At node 1, they are offered a trade from
𝐵𝑝𝐶 to 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − , which is like 𝐵𝑝𝐶 except that the agent has 𝜖 less money. If the
agent turns down this trade and 𝐵𝑝𝐶 results in the agent going up at the chance
node 𝑒, the agent will be offered a trade from 𝐵 to 𝐴 at node 2. Both chance nodes
depend on the same chance event 𝑒.
An agent can use backward induction to reason about this case. This means that
they consider what they would choose at later choice nodes and take those predictions into account when making choices at earlier choice nodes.72 As the agent
prefers 𝐴 to 𝐵, they would accept the trade at node 2. They would rather certainly
get nothing than take a 50–50 gamble between gaining $1 and losing $1,000,000.
Then, by using backward induction at node 1, the prospect of turning down the
trade is effectively 𝐴𝑝𝐶, and the prospect of accepting the trade is 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − . Given
that the agent prefers 𝐵𝑝𝐶 over 𝐴𝑝𝐶, there must be some price they would be willing to pay to get the former rather than the latter. So, there is some 𝜖 amount of
money such that the agent prefers 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − over 𝐴𝑝𝐶. Then, for some 𝜖, they go up
at node 1. However, they then end up with 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − , even though they could have
kept 𝐵𝑝𝐶 had they gone down at both choice nodes.73 They have given up money
71

Rabinowicz (2008, p. 152).
Selten (1975) and Rosenthal (1981, p. 95).
73
Note that if one accepts a baseline or pairwise version of Stochastic or Tail Discounting, then
the fact that the agent starts with 𝐵𝑝𝐶 might matter. For example, if 𝐵𝑝𝐶 is considered the baseline prospect, then according to the baseline versions, the value of 𝐴𝑝𝐶 is calculated by comparing
72
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for the exploiter.
Furthermore, as the chance nodes depend on the same event, the prospect of
going up at node 1 is statewise dominated by the prospect of going down at both
choice nodes. Let a plan be a specification of a sequence of choices to be taken by
an agent at each choice node that can be reached from that node while following
this specification. Stochastic and Tail Discounting advise that an agent make a plan
that results in a worse outcome in every state than another available plan. This is a
violation of a sequential version of Statewise Dominance:
Sequential Statewise Dominance:

If the outcome of plan 𝑋 is at

least as preferred as the outcome of plan 𝑌 in all states, and the outcome of 𝑋 is strictly preferred to the outcome of 𝑌 in some possible
state, then 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌.
Moreover, by choosing 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − , the agent has paid to give up their power to choose
𝐴 rather than 𝐵 if event 𝑒 occurs. The agent has therefore paid for having their
freedom of choice taken away from them.74
To summarize, Stochastic and Tail Discounting violate Independence—and in
a particularly counterintuitive way.75 The violation of Independence is particuit to 𝐵𝑝𝐶 in every state. In the state in which event 𝑒 does not happen, both prospects result in 𝐶.
Thus, the value of 𝐴𝑝𝐶 in that state is zero. Compared to 𝐵𝑝𝐶, 𝐴𝑝𝐶 gives a 0.01 probability of
gaining a million, a 0.01 probability of losing $1, and otherwise, it gives nothing. Consequently, its
probability-discounted expected utility is 𝐸𝑈(𝐴𝑝𝐶)𝑝𝑑 = 0. These prospects are then compared
by their expected utilities without discounting. Consequently, 𝐴𝑝𝐶 is better than 𝐵𝑝𝐶—and we
have avoided the Independence violation. However, if the agent does not start with 𝐵𝑝𝐶 but instead is offered 𝐵𝑝𝐶, then they would choose 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − for the reasons explained in the main text.
They have therefore chosen a dominated prospect.
74
Rabinowicz (2021, pp. 530–531).
75
Stochastic and Tail Discounting also violate the following version of Independence:
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larly counterintuitive because 𝐵𝑝𝐶 is considered better than 𝐴𝑝𝐶 no matter how
bad the negative outcome (losing $1,000,000) is. In addition, this implication renders those who accept these views vulnerable to exploitation in the Independence
Money Pump. Next, I will discuss one possible way of avoiding exploitation in this
case.

6

Avoiding exploitation in the Independence Money
Pump

Those who accept Stochastic or Tail Discounting might avoid exploitation in the
Independence Money Pump if they use policies of decision-making that prevent
dynamic inconsistency. One such decision policy is Resolute Choice.76 However,
I will show that using Resolute Choice in the Independence Money Pump leads to
Independence for Constant Outcome: For all probabilities 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1], 𝑋𝑝𝑈 ≻
𝑌 𝑝𝑈 if and only if 𝑌 𝑝𝑉 ≻ 𝑋𝑝𝑉 (McClennen, 1990, p. 45).
In addition to the earlier prospects 𝐴𝑝𝐶 and 𝐵𝑝𝐶, consider the following prospects:
A Violation of Independence for Constant Outcome:
Prospect 𝐴𝑝𝐷

Gives a 0.98 probability of −$1,000,000 and otherwise nothing.

Prospect 𝐵𝑝𝐷
$1.

Gives a 0.99 probability of −$1,000,000 and a 0.01 probability of

Both Stochastic and Tail Discounting imply that 𝐵𝑝𝐶 is better than 𝐴𝑝𝐶, but 𝐴𝑝𝐷 is better than 𝐵𝑝𝐷. For example, according to Stochastic Discounting, 𝐸𝑈(𝐴𝑝𝐷)𝑝𝑑 = 0.98 ⋅
(−1, 000, 000) = −980, 000 and 𝐸𝑈(𝐵𝑝𝐷)𝑝𝑑 = 0.99 ⋅ (−1, 000, 000) = −990, 000
(with a discounting threshold of 0.02). There is also a money-pump argument against preferences
like this. See Gustafsson (forthcoming, §5) and Raiffa (1968, pp. 83–85).
76
Backward induction was initially proposed as a decision policy to avoid exploitation. However, as we saw earlier, backward induction got one in trouble in the Independence Money Pump.
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untenable results. Furthermore, I will argue that even if there is a way of avoiding exploitation in the Independence Money Pump, Stochastic and Tail Discounting cannot escape the untenable implication they face if combined with Resolute
Choice. This makes them (and Probability Discounting more generally) less plausible as theories of instrumental rationality.
A resolute agent chooses in accordance with any plan they have adopted earlier
as long as nothing unexpected has happened since the adoption of the plan.77 Resolute Choice violates Decision-Tree Separability, which states that what is rational
at a choice node does not depend on what has happened in the past—only the future matters. With Resolute Choice, one can commit to choosing 𝐵𝑝𝐶 at node 1
of the Independence Money Pump and then stick to that plan. One then makes
a plan that one will not trade 𝐵 for 𝐴 at node 2, even though one would usually
prefer the latter prospect over the former one. But this seems wrong. Choosing 𝐵
over 𝐴 would mean choosing a 0.5 probability of losing $1,000,000 and otherwise
gaining $1 over certainty of nothing. No reasonable view recommends this.
However, someone might object that the whole point of Resolute Choice is that,
by adhering to a plan, the agent makes choices that they would view as unreasonable if they occurred outside the scope of the plan as stand-alone decisions. Therefore, the agent agrees that no reasonable view sanctions the choice if the choice
happens outside a plan. Their view is that such a choice can be reasonable when
licensed by adhering to the best available plan. However, choosing a 0.5 probabil77

Strotz (1955-1956) and McClennen (1990, pp. 12–13). See Steele (2007), Steele (2018) and
Gustafsson (forthcoming, §7) for criticism of Resolute Choice.
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ity of losing $1,000,000 and otherwise gaining $1 over certainty of nothing is beyond the scope of what is reasonable even for someone who is resolute. We might
also change the example so that one loses arbitrarily much instead of losing just
$1,000,000. Furthermore, the probability of this loss can be arbitrarily close to
1.78 It would not be rational to commit to choosing that prospect over certainty of
nothing. So, Resolute Choice is untenable in combination with Stochastic and Tail
Discounting as a solution to the Independence Money Pump.
Stochastic and Tail Discounting violate the axiom of Independence in a particularly counterintuitive way. This case is, therefore, worrisome independently of
the exploitation. The violation of Independence is particularly counterintuitive because 𝐵𝑝𝐶 is considered better than 𝐴𝑝𝐶 no matter how bad the negative outcome
(−$1,000,000) is as long as the good outcome ($1) is at least slightly positive.
Suppose that at node 1 of the Independence Money Pump, the agent is offered another option: to lock in their choice at node 2 without knowing whether 𝑒
has happened. Stochastic and Tail Discounting would recommend locking in the
choice of 𝐵 because then, at node 1, the agent faces 𝐵𝑝𝐶, which is better than 𝐴𝑝𝐶
and 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − . However, this seems wrong. First, this would mean that the agent
willingly avoids costless information by locking in their choice at node 2 without
knowing whether 𝑒 has happened.79 More importantly, they would lock in the
78

For example, let 𝐵𝑝𝐶 be a prospect that gives a 0.02 − 𝜖 probability of losing arbitrarily
much; otherwise, it gives $1 (probability 0.98 + 𝜖). Then, 𝐵𝑝𝐶 would still be better than 𝐴𝑝𝐶
because it gives a higher probability of $1. However, prospect 𝐵 would almost certainly give an
arbitrarily large loss and only a small probability of $1.
79
More generally, agents who violate Independence avoid costless information. See for example
Wakker (1988), Hilton (1990) and Machina (1989, p. 1638–1639).
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choice of a lottery that gives a 0.5 probability of −$1,000,000 and otherwise $1 (𝐵)
over certainty of nothing (𝐴). Limiting one’s future choices in this way seems irrational. Even if the agent does not accept Resolute Choice, they would still lock in
the same choice of 𝐵 over 𝐴 if offered the option at node 1. This makes Probability
Discounting less plausible even if some decision policy helps probability discounters avoid exploitation in the Independence Money Pump. Even absent exploitation, choosing 𝐵 over 𝐴, or locking in the choice of 𝐵 over 𝐴, seems irrational.80
To summarize, those who accept Stochastic or Tail Discounting might be able
to avoid exploitation in the Independence Money Pump if they use policies of
decision-making that prevent dynamic inconsistency. I have argued that these
views give untenable recommendations if combined with Resolute Choice. I also
argued that even if there is a way of avoiding exploitation in the Independence
Money Pump), Stochastic and Tail Discounting cannot avoid the untenable result
they face if combined with Resolute Choice. This makes them—and Probability
Discounting more generally—less plausible as theories of instrumental rationality.81
80

However, some might argue that saying that it is irrational to lock in 𝐵 over 𝐴 in this context simply amounts to saying that it is irrational to prefer 𝐵𝑝𝐶 to 𝐴𝑝𝐶—which is begging the
question.
81
What should one do now? One could, for example, bite the bullet and accept one version
of Probability Discounting discussed in this chapter, find a more plausible version of Probability
Discounting, bound utilities, conditionalize on one’s knowledge before maximizing expected utility (see for example Francis and Kosonen [n.d.]) or accept Probability Fanaticism (see for example
Beckstead and Thomas [2020] and Wilkinson [2022]). However, note that, independently of Probability Discounting, agents with unbounded utilities are also vulnerable to money pumps because
they violate countable generalizations of the Independence axiom. See Russell and Isaacs (2021).
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7

Conclusion

Maximizing expected utility implies counterintuitive choices in cases that involve
tiny probabilities of huge payoffs. In response to such cases, some have argued
that we should deviate from Expected Utility Theory by discounting small probabilities to zero. I have discussed how exactly this view can be formulated. First, I
argued that less plausible versions of Probability Discounting violate dominance.
More specifically, I showed that Naive Discounting, Lexical Discounting and Baseline State Discounting violate Statewise Dominance. I also showed that Pairwise
State Discounting violates Stochastic Dominance and Acyclicity within choice sets
and that Set-Dependent State Discounting violates Pairwise Acyclicity, Contraction and Expansion Consistency and Stochastic Dominance.
Then, I showed that more plausible versions of Probability Discounting, namely
Stochastic Discounting and Tail Discounting, avoid these dominance violations.
However, they violate the axiom of Independence and do so in a particularly counterintuitive way. As a result of this violation, those who accept these views can be
exploited in the Independence Money Pump. I then argued that these views cannot
use Resolute Choice to avoid exploitation because this would have untenable implications. Lastly, I argued that even if there is a way of avoiding exploitation in the
Independence Money Pump, Stochastic and Tail Discounting cannot avoid the untenable result they face if combined with Resolute Choice. This makes them—and
Probability Discounting more generally—less plausible as theories of instrumental rationality. All in all, I have discussed possible ways of formulating Probability
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Discounting. All of these theories have significant problems, and it is yet to be seen
whether there is a perfectly rational, reasonable decision theory that deviates from
Expected Utility Theory by discounting small probabilities down to zero.
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Chapter 5
Probability Discounting
and Money Pumps∗
abstract: In response to cases that involve very small probabilities of huge
payoffs, some argue that we ought to discount very small probabilities down
to zero. However, this chapter shows that doing so violates Independence and
Continuity, and as a result of these violations, those who discount small probabilities can be exploited by money pumps. Various possible ways of avoiding
exploitation will be discussed. However, echoing the previous chapter, this
chapter concludes that the money pump for Independence undermines the
plausibility of discounting small probabilities.

On the standard decision theory, a rational agent always maximizes expected utility. However, this seems to lead to counterintuitive choices in cases that involve
very small probabilities of huge payoffs. Consider, for example, the following case:1
∗

I wish to thank Andreas Mogensen and Teruji Thomas for valuable feedback and discussions.
Bostrom (2009). This case is based on informal discussions by different people, including
Eliezer Yudkowsky (2007). Another case that involves very small probabilities of huge payoffs is
the St. Petersburg game. See for example Peterson (2020).
1
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Pascal’s Mugging: Someone approaches Pascal and claims to be an
Operator from the Seventh Dimension. The stranger promises to perform magic that will give Pascal a thousand quadrillion happy days in
the Seventh Dimension if Pascal pays the mugger ten livres—money
that the mugger will use for helping orphans in the Seventh Dimension.
Pascal thinks the probability of the mugger telling the truth is very low. However,
the potential payoff is so high that the expected utility of paying the mugger is
positive. Furthermore, as long as Pascal has a non-zero credence in the proposition
that the mugger is able and willing to reward him with any finite amount of utility,
the mugger can increase the payoff until the offer has positive expected utility.2
At some point, maximizing expected utility (with unbounded utilities) requires
paying the mugger. And more generally, it leads to
Probability Fanaticism: For any tiny probability 𝑝 > 0, and for any
finite utility 𝑢, there is some large enough utility 𝑈 such that probability 𝑝 of 𝑈 (and otherwise nothing) is better than certainty of 𝑢.3
In response to cases like this, some have argued that we ought to discount very
small probabilities down to zero—let’s call this Probability Discounting. For example, Monton (2019) argues that one ought to discount very small probabilities
down to zero, while Smith (2014) argues that it is rationally permissible, but not re2

This may not be possible if utility is bounded as standard axiomatizations of expected utility
maximization require. See for example Kreps (1988, p. 63) and §1 and §2.1 in Chapter 1 of this
thesis.
3
Wilkinson (2022, p.449).
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quired, to do so.4 There are many ways of making Probability Discounting precise.
Let 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 mean that 𝑋 is at least as preferred as 𝑌. Also, let 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 denote
the expected utility of prospect 𝑋 when small probabilities have been discounted
down to zero (read as ‘the probability-discounted expected utility of 𝑋’). Also,
let a negligible probability be a probability below the discounting threshold, that is,
a probability that should be discounted down to zero. Then, one of the simplest
versions of Probability Discounting—let’s call it Naive Discounting—states:5
Naive Discounting: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and only
if 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 ≥ 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 , where 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 are obtained by conditionalizing on the supposition that some outcome of
non-negligible probability occurs.
Given that Probability Discounting differs from Expected Utility Theory, it has
to violate at least one of the following axioms that together entail Expected Utility
Theory: Completeness, Transitivity, Independence and Continuity.6 Furthermore,
violating these axioms renders probability discounters vulnerable to exploitation
4

Smith argues that discounting small probabilities allows one to get a reasonable expected utility for the Pasadena game (see [Nover and Hájek 2004]). On Smith’s view, the discounting threshold could be chosen lower than any relevant probability in cases that involve finitely many possible
outcomes. So, in effect, discounting small probabilities might not apply to cases involving a finite
number of possible outcomes. See Hájek (2014), Isaacs (2016) and Lundgren and Stefánsson (2020)
for criticism of discounting small probabilities. Also see Beckstead (2013, ch. 6), Beckstead and
Thomas (2020), Goodsell (2021), Russell and Isaacs (2021), Russell (2021) and Wilkinson (2022)
for discussions of issues surrounding Probability Fanaticism.
5
See Chapter 4 for a discussion of some possible versions of Probability Discounting.
6
von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947), Jensen (1967, pp. 172–182) and Hammond (1998,
pp. 152–164). This chapter assumes the von Neumann-Morgenstern framework with its lotteries
with given probabilities, rather than the Savage framework, where subjective probabilities must be
constructed alongside utilities, requiring the use of a different and more expansive set of axioms.
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as there are money-pump arguments for each of these axioms.7
This chapter shows that some versions of Probability Discounting, such as Naive
Discounting, violate Independence and Continuity. They are therefore vulnerable
to exploitation in the money pumps for Independence and Continuity.8 Here’s the
structure of the chapter: §1 discusses three ways in which Probability Discounting might violate Continuity. This section also shows that probability discounters
are vulnerable to exploitation in a money pump for Continuity. Lastly, it discusses
some ways of avoiding exploitation in that case. §2 shows that Probability Discounting violates Independence. As a result, probability discounters are vulnerable
to exploitation in a money pump for Independence. §3 discusses possible ways of
avoiding exploitation in the Independence Money Pump. It concludes that there is
no plausible way to do this. The chapter concludes that the Independence Money
Pump greatly undermines the plausibility of Probability Discounting.

1

Continuity

This section discusses three ways in which Probability Discounting might violate
Continuity. First, it shows that views that discount probabilities below some discounting threshold violate Continuity. Next, it shows that views that discount
7

Gustafsson (forthcoming). It has also been argued that even agents who conform to Expected
Utility Theory can be exploited in some cases with an infinite series of trade offers. Gustafsson
(forthcoming, §8) argues that such agents can avoid exploitation if they use backward induction.
8
Isaacs (2016) also presents a problem for probability discounters in a dynamic context, to
which Smith (2016) and Monton (2019) respond by arguing that relevantly similar choices ought
to be evaluated collectively. This response does not help avoid exploitation in the cases discussed
in this chapter.
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probabilities up to some discounting threshold violate another version of Continuity. Finally, it shows that views that ignore very-small-probability outcomes must
violate either Continuity or Statewise Dominance.9 As a result of violating Continuity, Probability Discounting is vulnerable to exploitation in a money pump for
Continuity. Some ways of avoiding exploitation in this money pump will be discussed.

1.1

The Continuity Money Pump

As mentioned earlier, Continuity is one of the axioms that together entail Expected
Utility Theory. Let 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 mean that 𝑋 is strictly preferred (or simply ‘preferred’)
to 𝑌.10 Also, let 𝑋𝑝𝑌 be a risky prospect with a 𝑝 chance of prospect 𝑋 obtaining
and a 1 − 𝑝 chance of prospect 𝑌 obtaining. Continuity then states the following:
Continuity: If 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 ≻ 𝑍, then there are probabilities 𝑝 and 𝑞 ∈
(0, 1) such that 𝑋𝑝𝑍 ≻ 𝑌 ≻ 𝑋𝑞𝑍.
Views that discount probabilities below some threshold violate Continuity. To see
how the Continuity violation happens, consider the following prospects:11
Continuity Violation:
9

Instead of ignoring very-small-probability outcomes, one might ignore very-small-probability
states. See §3 in Chapter 4 of this thesis on State Discounting.
10
Some prospect 𝑋 is strictly preferred to another prospect 𝑌 when 𝑋 is weakly preferred to 𝑌,
but 𝑌 is not weakly preferred to 𝑋.
11
Naive Discounting, Lexical Discounting, State Discounting, Stochastic Discounting and Tail
Discounting (discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis) all violate Continuity in this case (if the discounting threshold is the lowest probability not discounted down to zero).
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Prospect 𝐴𝑡

Gives probability 𝑡 of some very good outcome (and

otherwise nothing).
Prospect 𝐵 Certainly gives a good outcome.
Prospect 𝐶 Certainly gives nothing.
Let 𝑡 be the discounting threshold. Then, all probabilities less than 𝑡 will be discounted down to zero, but probabilities at least as great as 𝑡 will not be discounted.
Also, suppose that 𝐴𝑡 is better than 𝐵, which is better than 𝐶; a non-negligible
probability of a very good outcome (and otherwise nothing) is better than a certain good outcome, which is better than certainly getting nothing.
Next, consider the following mixed lottery (see table 1):
Prospect 𝐴𝑡 𝑝𝐶

Gives probability 𝑝 of 𝐴𝑡 and probability 1 − 𝑝 of 𝐶

(i.e., probability 𝑡 ⋅ 𝑝 of a very good outcome and otherwise nothing).
Given that 𝑡 is the discounting threshold, 𝑡 multiplied by any probability 𝑝 < 1
must be below the discounting threshold. Consequently, 𝑡 ⋅ 𝑝 is discounted down
to zero, and 𝐴𝑡 𝑝𝐶 only gives a negligible probability of a positive outcome. And,
given that 𝐵 certainly gives a good outcome, 𝐵 must be better than 𝐴𝑡 𝑝𝐶 for all
probabilities 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1). So, now we have that 𝐴𝑡 is better than 𝐵, which is better than 𝐶, but 𝐵 is better than 𝐴𝑡 𝑝𝐶 for all probabilities 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1)—which is a
violation of Continuity.
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Table 1

A Violation of Continuity
𝐴𝑡 𝑝𝐶
𝐵

𝑝⋅𝑡

1−𝑝⋅𝑡

Very good
Good

Nothing
Good

There is also a money-pump argument for Continuity. A money-pump argument intends to show that agents who violate some alleged requirement of rationality would make a combination of choices that lead to a sure loss. In so far as
vulnerability to this kind of exploitation is a sign of irrationality, Probability Discounting is untenable as a theory of instrumental rationality. The money-pump
argument for Continuity goes as follows:12

The Continuity Money Pump
(𝑡 very good −𝜖;

𝐴−
𝑡
1 − 𝑡 nothing −𝜖)

𝐴−
𝑡
1

𝐴𝑡

(𝑡 very good;
1 − 𝑡 nothing)

1−𝑞

𝐶

(Nothing)

𝑞
𝐴𝑡 𝑞𝐶

𝐴𝑡

𝐴𝑡 ≻ 𝐴−
𝑡 ≻ 𝐴𝑡 𝑝𝐶 for all probabilities 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1).
In this decision tree, the square represents a choice node and the circle represents a
chance node. Going up at a choice node means accepting a trade and going down
means refusing a trade.13 The agent starts with 𝐴𝑡 𝑞𝐶. 𝐴𝑡 𝑞𝐶 is arbitrarily similar
12

See Gustafsson (forthcoming, §6). Gustafsson calls this the Lexi-Pessimist Money Pump.
Gustafsson (forthcoming, §6) also presents another money pump against preferences that violate
Continuity in a different way.
13
Rabinowicz (2008, p. 152).
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to 𝐴𝑡 ; it results in the same outcome as 𝐴𝑡 with a probability arbitrarily close to
one. However, no matter how close 𝑞 is to one, 𝐴𝑡 𝑞𝐶 will only give a negligible
probability of a positive outcome. Next, the agent is offered 𝐴−
𝑡 in exchange for
−
𝐴𝑡 𝑞𝐶. 𝐴−
𝑡 is like 𝐴𝑡 except that the agent has some amount 𝜖 less money. 𝐴𝑡 gives

the threshold probability of a positive outcome, while 𝐴𝑡 𝑞𝐶 only gives a negligible
probability of a positive outcome. Thus, the agent prefers 𝐴−
𝑡 over 𝐴𝑡 𝑞𝐶, no matter
how close 𝑞 is to one. Consequently, the agent accepts the trade. However, this
means that the exploiter gets a fixed payment with only an arbitrarily small chance
of having to give up anything. The situation is therefore arbitrarily close to pure
exploitation.
To summarize, views on which all probabilities below some discounting threshold are ignored violate Continuity, and they are therefore vulnerable to exploitation
in the Continuity Money Pump.

1.2

Mixture Continuity

The previous Continuity violation happens because the discounting threshold multiplied by any probability below one results in a probability below the discounting
threshold. This happens because the discounting threshold is the lowest probability
not discounted down to zero. Hence, the set of non-discounted values is closed (i.e.,
it is an interval of the form [t, 1]). However, instead of the discounting threshold
being the lowest probability not discounted down to zero, it might be the highest
probability that is discounted. In that case, there is no lowest non-negligible probability, and the set of non-discounted values is open on one side (i.e., it is an interval
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of the form (t, 1]). So, 𝐴𝑡 will only have positive probability-discounted expected
utility if it gives at least a 𝑡 + 𝜀 probability of a positive outcome, where 𝜀 is positive
but arbitrarily close to zero. But in that case, one can always find some probability 𝑝 (that may be very close to one), such that 𝑝(𝑡 + 𝜀) > 𝑡. In other words, for
all probabilities above the discounting threshold, there is some probability 𝑝 such
that their product is still above the discounting threshold. Consequently, Probability Discounting can avoid the previous violation of Continuity by letting the
discounting threshold be the highest probability discounted down to zero.
However, this view violates another version of Continuity:
Mixture Continuity:

For all prospects 𝑋, 𝑌 and 𝑍, the set of proba-

bilities { 𝑝 ∈ [0, 1] } with property 𝑋𝑝𝑍 ≿ 𝑌 and the set of probabilities { 𝑞 ∈ [0, 1] } with property 𝑌 ≿ 𝑋𝑞𝑍 are closed.14
In effect, this principle states that if prospect 𝑋𝑝𝑍 is at least as good as prospect 𝑌
with some probability 𝑝, then there must be some highest and some lowest probability with which 𝑋𝑝𝑍 is at least as good as 𝑌. (Similarly, if prospect 𝑌 is at least as
good as prospect 𝑋𝑞𝑍, then there must be some highest and some lowest probability with which 𝑌 is at least as good as 𝑋𝑞𝑍). To see how the view under consideration violates Mixture Continuity, consider the following prospects:15
14

This is axiom 2 in Herstein and Milnor (1953, p. 293). Another way to state Mixture Continuity
is as follows: If lim𝑖→∞ 𝑝𝑖 = 𝑝 and each 𝑋𝑝𝑖 𝑍 ≿ 𝑌, then 𝑋𝑝𝑍 ≿ 𝑌. Similarly, if lim𝑖→∞ 𝑝𝑖 =
𝑝 and 𝑌 ≿ 𝑋𝑝𝑖 𝑍, then 𝑌 ≿ 𝑋𝑝𝑍.
15
This case is also a violation of the following version of Continuity that can be derived from
Mixture Continuity (Herstein and Milnor, 1953, pp. 293–294):
Continuity (weak-preference):
(0, 1) such that 𝑌 ∼ 𝑋𝑝𝑍.

If 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 ≿ 𝑍, then there is a probability 𝑝 ∈
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Mixture Continuity Violation:
Prospect 𝐴 Certainly gives a very good outcome.
Prospect 𝐵 Certainly gives a good outcome.
Prospect 𝐶 Certainly gives nothing.
In this case, 𝐴 is better than 𝐵, which is better than 𝐶. Moreover, suppose that the
very good outcome is sufficiently great so that 𝐴𝑝𝐶 is at least as good as 𝐵 for all
𝑝 > 𝑡. Given that 𝑡 is discounted down to zero, it is not the case that 𝐴𝑡𝐶 is at
least as good as 𝐵. So, there is no lowest probability 𝑝 with which 𝐴𝑝𝐶 is at least as
good as 𝐵. For all 𝑝 > 𝑡, 𝐴𝑝𝐶 is at least as great as 𝐵; when 𝑝 = 𝑡, 𝐴𝑝𝐶 is worse
than 𝐵. This is a violation of Mixture Continuity.16
Furthermore, even though this view avoids the first Continuity violation, it is
still vulnerable to the Continuity Money Pump. Let 𝐴𝑡+𝜀 be a prospect that gives a
probability 𝑡+𝜀 of a very good outcome (and otherwise it gives nothing). 𝐴𝑡+𝜀 has
positive probability-discounted expected utility for all 𝜀 > 0, no matter how close
𝜀 is to zero. Also, let 𝐴𝑡+𝜀 𝑝𝐶 be a prospect that gives a probability 𝑝(𝑡+𝜀) of a very
good outcome (and otherwise it gives nothing). If 𝜀 is very close to zero, 𝐴𝑡+𝜀 𝑝𝐶
will only have positive probability-discounted expected utility if 𝑝 is very close to
one—otherwise the probability of a positive outcome would be at most 𝑡, and thus,
In Mixture Continuity Violation, 𝐴 is better than 𝐵, which is better than 𝐶. However, there is no
probability 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1) such that 𝐵 ∼ 𝐴𝑝𝐶. When 𝑝 > 𝑡, 𝐴𝑝𝐶 is better than 𝐵 (we can suppose
so); when 𝑝 ≤ 𝑡, 𝐴𝑝𝐶 is worse than 𝐵 because it only gives a negligible probability of a positive
outcome.
16
As before, Naive Discounting, Lexical Discounting, State Discounting, Stochastic Discounting
and Tail Discounting all violate Mixture Continuity in this way (if the discounting threshold is the
highest probability discounted down to zero).
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discounted down to zero. As 𝜀 can be arbitrarily close to zero, 𝐴𝑡+𝜀 𝑝𝐶 does not
have positive probability-discounted expected utility with probabilities arbitrarily
close to one; as long as 𝑝(𝑡+𝜀) is at most 𝑡, 𝐴𝑡+𝜀 𝑝𝐶 is at most marginally better than
nothing. Consequently, even when 𝑝 is very close to one, probability discounters
would be willing to pay some fixed amount in order to trade 𝐴𝑡+𝜀 𝑝𝐶 for 𝐴𝑡+𝜀 in
the Continuity Money Pump. So, if we fix 𝑝, no matter how close to one, we can find
a version of the Continuity Money Pump where the exploiter wins with probability
𝑝 as long as we choose 𝜀 sufficiently close to zero. Therefore, an exploiter can get
a fixed payment (up to the value of 𝐴𝑡+𝜀 ) from the agent with only an arbitrarily
small chance (1 − 𝑝) of having to give up anything.
To summarize, views on which probabilities up to some discounting threshold
are ignored violate Mixture Continuity. They are also vulnerable to exploitation in
the Continuity Money Pump.

1.3

Continuity and Statewise Dominance

As discussed earlier, Continuity violations can be avoided by using an open set of
non-discounted probabilities (although this does not help avoid violations of Mixture Continuity). However, I will show that Probability Discounting must violate
either Continuity or Statewise Dominance. Consider the following prospects (see
table 2):
Continuity or Statewise Dominance Violation:
Prospect 𝐷 Gives a very good outcome in state 1, a good outcome in
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state 2 and nothing in state 3.
Prospect 𝐷−−

Gives the same outcome as 𝐷 minus 𝜖 in state 1, a

good outcome in state 2 and nothing in state 3.
Prospect 𝐶 Certainly gives nothing.
Let the probability of state 1 be 𝑏, which is below the discounting threshold. Also,
let the probability of state 2 be 𝑎1 , which is above the discounting threshold. Finally,
let the probability of state 3 be 𝑎2 , which is also above the discounting threshold.
Table 2

A Violation of Continuity
or Statewise Dominance
State 1
𝑏<𝑡
𝐷
𝐷−−
𝐶

State 2
𝑎1 > 𝑡

State 3
𝑎2 > 𝑡

Very good
Good
Very good−𝜖
Good
Nothing
Nothing

Nothing
Nothing
Nothing

Given that the only difference between 𝐷 and 𝐷−− is what happens in a verysmall-probability state (i.e., state 1), 𝐷 and 𝐷−− have equal probability-discounted
expected utility. However, considering these prospects equally good would be a
violation of the following principle:17
17
Note that, strictly speaking, Statewise Dominance is undefined in the framework of decision
theory under risk (such as the von Neumann-Morgenstern framework), as this notion belongs to
decision theory under uncertainty, where there is an explicit underlying state space (such as in the
Savage framework).
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Statewise Dominance:

If the outcome of prospect 𝑋 is at least as

preferred as the outcome of prospect 𝑌 in all states, then 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌. Furthermore, if in addition the outcome of 𝑋 is strictly preferred to the
outcome of 𝑌 in some possible state, then 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌.18
In state 1, 𝐷 gives a better outcome than 𝐷−− , while in the other states, they give
the same outcomes. So, by Statewise Dominance, 𝐷 is better than 𝐷−− .
To avoid violating Statewise Dominance in this way, probability discounters
might use Statewise Dominance to rank prospects that have equal probabilitydiscounted expected utility.19 𝐷 would then be considered better than 𝐷−− , even
though their probability-discounted expected utilities are the same. However, this
will lead to a violation of Continuity. Consider the following mixed lottery:
Prospect 𝐷𝑝𝐶 Gives probability 𝑝 of 𝐷 and probability 1 − 𝑝 of 𝐶.
Any decrease in the probability of the good outcome in 𝐷 will make it the case that
𝐷’s probability-discounted expected utility is less than that of 𝐷−− . Thus, 𝐷𝑝𝐶’s
probability-discounted expected utility is less than that of 𝐷−− for all probabilities
𝑝 ∈ (0, 1). Consequently, 𝐷−− is better than 𝐷𝑝𝐶 for all probabilities 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1).
Now we have that 𝐷 is better than 𝐷−− , which is better than 𝐶, but 𝐷−− is better than 𝐷𝑝𝐶 for all probabilities 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1)—which is a violation of Continuity. So, using Statewise Dominance to rank prospects that have equal probabilitydiscounted expected utility leads to a violation of Continuity.
18
19

Savage (1951, p. 58) and Luce and Raiffa (1957, p. 287).
See Monton (2019, §7).
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However, one might argue that if 𝑝 is very close to one, the agent should ignore
the possibility of obtaining 𝐶 with 𝐷𝑝𝐶. After all, 1 − 𝑝 would then be below the
discounting threshold, and 𝐶 would have a negligible probability. Furthermore, we
might rank prospects that have equal probability-discounted expected utility with
their expected utilities (without discounting small probabilities).20 Consequently,
𝐷𝑝𝐶 would have the same probability-discounted expected utility as 𝐷 and 𝐷−− .
And, with some values of 𝑝, 𝐷𝑝𝐶 has greater expected utility (without discounting
small probabilities). So, if we rank prospects with their expected utilities without
discounting in cases where they have equal probability-discounted expected utility,
then 𝐷𝑝𝐶 is better than 𝐷−− with some probability 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1). Thus, there is
no violation of Continuity; it is not the case that 𝐷𝑝𝐶 is worse than 𝐷−− for all
𝑝 ∈ (0, 1).
However, if one ignores outcomes whose associated probabilities are below the
discounting threshold, then one should not ignore the possibility of obtaining 𝐶;
𝐶 certainly results in obtaining nothing, and 𝐷 gives a non-negligible probability
of obtaining nothing as well. As the probability of obtaining nothing with 𝐷𝑝𝐶 is
non-negligible, 𝐶 should not be ignored. Consequently, 𝐷𝑝𝐶 is worse than 𝐷−−
for all probabilities 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1)—and we have not avoided violating Continuity.
As long as one ignores outcomes whose associated probabilities are below the discounting threshold, one must violate Statewise Dominance or Continuity.21
20

See §2 in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Naive Discounting, Lexical Discounting, Stochastic Discounting and Tail Discounting violate
Continuity or Statewise Dominance in this way. However, if one accepts State Discounting, one
might be able to ignore the possibility of obtaining 𝐶 with 𝐷𝑝𝐶 if its associated state has a negligible probability. See §3 in Chapter 4 of this thesis on State Discounting. State Discounting might
21
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Preferences like this are also vulnerable to a money pump. However, this money
pump is not as profitable for the exploiter as the previous one because the exploiter
only gets a negligible probability of gaining something. Let 𝐷− be a prospect that
is like 𝐷 except that the agent has less money in state 1 (of table 2), but the outcome in state 1 is still preferred to the outcome of 𝐷−− in state 1. 𝐷, 𝐷− and
𝐷−− have equal probability-discounted expected utility. But, by Statewise Dominance, we have that 𝐷 is better than 𝐷− , which is better than 𝐷−− . The setup of
the money pump is similar to the Continuity Money Pump. The agent starts with
𝐷𝑞𝐶, which is arbitrarily similar to 𝐷. The agent is then offered 𝐷− in exchange
for 𝐷𝑞𝐶. The agent prefers 𝐷− to 𝐷𝑞𝐶, no matter how close 𝑞 is to one because
𝐷𝑞𝐶’s probability-discounted expected utility is less than that of 𝐷− ; any decrease
in the probability of a good outcome in 𝐷 will result in its probability-discounted
expected utility being lower than that of 𝐷− . Thus, the exploiter gets a negligible
probability of payment from the agent with only an arbitrarily small chance of having to give up anything. This money pump is not as profitable to the exploiter as
the previous ones because there is only a small probability that they will get the
payment. However, there is only an arbitrarily small probability that they will lose
something, so this scheme is still profitable to the exploiter in expectation.
therefore avoid violating Continuity—at least if the discounting threshold is the highest probability
discounted down to zero. However, it would still violate Mixture Continuity in the same way as
discussed in §1.2. Furthermore, the different versions of State Discounting violate either Acyclicity
or Statewise Dominance. See §3 in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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1.4

Vulnerability to the Continuity Money Pump

Probability discounters are vulnerable to exploitation in the Continuity Money
Pump because arbitrarily small increases in probability, from just below the discounting threshold to just above it, can make a large difference to the value of a
prospect. One partial solution would be to reduce probabilities just above the discounting threshold, but not all the way down to zero—let’s call this Regressive Discounting.22 Probability discounters would still choose 𝐴−
𝑡 in the Continuity Money
Pump. But they would not be willing to pay as much for it as they would without
reducing probabilities above the discounting threshold.
However, even if probabilities above the discounting threshold are reduced, it
may be possible to compensate for those reduced probabilities by increasing the
utility numbers.23 So, probability discounters would still pay a significant sum to
get 𝐴−
𝑡 instead of 𝐴𝑡 𝑞𝐶. Nevertheless, unlike in the Independence Money Pump
(discussed later), at least probability discounters would be paying for something,
namely, for a small increase in the probability of a positive outcome (from just below the discounting threshold to just above it). Therefore, this money pump is
not as worrisome as the Independence Money Pump.24 Furthermore, it might be
22

Reducing probabilities just above the discounting threshold is discussed in Monton (2019,
§6.3).
23
If utility is bounded, the expected utility of a 𝑡 chance of any positive outcome might be low.
However, then Probability Discounting would be redundant, as Expected Utility Theory would
no longer have counterintuitive implications in cases that involve very small probabilities of huge
payoffs—at least if the upper bound is not very high and the lower bound not very low.
24
Resolute Choice, Myopic Choice and Self-Regulation (discussed later) do not help in the Continuity Money Pump because this money pump is not dynamic like the Independence Money Pump.
Also, Avoid Exploitable Plans and Avoid Dominated Plans (discussed later) do not help avoid exploitation because 𝐴−
𝑡 is not dominated by 𝐴𝑡 𝑞𝐶 as these prospects give slightly different proba-
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argued that agents who maximize expected utility with an unbounded utility function are also vulnerable to schemes that are arbitrarily close to exploitation, and,
indeed, this is what Pascal’s Mugging illustrates. They will accept gambles that are
arbitrarily close to a certain loss as long as the payoff in the small-probability state
is great enough. However, unlike probability discounters, they will not pay a fixed
amount for arbitrarily small changes in probabilities. The Continuity Money Pump
illustrates how probability discounters, who wish to ignore very small probabilities,
do care a great deal about very small changes in probabilities.25,26
To summarize, this section discussed three ways in which Probability Discounting might violate Continuity. First, it showed that views that discount probabilities
below some threshold violate Continuity. Next, it showed that views that discount
probabilities up to some threshold violate Mixture Continuity. Lastly, it showed
that views that ignore very-small-probability outcomes must violate either Continuity or Statewise Dominance. Preferences that violate Continuity in these ways
are vulnerable to exploitation by a money pump. However, the Continuity Money
Pump is not as worrisome as the money pump for Independence because, in the
bilities.
25
Similarly, Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §3.3) point out that Probability Discounting implies
the following principle:
Threshold Timidity: There is some discounting threshold such that, for any finite,
positive payoffs 𝑥 and 𝑦, getting 𝑥 with probability below the threshold is never
better than getting 𝑦 with probability above the threshold—no matter how much
better 𝑥 is than 𝑦 and no matter how close together the two probabilities may be.
Threshold Timidity states that, close to the discounting threshold, decreasing probability is infinitely more important than increasing expected utility.
26
One possible response to the objection that probability discounters care about arbitrarily small
changes in probabilities is that the discounting threshold is vague.
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former, the agent is at least paying for something: a small increase in probability
from just below the discounting threshold to just above it. Next, I will discuss the
Independence Money Pump, which is a case of pure exploitation.

2

Independence

This section shows that Probability Discounting violates Independence. Then, it
shows how violating Independence renders probability discounters vulnerable to
exploitation in a money pump for Independence. §3 discusses possible ways of
avoiding exploitation in this case.

2.1

A violation of Independence

To see how Probability Discounting violates Independence, consider the following
prospects:27
Prospect 𝐴𝑞

Gives probability 𝑞 of some very good outcome (and

otherwise nothing).
Prospect 𝐵 Certainly gives a good outcome.
Prospect 𝐶 Certainly gives nothing.
Let 𝑞 be a probability that is above the discounting threshold but less than one.
Suppose that the very good outcome is sufficiently great so that 𝐴𝑞 is better than
27

Naive Discounting, Lexical Discounting, State Discounting, Stochastic Discounting and Tail
Discounting all violate Independence in this case. See §5 and 6 of Chapter 4 on the latter two views
and Independence.
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𝐵. Next, consider the following mixed lotteries (see table 3):
Independence Violation:
Prospect 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶

Gives a probability 𝑝 of 𝐴𝑞 and a probability 1 − 𝑝 of

𝐶 (i.e., probability 𝑝⋅𝑞 of a very good outcome and otherwise nothing).
Prospect 𝐵𝑝𝐶 Gives a probability 𝑝 of 𝐵 and a probability 1 − 𝑝 of
𝐶 (i.e., probability 𝑝 of a good outcome and otherwise nothing).
Given that 𝐵 certainly gives a positive outcome, while 𝐴𝑞 gives only a probability 𝑞
of a positive outcome, we can mix 𝐴𝑞 and 𝐵 with 𝐶 so that 𝐴𝑞 mixed with 𝐶 (i.e.,
𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶) gives only a negligible probability of a positive outcome but 𝐵 mixed with
𝐶 (i.e., 𝐵𝑝𝐶) gives a non-negligible probability of a positive outcome. This is so
because there must be some probability 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1) such that the result of 𝑞 multiplied by 𝑝 is below the discounting threshold, but 𝑝 itself is above that threshold.
Suppose that the outcomes in question are monetary and that the utility of money
equals the monetary amount. Then, there must be some 𝑝 such that the probabilitydiscounted expected utility of 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶 is zero, but 𝐵𝑝𝐶 has positive probabilitydiscounted expected utility. In that case, Probability Discounting judges 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶 to
be worse than 𝐵𝑝𝐶.
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Table 3

A Violation of Independence
𝑝
𝑝⋅𝑞

𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶 Very good
𝐵𝑝𝐶
Good

1−𝑝
𝑝(1 − 𝑞)

1−𝑝

Nothing
Good

Nothing
Nothing

Now, we have that 𝐴𝑞 is better than 𝐵, but 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶 is worse than 𝐵𝑝𝐶 for some
𝑝 ∈ (0, 1]. This is a violation of the following axiom of Expected Utility Theory:
Independence:

If 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌, then 𝑋𝑝𝑍 ≻ 𝑌 𝑝𝑍 for all probabilities

𝑝 ∈ (0, 1].28
Informally, Independence is the idea that a lottery’s contribution to the value of
a mixed lottery does not depend on the other lotteries. The previous violation of
Independence happens because, by mixing gambles together, one can reduce the
probabilities of states or outcomes until their probabilities end up below the discounting threshold. As 𝐴𝑞 gives a lower probability of a positive outcome than 𝐵
does, with some values of 𝑝, 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶 only gives a negligible probability of a positive
outcome, while 𝐵𝑝𝐶 still gives a non-negligible probability.
28

Jensen (1967, p. 173).
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2.2

The Independence Money Pump

Violating Independence renders probability discounters vulnerable to exploitation
in the Independence Money Pump. It goes as follows:29

The Independence Money Pump
e
−

𝐵 𝑝𝐶

𝑝
1−𝑝

𝐶 − (Nothing −𝜖)

𝐴𝑞

very good;
𝐴𝑞 (𝑞
1 − 𝑞 nothing)

𝐵

𝐵 (Good)

−

1
𝐵𝑝𝐶

e

𝑝

2

1−𝑝

𝐵− (Good −𝜖)

𝐶 (Nothing)
𝐴𝑞 ≻ 𝐵, and 𝐵𝑝𝐶 ≻ 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − ≻ 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶.
The agent starts with prospect 𝐵𝑝𝐶: probability 𝑝 of a good outcome and otherwise
nothing. At node 1, the agent is offered a trade from 𝐵𝑝𝐶 to 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − . 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − is
just like 𝐵𝑝𝐶 except that the agent has less money. If the agent turns down this
trade and 𝐵𝑝𝐶 results in the agent going up at chance node 𝑒, then at node 2, the
agent will be offered a trade from 𝐵 (certain good outcome) to 𝐴𝑞 (probability 𝑞 of
a very good outcome and otherwise nothing). Both chance nodes depend on the
same chance event 𝑒.
The agent can use backward induction to reason about this decision problem.
This means that the agent considers what they would choose at later choice nodes
and then takes those predictions into account when making choices at earlier choice
29

This money pump is from Gustafsson (2021, p. 31n21). Also see Hammond (1988a,
pp. 292–293), Hammond (1988b, pp. 43–45) and Gustafsson (forthcoming, §5).
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nodes.30 As the agent prefers 𝐴𝑞 to 𝐵, they would accept the trade at node 2. By
using backward induction at node 1, the agent can reason that the prospect of turning down the trade at node 1 is effectively 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶, and the prospect of accepting the
trade is 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − . Given that the agent prefers 𝐵𝑝𝐶 to 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶, it seems plausible
that there is some price 𝜖 that they would be willing to pay to get the former instead of the latter. So, the agent pays that price and ends up with 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − . But they
have ended up with 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − even though they could have kept 𝐵𝑝𝐶 for free had
they gone down at both choice nodes. Therefore, they have given up money for the
exploiter.31
To summarize, this section showed that Probability Discounting violates Independence. This Independence violation happens because, by mixing gambles
together, one can reduce the probabilities of states or outcomes until their associated probabilities are below the discounting threshold. As a result of violating
Independence, probability discounters are vulnerable to exploitation in the Independence Money Pump. The next section discusses some possible ways of avoiding
exploitation in this decision problem.
30

Selten (1975) and Rosenthal (1981, p. 95).
Also, as the chance nodes depend on the same event 𝑒, going up at node 1 is statewise dominated by going down at both choice nodes. See Gustafsson (forthcoming, §5).
31
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3

Avoiding exploitation in the Independence Money
Pump

This section discusses possible ways of avoiding exploitation in the Independence
Money Pump. It argues that none of the standard views, such as Resolute Choice
and Self-Regulation, work. It also argues that even if vulnerability to exploitation
is not a sign of irrationality, Probability Discounting has untenable implications
in a version of the Independence Money Pump that might result in a loss. But
before discussing Resolute Choice and Self-Regulation, I will begin by discussing
a foolish decision policy that nevertheless gives the right recommendation in the
Independence Money Pump.

3.1

Myopic Choice

One decision policy that might help probability discounters is Myopic Choice. Myopic Choice advises an agent to choose at each choice node the option that currently seems best with no regard to what one will choose at later choice nodes.32
But Myopic Choice is unjustifiable. It is irrational not to take one’s future choices
into account when making decisions. Nevertheless, one might be tempted to accept it as it gives the right recommendation in the Independence Money Pump.33
32

Strotz (1955-1956) and von Auer (1998, p. 111). Myopic Choice is distinct from Naive Choice,
on which one should choose the best available plan with no regard to whether one will in fact follow
that plan. Similarly as a resolute agent (and unlike a myopic chooser), a naive chooser makes plans.
However, unlike a resolute chooser, a naive chooser may not follow such plans.
33
Myopic Choice is subject to problems that have nothing to do with Probability Discounting. For example, suppose a myopic agent starts with prospect Bad, which they can exchange for
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If one accepts Myopic Choice, one will turn the offer down at node 1, thinking that
one is choosing 𝐵𝑝𝐶. But if one ends up in node 2, one will choose 𝐴𝑞 over 𝐵. So,
with Myopic Choice, one can avoid getting money pumped in the Independence
Money Pump.
However, probability discounters who use Myopic Choice are vulnerable to
monetary exploitation in another decision problem. Recall the earlier prospects
𝐴𝑞 , 𝐵 and 𝐶:
Prospect 𝐴𝑞

Gives probability 𝑞 of some very good outcome (and

otherwise nothing).
Prospect 𝐵 Certainly gives a good outcome.
Prospect 𝐶 Certainly gives nothing.
Now consider a reversed version of the Independence Money Pump:34
prospect Terrible. If they decide to do so, they are then offered prospect Excellent. A myopic chooser
would refuse Terrible, and thus, they would end up with Bad when they could have had Excellent.
However, probability discounters might accept some other (more plausible) principle that behaves
like Myopic Choice in the Independence Money Pump. For example, they could restrict Myopic
Choice to cases that include negligible probabilities.
34
Note that backward induction gets one out of trouble in this money pump; by backward in−
duction, accepting the trade at node 1 will effectively lead to prospect 𝐴−
𝑞 𝑝𝐶 , while rejecting the
offer leads to 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶. Therefore, one should reject the offer.
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The Reverse Independence Money Pump

𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 −

e

𝑝

2

𝐴−
𝑞

(𝑞 very good −𝜖;
𝐴−
𝑞 1 − 𝑞 nothing −𝜖)

𝐵−

𝐵− (Good −𝜖)

1−𝑝

𝐶 − (Nothing −𝜖)

1
𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶

e

𝑝

very good;
𝐴𝑞 (𝑞
1 − 𝑞 nothing)

1−𝑝

𝐶 (Nothing)

−
−
−
−
−
𝐴𝑞 ≻ 𝐴 −
𝑞 ≻ 𝐵 , and 𝐵 𝑝𝐶 ≻ 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶 ≻ 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶 .

Unlike in the Independence Money Pump, this time the agent starts with 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶.
At node 1, they are offered 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − , which is like 𝐵𝑝𝐶 except that the agent has 𝜖
less money. A myopic agent would choose 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − , given that they prefer it over
𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶; there should be some amount 𝜖 that the agent is willing to pay to get 𝐵𝑝𝐶
instead of 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶, given that they prefer the former. Then, if they end up in node 2,
−
−
they are offered 𝐴−
𝑞 in exchange for 𝐵 . 𝐴𝑞 is like 𝐴𝑞 except that the agent has 𝜖 less

money. Given that the agent prefers 𝐴𝑞 over 𝐵 (and 𝐵− ), it is again plausible that
they are willing to pay some amount to get 𝐴𝑞 instead of 𝐵 (or 𝐵− ). So, the agent
−
accepts the offer. They have now been money pumped; the agent chose 𝐴−
𝑞 𝑝𝐶

even though they could have kept 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶 for free by refusing the offer at node 1.
So, Myopic Choice makes probability discounters vulnerable to exploitation in a
reversed version of the Independence Money Pump.35
35

The following case—let’s call it Discounter’s Ruin—also suggests that Probability Discounting
should not be combined with Myopic Choice. Let the discounting threshold be (implausibly) just
below 0.01. Now consider the following prospects:
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3.2

Resolute Choice

Myopic Choice does not help probability discounters avoid monetary exploitation.
But perhaps Resolute Choice will? A resolute agent chooses in accordance with
any plan they have adopted earlier as long as nothing unexpected has happened
since the adoption of the plan.36 If one accepts Resolute Choice, one can make a
plan that one will not trade 𝐵 for 𝐴𝑞 in node 2 of the Independence Money Pump.
Even though one would usually prefer 𝐴𝑞 over 𝐵, one is now committed to keeping
𝐵 regardless. Consequently, one can safely refuse the trade at node 1, as one is then
choosing 𝐵𝑝𝐶 over 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − ; one will not get money pumped nor end up with the
inferior prospect 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶.
However, combining Probability Discounting with Resolute Choice gives untenable results in another case. Consider the following prospects:
Prospect 𝐶 Certainly gives nothing.
Prospect 𝐸 Gives probability 𝑟 of some very bad outcome and probDiscounter’s Ruin:
Prospect 𝐴 Gives a 0.01 chance of $10 and otherwise −1¢.
Prospect 𝐵 Gives a 0.01 chance of $10,000 and otherwise −$10,
Prospect 𝐶 Gives a 0.01 chance of $10,000,000 and otherwise −$10,000,
and so on for some large but finite number of prospects.
First, an agent is offered 𝐴, followed by an offer of 𝐵 in case the agent wins $10. As 𝐵 is better than
$10, the agent would accept the offer. Then, if the agent wins $10,000 with 𝐵, they are offered 𝐶.
Again, the agent prefers 𝐶 over $10,000, so they would accept the offer. And so on for some large
but finite number of offers. If one accepts all the offers, one would effectively choose an option that
almost certainly results in a negative outcome and gives only a very small probability—a probability
way below the discounting threshold—of a positive outcome. Thus, one would, effectively, not
discount small probabilities down to zero.
36
Strotz (1955-1956) and McClennen (1990, pp. 12–13). See Steele (2007), Steele (2018) and
Gustafsson (forthcoming, §7) for criticism of Resolute Choice.
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ability 1 − 𝑟 of a barely positive outcome.
Prospect 𝐹 Certainly gives a barely positive outcome.
Let 𝑟 be a probability above the discounting threshold but less than 1 − 𝑟 (i.e., less
than 0.5). Suppose the very bad outcome in 𝐸 is sufficiently bad so that 𝐶 is better
than 𝐸; certainly getting nothing is better than a non-negligible chance of a very
bad outcome and otherwise a barely positive outcome.
Next, consider the following mixed lotteries (see table 4):
Independence Violation (Negative):
Prospect 𝐶𝑝𝐹

Gives a probability 𝑝 of 𝐶 and a probability 1 − 𝑝 of

𝐹 (i.e., probability 𝑝 of nothing and otherwise a barely positive outcome).
Prospect 𝐸𝑝𝐹 Gives a probability 𝑝 of 𝐸 and a probability 1 − 𝑝 of
𝐹 (i.e., probability 𝑝 ⋅ 𝑟 of a very bad outcome and otherwise a barely
positive outcome).
Given that 𝑟 is less than 1 − 𝑟, there must be some (relatively small) probability
𝑝 ∈ (0, 1) such that the result of 𝑟 multiplied by 𝑝 is below the discounting threshold, but the result of 1−𝑟 multiplied by 𝑝 is above the discounting threshold. In that
case, the possibility of obtaining a very bad outcome with 𝐸𝑝𝐹 is ignored. However, given that 𝑝(1 − 𝑟) is above the discounting threshold, 𝐸𝑝𝐹 gives a greater
probability of a barely positive outcome than 𝐶𝑝𝐹.37 Consequently, 𝐸𝑝𝐹 is better
37

This is true whether one ignores very-small-probability outcomes or states. Thus, this argu-
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than 𝐶𝑝𝐹. But now we have another violation of Independence: 𝐶 is better than
𝐸, but 𝐸𝑝𝐹 is better than 𝐶𝑝𝐹.38 This violation of Independence happens because
the probability of a very bad outcome is above the discounting threshold in 𝐸 but
below the discounting threshold in the mixed lottery 𝐸𝑝𝐹. Thus, the possibility of
a very bad outcome is not ignored in 𝐸, but it is ignored in 𝐸𝑝𝐹.
Table 4

Independence Violation (Negative)
𝑝
𝑝⋅𝑟

𝐶𝑝𝐹
𝐸𝑝𝐹

Nothing
Very bad

1−𝑝
𝑝(1 − 𝑟)

1−𝑝

Nothing
Barely positive
Barely positive Barely positive

Let’s go back to Resolute Choice and the Independence Money Pump. Recall
that a probability discounter who uses Resolute Choice would commit to keeping
𝐵 in node 2 of the Independence Money Pump (and thus avoid getting money
pumped). In other words, they would commit to keeping a prospect that certainly
gives a good outcome instead of trading it for a non-negligible chance of a very
good outcome (and otherwise nothing). This does not seem untenable; one might
bite the bullet and accept this implication. However, the same is not true in the
ment applies to all Naive Discounting, Lexical Discounting, State Discounting, Stochastic Discounting and Tail Discounting. If one ignores very-small-probability states and we take columns 2–4 in
table 4 to correspond to states, then one ought to ignore column 2 (and not ignore columns 3 and
4). If one ignores very-small-probability outcomes, one ought to ignore the possibility of obtaining
a very bad outcome with 𝐸𝑝𝐹 (and not ignore the possibilities of the other outcomes). Either way,
𝐸𝑝𝐹 gives a greater probability of a barely positive outcome than 𝐶𝑝𝐹.
38
This violation of Independence is similar to the one discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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following version of the Independence Money Pump:39

The Independence Money Pump (Negative)
e
−

𝐸 𝑝𝐹

1−𝑝

−

1
𝐸𝑝𝐹

𝑝

e

𝑝

2

(𝑟 very bad −𝜖;

𝐸 − 1 − 𝑟 barely positive −𝜖)
𝐹 − (Barely positive −𝜖)

𝐶

𝐶 (Nothing)

𝐸

𝐸 1 − 𝑟 barely positive)

1−𝑝

(𝑟 very bad;

𝐹 (Barely positive)
𝐶 ≻ 𝐸, and 𝐸𝑝𝐹 ≻ 𝐸 − 𝑝𝐹 − ≻ 𝐶𝑝𝐹.
In this case, the agent starts with 𝐸𝑝𝐹. At node 1, they are offered 𝐸 − 𝑝𝐹 − , which
is like 𝐸𝑝𝐹 except that the agent has 𝜖 less money. If the agent refuses the trade and
ends up in node 2, they are offered 𝐶 in exchange for 𝐸. The agent prefers 𝐶 over
𝐸; it is better to certainly get nothing that to choose a prospect that gives a nonnegligible probability 𝑟 of some very bad outcome and otherwise a barely positive
outcome. Given that the agent would choose 𝐶 over 𝐸 at node 2, by using backward
induction at node 1, the agent realizes that the choice is effectively between 𝐸 − 𝑝𝐹 −
and 𝐶𝑝𝐹. And, similarly as before, the agent prefers 𝐸 − 𝑝𝐹 − over 𝐶𝑝𝐹, so they
accept the offer. But then they have paid for something they could have kept for
free.
In this case, a resolute agent can avoid getting money pumped if they commit
to keeping 𝐸 at node 2. However, unlike in the earlier money pump, this time the
39

As before, the structure of this money pump is from Gustafsson (2021, p. 31n21).
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resolute choice seems unreasonable: The agent would choose a prospect that gives
a non-negligible probability 𝑟 of some very bad outcome and otherwise a barely
positive outcome over the certainty of getting nothing. Earlier, we assumed that 𝑟
is above the discounting threshold but less than 1 − 𝑟. So, it could be, for example,
0.49. Then, the agent would choose a prospect that gives a 0.49 probability of a very
bad outcome and otherwise a barely positive outcome over certainly getting nothing. Furthermore, note that the very bad outcome can be arbitrarily bad, while the
barely positive outcome can be arbitrarily close to getting nothing. No reasonable
theory recommends making this choice.
Appeals to Resolute Choice seem to provide a general means of answering dynamic choice arguments against various patterns of preferences. However, Probability Discounting combined with Resolute Choice leads to disastrous results. Thus,
Probability Discounting combined with Resolute Choice is untenable as a theory
of instrumental rationality.

3.3

Self-Regulation

Another decision policy that has been proposed as a solution to money pumps is
Self-Regulation.40 Self-Regulation forbids (if possible) choosing options that may
lead via a rationally permissible route to a final outcome that is unchoiceworthy
by the agent’s own lights.41 The idea is that one ought not choose options that
may (following one’s preferences) lead to an outcome that one would not choose
40

Self-Regulation helps avoid exploitation in money pumps against cyclic preferences. See
Ahmed (2017). See Gustafsson (forthcoming, §2) for criticism of Self-Regulation.
41
Ahmed (2017, p. 1001).
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in a direct choice of all final outcomes. Unlike Resolute Choice, Self-Regulation is
forward-looking.42 When an agent’s present choices determine the options available to them in the future, they should now choose so that their future choices lead
to what they now consider acceptable in light of what is now available.43 If the agent
now wants to avoid some final outcome 𝑂, and they know what they are going to
do at later choice nodes, then they should (if possible) now choose in such a way
that, given those later choices, they will not end up with 𝑂.44
Self-Regulation in its original formulation does not help in the Independence
Money Pumps, as it was intended for money pumps that do not involve chance.45
However, the Independence Money Pumps involve chance nodes, so the agent does
not know what the final holdings will be. One way to adapt Self-Regulation to cases
that involve chance is to apply it to plans. A plan specifies a sequence of choices to
be taken by an agent at each choice node that can be reached from that node while
following this specification. Self-Regulation with respect to plans then states the
following:
42

Self-Regulation also differs from backward induction. Suppose that one’s preferences are
cyclic, so that 𝐴 is better than 𝐵, which is better than 𝐶, which is better than 𝐴 (and also suppose that 𝐴− is better than 𝐵). Then, in all decision problems, Self-Regulation forbids (if possible)
choosing an option that would lead to 𝐴− via a rationally permissible path because one would not
choose 𝐴− in a direct choice of 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶 and 𝐴− (as 𝐴− is dominated by 𝐴). But one might
then end up with 𝐵, which is worse than 𝐴− . In that case, backward induction would recommend
choosing the option that leads to 𝐴− (because 𝐴− is better than 𝐵). However, Self-Regulation
would recommend choosing the option that leads to 𝐵 (because 𝐴− would not be chosen in a
direct choice of all final outcomes). See Ahmed (2017).
43
Ahmed (2017, p. 1013).
44
Ahmed (2017, p. 1003).
45
Rabinowicz (2021, n. 13) writes: “[H]e [Ahmed, 2017] only shows how self-regulation allows
the agents with cyclic preferences to avoid dynamic inconsistency. It is unclear whether and how
this approach can be extended to agents who violate Independence.”
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Self-Regulation for Plans (i.e., Avoid Unchoiceworthy Plans): If
possible, one ought not choose options that may (following one’s preferences) lead one to follow a plan that one would not choose in a direct choice of all plans (assuming one was able to commit to following
some available plan).
Self-Regulation for Plans is a partial characterization of what it means to follow
one’s preferences: It involves, if possible, not choosing options that may, following
one’s preferences, lead one to follow an unchoiceworthy plan. A forward-looking
choice rule 𝐶 is self-regulating if and only if it tells you, at each node 𝑥, to choose a
safe option whenever one is available. An option is ‘safe’ if and only if subsequently
acting in accordance with 𝐶 will lead you to follow a plan that is permissible at 𝑥.
The available plans at node 1 of the Independence Money Pump correspond to
prospects 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶, 𝐵𝑝𝐶 and 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − . One would not choose 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶 or 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − in a
direct choice between these plans. Therefore, one should not (if possible) choose
any option that may lead via a rationally permissible route to one following 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶
or 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − . However, both accepting and rejecting the trade at node 1 of the Independence Money Pump lead the agent to follow one of these plans via rationally
permissible routes. Rejecting the offer leads one to follow 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶; accepting the offer leads one to follow 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − . So, Self-Regulation for Plans is silent in this case
because it is not possible to make choices that do not lead to unchoiceworthy plans
via rationally permissible routes. Thus, Self-Regulation for Plans does not help
avoid exploitation in the Independence Money Pump.
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3.4

Alternative decision policies

Instead of accepting Self-Regulation for Plans, one might restrict the set of forbidden plans and accept the following decision rule:
Avoid Exploitable Plans: If possible, one ought not choose options
that may (following one’s preferences) lead one to pay for a plan that
one could keep for free.
Avoid Exploitable Plans forbids accepting the trade at node 1 of the Independence
Money Pump because accepting it would be paying for something that one could
keep for free. However, Avoid Exploitable Plans does not forbid choosing 𝐴𝑞 over
𝐵 (or 𝐶 over 𝐸) at node 2 because doing so would not be paying for a plan that one
could keep for free. Thus, at node 2, an agent using Avoid Exploitable Plans would
choose 𝐴𝑞 over 𝐵 (and 𝐶 over 𝐸), given that they prefer the former. So, if one uses
Avoid Exploitable Plans, one can avoid getting money pumped and also avoid the
conclusion that one should keep 𝐸 at node 2 of the version of the Independence
Money Pump that includes negative payoffs.
But in the following decision problem, someone using Avoid Exploitable Plans
would pay a higher price for something they could have obtained cheaper:46
46

It might be objected that expected utility maximizers must also end up worse off than they
could have been in some cases with an infinite series of trades. See for example Gustafsson (forthcoming, §8). However, expected utility maximizers might argue that there is a difference between
not choosing the best option and paying more than one needs to, as the latter involves freely giving
up what one already possesses while the former does not. But this kind of status quo bias may not
be rationally justified.
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The Three-Way Independence Money Pump
e

𝐵−− 𝑝𝐶 −−
1

𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 −
𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶

e

𝑝

𝑝
1−𝑝

2

𝐵−− (Good −2𝜖)
𝐶 −− (Nothing −2𝜖)

𝐴𝑞

(𝑞 very good −𝜖;
𝐴−
𝑞 1 − 𝑞 nothing −𝜖)

𝐵

𝐵− (Good −𝜖)

1−𝑝

𝐶 − (Nothing −𝜖)
e

𝑝
1−𝑝

very good;
𝐴𝑞 (𝑞
1 − 𝑞 nothing)

𝐶

(Nothing)

−
−−
−
𝐴𝑞 ≻ 𝐴 −
, and 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − ≻ 𝐵−− 𝑝𝐶 −− ≻ 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶 ≻ 𝐴−
𝑞 ≻𝐵 ≻𝐵
𝑞 𝑝𝐶 .

In this case, the agent starts with 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶. At node 1, they are offered 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − and
𝐵−− 𝑝𝐶 −− . 𝐵−− 𝑝𝐶 −− is like 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − except that the agent has even less money
(−2𝜖 vs. −𝜖). If the agent chooses 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − and ends up in node 2, then they are
−
−
−
offered 𝐴−
𝑞 in exchange for 𝐵 . As the agent prefers 𝐴𝑞 to 𝐵 , they would accept
−
the offer. So, choosing 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − at node 1 means effectively choosing 𝐴−
𝑞 𝑝𝐶 , given

one’s later choices. An agent who uses Avoid Exploitable Plans would therefore
−
choose 𝐵−− 𝑝𝐶 −− ; they prefer 𝐵−− 𝑝𝐶 −− over 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶 and 𝐴−
𝑞 𝑝𝐶 , and choosing

it does not mean the agent is paying for something they could keep for free (as the
agent starts with 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶). However, as 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − is also available, the agent has paid
more than they needed to for 𝐵𝑝𝐶. They could have paid just 𝜖 instead of 2𝜖 had
they chosen 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − at node 1 (and then kept 𝐵− at node 2).
The focus on avoiding monetary exploitation may be misplaced. Instead, one
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might prefer adopting a decision rule that forbids all dominated plans whether or
not they involve monetary exploitation:47
Avoid Dominated Plans: If possible, one ought not choose options
that may (following one’s preferences) lead one to pay more for a plan
that one could obtain for less money.
Avoid Dominated Plans forbids accepting the offer at node 1 of the Independence
Money Pump because 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − is dominated by 𝐵𝑝𝐶. Also, with this decision rule,
one can refuse both offers of the Three-Way Independence Money Pump and keep
𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶. One should refuse 𝐵−− 𝑝𝐶 −− because it is dominated by 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − . And,
one should refuse 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − because choosing it means one is effectively choosing
−
−
−
𝐴−
𝑞 𝑝𝐶 , and 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶 is dominated by 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶. So, one should keep 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶. Avoid

Dominated Plans thus allows an agent to avoid paying too much in this decision
problem.
However, Avoid Dominated Plans seems a too narrow decision policy. SelfRegulation for Plans forbids choices that lead to plans that are unchoiceworthy by
the agent’s own lights. In contrast, Avoid Dominated Plans only forbids choices that
lead to dominated plans but allows choices that lead to unchoiceworthy plans (such
as 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶). It seems difficult to motivate such a decision policy. Why would it be
irrational to choose an option that leads to a dominated plan (such as 𝐵−− 𝑝𝐶 −− )
but not irrational to choose an option that leads to an unchoiceworthy plan (such as
47

Avoid Dominated Plans is formulated in terms of monetary dominance: One should avoid
plans that one can obtain for less money. But one should surely avoid plans that are dominated
in other ways as well. More generally, one should avoid plans that are dominated with respect to
anything valuable.
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𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶)? Allowing the latter but forbidding the former seems arbitrary. Moreover,
it leads one to something that is worse than the dominated plan, namely, 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶.
Furthermore, if we change the probabilities in the Independence Money Pump
slightly, then Avoid Dominated Plans no longer avoids exploitation, at least entirely.
Now, instead of 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − , the agent faces 𝐵− 𝑞𝐶 − , where 𝑞 is arbitrarily close to
𝑝 (and 𝑞 < 𝑝). Then, given that 𝐵− 𝑞𝐶 − and 𝐵𝑝𝐶 do not give the exact same
probabilities of the relevant outcomes, Avoid Dominated Plans no longer forbids
accepting the trade at node 1; it is not the case that 𝐵− 𝑞𝐶 − is like 𝐵𝑝𝐶 except
that the agent has less money, so Avoid Dominated Plans is silent. Consequently, a
probability discounter who uses Avoid Dominated Plans will choose 𝐵− 𝑞𝐶 − even
though they could have kept 𝐵𝑝𝐶 for free, and 𝑞 is arbitrarily close to 𝑝. They have
therefore given a fixed payment 𝜖 for an arbitrarily small increase in the probability
of a positive outcome. So, Avoid Exploitable Plans is vulnerable to a scheme that is
arbitrarily close to exploitation.48

3.5

How worrisome are the Independence Money Pumps?

Probability discounters might argue that these money pumps are not worrisome
because, for example, the agent only really faces prospects 𝐴𝑞 𝑝𝐶 and 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − at
node 1 of the Independence Money Pump, given that they would choose 𝐴𝑞 at
node 2. Thus, given the agent’s preferences, in a way 𝐵𝑝𝐶 is not even available to
the agent. So, by choosing 𝐵− 𝑝𝐶 − , the agent does not end up paying for something they could have kept for free. However, a money-pump argument is supposed
48

This objection also applies to Avoid Exploitable Plans.
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to show that a given set of preferences is irrational because they lead to the agent
paying for something they could have kept for free (if they had some other preferences). Therefore, it is not an adequate defense of those preferences that, given
those preferences, the agent did not have any other option but to pay for something
they could have kept for free. The target of the money pump is the structure of preferences. If one’s preferences lead one to pay for something one could have kept for
free (if one had some other preferences), then the money pump has succeeded in
showing that those preferences are irrational.
Furthermore, even if being exploited is not a sign of irrationality as this argument claims, the violation of Independence in the case that includes negative payoffs (see table 4) is worrisome independently of the exploitation it leads to. This violation of Independence is particularly counterintuitive because 𝐸𝑝𝐹 is considered
better than 𝐶𝑝𝐹 no matter how bad the very bad outcome is as long as the barely
positive outcome is at least slightly positive. Moreover, the agent would choose to
lock in a choice of keeping 𝐸 (at node 2) if that was somehow possible at node 1.49
This means they would lock in a choice of a prospect that gives a 0.49 probability of
a very bad outcome and otherwise a barely positive outcome over certainly getting
nothing. This seems irrational. So, even if probability discounters do not accept
Resolute Choice, they would still make the same choice of 𝐸 over 𝐶 if offered the
chance to lock in the choice at node 1.50 This makes Probability Discounting less
49

The agent would, therefore, also avoid costless information. More generally, agents who violate Independence avoid costless information. See for example Wakker (1988), Hilton (1990) and
Machina (1989, p. 1638–1639).
50
See §6 in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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plausible as a theory of instrumental rationality.51
To conclude, this section discussed possible ways of avoiding exploitation in
the Independence Money Pump. First, it showed that, although Myopic Choice
avoids exploitation in the Independence Money Pump, it does not avoid exploitation in the Reverse Independence Money Pump. Resolute Choice, in turn, leads to
untenable results in the negative version of the Independence Money Pump, and
Self-Regulation for Plans does not avoid exploitation in the Independence Money
Pump. An agent who uses Avoid Exploitable Plans would pay too much for a plan
in the Three-Way Independence Money Pump. Avoid Dominated Plans solves the
Three-Way Independence Money Pump, but it is vulnerable to a scheme that is
arbitrarily close to pure exploitation.
It was also argued that locking in the choice of 𝐸 over 𝐶 at node 2 of the negative version of the Independence Money Pump is irrational—and that this is something probability discounters would do regardless of whether they accept Resolute
Choice or not. So, even if vulnerability to exploitation is not a sign of irrationality,
Probability Discounting has untenable implications in the negative version of the
Independence Money Pump. All in all, what we learn from these money pumps is
that the various possible ways of avoiding exploitation do not ultimately work.52 In
51

It is worth pointing out that, independently of Probability Discounting, agents with unbounded utilities are also vulnerable to money pumps because they violate countable generalizations of the Independence axiom. See Russell and Isaacs (2021).
52
The money pump arguments against Probability Discounting should be persuasive even for
those who reject Independence for other reasons (e.g., due to the Allais paradox), as they might use
Resolute Choice to avoid exploitation in the money pumps for Independence. However, as argued
above, this solution is not available to probability discounters. In contrast, the Continuity Money
Pump is not particularly worrying for probability discounters who already violate Continuity for
other reasons.
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addition, we learn that Probability Discounting gives untenable implications even
if exploitation is not a sign of irrationality.

4

Conclusion

Probability Discounting is one way to avoid fanatical choices in cases that involve
tiny probabilities of huge payoffs. However, it faces some serious problems. First,
this chapter discussed three ways in which Probability Discounting might violate
Continuity. It was shown that views that discount probabilities below some discounting threshold violate Continuity. Secondly, it was shown that views that discount probabilities up to some discounting threshold violate Mixture Continuity.
Lastly, it was shown that views that ignore very-small-probability outcomes must
violate either Continuity or Statewise Dominance. As a result of these Continuity
violations, Probability Discounting is vulnerable to exploitation in the Continuity
Money Pump.
In addition to violating Continuity, Probability Discounting also violates Independence, which renders probability discounters vulnerable to exploitation in
the Independence Money Pump. Some possible ways of avoiding exploitation in
the Independence Money Pump were discussed. However, these either failed to
avoid exploitation in some version of the Independence Money Pump or they had
otherwise untenable implications. It was also argued that even if vulnerability to
exploitation is not a sign of irrationality, Probability Discounting has untenable
implications in the negative version of the Independence Money Pump.
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To conclude, this chapter has shown that Probability Discounting is vulnerable to exploitation in the money pumps for Independence and Continuity. The
former is more worrisome than the latter, and it is difficult to see how Probability
Discounting can respond to this challenge.
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Chapter 6
Tiny Probabilities and
the Value of the Far Future∗
abstract: Morally speaking, what matters the most is the far future—at
least according to Longtermism. The reason why the far future is of utmost
importance is that our acts’ expected influence on the value of the world
is mainly determined by their consequences in the far future. The case for
Longtermism is straightforward: Given the enormous number of people who
might exist in the far future, even a tiny probability of affecting how the far
future goes outweighs the importance of our acts’ consequences in the near
term. However, it seems that there is something wrong with a theory that
lets very small probabilities of huge payoffs dictate one’s course of action. If,
instead, we discount very small probabilities down to zero, we may have a response to Longtermism provided that its truth depends on tiny probabilities
of vast value. Contrary to this, I will argue that discounting small probabilities does not undermine Longtermism.
∗

I wish to thank Gustav Alexandrie, Andreas Mogensen, Teruji Thomas, Hayden Wilkinson,
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Morally speaking, what matters the most is the far future—at least according to the
following view:1
Longtermism:

In the most important decision situations, our acts’

expected influence on the value of the world is mainly determined by
their possible consequences in the far future.
On this view, the far future is of utmost importance. In the most important decision
situations, we can often simply ignore our acts’ effects in the near future and instead
focus on their effects in the distant future. Longtermism follows naturally from
additive views of value, such as total utilitarianism. Given the enormous number
of people who might exist in the far future, even a tiny probability of affecting how
the far future goes outweighs the importance of our acts’ consequences in the near
term.2 So, if we are in a position to foreseeably affect the far future, our influence in
the near term is outstripped by our influence in the far future.3 However, one might
reasonably doubt that we can have probabilistic evidence for some acts resulting in
better outcomes than the alternatives hundreds or thousands of years from now.
One way in which we might beneficially influence the far future—it has been
1

MacAskill (2019) and Greaves and MacAskill (2021). Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 2)
define Longtermism as the view according to which we should be particularly concerned with ensuring that the far future goes well, and Strong Longtermism as the view on which the impact on the
far future is the most important feature of our actions today. They defend axiological and deontic
versions of this thesis. The former states that far-future effects are the most important determinant
of the value of our options, while the latter states that they are the most important determinant of
what we ought to do. See Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 3). For discussions of related topics, see
for example Bostrom (2003), Beckstead (2013) and Ord (2020).
2
Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 1).
3
‘Foreseeably’ in this context means probabilistic evidence rather than certainty or knowledge.
We need not be able to foresee the effects of our actions so long as we can assign probabilities to the
possible outcomes, conditional on the available acts, such that the expected value is favorable.
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argued—is by mitigating existential risks.4 Existential risks are risks that threaten
the destruction of humanity’s long-term potential. Such risks might be posed by,
for example, synthetic pathogens, artificial intelligence (AI) systems, asteroids or
climate change. Extinction risks are one type of existential risk. Because humanity’s
future is potentially very long, even relatively small reductions in the net probability of existential catastrophe correspond to enormous increases in expected moral
value.5 So, it can be argued that even very small reductions of existential risk have
an expected moral value greater than that of the provision of any near-term good,
such as the direct benefit of saving one billion present-day lives.6
However, it seems that there is something wrong with a theory that lets tiny
probabilities of huge value dictate one’s course of action. At least, such a theory
would give counterintuitive recommendations. Consider, for example, the following case:7
Pascal’s Mugging: A stranger approaches Pascal and claims to be
an Operator from the Seventh Dimension. He promises to perform
magic that will give Pascal an extra thousand quadrillion happy days
in the Seventh Dimension if Pascal pays the mugger ten livres—money
4

Bostrom (2013). I will focus on existential risk mitigation as it seems one of the best candidates for longtermist interventions in terms of importance and tractability. Some longtermists
focus instead on positively influencing humanity’s trajectory conditional on survival.
5
Bostrom (2013).
6
Bostrom (2013, pp. 18–19). Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 11) write that even if there are
1014 lives to come (one of their more conservative estimates), a one-millionth of one percentage
point reduction in the near-term extinction risk would be equivalent to the value of a million lives
saved. On their main estimate of 1024 expected future lives, this becomes 1016 lives saved.
7
Bostrom (2009). This case is based on informal discussions by various people, including
Eliezer Yudkowsky (2007).
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that the mugger will use for helping very many orphans in the Seventh
Dimension.
Pascal thinks that the stranger is almost certainly lying. However, the possible payoff is so enormous that he is forced to conclude that the expected utility of paying
the mugger is positive.8 Importantly, the mugger points out that as long as Pascal
gives a non-zero probability to the mugger being able to reward him with any finite amount of utility, the mugger can increase the payoff until the offer has positive
expected utility.9 Consequently, expected utility maximization (with no bound on
utilities) recommends that Pascal pay the mugger—and thus, it gives the intuitively
wrong recommendation.
Another version of this case is relevant to the topic of this chapter. In this case,
the mugger exploits Pascal’s expected-utility-maximizing descendant by utilizing
research on existential risk and the long-term potential of humanity:10
Pascal’s Mugger Strikes Again: A stranger in a pub tells Pascal that
a secretive organization is preparing a deadly disease that will make
Earth uninhabitable within the next two years. However, the brewery
that makes a particular ale sold at the pub also develops cutting-edge
vaccines, and they need another £2 to pay for their electricity bills,
or else their supplier will shut the factory off. The stranger forgot his
8

‘Utility’ here can be interpreted as moral value or as a decision-theoretic construct representing the betterness of prospects. Moral value, in turn, should be understood as reflecting the importance or significance of an act or outcome from a moral perspective.
9
This may not be true if utility is bounded as standard axiomatizations of expected utility maximization require. See for example Kreps (1988, p. 63) and §1 and §2.1 in Chapter 1 of this thesis.
10
This case is from Balfour (2021).
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wallet at home but—he claims—Pascal can save humanity from this
deadly disease by buying him a pint of this ale.
Again, Pascal thinks that the mugger is almost certainly lying. However, given that
the future of humanity is at stake, buying a pint might be the right course of action.11 The mugger also warns that Pascal will be mugged every waking moment
for the rest of his life, not by the mugger, but by the future of humanity itself. The
mugger argues that, as an expected utility maximizer, Pascal must always perform
the action which seems least likely to condemn humanity to extinction: “[Y]ou’ll
need to maintain constant vigilance, thinking constantly about which of your actions is least likely to destroy humanity.”12
These cases are silly. If one were confronted with claims such as these muggers’,
one would consider them outlandish. However, there are reasons to think that even
outlandish propositions should be assigned a non-zero probability. For example,
according to Bayesianism, conditionalization is the right way to respond to new evidence. So, on this view, if one assigns some proposition zero (subjective) probability, one will always continue to do so no matter the evidence one obtains. However,
sufficiently strong evidence should convince one of the truths of even outlandish
propositions. If the mugger takes Pascal for a visit in the Seventh Dimension, Pascal should consider the mugger’s original offer more probable than before, and in
11

One could object that, instead of buying a pint for the stranger, Pascal should donate that
money to some organization that works to mitigate existential risk, as this is a more effective way
of securing humanity’s future. That seems right. However, if Pascal knows that he will not do so,
then actualism would advise Pascal to buy a pint for the stranger.
12
Balfour (2021, p. 123).
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particular, not consider it impossible.13 Therefore, even outlandish propositions
should be assigned non-zero probabilities, albeit tiny ones.14 However, provided
that the probabilities and the utilities work out the right way, expected utility maximization (with no bound on utilities) implies that Pascal should pay the mugger.15
More generally, it leads to
Probability Fanaticism: For any tiny probability 𝑝 > 0, and for any
finite utility 𝑢, there is some large enough utility 𝑈 such that probability 𝑝 of 𝑈 (and otherwise nothing) is better than certainty of 𝑢.16
In response to cases that involve tiny probabilities of huge payoffs, some have
argued that we ought to discount very small probabilities down to zero—let’s call
this Probability Discounting.17 If we are indeed rationally required or permitted to
discount small probabilities, then we may have an argument against Longtermism
provided that its truth depends on tiny probabilities of huge value. In fact, this may
13

Pascal might still think that he was probably, for example, hallucinating rather than visiting the
Seventh Dimension. However, if the mugger gave him the ability to visit the Seventh Dimension repeatedly, he should not consider the mugger’s original proposition impossible, even if hallucinating
is still the most likely explanation.
14
For a related discussion, see Francis and Kosonen (n.d.).
15
Why not just bound utilities? This seems implausible, at least when it comes to ethical decisions. For example, this theory would imply that it is better to save some (very large) number 𝑛
of lives for sure than to save any number of lives with a probability of almost one. See §4 in the
introduction of this thesis.
16
Wilkinson (2022, p.449). For discussions related to Probability Fanaticism, see Beckstead
(2013, ch. 6), Beckstead and Thomas (2020), Goodsell (2021), Russell and Isaacs (2021) and Russell
(2021).
17
Monton (2019) argues that very small probabilities should be discounted down to zero, while
Smith (2014) argues that one is rationally permitted—but not required—to do so. Smith argues that
discounting very small probabilities allows one to get a reasonable expected utility for the Pasadena
game (see [Nover and Hájek 2004]). See Hájek (2014), Isaacs (2016) and Lundgren and Stefánsson
(2020) for criticisms of discounting small probabilities.
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be one of the most plausible ways in which the argument for Longtermism might
fail.18 As mentioned above, one possible longtermist cause area is the mitigation
of existential risk. However, the actions of a single individual are very unlikely to
affect whether an existential catastrophe occurs.19 The argument for prioritizing
such actions is that if they make a difference, they might make an enormous one,
such as delay human extinction by centuries, millennia, or more.20
This chapter argues that Probability Discounting does not undermine Longtermism. Even if one accepts a view on which small probabilities should be discounted
down to zero, one should still consider the far future to be of utmost importance
(or reject Longtermism for some other reason). I will discuss three arguments
against Longtermism from discounting small probabilities. §2 discusses the argument that the probabilities of existential catastrophes are so low that one ought to
ignore them. §3 discusses the argument that once we ignore very-small-probability
scenarios, such as space settlement and digital minds, the expected number of lives
in the far future is too small for Longtermism to be true. Lastly, §4 and §5 discuss
the argument that the probability that an agent makes a difference to whether an
existential catastrophe occurs or not is so small that it should be ignored. This chapter concludes that none of these arguments undermine Longtermism. Before going into these arguments, I will first say more about Probability Discounting. This
18

Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 25). Besides discounting small probabilities, one could avoid
letting tiny probabilities of huge value dictate one’s course of action by having a bounded utility
function. See for example Beckstead and Thomas (2020).
19
In contrast, for some suitably capacious ‘we,’ we together might be likely to make a difference
to net existential risk. I will discuss this in §4 and §5 of this Chapter.
20
Greaves and MacAskill (2021).
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chapter focuses on three versions of Probability Discounting: Naive Discounting,
Tail Discounting and State Discounting.21 Next, I will introduce Naive Discounting.

1

Discounting small probabilities

This section introduces one of the simplest versions of Probability Discounting. It
also discusses choosing the threshold below which probabilities are small enough
to be ignored.
Probability Discounting was originally proposed by Nicolaus Bernoulli.22 He
writes: “[T]he cases which have a very small probability must be neglected and
counted for nulls, although they can give a very great expectation.”23 But when are
probabilities small enough to be discounted? Or, as Buffon writes, “one can feel
that it is a certain number of probabilities that equals the moral certainty, but what
number is it?”24 Some have suggested possible discounting thresholds. For Buffon and Condorcet, the discounting thresholds were 1 in 10,000 and 1 in 144,768
(respectively). Buffon chose his threshold because it is the probability of a 56-year21

For a discussion of the different versions of Probability Discounting, see Chapter 4 of this
thesis.
22
Monton (2019) calls discounting small probabilities ‘Nicolausian discounting’ after Nicolaus
Bernoulli.
23
Pulskamp (n.d., p. 2). Discounting small probabilities is Bernoulli’s solution to the St. Petersburg paradox.
24
Hey et al. (2010, p. 256). Nicolaus Bernoulli also raised this problem: “It is necessary […]
to determine as far as where the quantity of a probability must diminish, so that it be able to be
counted null.” See Pulskamp (n.d., p. 5).
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old man dying in one day—an outcome reasonable people usually ignore.25 Condorcet’s justification for his threshold is that 1 in 144,768 is the difference between
the probability that a 47-year-old man would die within 24 hours and the probability that a 37-year-old man would, and that difference would not keep anyone
awake at night.26
It seems implausible that agents are rationally required to use some particular discounting threshold. Monton, who defends Probability Discounting, agrees.
He argues that the discounting threshold is subjective within reason.27 He would
consider a threshold of 1/2 irrational and some astronomically small threshold
unreasonable. Nevertheless, there is no particular discounting threshold that all
agents are rationally required to use. For Monton, the discounting threshold is approximately 1 in 2 quadrillion.28 His justification for this threshold is that 1 in 2
quadrillion is between 1/250 and 1/251 , and he treats the probability of getting
tails at least 50 times in a row (with a fair coin) as a probability-zero event.
So, Probability Discounting is the idea that one should ignore sufficiently small
probabilities—but small probabilities of what? On one version of this view, we
should ignore outcomes associated with tiny probabilities. There is some threshold probability 𝑡 such that outcomes whose probabilities are below this threshold are ignored.29 Ignoring such outcomes can be done by conditionalizing on
25

Hey et al. (2010, p. 257). See Monton (2019, pp. 8–9) for a discussion of Buffon’s view.
See Monton (2019, pp. 16–17).
27
Monton (2019, §6.1) Note that this threshold may also be vague. See Lundgren and Stefánsson
(2020, p. 911).
28
Monton (2019, p. 17).
29
Alternatively, one might have a threshold probability 𝑡 such that outcomes whose probabilities
26
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the supposition that an outcome of non-negligible probability occurs, where an
‘outcome of non-negligible probability’ is one whose associated probability is at
least as great as the discounting threshold.30 After conditionalization, options are
compared by their ‘probability-discounted expected utilities’. Let 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 mean
that 𝑋 is at least as preferred as 𝑌, and let 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 mean the expected utility of
prospect 𝑋 when tiny probabilities have been discounted down to zero (read as
‘the probability-discounted expected utility of 𝑋’). Then, this version of Probability Discounting—let’s call it Naive Discounting—states the following:31
Naive Discounting:

First, conditionalize on obtaining some out-

come of non-negligible probability. Then, for all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌,
𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and only if 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 ≥ 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 .
To summarize, Probability Discounting is the idea that very small probabilities should be ignored in practical decision-making. One of the simplest versions
of this view is Naive Discounting, on which one should conditionalize on not obtaining outcomes associated with negligible probabilities. Next, I will consider an
argument against Longtermism that someone with this view might give.
are at most as great as this threshold are ignored, but outcomes whose probabilities are greater than
the threshold are not ignored.
30
Smith (2014, p. 478).
31
See §1 in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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2

Probability of an existential catastrophe

This section discusses the argument that the probabilities of existential catastrophes
are so low that we should ignore them. However, it seems that even in the next century, existential risks have probabilities that are above any reasonable discounting
thresholds. Naive Discounting faces a problem with individuating outcomes, so it
is unclear what it says. Naive Discounting also violates dominance. Tail Discounting is a more plausible view, as it solves the outcome individuation problem and
does not violate dominance. However, Tail Discounting does not ignore near-term
extinction risks, so it does not undermine Longtermism in this way.

2.1

Existential risks in this century

It might be argued that existential catastrophes are so unlikely that we should ignore
them—let’s call this the Low Risks Argument.
Low Risks Argument: The probabilities of existential risks are so
tiny that we should ignore existential risks; we should evaluate options
as though those risks are guaranteed not to eventuate.
This argument requires a reference to some time period: What is the relevant time
period during which existential risks are unlikely to occur? After all, eventually,
humanity will (almost certainly) go extinct. However, even in the next century,
the net existential risk seems non-negligible. Ord (2020, p. 167) estimates that the
probability of an existential catastrophe within the next 100 years is 1/6—way above
any reasonable discounting threshold. The British Astronomer Royal Sir Martin
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Rees has an even more pessimistic view. Rees (2003, p. 8) writes: “I think the odds
are no better than fifty-fifty that our present civilization on Earth will survive to
the end of the present century.” Ord (2020, p. 167) gives the following estimates
for existential catastrophes from specific causes within the next 100 years: 1 in
1,000,000 from asteroid or comet impact, 1 in 30 from engineered pandemics and
1 in 10 from unaligned AI (see table 1). Other estimates for extinction risks in the
next 100 years are, for example, 1 in 15 billion from a 10 km+ asteroid colliding with
the Earth,32 between 1 in 600,000 and 1 in 50 from an extinction-level pandemic,33
and a very conservative assessment would assign at least a 1 in 1000 chance to an
AI-driven catastrophe that is as bad or worse than human extinction.34
Table 1

Existential and Extinction Risks
in the Next 100 Years

Asteroids
Pandemics
AI

Existential risk

Extinction risk

(Ord, 2020)

(Others)

1 in 1,000,000*
1 in 30**
1 in 10

1 in 15 billion
1 in 600,000 to 1 in 50
≥ 1 in 1000

*=including comets, **=engineered pandemics.

If we individuate outcomes as ‘human extinction from an asteroid impact in the
32

The risk of a 10 km+ asteroid colliding with the Earth is estimated to be 1 in 150 million. See
Ord (2020, p. 71). It is estimated that an asteroid with a 10 km+ diameter has at least a 1% chance
of causing human extinction. See Newberry (2021, p. 3).
33
Millett and Snyder-Beattie (2017).
34
Greaves and MacAskill (2021, pp. 14–15). The expert median estimate for an AI-driven catastrophe is 5%. See Grace et al. (2018, p. 733).
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next 100 years,’ ‘extinction-level pandemic in the next 100 years’ and so on, then
some extinction (and existential) risks are plausibly non-negligible. One should
not ignore, for example, a 1 in 1000 chance of an AI-driven catastrophe in the
next 100 years. However, if we individuate outcomes as ‘extinction due an asteroid
impact on the 4th of January 2055 at 13:00–14:00’, ‘extinction due to an asteroid
impact on the 4th of January 2055 at 14:00–15:00’ and so on, then extinction (and
existential) risks might be negligible. It is difficult to see what the privileged way
of individuating outcomes would be, and choosing one way over the others seems
arbitrary. More generally, Naive Discounting faces the following problem:35
Outcome Individuation Problem: If we individuate outcomes with
too much detail, all outcomes have negligible probabilities. Is there a
privileged way of individuating outcomes that avoids this?
If there is a plausible solution to the Outcome Individuation Problem, this solution should not tell one to ignore a net existential risk of 1/6 or a 1/10 risk of an
AI-driven catastrophe.36 Consequently, Naive Discounting does not undermine
Longtermism, at least in this way. However, these relatively high estimates of existential risks have also been questioned.37 Might we, after all, have a challenge to
35

See also Beckstead and Thomas (2020, p. 13).
One possible solution is to individuate outcomes by their utilities. See §1 in Chapter 4 of
this thesis. However, this solution would imply that a human extinction on the 15th of February
2022 and one on the 16th February 2022 are distinct outcomes, given that their values are slightly
different. Consequently, all possible extinction outcomes might have negligible probabilities, even
if net extinction risk is high. This would secure the result that Probability Discounting undermines
Longtermism. However, first individuating outcomes in this way and then applying Probability
Discounting is absurd because net extinction risk could be arbitrarily high.
37
See Luisa Rodriguez (2021) on the 80,000 Hours podcast for an informal discussion on this
36
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Longtermism?

2.2

Tail Discounting

In addition to the Outcome Individuation Problem, Naive Discounting also faces
other problems. For example, it violates dominance.38 Instead, one might accept
Tail Discounting, which states that one ought to ignore both the left and the right
‘tails’ of the distribution of possible outcomes when these outcomes are ordered by
one’s preference.39 Tail Discounting is a more plausible version of Probability Discounting than Naive Discounting. However, it does not undermine Longtermism,
even if the probability of an existential catastrophe is tiny.
Call the outcomes that fall in the middle of the distribution of possible outcomes ‘normal outcomes’. Then, Tail Discounting states the following:40
topic. Rodriguez argues that humanity has a high probability of recovery from a non-extinction
catastrophe and that for many of the threats, it is difficult to imagine a single sudden cataclysm that
kills literally everyone.
38
For example, Naive Discounting judges a prospect that saves a life with a negligible probability (and otherwise nothing happens) as equally good as a prospect that certainly saves no one.
Using very-small-probability outcomes as tiebreakers (as ‘Lexical Discounting’ does) still violates
Statewise Dominance in a more complicated case. See §2 in Chapter 4 of this thesis. Also see Isaacs
(2016), Smith (2016), Monton (2019, pp. 20–21), Lundgren and Stefánsson (2020, pp. 912–914) and
Beckstead and Thomas (2020, §2.3) on discounting small probabilities and dominance violations.
39
Beckstead and Thomas (2020, 2.3). Unless one considers very-small-probability outcomes
in cases of ties (as the definition of Tail Discounting given in this chapter does), Tail Discounting
violates dominance reasoning.
40
More formally, this view states the following:
Tail Discounting: To determine 𝐸𝑈(𝑋)𝑝𝑑 , first order the possible outcomes of
some prospect 𝑋 from the least to the most preferred. Then, conditionalize on obtaining some outcome in the middle part of the distribution such that the following
necessary conditions hold for all outcomes 𝑜 that are not ignored:
i The probability of obtaining an outcome that is at least as good as 𝑜 is above
the discounting threshold and
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Tail Discounting: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and only if
• 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 > 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 or
• 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 = 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋) ≥ 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 ),
where 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 are obtained by conditionalizing on
the supposition that a normal outcome occurs.
Tail Discounting solves the Outcome Individuation Problem because, on this
view, it does not matter how finely outcomes are individuated; one always ignores
the tails of the distribution of possible final values. When the possible outcomes
of a prospect are ordered by one’s preference, the order of these outcomes will not
change by individuating these outcomes more finely.
Next, suppose the possible outcomes of some prospect are normally distributed
when they are ordered from the least to the most preferred. Then, Tail Discounting tells us to ignore the grey areas under the curve (the discounting threshold is
denoted by 𝑡):
ii the probability of obtaining an outcome that is at most as good as 𝑜 is above
the discounting threshold.
If some outcome 𝑜 fulfills the above necessary conditions, and
• the probability of obtaining an outcome that is better than 𝑜 is below the discounting threshold, then decrease the probability of obtaining 𝑜 until the total
discounted probability of outcomes that are at least as good as 𝑜 equals the
discounting threshold (and conditionalize to make sure the remaining probabilities add up to 1), and
• if the probability of obtaining an outcome that is worse than 𝑜 is below the
discounting threshold, then decrease the probability of obtaining 𝑜 until the
total discounted probability of outcomes that are at most as good as 𝑜 equals
the discounting threshold (and conditionalize to make sure the remaining
probabilities add up to 1).
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Probability

Tail Discounting

𝑡

Worst

𝑡
Possible Outcomes

Best

(ordered by preference)

What does Tail Discounting say about extinction risks? Suppose that the moral
value of a near-term extinction is 𝑣. As long as 𝑣 falls in the middle of the distribution of possible outcomes’ values, Tail Discounting will not ignore the possibility of
a near-term extinction. If there are non-negligible probabilities of worse and better outcomes than a near-term extinction, then near-term extinction scenarios may
fall somewhere in the middle of the distribution of possible outcomes. Consider

Probability

for example the following prospect:

Near-term extinction

Worst Worse

𝑣

Better

Best

Possible Outcomes

(ordered by moral value)

In this case, the probability of a near-term extinction is tiny. However, the
probability of obtaining an outcome that is at least as good as a near-term extinction is above the discounting threshold. Similarly, the probability of obtaining an
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outcome that is at most as good as a near-term extinction is also above the discounting threshold. Consequently, Tail Discounting recommends against ignoring the
possibility of a near-term extinction. Even if there is just a small probability of a
near-term extinction and one can decrease this probability by just a small amount,
Tail Discounting advises one to mitigate this risk (as long as the probabilities and
the utilities work out the right way).
It seems plausible that the probabilities of both better and worse futures than
a near-term extinction are above reasonable discounting thresholds. For example,
the value of the world might be negative due to human and non-human animal
suffering and continue to be negative in the future. Thus, there is a non-negligible
probability that the future is worse than a near-term extinction. On the other hand,
the value of the world might be net positive and continue to be so in the future.
Alternatively, technological progress might increase well-being and create an overall positive future. Thus, there is a non-negligible probability that the future is
better than a near-term extinction. Both better and worse possibilities seem nonnegligible; neither is very unlikely. Consequently, someone who accepts Tail Discounting will not ignore the possibility of a near-term extinction. Tail Discounting
only ignores outcomes with extreme values, and a near-term extinction event—
plausibly—is not one.41
41

One might object: So much the worse for Tail Discounting! By not advising one to ignore verysmall-probability outcomes, such as (possibly) a human extinction, it fails to adequately capture the
intuition behind Probability Discounting. Instead, one might accept a version of Tail Discounting
on which one compares every prospect to some baseline prospect in the following way: First, calculate the differences in utilities between a given prospect and the baseline prospect in each state of
nature. Next, order these differences from the largest loss to the largest gain. Then, ignore the right
and left tails of this distribution. In effect, one is ignoring the possibility of a given prospect chang-
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To summarize, I have discussed the Low Risks Argument: The probabilities of
existential catastrophes are so low that we ought to ignore them. However, it seems
that, even in the next century, the net existential risk and some specific existential
risks have probabilities above any reasonable discounting thresholds. Naive Discounting faces the Outcome Individuation Problem, so it is unclear what it says;
one can individuate existential catastrophes arbitrarily finely, and depending on
how they are individuated, their associated probabilities may fall above or below
the discounting threshold. However, an acceptable solution to this problem should
not imply that one ought to ignore a net existential risk of 1/6 in the next century.
Tail Discounting is more plausible than Naive Discounting, as it solves the Outcome Individuation Problem and does not violate dominance. However, as long
as there are non-negligible probabilities of better and worse outcomes than a nearterm extinction, Tail Discounting will not ignore near-term extinction risks, even
if their associated probabilities are negligible.
To conclude, the Low Risks Argument does not undermine Longtermism. The
next section discusses a second argument against Longtermism.
ing the value of the world by much. A prospect that lowers the probability of a near-term extinction
will have a much higher value than the baseline prospect in some state of nature (namely, the state in
which an extinction would have happened had the agent done nothing). This view—called Baseline
Tail Discounting—will then ignore this large difference in value, assuming that it falls in the tail of
the distribution of value differences. See Chapter 4 of this thesis on Baseline Tail Discounting (and
a related view called Baseline Stochastic Discounting). However, the argument in §5 of the current
chapter also shows (changing what needs to be changed) that Baseline Tail Discounting does not
undermine Longtermism.
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3

Size of the future

This section discusses the argument that once we ignore very-small-probability
scenarios, such as space settlement and digital minds, the expected number of individuals in the far future is too small for Longtermism to be true. Contrary to
this, I will argue that there are enough individuals in the far future in expectation
for Longtermism to be true even if one accepts Probability Discounting.

3.1

Expected population sizes required for Longtermism

For Longtermism to hold, it also needs to be true that there is in expectation a
sufficient number of individuals in the far future.42 If in expectation the number of
individuals is small no matter what we do, then it will not be true that even relatively
small changes in the probability of an existential risk have great expected value. So,
the argument goes, once we ignore very-small-probability scenarios, such as space
settlement and digital minds, the expected number of future people becomes too
small—let’s call this the Small Future Argument.
Small Future Argument: Once we ignore unlikely scenarios, the expected number of individuals in the far future is too small for Longtermism to be true.
Next, I will discuss whether or not there are enough individuals in the far future
for existential risk mitigation to have a higher expected value than the neartermist
42

More precisely, it is not the number of individuals but the amount of value that matters. There
might be a great quantity of value in the far future even if the number of individuals is relatively
small if these individuals live very long lives. See for example Gustafsson and Kosonen (n.d.).
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causes. The cost-effectiveness of antimalarial bednet distribution may be used as
an upper bound to attainable near-term benefits per unit of spending.43 The distribution of insecticide-treated bednets in malarial regions saves a life on average
for a little over $4000.44 Suppose Shivani is thinking how to improve the world the
most with her $10,000.45 By donating to the Against Malaria Foundation, she can
save in expectation 2.5 lives. Suppose that Longtermism is true in Shivani’s situation if and only if, in expectation, more than 2.5 additional lives exist in the far
future if she donates to some longtermist cause.46
An example of existential risk mitigation that longtermists might focus on is the
detection and potential deflection of asteroids.47 It is estimated that NASA’s Spaceguard Survey, which tracks near-Earth objects in order to identify any on impact
trajectories, reduced extinction risk by at least 1 in 2000 trillion per $100 spent.48,49
43

Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 2).
GiveWell (2020).
45
This case is modified from Greaves and MacAskill (2021).
46
Note that longtermist causes typically also create near-term benefits, and these near-term benefits might be great enough for existential risk mitigation to pass a cost-effectiveness analysis even if
one ignores the far future effects of one’s acts. Moreover, even if the near-term benefits are not sufficient on their own, the far future effects might add just enough expected value to make existential
risk mitigation the best course of action (even though most of the expected influence of existential
risk mitigation comes from near-term effects). This is irrelevant to whether or not one should mitigate existential risks, but it matters to whether Longtermism is true. This point is important. Even
if Longtermism turns out to be false, existential risk mitigation might still be the right course of action. It is also worth noting that paradigmatic neartermist causes, such as distributing anti-malarial
bednets, can also have foreseeable long-term effects.
47
Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 11).
48
Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 11). Coincidentally, this is Monton’s threshold for discounting small probabilities (5 ⋅ 10−16 ). See Monton (2019, p. 17).
49
Interestingly, in 2022 NASA will redirect an asteroid for the first time in human history (by
slamming a spacecraft into it) for testing technologies that we may need in the future. Their target
is a 500-foot-wide moon orbiting a half-mile-wide asteroid called Didymos. This moon is roughly
the size of an asteroid that can obliterate cities. See Drake (2020).
44
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But further work on asteroids is expected to have lower cost-effectiveness.50 It is
estimated that a 10 km+ asteroid has at least a 1% chance of causing human extinction if it collides with the Earth.51 While the probability of a 10 km+ asteroid
colliding with the Earth is on average 1 in 1.5 million per century, astronomers are
confident that they have found all 10 km+ asteroids in at least 99% of the sky.52
The remaining risk of a 10 km+ asteroid colliding with the Earth in the next 100
years is estimated to be 1 in 150 million.53 Consequently, the probability of human
extinction from an asteroid impact in the next 100 years is 1 in 15 billion.
The cost of detecting (with almost certainty) any remaining 10 km+ asteroids
is estimated to be at most $1.2 billion, and we might assume that we can reduce
extinction by 5% (relatively) if we detect one on a collision course.54 Shivani’s proportion of the $1.2 billion required to reduce the risk to (near) zero is 1/120,000.
It is plausible that she would reduce the risk by the same proportion, that is, by 1
in 2.4 million.55 Consequently, by donating $10,000 to asteroid detection, Shivani
can provide a 1 in 33,000 trillion absolute reduction in the probability of extinction
from an asteroid collision in the next 100 years.56
Another possible longtermist cause area is the prevention of extinction-level
50

Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 11).
Newberry (2021, p. 3).
52
Ord (2020, p. 71).
53
Ord (2020, p. 71).
54
Newberry (2021, pp. 5–6). Inspired by the movie Don’t Look Up, Lubin and Cohen (n.d.)
estimate that humanity could, in theory, defend itself against a comet of a 10km diameter using
existing technology even in the extreme case where it is detected just six months before impact.
55
Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 16). 0.05 ⋅ 10000/(1.2 ⋅ 109 ) ≈ 4 ⋅ 10−7 .
56
1/(15 ⋅ 109 ) ⋅ 0.05 ⋅ 10000/(1.2 ⋅ 109 ) ≈ 3 ⋅ 10−17 (1 in 33,000 trillion).
51
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pandemics.57 The risk of an extinction-level pandemic in the next 100 years is
estimated to be between 1 in 600,000 and 1 in 50.58 Taking the geometric mean
of the two methods that generate the lower estimates for extinction risk gives a
probability of about 1 in 22,000 for extinction from a pandemic over the next 100
years.59 It is estimated that $250 billion spent on strengthening healthcare systems
would reduce the chance of an extinction-level pandemic in the next 100 years
by at least a proportional 1%.60 Consequently, by donating $10,000 to pandemic
prevention, Shivani can provide a 1 in 2.5 billion relative reduction and a 1 in 50
trillion absolute reduction in the probability of an extinction-level pandemic in the
next 100 years.61
Lastly, another possible longtermist cause area is the prevention of an existential catastrophe due to artificial general intelligence.62 In the most comprehensive
study of its kind, AI experts estimated that the probability of an extremely bad outcome, such as human extinction, due to high-level machine intelligence (at any
point in time) is 5%.63 The same experts gave a 50% chance for high-level machine
57

Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 12).
Millett and Snyder-Beattie (2017).
59
Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 12).
60
Millett and Snyder-Beattie (2017, p. 379).
61
0.01 ⋅ 10000/(250 ⋅ 109 ) ≈ 4 ⋅ 10−10 (1 in 2.5 billion). 1/22000 ⋅ 0.01 ⋅ 10000/(250 ⋅
9
10 ) ≈ 2 ⋅ 10−14 (1 in 50 trillion).
62
See for example Greaves and MacAskill (2021, pp. 14–15). GPT-3 (n.d.) disagrees: “There is
no evidence that artificial general intelligence (AGI) is an existential threat. AGI has the potential to
cause a lot of harm, but so far there is no evidence that it will be able to achieve a level of intelligence
that would allow it to cause existential harm.”
63
Grace et al. (2018, p. 733). “High-level machine intelligence” is achieved when unaided machines can accomplish every task better and more cheaply than human workers. See Grace et al.
(2018, p. 731).
58
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intelligence occurring by 2061.64 Given these survey results, even a very conservative estimate would assign at least a 0.1% chance to an AI-driven catastrophe as
bad or worse than human extinction in the next 100 years.65 Furthermore, it is
plausible that $1 billion spent on AI safety would decrease the probability of such
an outcome by at least 1%.66 Consequently, $1 billion would provide at least a
0.001% absolute reduction in existential risk.67 Thus, by donating $10,000 to AI
safety, Shivani can provide a 1 in 10 million relative reduction and a 1 in 10 billion
absolute reduction in the probability of an AI-driven catastrophe in the next 100
years.68
Shivani’s options are as follows:
Shivani:

Shivani has $10,000 to donate and she has four options:

i Against Malaria Foundation She saves in expectation 2.5 lives.
ii Asteroid detection She can provide a 1 in 33,000 trillion absolute reduction in the probability of extinction from an asteroid
collision in the next 100 years.
iii Pandemic prevention She can provide a 1 in 50 trillion absolute
reduction in the probability of an extinction-level pandemic in
the next 100 years.
64

Grace et al. (2018, p. 731).
Greaves and MacAskill (2021, pp. 14–15).
66
Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 15).
67
Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 15).
68
0.01 ⋅ 10000/109 = 10−7 (1 in 10 million). 0.001 ⋅ 0.01 ⋅ 10000/109 = 10−10 (1 in 10
billion).
65
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iv AI safety

She can provide a 1 in 10 billion absolute reduction in

the probability of an AI-driven catastrophe in the next 100 years.
As mentioned earlier, we have assumed that Longtermism is true in Shivani’s situation if and only if, in expectation, more than 2.5 additional lives exist in the far
future if she donates to one of the longtermist causes. For it to be the case that over
2.5 additional lives exist in the far future if she donates to asteroid detection, the
expected number of beings in the far future must be over 83,000 trillion.69 Similarly, for it to be the case that over 2.5 additional lives exist in the far future if she
donates to pandemic prevention, the expected number of beings in the far future
must be over 125 trillion.70 Finally, for it to be the case that over 2.5 additional lives
exist in the far future if she donates to AI safety, the expected number of beings in
the far future must be over 25 billion.71 Is the expected number of lives in the far
future large enough for Longtermism to be true in Shivani’s situation?
Table 2

Expected Population Sizes
Required for Longtermism
Asteroid detection
Pandemic prevention
AI safety

69

8.3 ⋅ 1016 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 10−17 ≈ 2.5.
70
1.25 ⋅ 1014 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 10−14 = 2.5.
71
2.5 ⋅ 1010 ⋅ 10−10 = 2.5.
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83,000 trillion
125 trillion
25 billion

3.2

Is the size of the future large enough?

Longtermism might depend on the possibilities of space settlement or the creation
of digital minds because these possibilities inflate the value of the future; given
these possibilities, the stakes are so high that even small reductions in existential
risks have enormous expected value. If Longtermism depends on these possibilities, Tail Discounting undermines Longtermism if obtaining an outcome at least
as good as these is very unlikely. In that case, Tail Discounting would ignore these
possibilities, and the size of the future would not be large enough for Longtermism
to be true (see the graph below).

Probability

Tail Discounting and
the Size of the Future

Negative

Space settlement,
digital sentience?

𝑡

𝑡
Possible Outcomes

Positive

(ordered by moral value)

Space settlement and the creation of digital minds might be the kind of unlikely
best-case scenarios Tail Discounting ignores. However, it seems that the number
of expected lives in the far future is sufficiently large for the argument for Longtermism to go through, even if we ignore these very-small-probability scenarios.72
This is because there might be in expectation a sufficient number of individuals in
72

Greaves and MacAskill (2021, §3).
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the future if humanity survives for a long time on Earth. Based on the estimate of
extinction risk due to natural causes, the expected future lifespan of humanity is at
least 87,000 years.73 On the other hand, the average lifespan of hominins is around
one million years. Assuming a constant population size of 11 billion and an average lifespan of 80 years, this would mean that the expected number of humans is
12 trillion if humanity lives for a further 87,000 years and 140 trillion if humanity
lives for a further million years.74
So, if humanity lives for 87,000 years in expectation, then AI safety leads to
Longtermism (given that 12 trillion is greater than the required 25 billion expected
future lives). This means that if Shivani donates to AI safety, more than 2.5 additional individuals live in the far future in expectation—so Longtermism is true in
her situation. However, asteroid detection and pandemic prevention do not lead
to Longtermism, as the expected number of individuals is not large enough (conditional on ignoring the very-small-probability scenarios). However, if humanity
lives for one million years in expectation, then pandemic prevention also leads to
Longtermism (given that 140 trillion is greater than the required 125 trillion expected future lives). In that case, more than 2.5 additional individuals live in the
far future in expectation if Shivani donates to pandemic prevention.
However, humans are an atypical species, so extinction risk due to natural
73

Snyder-Beattie et al. (2019).
11 ⋅ 109 ⋅ 87000/80 ≈ 1.2 ⋅ 1013 and 11 ⋅ 109 ⋅ 1000000/80 ≈ 1.4 ⋅ 1014 . The UN
Department of Economic and Social Affairs projects the world population to plateau at 11 billion.
See United Nations and Social Affairs (2019). However, there are also signs of population decline.
See Bricker and Ibbitson (2019). Note that the higher the world population is, the easier it is for
Longtermism to be true; one antimalarial bednet will always save just one (or at most a few) people,
but asteroid detection, pandemic prevention and AI safety will affect everyone.
74
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causes and the lifespan of a typical hominin species may not be suitable bases for
estimates of humanity’s lifespan. How long might humanity survive? Even if we
only stay on Earth, we have around one billion years until the Earth becomes uninhabitable.75 If humanity survives for a billion years with a constant population size
of 11 billion and an average lifespan of 80 years, then the number of humans would
be 140,000 trillion.76 In that case, asteroid detection, pandemic prevention and AI
safety all would lead to Longtermism. But of course, humanity may become extinct
well before the Earth becomes uninhabitable. How long must humanity’s future be
for asteroid detection, pandemic prevention and AI safety to lead to Longtermism?
For asteroid detection to lead to Longtermism, humanity’s expected lifespan
(ignoring the tail outcomes) must be at least 600 million years (given a constant
population size of 11 billion and a human lifespan of 80 years).77 Then, the expected number of humans in the far future is above the required 83,000 trillion.
Pandemic prevention, in turn, leads to Longtermism if humanity’s expected lifespan is at least 900,000 years (again, given a constant population size of 11 billion
and a human lifespan of 80 years). Then, the expected number of future beings is
above the required 125 trillion.78
Lastly, how long must humanity’s future be for AI safety to lead to Longtermism? Suppose that the far future starts after 100 years. The expected number of
75

Adams (2008). In principle, it might be possible to stay on Earth and keep the planet habitable for longer by changing its orbit or through stellar engineering projects that increase the sun’s
lifespan.
76
11 ⋅ 109 ⋅ 109 /80 ≈ 1.4 ⋅ 1017 .
77
11 ⋅ 109 ⋅ 604 ⋅ 106 /80 > 8.3 ⋅ 1016 .
78
11 ⋅ 109 ⋅ 909091/80 > 1.25 ⋅ 1014 .
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beings in the far future is sufficiently large (above 25 billion) if humanity’s expected
lifespan in the far future is at least 182 years (given a constant population size of 11
billion and a human lifespan of 80 years).79 Assuming a constant risk of extinction
per year, this will be the case if humanity’s expected lifespan is 265 years (this includes humanity’s expected lifespan in the near and the far future). So, for AI safety
to lead to Longtermism, it would have to be the case that humanity’s expected lifespan is at least 265 years.
It seems plausible that humanity’s expected lifespan is at least 265 years. This
would be true if the risk of extinction per year is at most 0.38%.80 Assuming a
constant risk throughout the next 100 years, Ord’s (2020, p. 167) estimate for existential risk is below this.81 So, even if the probability of human extinction were
1/6 in the next 100 years, this would still be low enough for AI safety to lead to
79

11 ⋅ 109 ⋅ 182/80 > 2.5 ⋅ 1010 .
80
1/0.00377 ≈ 265. With a 0.00377 risk of extinction per year, humanity’s expected number
of years in the far future (after the next 100 years) is
100

1/0.00377 − ∑ (1 − 0.00377)𝑛 ≈ 182.
𝑛=1

This includes the possibility that humanity survives for a very long time, even when unlikely. However, these outcomes do not contribute much to the expectation. For example, the probability that
humanity survives at least 2000 years is (1 − 0.00377)2000 ≈ 0.0005—a probability that is
plausibly above the discounting threshold. The contribution of the next 2000 years to humanity’s
expected lifespan is
2000

∑ (1 − 0.00377)𝑛 ≈ 264.

𝑛=1

This is close to the expected lifespan of humanity (265 years).
81
Existential risk in the next 100 years is 1/6 if the risk per year is 0.18% ((1 − 0.0018)100 ≈
0.835.) This is lower than the maximum 0.38% probability of human extinction per year with
which AI safety leads to Longtermism. Ord (2020) does not give an estimate for extinction risk in
the next 100 years. However, he believes this to be significantly lower than 1/6 (personal correspondence).
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Longtermism. However, the probability of human extinction is lower than 1/6,
as human extinction is just one type of existential catastrophe. Thus, the case for
Longtermism from AI safety is even stronger.
Furthermore, there are many factors that we have not taken into account. First,
it seems plausible that the risk of extinction per year is not constant.82 For example,
there may be a few particularly dangerous moments expected to happen within the
next couple of centuries, such as the development of artificial general intelligence,
after which the yearly risk of extinction is significantly lower.83 If we now live in a
‘time of perils’ after which the yearly risk of extinction is significantly lower, existen82

is

According to the “Simple Model” of existential risk mitigation, the expected value of the future
∞

𝐸𝑈[𝐹 ] = 𝑣 ∑ (1 − 𝑟)𝑖 =
𝑛=1

𝑣(1 − 𝑟)
,
𝑟

where 𝑣 is the value of human existence each century (assumed to be constant) and 𝑟 is a percentury existential risk (also assumed constant). In this model, the value of the future is the value
of a single century divided by the per-century risk. See Ord (2020, appendix E). This model implies that the value of reducing existential risk this century by some fraction 𝑓 is 𝐸𝑈(𝑋) = 𝑓𝑣.
This result is surprising because the value of existential risk reduction is capped at the value 𝑣 (an
additional century of human existence)—it is not astronomical. See Thorstad (n.d.) for a discussion of the Simple Model. If human population stays at a constant 11 billion, each person living
for 80 years, then the value of an additional century of human existence (measured in lives) is approximately 14 billion (1.25 ⋅ 11, 000, 000, 000 = 13, 750, 000, 000). It was assumed that
Shivani could save in expectation 2.5 lives by donating to Against Malaria Foundation. So, if the
Simple Model is right, Shivani should donate to a longtermist cause if she can decrease (relatively)
the probability of extinction by at least 1 in 5 billion (2.5/13, 750, 000, 000 ≈ 2 ⋅ 10−10 ).
83
Thorstad (n.d.) argues that the belief that existential risks are high is unlikely to ground the
overwhelming importance of existential risk mitigation unless coupled with the time of perils hypothesis. This is so because the higher the probability of existential risk per century, the shorter
the expected lifespan of humanity is. Therefore, a high level of risk means the size of the future is
correspondingly smaller. However, if we now live in a particularly dangerous period after which
existential risk is much lower, then the size of the future can be considerable. However, Thorstad
(n.d.) also argues that the time of perils hypothesis is probably false. Therefore, pessimism about
existential risks does not justify the overwhelming importance of existential risk mitigation.
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tial risk mitigation more easily leads to Longtermism.84 Ord (2020, pp. 189–191)
argues that humanity’s first task is to reach existential security—a place where existential risk is low and stays low.
The size of the future seems large enough for Longtermism to be true—even
if we ignore very-small-probability scenarios such as space settlement and digital
minds. Asteroid detection leads to Longtermism if humanity’s expected lifespan is
at least 600 million years. With pandemic prevention and AI safety, the required
expected lifespans are 900,000 and 265 years, respectively. Finally, it would be overconfident to be near-certain that space settlement or digital sentience will not occur, given that there is no known reason why they should be physically impossible.85 If one gives a non-negligible probability for at least one of these scenarios,
then the expected number of lives in the far future will be much greater. To conclude, even if we ignore very-small-probability scenarios, such as space settlement
and digital minds, the expected number of lives in the far future seems large enough
for Longtermism to be true. Thus, the Small Future Argument does not undermine
Longtermism.
84

The astronomer Sagan (1997, p. 173) writes about the time of perils: “Some planetary civilizations see their way through, place limits on what may and what must not be done, and safely
pass through the time of perils. Others are not so lucky or so prudent, perish.” Rees (2003, pp. 7-8)
echoes this by writing that “the most crucial location in space and time (apart from the big bang
itself) could be here and now. […] What happens here on Earth, in this century, could conceivably
make the difference between a near eternity filled with ever more complex and subtle forms of life
and one filled with nothing but base matter.”
85
The entrepreneur Elon Musk (n.d.) wants humanity to be a spacefaring civilization: “You
want to wake up in the morning and think the future is going to be great—and that’s what being a
spacefaring civilization is all about. It’s about believing in the future and thinking that the future
will be better than the past. And I can’t think of anything more exciting than going out there and
being among the stars.”
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4

Probability of making a difference

This section discusses the argument that the probability of making a difference to
whether or not an existential catastrophe occurs is tiny, and thus, we should ignore
the possibility of influencing the occurrence of existential catastrophes. One type
of Probability Discounting naturally captures this idea. However, I will show that
the different versions of this view violate Statewise Dominance or Acyclicity, which
makes them less plausible as theories of instrumental rationality.

4.1

State Discounting

The final objection to Longtermism from discounting small probabilities is that
the probability of making a difference to whether or not an existential catastrophe
occurs is so tiny that it should be discounted down to zero—let’s call this the No
Difference Argument.
No Difference Argument: The probability of making a difference
to whether or not an existential catastrophe occurs is so small that we
should ignore the possibility of making a difference.
If it is indeed the case that Shivani has only a negligible probability of having an impact with all of the possible longtermist causes, and such small probabilities should
be discounted down to zero, then she should instead donate to the Against Malaria
Foundation. Consequently, Longtermism would be false in her situation.
Recall that the absolute reductions in the probability of extinction that Shivani
can provide are 1 in 33,000 trillion with asteroid detection, 1 in 50 trillion with pan270

demic prevention and 1 in 10 billion with AI safety (see table 3). If Shivani plans to
donate less than $10,000, her probability of impact is even smaller.86 As these numbers are tiny, it may not be unreasonable to ignore the possibility of Shivani making
a difference to existential risks with her donation to the longtermist causes.87 But
which version of Probability Discounting allows her to do this?
Table 3

Absolute Reductions of
Extinction Risks with $10,000
Asteroid detection
Pandemic prevention
AI safety

1 in 33,000 trillion
1 in 50 trillion
1 in 10 billion

One version of Probability Discounting captures the No Difference Argument
naturally. Recall that Naive and Tail Discounting ignore outcomes associated with
small probabilities. However, one might ignore states associated with small probabilities instead—let’s call this State Discounting.88
State Discounting For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌 if and only if
86

Conversely, if she plans to donate more than $10,000, her probability of impact is higher.
It is plausible that at least some individuals are in a position to have a non-negligible impact on
existential and extinction risks via donations. Sam Bankman-Fried, the founder and CEO of FTX
and a member of Giving What We Can, set out to make as much money as he could in order to
give away everything he earned to charity. He is now the primary funder of the FTX Foundation’s
Future Fund, which works to improve humanity’s odds of surviving and flourishing for thousands
of years or longer. See FTX Future Fund (2022).
87
Note that some might have a non-negligible impact on existential risks by doing direct work
instead of donating money. For them, Longtermism may be true in the context of choosing which
career to pursue or how to spend one’s free time.
88
Note that the definition of State Discounting given here considers very-small-probability states
in cases where the prospects would otherwise have equal probability-discounted expected utility.
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• 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 > 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 or
• 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 = 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋) ≥ 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 ),
where 𝐸𝑈 (𝑋)𝑝𝑑 and 𝐸𝑈 (𝑌 )𝑝𝑑 are obtained by conditionalizing on
the supposition that no state of negligible probability occurs.
In order to use State Discounting to argue against Longtermism, we need a way
of individuating states that guarantees that states in which Shivani makes a difference to existential risks are negligible. This can be done by individuating states
in terms of whether some act makes a difference to existential catastrophes as follows: In one state, an existential catastrophe happens no matter what one does;
in another state, one’s actions make a difference to whether or not the catastrophe happens; and in the final state, an existential catastrophe does not happen no
matter what one does. Let’s call the second state a difference-making state. If the
difference-making state is associated with a tiny probability, then one should ignore it. In effect, one would then ignore the possibility of making a difference to
whether or not an existential catastrophe happens.
There are different ways of partitioning states, and thus, many versions of State
Discounting. The focus of this section will be a version of State Discounting on
which states are partitioned by comparing prospects to some status quo prospect,
which corresponds to doing nothing.89 Let’s call this view Baseline State Discounting.
89

On another version of State Discounting, prospects are always compared two at a time, and
the possible states of the world are partitioned for every pairwise comparison separately. On a third
version, states are partitioned by comparing all available options at once. See the appendix for a
discussion of these two views.
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Baseline State Discounting: States are partitioned by comparing every prospect to a status quo prospect (each separately).
How might Baseline State Discounting undermine Longtermism? Recall that
by donating $10,000 to the Against Malaria Foundation, Shivani can save 2.5 lives
in expectation—let’s round that to 2. By donating the same money to AI safety, she
can provide a 1 in 10 billion absolute reduction in the probability of an AI-driven
catastrophe in the next 100 years. Baseline State Discounting compares the Against
Malaria Foundation and AI safety to a status quo prospect (i.e., ‘do nothing’), each
separately.
Let’s start by comparing AI safety to doing nothing. In order to capture the
idea of the No Difference Argument, states must be individuated based on whether
Shivani makes a difference to an AI-driven catastrophe as follows (see table 4): In
state 1, an AI causes an existential catastrophe no matter what Shivani does. In
state 2, an AI does not cause an existential catastrophe if she donates to AI safety,
but it will cause an existential catastrophe if she does nothing. Lastly, in state 3, an
AI does not cause an existential catastrophe no matter what she does. If Shivani’s
discounting threshold is higher than 1 in 10 billion, then she should ignore the
possibility of state 2 obtaining. Consequently, the probability-discounted expected
utility of AI safety equals (or is marginally better than) that of doing nothing. In
effect, Shivani would then ignore the possibility of making a difference to whether
or not an AI-driven existential catastrophe happens.
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Table 4

AI Safety vs. Baseline
State 1

State 2

𝑝 ≈ 0.001

AI safety
Do nothing

AI doom
AI doom

𝑝=

10−10

State 3
𝑝 ≈ 0.999

No AI doom No AI doom
AI doom
No AI doom

Donating to the Against Malaria Foundation involves no uncertainty, as (we
have assumed) it certainly saves two lives. As the Against Malaria Foundation certainly results in a better outcome than doing nothing, its probability-discounted
expected utility is greater than that of doing nothing (see table 5).
Table 5

AMF vs. Baseline
State 1
AMF
Two additional lives saved
Do nothing No additional lives saved

So, the probability-discounted expected utility of AI safety equals that of doing
nothing, while the probability-discounted expected utility of the Against Malaria
Foundation is greater than that. Therefore, Shivani should donate to the Against
Malaria Foundation, and Longtermism is false in her situation. Thus, Baseline
State Discounting provides a prima facie case against Longtermism. If states are
partitioned as in table 4, and the difference-making state (i.e., state 2) has neg274

ligible probability with all of the possible longtermist causes, then Baseline State
Discounting undermines Longtermism.

4.2

State Individuation Problem

However, State Discounting faces an analogous problem to the Outcome Individuation Problem but with states instead of outcomes:90
State Individuation Problem: If one individuates states with too
much detail, all states have negligible probabilities. Is there a privileged way of individuating states that avoids this?
Earlier, states were individuated in terms of whether or not Shivani could make a
difference to the occurrence of an AI-driven catastrophe. However, there are many
ways in which such a catastrophe might happen. The occurrence of an AI-driven
catastrophe was treated as a privileged basis for individuating states. We were interested in whether Shivani can affect the occurrence of an AI-driven catastrophe
with no regard to how it might happen or how much utility is at stake. However,
this seems arbitrary. Why should states be individuated in this way rather than
some other way?
Apart from individuating states as finely as possible, it seems the only nonarbitrary way of individuating states is by the utilities of their outcomes. But in
the case of existential risk from an AI, individuating states by the utilities of their
outcomes would most likely result in many different states instead of just three,
90

See §3 in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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as in the earlier example (table 4). This is so because these catastrophic scenarios
would most likely differ in value. As a result, individuating states by the utilities of
their outcomes does not guarantee that one will ignore the possibility of influencing
the occurrence of an AI-driven catastrophe if and only if its probability is tiny. For
example, one might ignore the possibility of making a difference even when the
probability of doing so is high. This can happen if the different scenarios in which
one makes a difference differ in value, and all these scenarios have tiny probabilities
(even though their total probability is high). So, individuating states by the utilities
of their outcomes does not capture the idea of the No Difference Argument.
Furthermore, individuating states by the utilities of their outcomes results in a
violation of dominance.91 Let 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 mean that 𝑋 is strictly preferred to 𝑌. Then,
Baseline State Discounting violates the following dominance principle if states are
individuated by utilities:92
Statewise Dominance:

If the outcome of prospect 𝑋 is at least as

preferred as the outcome of prospect 𝑌 in all states, then 𝑋 ≿ 𝑌. Furthermore, if in addition the outcome of 𝑋 is strictly preferred to the
outcome of 𝑌 in some possible state, then 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌.
To see how Baseline State Discounting violates Statewise Dominance if states
are individuated by utilities, consider the following prospects:
Space Settlement: The Earth has a billion years left until the Sun
expands and makes the Earth uninhabitable. However, a space settle91
92

See §3 in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Savage (1951, p. 58) and Luce and Raiffa (1957, p. 287).
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ment program might expand humanity’s lifespan, with some cost 𝜖.
There are two alternative programs whose successes depend on some
mutually exclusive events 𝐸1 , 𝐸2 , 𝐸3 and 𝐸4 as follows:93
Space program 1

Gives a 3% chance of humanity surviving for two

billion years (if event 𝐸1 happens) and a 2% chance of humanity surviving for five billion years (if event 𝐸2 or 𝐸3 happens). Otherwise,
humanity will survive for a billion years on Earth (if event 𝐸4 happens).
Space program 2

Gives a 4% chance of humanity surviving for two

billion years (if event 𝐸1 or 𝐸2 happens) and a 1% chance of humanity
surviving for five billion years (if event 𝐸3 happens). Otherwise, humanity will survive for a billion years on Earth (if event 𝐸4 happens).
Suppose the discounting threshold is (implausibly) just above 2%, and also suppose that the utility of humanity’s lifespan equals its duration (in billions of years).
Let’s first compare Space program 1 to the baseline, which again is ‘do nothing.’ Individuating states by the utilities of their outcomes results in the following states
(see table 6): In state 1, humanity lives for two billion years if Space program 1 is
chosen, and otherwise, humanity lives for one billion years; in state 2, humanity
lives for five billion years if Space program 1 is chosen, and otherwise, humanity
93

Note that usually in decision theory an event is defined as a set of states, which is not the case
here. For example, state 2 in table 6 is composed of two mutually exclusive events. Here ‘event’
is used in its common meaning outside of decision theory. ‘State’, in turn, refers to a collection of
maximally fine-grained possible states of the world. The reason for understanding states in this
less fine-grained way is that maximally fine-grained states would all have probabilities below the
discounting threshold.
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lives for one billion years; and in state 3, both Space program 1 and doing nothing
result in humanity living for one billion years. The probability of state 2 is below
the discounting threshold, so one should conditionalize on state 2 not happening.
Then, the probability-discounted expected utility of Space program 1 is 1.03−𝜖.94
Table 6

Space Program 1 vs. Doing Nothing
State 1

State 2

State 3

Event

𝐸1

𝐸2 or 𝐸3

𝐸4

𝑝

0.03

0.02

0.95

Space program 1
Do nothing

2−𝜖
1

5−𝜖
1

1−𝜖
1

Next, let’s compare Space program 2 to the baseline. In this case, states are
individuated similarly as before, except that the states have slightly different probabilities, as now 𝐸2 results in state 1* (see table 7). As before, state 2* has negligible
probability, so the possibility of state 2* is ignored. Consequently, the probabilitydiscounted expected utility of Space program 2 is 1.04−𝜖.95
94
95

0.03/0.98 ⋅ (2 − 𝜖) + 0.95/0.98 ⋅ (1 − 𝜖) ≈ 1.03 − 𝜖.
0.04/0.99 ⋅ (2 − 𝜖) + 0.95/0.99 ⋅ (1 − 𝜖) ≈ 1.04 − 𝜖.
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Table 7

Space Program 2 vs. Doing Nothing
State 1*

State 2*

State 3*

𝐸1 or 𝐸2

𝐸3

𝐸4

𝑝

0.04

0.01

0.95

Space program 2
Do nothing

2−𝜖
1

5−𝜖
1

1−𝜖
1

Event

The probability-discounted expected utility of Space program 2 is greater than
that of Space program 1 (1.04−𝜖 vs. 1.03−𝜖), so Space program 2 is better than Space
program 1. However, the only difference between these alternatives is that the former results in a lifespan of two billion years for humanity if event 𝐸2 happens, while
the latter results in a lifespan of five billion years in that case. So, when states are
individuated in the usual way (see table 8), the two space programs give the same
outcomes in states 1**, 3** and 4**, but Space program 1 gives a better outcome in
state 2**. This is a violation of Statewise Dominance. This Statewise Dominance
violation happens because the partition of states is different for each option, leading to a situation where the states in which Space Program 1 beats Space Program
2 are ignored for Space Program 1 but not for Space Program 2. So, the most plausible way of individuating states (i.e., by utilities) leads to a violation of Statewise
Dominance—which makes Baseline State Discounting less plausible as a theory of
instrumental rationality.
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Table 8

Space Program 1 vs. Space Program 2
State 1**

State 2**

State 3**

State 4**

Event

𝐸1

𝐸2

𝐸3

𝐸4

𝑝

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.95

Space program 1
Space program 2

2−𝜖
2−𝜖

5−𝜖
2−𝜖

5−𝜖
5−𝜖

1−𝜖
1−𝜖

To summarize, the No Difference Argument states that the probability of making a difference to whether or not an existential catastrophe happens is so tiny
that the possibility of making a difference should be ignored. Baseline State Discounting captures this idea naturally. And, it presents a prima facie challenge to
Longtermism, as there is only a tiny probability that Shivani can make a difference
to whether or not an existential catastrophe occurs. However, Baseline State Discounting faces the State Individuation Problem. As before, one might solve this by
individuating states by the utilities of their outcomes. But if states are individuated
by utilities, then it is not guaranteed that Baseline State Discounting ignores the
possibility of making a difference if and only if the probability of doing so is tiny.
So, Baseline State Discounting does not capture the idea behind the No Difference
Argument if states are individuated by utilities. Furthermore, individuating states
by the utilities of their outcomes also results in a violation of Statewise Dominance,
which makes Baseline State Discounting less plausible as a theory of instrumental
rationality. Nevertheless, one might still insist that there is some other privileged
way of individuating states that avoids the violation of Statewise Dominance. Al280

ternatively, one might reject Baseline State Discounting and cash out the No Difference Argument in some other way. So, the No Difference Argument might still
challenge Longtermism. However, the next section presents a more general response to the No Difference Argument.

5

Probability Discounting and Each-We Dilemmas

This section argues that Probability Discounting faces Each-We Dilemmas. These
can be solved by accepting Collective Difference-Making. However, doing so also
blocks the No Difference Argument. Some possible justifications for Collective
Difference-Making will be discussed.

5.1

Collective Difference-Making

According to Parfit (1984, p. 91), a theory faces Each-We Dilemmas if “there might
be cases where, if each does better in this theory’s terms, we do worse, and vice
versa.”96 To see how Probability Discounting faces Each-We Dilemmas, consider
the following case (see table 9 depicting the decision-situation faced by a single
agent):97
96

Each-We Dilemmas differ from Prisoner’s Dilemmas because in the former even impartial
and altruistic agents who accept the same moral theory can end up choosing worse options by the
lights of that theory when those choices are evaluated together.
97
Versions of Probability Discounting that ignore very-small-probability outcomes face the following Each-We Dilemma:
Asteroid: Multiple asteroids are heading toward the Earth, and for each of them,
there is a tiny probability that it will hit unless it is stopped. However, the probability
that at least one of them will hit the Earth is high if none of the asteroids are stopped.
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Asteroid:

An asteroid is heading toward the Earth and will almost

certainly hit unless stopped. There are multiple asteroid defense systems, and (unrealistically) each has a tiny probability of hitting the
asteroid and preventing a catastrophe. However, the probability that
one of them succeeds is high if enough of them try. Attempting to stop
the asteroid involves some small cost 𝜖.98
Table 9

Asteroid
State 1
Attempt
Do nothing

State 2

State 3

Collision −𝜖 No collision −𝜖 No collision −𝜖
Collision
Collision
No collision

In this case, the probability of state 2 happening is below the discounting threshold, so the possibility of state 2 should be ignored. However, then doing nothing
is better than attempting to stop the asteroid because it gives a better outcome in
states 1 and 3. So, Probability Discounting recommends against attempting to stop
the asteroid because the probability of making a difference is below the discounting threshold, and trying to stop the asteroid incurs a small cost. Consequently,
There are multiple asteroid defense systems, and each can only target one asteroid.
Attempting to stop an asteroid involves some small cost 𝜖.
As the agents can only attempt to stop one asteroid, and the probability of this asteroid hitting
the Earth is tiny, versions of Probability Discounting that ignore very-small-probability outcomes
recommend against attempting to stop the asteroid. Consequently, an asteroid will almost certainly
hit the Earth—which could have been prevented had enough agents attempted to do so.
98
This cost is so small that the asteroid hitting the Earth is worse than a cost of 𝜖 to all the relevant
people.
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the asteroid will almost certainly hit the Earth—which could have been prevented
almost certainly had enough agents attempted to do so.
Many have appealed to expected benefits in order to solve collective action
problems.99 For example, it is sometimes argued that one cannot justify voting by
merely appealing to the consequences of one’s act because there is only a minuscule
probability that one vote makes a difference.100 The expected benefits of voting can
nonetheless be great because if one’s vote makes a difference, it will impact millions
of people.101 However, if one ought to discount very small probabilities, then appealing to expected benefits cannot solve collective action problems in which it is
almost certain of each person that they make no difference. If one vote is extremely
unlikely to make a difference, and one should ignore tiny probabilities, then the expected benefits of voting are negligible.
If Probability Discounting is to avoid Each-We Dilemmas, agents must somehow take into account the choices of other people. They must accept
Collective Difference-Making: One ought to take into account the
choices of other people and consider whether the collective has a nonnegligible probability of making a difference.102
99

See Parfit (1984, pp. 73–75), Parfit (1988) and Kagan (2011). For a criticism of this solution,
see Nefsky (2011).
100
Parfit (1984, p. 73).
101
Parfit (1984, pp. 73–75).
102
Note that, on Collective Difference-Making, it matters whether the small probabilities are independent for the different agents. Suppose that a googolplex agents face Pascal’s Mugging. The
probability that at least one of them gets a thousand quadrillion happy days in the Seventh Dimension is still small even if they all pay the mugger because the probability of obtaining the great
outcome is not independent for the different agents: Either the mugger has magical powers, or he
does not. So, Collective Difference-Making recommends that the agents ignore the small prob-
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There are several different ways to interpret Collective Difference-Making. On one
interpretation, agents should choose a small enough discounting threshold so that
Each-We Dilemmas do not arise to begin with (and adjust the threshold lower if
they anyway do arise). This interpretation is ‘collective’ because agents ought to
take into account the choices of others when choosing the discounting threshold.
On another interpretation, all the choices faced by different agents should be evaluated collectively, and if the total probability of some event or outcome is above the
discounting threshold, then no one should discount. This latter view is similar to
what Monton (2019) and Smith (2016) say in diachronic cases, where we consider
different choices made by the same agent over time. They argue that relevantly similar choices faced by one individual must be evaluated collectively, and one should
not discount if the total probability of some event or outcome is above the discounting threshold.103 So, on this interpretation, Collective Difference-Making implies
that one should reason as if one was facing sequentially all the choices faced by
different agents.
The probability that Shivani and all the other agents together can make a difference to existential risks seems non-negligible. For example, if we spend $1 billion on AI safety, it is plausible that we can provide at least a 1 in 100,000 absolute reduction in the probability of an AI-driven catastrophe.104 This estimate is
ability. However, if the probabilities were independent, then Collective Difference-Making would
recommend against discounting, provided that the total probability of at least one person obtaining
the great outcome is sufficiently high.
103
The approach advocated by Monton (2019) and Smith (2016) assumes that there are no intrapersonal Each-We Dilemmas because rational agents have the power to commit to making some
choices in the future.
104
0.001 ⋅ 0.01 = 0.00001. Greaves and MacAskill (2021, pp. 14–15) estimate that there is at
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conservative. As mentioned earlier, the median expert estimate for an AI-driven
catastrophe at any point in time is 5%, while the calculation assumed a 0.1% risk
in the next 100 years. Also, $1 billion spent on AI safety might decrease the probability of an AI-driven catastrophe by more than 1%. So, if one ought to accept
Collective Difference-Making, then—plausibly—Probability Discounting does not
undermine Longtermism. Shivani should not ignore the possibility of making a
difference because she and the other agents have a non-negligible chance of preventing an existential catastrophe.
The details of Collective Difference-Making do not matter for the purposes of
this chapter, so I will only briefly mention some possible justifications for and problems with Collective Difference-Making. The details do not matter because, if Collective Difference-Making is plausible, then Probability Discounting does not undermine Longtermism, as Shivani and all the other agents have a non-negligible
chance of making a difference. But if Collective Difference-Making is implausible,
then Probability Discounting faces Each-We Dilemmas, making it implausible as
well. Either way, Probability Discounting does not undermine Longtermism.

5.2

Justifications for Collective Difference-Making

How can Collective Difference-Making be justified? In response to collective action problems, some argue that we have reasons for action coming from the participatory nature of one’s act. On these views, the reason for action is that by doing
least a 0.1% chance of an AI-driven catastrophe in the next 100 years, and that $1 billion of spending
would decrease this probability by at least 1%. See Greaves and MacAskill (2021, p. 15).
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so, one could be part of a group of people who together could make a difference.105
For example, some argue that we have collective reasons for action.106 On this
view, groups, like individuals, have reasons to make outcomes better, benefit other
people, avoid harming other people and benefit themselves. We have reasons as a
group to carry out some action because we would together be making things better.107 Furthermore, there might be things that some groups ought to do, even if
they have never coordinated in the past nor will ever coordinate in the future.108
This view can solve collective action problems if the reasons of groups bear on the
reasons of individuals. In that case, the agents in Asteroid may have a collective
reason to attempt to stop the asteroid and an individual reason to do their part.
Similarly, Shivani and the other agents may have a collective reason to prevent an
existential catastrophe (if they have a non-negligible probability of having an impact) and an individual reason to do their part.
Others, in turn, argue that one’s act can be part of causing some outcome without making a difference.109 This can happen when the outcome not happening
would be at least partly a result of there not having been enough similar acts.110
105
106

Nefsky (2017, p. 2756). For a criticism of these views, see Nefsky (2015).
See for example Dietz (2016). Consider also this view from Parfit (1984, p. 70):
“Even if an act harms no one, this act may be wrong because it is one of a set of acts
that together harm other people. Similarly, even if some act benefits no one, it can
be what someone ought to do, because it is one of a set of acts that together benefit
other people.”

See also Parfit (1984, pp. 31–31).
107
Dietz (2016, p. 960).
108
Dietz (2016, p. 957).
109
Nefsky (2017).
110
Nefsky (2017, p. 2753).
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The idea is that one has a reason to act in a certain way because one could be making a causal contribution toward bringing about some outcome (even though one
would not make a difference in expectation). The conditions for making a causal
contribution without making a difference are that it is up in the air whether or not
the outcome in question will occur; that part of what could determine whether it
occurs is whether enough people act in the relevant way going forward; and that it
is up in the air whether or not enough people will act in that way going forward.111
On this view, the agents in Asteroid should attempt to stop the asteroid because
doing so might be making a causal contribution toward stopping it, even though
in expectation they would not be making a difference.112 Similarly, Shivani should
mitigate existential risks because she might thereby be making a causal contribution toward preventing an existential catastrophe (even though in expectation she
would not be making a difference). In both Shivani’s case and Asteroid, it is up in
the air whether or not the existential catastrophe will occur; part of what could determine whether it occurs is whether enough people mitigate existential risks; and
111

Nefsky (2017, p. 2758). On reasons to vote, Nefsky (2017, pp. 2756–2757) writes: “But, contrary to the expected utility approach, the main reason to vote does not come from this minuscule
chance of making a difference—from extremely remote chance of the election turning on your vote.
Rather, it comes from the fact that your vote could help to elect Mr. Powers [the better candidate]
regardless of whether the election turns on it (which it almost certainly will not). Your vote could
help because, at the time at which you vote, more votes for Mr. Powers are needed to prevent the
disastrous outcome, and there is no guarantee that there will be enough such votes. So, by voting,
you are making a causal contribution toward preventing the bad outcome, when there is a real risk
that this outcome will not be prevented due to a lack of exactly that sort of contribution. Making
such a contribution in those circumstances makes progress toward preventing the bad outcome,
even if what happens will not turn on your having done so.”
112
It is unclear whether Nefsky would apply this theory to cases such as Asteroid. On cases in
which each person has a tiny chance of triggering some result regardless of what others do (such as
Asteroid), Nefsky (2011, p. 367n11) writes: “It seems to me, though, that such a case would not be
a collective harm case.”
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it is up in the air whether or not enough people will mitigate existential risks.
Alternatively, one can also justify Collective Difference-Making with, for example, rule-consequentialism. Rule-consequentialism states that agents should
decide what to do by applying rules whose acceptance will produce the best consequences. Rule-consequentialism would (presumably) advise that the agents attempt to stop the asteroid because doing so conforms to a rule whose acceptance
produces the best consequences. Similarly, Rule-consequentialism would (presumably) advise Shivani to mitigate existential risks because ‘mitigate existential
risks’ is a rule whose acceptance produces the best consequences in the long run.
Another way of justifying something close to Collective Difference-Making
comes from Evidential Decision Theory. According to Evidential Decision Theory,
the best act is the one that gives the best expectations for the outcomes, conditional
on one choosing it. Evidential Decision Theory is often contrasted with Causal Decision Theory. According to Causal Decision Theory, agents ought to maximize the
best expected causal consequences. On this view, causality plays an important role
in instrumental rationality: Only those consequences that have a causal link with
one’s act count. In contrast, evidentialists do not require a belief in a causal link
between one’s act and the consequences.113
Evidential Decision Theory favors something akin to Collective DifferenceMaking because it implies that an agent ought to reason as if they were choosing
on behalf of all relevantly similar agents.114 Evidential Decision Theory recom113

See Nozick (1969).
MacAskill et al. (2021) argue that an altruistic and morally motivated agent who is uncertain
between Evidential and Causal Decision Theory should generally act following the former, even if
114
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mends not discounting the probability of making a difference in Asteroid if doing
so provides sufficient evidence of others also not discounting. And it may, if others
are similar to the agent in relevant ways. The idea is that under certain conditions,
conditional on some agent acting, it is likely that enough people act to deflect the
asteroid, so the probability of stopping the asteroid is non-negligible. Similarly,
Evidential Decision Theory recommends Shivani to mitigate existential risks if doing so provides sufficient evidence of others mitigating these risks as well. And it
may, if others are similar to Shivani in relevant ways. However, Evidential Decision Theory does not solve Each-We Dilemmas in cases where one’s actions do not
provide suitably strong evidence of how other agents will act. If ignoring the small
chance of stopping the asteroid does not provide sufficiently strong evidence of
other agents doing so as well, then Evidential Decision Theory recommends doing
nothing instead of attempting to stop the asteroid.

5.3

Problems with Collective Difference-Making

I have discussed some ways of justifying Collective Difference-Making. However,
Collective Difference-Making faces some problems as well. First, to even start estimating the number of very-small-probability choices all agents make, one needs
to know who counts as an agent. Do small children count? What about animals?
Or possible intelligent aliens or AI? Evidential Decision Theory can solve this: All
agents who are relevantly similar to oneself count (in proportion to how similar
she has a higher credence in the latter. They argue that the existence of correlated decision-makers
will affect the stakes for Evidential Decision Theory but not for Causal Decision Theory and that it
is rational to hedge if one faces decision-theoretic uncertainty.
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they are to oneself) because then one’s actions are evidence of how they will act. Another possible solution is that those on a collective endeavor with oneself count.115
On this view, for example causally disconnected intelligent aliens do not count.
Another problem for Collective Difference-Making is the violation of Separability. Let 𝑋 be a prospect that concerns what is going on in the part of the world
we might make any difference to, and let 𝑌 be a prospect that concerns what happens somewhere far away, such as a distant galaxy. Also, let 𝑋 ⊕𝑌 be the combined
prospect of the near prospect 𝑋 and the far prospect 𝑌. Then, Separability states
the following:116
Separability:
i For all near prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, and any far prospect 𝑍, 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌
if and only if 𝑋 ⊕ 𝑍 ≻ 𝑌 ⊕ 𝑍.
ii For all far prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, and any near prospect 𝑍, 𝑋 ≻ 𝑌
if and only if 𝑍 ⊕ 𝑋 ≻ 𝑍 ⊕ 𝑌.
Collective Difference-Making violates Separability because what one ought to do
115

For example, Kutz (2000, p. 89) writes:“Jointly acting groups consist of individuals who intend
to contribute to a collective end.”
116
Russell (2021, p. 15). Contrast Separability with Background Independence:
Background Independence: For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, and any far outcome 𝑧,
𝑋 ≻ 𝑌 if and only if 𝑋 ⊕ 𝑧 ≻ 𝑌 ⊕ 𝑧 (Russell, 2021, p. 18).
Background Independence is related to the Egyptology objection to the Average View in population ethics. See McMahan (1981, p. 115) and Parfit (1984, p. 420). The background outcome
𝑧 does not add any uncertainty, so it will not interact with 𝑋 and 𝑌 in different ways in different
states. Thus, unlike Separability, Background Independence is consistent with (first-order) Stochastic Dominance. See Russell (2021, p. 18n13).
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depends on what choices other distant agents face.117 For example, Collective
Difference-Making implies that the agents in Asteroid should not attempt to stop
the asteroid if no other agents were facing the same choice; but given that enough
others are also facing this choice, they should attempt to stop the asteroid. So, what
agents should do depends on what choices others face.
Furthermore, there is a trade-off between maintaining Separability and avoiding Each-We Dilemmas. The fewer agents’ choices one considers in one’s decisionmaking, the more Each-We Dilemmas occur, and vice versa. For example, if one
only takes into account the choices of other humans living on Earth right now,
then one might end up in an Each-We Dilemma situation with future generations.
Alternatively, if one only takes into account the choices of those who are on a collective endeavor with oneself, then one might end up in an Each-We Dilemma with
those not on this collective endeavor.
Suppose that possible intelligent aliens would not be on a collective endeavor
with us. We might then end up in the following kind of Each-We Dilemma with
them:
117

Wilkinson (2022, §6) shows that denying Probability Fanaticism leads to violations of Separability (or first-order Stochastic Dominance), even in cases where the choices of different individuals
are probabilistically independent. See also Beckstead and Thomas (2020). However, Russell (2021)
shows that (first-order) Stochastic Dominance and Separability are inconsistent (assuming Positive
Compensation: One can always compensate for making things worse nearby by making things sufficiently better far away, and vice versa). Also see Goodsell (2021). Russell (2021, p. 14) writes:
“[W]hat is better than what really does depend in strange ways on what is going on in distant space
and time… it matters whether you think there is another St. Petersburg population lottery going
on in a distant galaxy. This is bizarre—but Stochastic Dominance tells us that it is true.” Stochastic Dominance is consistent with the separability of simple prospects, that is, prospects that have
finitely many possible outcomes (Russell, 2021, p. 14). However, as Russell points out, whatever
justifies the separability of simple prospects will probably also justify full Separability.
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Asteroid 2:

Asteroids are heading toward different planets (one for

each planet), and they will almost certainly hit unless they are stopped.
There is one asteroid defense system on every planet, and (unrealistically) each has a tiny probability of hitting the asteroid and preventing
a catastrophe. However, the probability that at least one of them hits
an asteroid is high if enough of them try. Again, trying to stop the
asteroid incurs some small cost 𝜖.
It would be better if everyone attempted to stop the asteroid heading toward their
planet. Probably at least one of the planets would survive. However, if one should
ignore what happens on faraway planets, then one should ignore the possibility of
successfully stopping the asteroid heading toward one’s planet. Consequently, no
planets survive. So, if one ignores the choices of some group of agents, then one
might end up in an Each-We Dilemma with this group. On the other hand, if one
cares about the difference all agents can make, then violations of Separability will
be more common. Also, if there is a large number of agents, one might not discount
tiny probabilities very often, if ever.118
Another problem for Collective Difference-Making is cluelessness: It seems
impossible to evaluate how many very-small-probability choices other agents face.
So, Collective Difference-Making needs some way of handling situations where
118

Wilkinson (2022) writes on the long-run argument for maximizing expected value: “How
well the world as a whole goes is not determined by just a few decisions by a single agent, but
instead by countless different agents making separate small-scale decisions. In this setting, having
all of those agents maximize expected value seems to be quite a good policy, even when doing so
produces fanatical verdicts. Repeated enough times, even fanatical choices will pay off eventually.”
However, note that this will only happen if the probabilities are sufficiently independent for the
different agents.
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one is clueless about what choices others face. However, many other theories also
face the problem of cluelessness, so this problem need not disadvantage Collective
Difference-Making over the alternatives.119
Finally, another task for the proponents of Collective Difference-Making is to
spell out the details of when agents should refrain from discounting small probabilities. Does it only have to be the case that sufficiently many agents face sufficiently
many very-small-probability choices, or do enough of those agents also need to
refrain from discounting? Do their choices need to be relevantly similar (such as
attempts to stop a particular asteroid heading toward the Earth), or is it enough
that they involve similarly small probabilities but in very different contexts? What
happens if different agents assign different probabilities to the same events?
I will not attempt to solve these problems in this chapter. Instead, as mentioned
earlier, my argument is that if Collective Difference-Making is implausible, then
Probability Discounting is also implausible because it leads to Each-We Dilemmas.
On the other hand, if Collective Difference-Making is plausible, then Probability
Discounting does not undermine Longtermism because Shivani and all the other
agents together have a non-negligible probability of making a difference. Either
way, Probability Discounting and the No Difference Argument do not undermine
Longtermism. However, discounting small probabilities might still be relevant to
119

However, this problem may be more serious for Collective Difference-Making. For example,
an agent might think there is a tiny probability that countless agents face very-small-probability
choices. Should the agent discount that probability down to zero and ignore this possibility? If the
agent ignores this possibility, then the number of individuals is small, and they are right to ignore
it. On the other hand, if the agent does not ignore this possibility, then the number of individuals
is large, and the agent is right not to ignore it.
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what longtermists should focus on, as there might be a class of existential risks that
we cannot make a difference to, even together.

6

Conclusion

I have discussed three arguments against Longtermism from discounting small
probabilities. First, I discussed the Low Risks Argument: The probabilities of existential catastrophes are so low that we ought to ignore them. However, even in the
next century, the net existential risk and some specific existential risks are above
any reasonable discounting thresholds. Naive Discounting faces the Outcome Individuation Problem, so it is unclear what it says. However, an acceptable solution
to this problem should not imply that one ought to ignore a net existential risk of
1/6 in the next century. Tail Discounting is more plausible than Naive Discounting. However, as long as there are non-negligible probabilities of better and worse
outcomes than a near-term extinction, Tail Discounting will not ignore near-term
extinction events even if their associated probabilities are negligible.
The second argument against Longtermism I discussed is the Small Future Argument: Once we ignore very-small-probability scenarios, such as space settlement and digital minds, the expected number of lives in the far future is too small
for Longtermism to be true. However, this does not seem true. For example, AI
safety leads to Longtermism if humanity’s expected lifespan is at least 265 years.
Therefore, the Small Future Argument does not undermine Longtermism.
Finally, I discussed the No Difference Argument: The probability that an agent
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can make a difference to whether or not an existential catastrophe occurs is so small
that it should be discounted down to zero. Baseline State Discounting captures this
idea naturally. It may also challenge Longtermism, as there is only a tiny probability that Shivani can make a difference to whether or not an existential catastrophe
occurs. However, if states are individuated in the most plausible way (i.e., by utilities), Baseline State Discounting violates Statewise Dominance, which makes it less
plausible as a theory of instrumental rationality.
Lastly, I argued that Probability Discounting faces Each-We Dilemmas. If Probability Discounting is to avoid Each-We Dilemmas, it needs Collective DifferenceMaking: Agents must take into account the choices of other people and consider
whether the collective can make a difference. However, if we accept Collective
Difference-Making, then Probability Discounting does not undermine Longtermism because Shivani and all the other agents together have a non-negligible probability of making a difference.
All in all, I have discussed three ways in which discounting small probabilities might undermine Longtermism. I have argued that these arguments do not
succeed. Discounting small probabilities gives no reason to reject Longtermism.
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Appendix
A

State Discounting and Acyclicity

Earlier I discussed a version of State Discounting on which states are partitioned
by comparing prospects to a status quo prospect. But there are different views
about how states should be partitioned. On another version of State Discounting,
prospects are always compared two at a time, and the possible states of the world
are partitioned for every pairwise comparison separately. Alternatively, one could
compare all available options at once and partition the states for every choice set
separately. Let’s call these views Pairwise State Discounting and Set-Dependent State
Discounting, respectively.
Pairwise State Discounting: States are partitioned by comparing
two prospects at a time.
Set-Dependent State Discounting:

States are partitioned by com-

paring all prospects at once.
The argument against Longtermism from Pairwise and Set-Dependent State
Discounting is similar to that from Baseline State Discounting. Recall that by donating $10,000 to the Against Malaria Foundation, Shivani can save two lives in
expectation. By donating the same money to AI safety, she can provide a 1 in 10
billion absolute reduction in the probability of an AI-driven catastrophe in the next
100 years. Instead of partitioning the states by comparing AI safety and the Against
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Malaria Foundation to a status quo prospect, Pairwise and Set-Dependent State
Discounting partition the states by comparing these two options. Consequently,
it ignores tiny differences between these prospects. As the whole choice set only
includes two alternatives, both views treat the case similarly.
As before, in order to capture the idea of the No Difference Argument, states
must be individuated based on whether or not Shivani makes a difference to an
AI-driven catastrophe as follows: In state 1, an AI causes an existential catastrophe no matter what Shivani does. In state 2, an AI does not cause an existential
catastrophe if she donates to AI safety, but it will cause an existential catastrophe
if she donates to the Against Malaria Foundation. Lastly, in state 3, an AI does not
cause an existential catastrophe no matter what she does. Donating to the Against
Malaria Foundation saves two lives in all states. Shivani’s choice situation is shown
in table 10.
Table 10

AI Safety vs. AMF
State 1
𝑝 ≈ 0.001

AI safety
AI doom
AMF
AI doom + 2 lives

State 2
𝑝=

10−10

No AI doom
AI doom + 2 lives

State 3
𝑝 ≈ 0.999

No AI doom
No AI doom + 2 lives

As before, if Shivani’s discounting threshold is higher than 1 in 10 billion, she
ought to ignore the possibility of state 2 obtaining. Consequently, donating to the
Against Malaria Foundation is better because it gives a better outcome in states
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1 and 3. So, like Baseline State Discounting, Pairwise and Set-Dependent State
Discounting challenge Longtermism if they partition states as in table 10.
However, partitioning states as in table 10 leads to a violation of the following
principle:
Acyclicity:

If 𝑋1 ≻ 𝑋2 ≻ ⋯ ≻ 𝑋𝑛 , then it is not the case that

𝑋𝑛 ≻ 𝑋 1 .
According to Pairwise and Set-Dependent State Discounting, states might be partitioned differently depending on what other options are available, and this can
generate cycles. The former violates Acyclicity within choice sets, while the latter
violates Acyclicity across choice sets when two options are compared at a time.
Suppose that Shivani gives a 5% probability for an AI-driven catastrophe and
that (implausibly) her discounting threshold is 2%. Next, to see why Pairwise
and Set-Dependent State Discounting violate Acyclicity, consider the following options:
Acyclicity Violation:
Against Malaria Foundation Saves two lives and gives a 5% probability of an AI-driven catastrophe.
Pure AI safety

Decreases the probability of an AI-driven catastrophe

to 3%.
Mixed AI safety

Decreases the probability of an AI-driven catastro-

phe to 4% and, in addition, saves one life in the near-term future.
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First, let’s compare Pure AI safety to donating to the Against Malaria Foundation (see table 11). States are partitioned in the same way as in table 10. But, in this
case, the probability of state 2 is not below the discounting threshold, so there is
a non-negligible chance that Shivani can influence whether an AI-driven catastrophe occurs. Consequently, when state 2 is not ignored, donating to Pure AI safety
is better than donating to the Against Malaria Foundation.
Table 11

Pure AI Safety Is Better than AMF
𝑝

State 1

State 2

State 3

0.03

0.02

0.95

No doom
Doom + 2 lives

No doom
No doom + 2 lives

Pure AI safety
Doom
AMF
Doom + 2 lives

Next, let’s compare the Against Malaria Foundation to Mixed AI safety (see
table 12). Again, states are partitioned in the same way as in table 10. This time,
the probability of state 2* is below the discounting threshold, so Shivani should
ignore the possibility of influencing an AI-driven catastrophe. Moreover, when
state 2* is ignored, the Against Malaria Foundation is better than Mixed AI safety
because it gives a better outcome in states 1* and 3* (two lives saved instead of one).
So, now we have that Pure AI safety is better than the Against Malaria Foundation,
which is better than Mixed AI safety. It follows by Acyclicity that Mixed AI safety
is not better than Pure AI safety.
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Table 12

AMF Is Better than Mixed AI Safety
𝑝

State 1*

State 2*

State 3*

0.04

0.01

0.95

Mixed AI safety Doom + 1 life
AMF
Doom + 2 lives

No doom + 1 life No doom + 1 life
Doom + 2 lives No doom + 2 lives

However, when we compare Pure AI safety and Mixed AI safety pair-wise, we
find the opposite: Mixed AI safety is better than Pure AI safety (see table 13). As
before, states are partitioned the same way as in table 10. In this case, the probability of state 2** is below the discounting threshold, so one should consider Pure AI
safety and Mixed AI safety equally effective at reducing the probability of an AIdriven catastrophe. Consequently, Mixed AI safety is better than Pure AI safety
because it gives a better outcome in states 1** and 3**. So, now we have that Pure
AI safety is better than the Against Malaria Foundation, which is better than Mixed
AI safety, which is better than Pure AI safety. This is a violation of Acyclicity.120
Table 13

Mixed AI Safety Is Better than Pure AI Safety
𝑝
Pure AI safety
Mixed AI safety

State 1**

State 2**

State 3**

0.03

0.01

0.96

Doom
Doom + 1 life

No doom
Doom + 1 life

No doom
No doom + 1 life

120

Pairwise and Set-Dependent State Discounting also violate (first-order) Stochastic Dominance. See §4 in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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Pairwise State Discounting violates Acyclicity even within a single choice set;
when all three options are available, there is no clear winner. Therefore, it is unclear what Pairwise State Discounting implies and what one ought to choose. SetDependent State Discounting, in turn, violates Pair-Wise Acyclicity, that is, it violates Acyclicity when we only compare two options at a time (as in tables 11, 12 and
13). However, if we compare all three options at once, then Set-Dependent State
Discounting avoids this violation of Acyclicity, at least if states are partitioned as in
table 14. In this case, states 2*** and 3*** have probabilities below the discounting
threshold, so Shivani should ignore the possibilities of states 2*** and 3***. Once
she does that, the Against Malaria Foundation comes out as the best option because it gives the best outcome in states 1*** and 4***. Within this choice-set, the
Against Malaria Foundation is better than Mixed AI safety, which is better than
Pure AI safety, which is worse than the Against Malaria Foundation. So, there is
no violation of Acyclicity.
Table 14

No Violation of Acyclicity
𝑝

State 1***

State 2***

State 3***

State 4***

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.95

No doom
Doom + 1 life
Doom + 2 lives

No doom
No doom + 1 life
Doom + 2 lives

No doom
No doom + 1 life
No doom + 2 lives

Pure AI safety
Doom
Mixed AI safety Doom + 1 life
AMF
Doom + 2 lives

Note that this case also shows that Set-Dependent State Discounting violates
the following intuitively plausible principles:121
121

Sen (1977, pp. 63–66). Contraction Consistency implies Acyclicity. See Sen (1977, p. 67).
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Contraction Consistency:

For all prospects 𝑋 and 𝑌, if it is per-

missible to choose 𝑋 from the set {𝑋, … , 𝑌 }, then it is permissible to
choose 𝑋 from any subset of the set {𝑋, … , 𝑌 }.
Strong Expansion Consistency: For all prospects 𝑋, 𝑌 and 𝑍, if it
is permissible to choose 𝑋 from the set {𝑋, … , 𝑌 }, then if it is permissible to choose 𝑌 from the set {𝑋, … , 𝑌 , … , 𝑍}, it is permissible
to choose 𝑋 from the set {𝑋, … , 𝑌 , … , 𝑍}.
Set-Dependent State Discounting violates Contraction Consistency because it is
permissible to choose the Against Malaria Foundation when both AI safety options
are available (table 14), but it is not permissible to choose it when only Pure AI
safety is available (table 11). On the other hand, Set-Dependent State Discounting
violates Strong Expansion Consistency because it is permissible to choose Pure
AI safety when the Against Malaria Foundation is the only alternative (table 11).
However, it is not permissible to choose Pure AI safety when all three options are
available, but it is anyhow permissible to choose the Against Malaria Foundation
(table 14).
Set-Dependent State Discounting is choice-set dependent. It implies that what
Shivani ought to do depends on what other options are available to her, even if
she will not choose them. Consequently, whether or not Longtermism is true in
Shivani’s situation may also be choice-set dependent. Longtermism may be true
if Shivani only considers donating to AI safety and the Against Malaria Foundation. However, if she also considers donating to, for example, asteroid detection,
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then Longtermism may no longer be true in her situation. In that case, there might
be more states of nature because of a greater number of available options. Consequently, the difference-making state(s) might now have probabilities below the
discounting threshold. This seems implausible. Having more longtermist options
should not make Longtermism harder to achieve. However, one implication of SetDependent State Discounting is that adding more options can decrease the probabilities of the difference-making state(s) sufficiently to render Longtermism false.
To summarize, like Baseline State Discounting, the two alternative versions of
State Discounting present a challenge to Longtermism. However, they give cyclic
recommendations, which makes them less plausible as theories of instrumental
rationality.
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Conclusion

This thesis has explored different approaches to cases that involve tiny probabilities of vast value. Chapter 1 discussed one possible approach: Boundedness. Chapter 1 showed that decision theories on which utilities are bounded,
such as Expected Utility Theory, violate Ex Ante Pareto if combined with an
additive axiology, such as Total Utilitarianism. Chapter 2, in turn, showed
that standard axiomatizations of Expected Utility Theory violate Statewise
Dominance in cases that involve possible states of zero probability. Chapters 3–6 discussed another approach: Probability Discounting. Chapter 3
argued that Probability Discounting, if plausible, solves the ‘Intrapersonal
Addition Paradox’ and thus helps avoid the Repugnant Conclusion. Chapter
4 explored what the most plausible version of Probability Discounting might
look like and what problems the different versions of this view have. Chapter
5 focused on one type of problem, namely, money pumps. The Independence
Money Pump, in particular, presents a difficult challenge to Probability Discounting. Finally, Chapter 6 argued that Probability Discounting does not
undermine Longtermism, namely, the view that morally speaking what matters the most is the far future.
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